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English summary
Talent shortage is an increasingly notorious problem faced by companies across the globe. In
response to this threat, employer branding has been proposed as a remedy that can help companies
attract and retain talented employees. As a sub-field within the more general field of branding,
employer branding merges the fields of human resource management and marketing with the
ambition of promoting the company as a desirable place to work
Face-to-face employer brand encounters have proven influential, when applicants seek information
about a potential future employer and make decisions about where to pursue employment. Yet, what
actually occurs during these encounters remains a black box.
Against this backdrop, I initiate my dissertation by uncovering the dominant ontological and
epistemological assumptions in the employer branding literature, as well as the taken for granted
models of communication and identity. Doing so reveals that the vast majority of the literature is
rooted in a post-positivist paradigm supporting a one-way, transmission model of communication
and an essentialist conceptualisation of identity. While this has proven conductive for the field of
research so far, it has also constrained it. The co-creation approach to employer branding is rooted
in a social constructionist paradigm and offer means to break free from these constraints, allowing
for the study of employer branding in practice. This approach conceives communication as ongoing
meaning negotiation, and identity as a local, practical accomplishment.
At the core of the co-creation approach is the notion of intersubjectivity, a notion I account for in
the following chapter. Combining Alfred Schütz’s phenomenology and Harvey Sacks’s
conversation analysis, I propose my own version of the co-creation approach, which I label ‘the
intersubjective approach’.
I then use this approach to investigate my data comprising 22 hours of video recording of pre-hire
mentorships – an increasingly popular, yet severely under-researched employer branding tactic. Prehire mentoring is an employer branding tactic, in which a company offers one of their employees as
a mentor to talented graduate students, while they are in the last part of their graduate programme.
In the analysis, I zoom in on mentor’s storytellings as these comprise recurrent sites for employer
brand co-creation.
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I conclude the dissertation by accounting for the role of storytelling in employer brand co-creation
and discussing the theoretical and methodological ramifications of adopting my intersubjective
approach to investigating face-to-face employer brand encounters. I argue that, due to the
fundamental differences in underlying assumptions, my intersubjective approach and the classical
paradigm in the literature construe the phenomenon of employer branding differently. Thus, I
suggest that the field opens up to a plurality of approaches in order to grow and keep producing
relevant insights of a varied nature.
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Dansk resume
Mangel på talentfulde mearbejdere er et presserende problem verden over. Employer branding er
blevet foreslået som et svar på denne udfording ved at sætte fokus på rekruttering og fastholdelse af
talentfulde medarbejdere. Som et under-felt inden for branding, kombinerer employer branding HR
og marketing med det formål at promovere virksomheden som en attraktiv arbejdsplads.
Ansigt-til-ansigt employer branding møder mellem potentielle kandidater og virksomheder har en
stor effekt på kandidaternes valg af arbejdsplads, men indtil nu ved vi næsten ingenting om, hvad
der faktisk foregår i disse interaktioner.
Med dette som udgangspunkt begynder jeg min afhandling med at identificere de underliggende
ontologiske og epistemologiske antagelser, samt de grundlæggende antagelser om kommunikation
og identitet, som employer branding feltet beror på. Derved vises det, at den overvejende størstedel
af feltet har meget klare rødder i et post-positiviste paradigme. Kommunikation antages at være en
uproblematisk en-vejs transmission af information, og identitet anskues fra et essentialistisk ståsted.
Som alternativ fremhæves ”co-creation” tilgangen, som har sine rødder i et social konstruktivistisk
paradigme, hvormed det er muligt at bryde fri fra de paradigme-bundne hæmninger, feltet er
underlagt. Derved kan feltet udvidde horisonten til at inkludere studier af emplyer branding
praksisser. Ydermere antager denne tilgang at kommunikation er en løbende
meningsforhandlingsproces, og at identitet er lokalt samskabt.
Kernen i co-creation tilgangen er intersubjektivitet, et begreb som der redegøres for efterfølgende.
Ved at kombinere Alfred Schütz’s fænomenologi and Harvey Sacks’s konversationsanalyse,
fremlægger jeg min egen specifikke version af co-creation tilgangen, som jeg kalder ’den
intersubjektive tilgang’.
Dernæst bruger jeg denne tilgang til at undersøge mit datasæt som består af 22 timers
videooptagelser af ’pre-hire mentor-forløb’ – en employer branding taktik, hvis popularitet er stødt
stigende, men som ikke er blevet undersøgt nævneværdigt i forskningen. Grundlæggende består
disse forløb af en mentor, som er en erfaren person fra en virksomhed, og en mentee som er
universitetsstuderende. I analysen zoomer jeg ind på mentornes historiefortællinger, da disse udgør
et rum for samskabelsen af employer brands.
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Jeg afslutter afhandlingen med at redegøre for den rolle historiefortællinger spiller i samskabelsen af
employer brands. Dernæst diskuterer jeg de teoretiske og metodologiske følger af at anvende min
intersubjektive tilgang til at undersøge ansigt til ansigt employer branding møder. Jeg argumenter
for at, på grund af de fundamentale forskelle i underliggende paradigmer, så udlægger min tilgang
og den klassiske tilgang fænomenet ’employer branding’ forskelligt. Derfor foreslår jeg at feltet
åbner op for en mangfoldighed af tilgange, således at det kan vokse og blive ved at med at
producere nye indsigter af forskellig karakter.
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1 Introduction
The catalyst for the current dissertation was an eye-opening revelation in 2013. During my work
with recruitment and employer branding, I had held a seminar for a pair of managers in a company
about to implement pre-hire mentoring as a tactic for recruiting graduates. During these
mentorships, they would be assigned a mentee who matched the future talent demands of the
company, and the goal was to identify whether the person in question was a good match. My wholeday seminar on mentoring and employer branding included a presentation on mentoring, general
advice about mentoring, identifying interesting anecdotes and stories that demonstrated the identity
of the company, and a few role-play sessions. In order to evaluate the usefulness of my training, I
was given permission to record the mentor conversations of one of the pairs. Much to my despair,
the recordings revealed that my seminar in no way accounted for practice. So many activities
occurred during the conversation: rapport-building, joke-telling, awkward silences,
misunderstandings, rants and personal anecdotes. Labelling all these activities ‘employer branding’
was a simplification that did not account for the empirical evidence.
This revelation coincided with my to-be supervisor pointing me towards a new direction in
employer brand research called the co-creation approach (Aggerholm, Andersen, & Thomsen,
2011). This approach marked a shift away from the classic employer branding approach, which
argues that employer brands are stable, manageable entities that can be communicated
unambiguously into the heads of attractive potential applicants (Aggerholm et al., 2011;
Cornelissen, Abimbola, Christensen, & Kinuthia, 2012). Instead, employer brands are
conceptualised as emergent, and negotiated on an ongoing basis in communicative interactions
(Aggerholm et al., 2011). This perspective offered a stronger account of what I saw in the
recordings.
Around the same time, my to-be co-supervisor piqued my interest in Conversation Analytic Roleplay Method (CARM): an evidence-driven approach to communication training rooted in
conversation analysis findings from video observations (Stokoe, 2011, 2014). Thus, the foundation
for the project was laid, with a reconceptualisation of employer branding and a method that could
build an evidence-based foundation for training professionals.
In the academic realm, employer branding is a field in its adolescence, as the concept was coined
little more than two decades ago by Ambler and Barrow (1996). They defined the employer brand
10

as “the package of functional, economic and psychological benefits provided by employment, and
identified with the employing company” (Ambler & Barrow, 1996, p. 187).
The field combines the well-established field of Human Resource Management (HRM) and
marketing with the goal of attracting and retaining talented employees (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004)
who constitute a vital asset in competitive industries (Barney, 1991; Theurer, Tumasjan, Welpe, &
Lievens, 2016). While the fields of marketing and HRM have witnessed an emergence of a plurality
of scientific paradigms (Janssens & Steyaert, 2009; Melewar, Gotsi, & Andriopoulos, 2012;
Steyaert & Janssens, 1999), including critical (Legge, 1999; Tadajewski, 2010; T. J. Watson, 2004,
2010), practice-based (Glenn & LeBaron, 2011; Llewellyn, 2010; Llewellyn & Spence, 2009) and
social constructionist (Svensson, 2001), employer branding has remained relatively confined to the
classic, functionalist perspective. The co-creation approach, however, paves the way for a new
stream of research in the field – one where employer brands are seen as communicatively
constituted, and to which my dissertation attempts to make a humble contribution.

1.1 Purpose and research questions
The purpose of my dissertation is to explore a new stream of research in the employer branding
field whose central topic is the communicative co-creation of employer brands in practice. In order
to fulfil this purpose, the dissertation includes three overlapping research questions.
The first research question concerns the place of co-creation in the employer branding field, asking:
What are the dominant, underlying assumptions of the employer branding field? There is no
shortage of excellent literature reviews in the employer branding literature (M. R. Edwards, 2010;
Lievens & Slaughter, 2016; Theurer et al., 2016), but my literature review takes a different
approach. As is apparent from the phrasing, the research question is rooted in the
‘problematization’ approach proposed by Alvesson and Sandberg (2011, 2013). It seeks to uncover
the dominant ontological and epistemological assumptions. I will also uncover the dominant
assumptions about identity and taken-for-granted models of communication. Assumptions about
identity shape how we can conceive of the ‘employer brand’, whereas assumptions about
communication shape how we can conceive of ‘employer branding’; that is, the communicative
process of building employer brands.
The reason for initiating the dissertation with a problematization of the existing literature is
threefold. First, a problematization exposes some of the taken-for-granted assumptions held within
11

the employer branding field and in doing so exposes the blind spots hitherto ignored or
unrecognised (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011). Second, a problematization holds the potential to move
the field as a whole by recognising new perspectives and approaches, which can foster new,
exploratory conversations in the field (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2013). Finally, a problematization of
the literature enables a deep comparison between the dominant paradigm and the emerging cocreation approach. Doing so will clarify the benefits and drawbacks of either approach and
recognise the strength of opening up for a plurality of perspectives. These three reasons highlight
the contribution of the problematization; it exposes taken-for-granted assumptions and sheds critical
light on existing blind spots; it fosters new conversations within the field; and it highlights the
potential held by the co-creation approach in regard to paving the way for future inquiries, where
communicative interaction takes centre stage.
As research question 1 prompted me to uncover the underlying assumptions of the co-creation
approach, a central, yet-to-be-resolved, issue emerged, which I will investigate with a point of
departure in my methodology and philosophy of science. The issue pertains to a theory of meaning
and the age-old philosophical puzzle, the problem of intersubjectivity, which pertains to how two or
more individuals can share meaningful experiences and communicate about them (Heritage, 1984b).
As is apparent from the term co-creation, it implies the possibility of shared meaning. This,
naturally, leads us to the problem of intersubjectivity that arises because two persons cannot
experience the same thing in the same way, since everyone has a unique and constantly evolving
personal biography and stock of knowledge at hand (Schütz, 1967). Thus, any attempt to reach the
true intended meaning of another person’s communicative action is a wild-goose chase that no
amount of empathy or cultural socialisation can resolve (Schegloff, 1992; Schütz, 1967, p. 99).
Therefore, my second research question is: How can we account for the problem of intersubjectivity
inherent in the co-creation approach to employer branding?
The question has a metaphysical and an empirical aspect. The former will take as its starting point
the phenomenology of Alfred Schütz (1967); the latter will be grounded in Harvey Sacks’s (1992a)
micro-sociological method of conversation analysis. The common denominator between the protosociological (Eberle, 2012) Schütz and the micro-sociological Sacks is the pre-eminence of
communicative interaction.
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Clarifying these aspects constitutes a theoretical and a methodological contribution to the emerging
co-creation stream of research within the employer branding field. Theoretically, because I will
present a foundational theory of meaning on which the co-creation approach can rest, and
methodologically, because I offer a methodological toolbox that can be drawn upon in future studies
within the constraints of CA.
Beginning with the empirical section of the dissertation, I draw on video-based observations of prehire mentor conversations (Spitzmüller et al., 2008). Pre-hire mentoring combines mentoring
(Kram, 1983) and realistic job previews (Earnest, Allen, & Landis, 2011) to form a hybrid that is
poorly understood but extensively used and seemingly effective. On the surface, there appear to be
many advantages for all parties involved. The mentor gains deep knowledge of a potential future
colleague whom they can also shape professionally. The organisation minimises the risk of hiring
the wrong person since the mentor knows whether or not there is a match between the candidate and
the organisation. Finally, the mentee expands their professional network and develops both
personally and professionally.
My final research question is empirical in nature. Given the large number of communicative
activities that constitute pre-hire mentorships, I need to pinpoint how to identify and capture fleeting
moments of employer brand co-creation. Storytelling lends itself well to this end as it constitutes an
interactional site for negotiation of meaning. Moreover, mentors and mentees tell many stories
about themselves and the company. Thus, from a participant’s perspective, stories are relevant for
practical purposes. Also, the activity of storytelling is strangely under-researched in employer
branding. Although recognised in both marketing (Lundqvist, Liljander, Gummerus, & van Riel,
2013; Woodside, 2010; D. Aaker & Aaker, 2016) and HRM (Bangerter, Corvalan, & Cavin, 2014;
Gill, 2015; Joyner, 2012; Kopp, Nikolovska, Desiderio, & Guterman, 2011), storytelling has not
received any significant attention in employer branding research. Therefore, my final and
empirically oriented research question asks: What is the role of storytelling in employer brand cocreation in face-to-face employer brand encounters?
Answering this question contributes to the literature by putting storytelling centrally on the
employer branding agenda. The in-depth exploratory nature of the investigation poses a number of
critical questions regarding the current employer branding literature and the shortcomings that
ultimately stem from the underlying assumptions. This will hopefully foster critical conversations in
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the field of employer branding and demonstrate the value of the co-creation approach I have
specified.
In sum, to propose a new avenue of future research on employer branding practices, I will begin the
dissertation with a problematization of the existing literature and thereby expose the underlying
assumption supporting the dominant paradigm and the co-creation approach. I will then address the
problem of intersubjectivity inherent in the co-creation approach by grounding it in philosophy of
science and by presenting a methodology that can overcome the challenge. Finally, I will
demonstrate the affordances of my specification of the co-creation approach by empirically
investigating the role of storytelling in face-to-face employer brand encounters.
In my discussion chapter, I will discuss my exploration into a new stream of research in the
employer branding field whose central topic is the communicative co-creation of employer brands
in practice. In doing so, I will relate my findings to the current employer branding field and position
my explorations within it. Finally, I will draw a number of conclusions and point to a number of
possibilities for further research.
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2 Problematization of the employer branding literature
In this chapter, I am going to “problematize” (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011) the core literature
pertaining to employer branding in order to answer my first research question: What are the
dominant, underlying assumptions of the employer branding field?
More specifically, I am going to address some of the fundamental, underlying assumptions
prevailing in the literature with regard to ontology, epistemology, communication and identity. The
underlying logic behind this approach is that all research is rooted in scientific paradigms, here
defined as an accepted set of ontological, epistemological assumptions within a scientific
community (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). These paradigms largely define what problems researchers
see, how they can be legitimately investigated and the possible solutions and findings that can
emerge from the research (Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011). The two ‘mothers’ of employer branding,
marketing and HRM, have both benefitted from a plurality of scientific paradigms (Janssens &
Steyaert, 2009; Melewar et al., 2012; Steyaert & Janssens, 1999). In HRM research, for instance,
there are several different ‘schools’ operating from different assumptions. There is a classical school
interested in measuring how Human Resources practices can increase firm profitability (e.g.
Huselid, 1995), whose performative orientation corresponds with the majority of the current
employer branding literature, as we will see below. But there is also a strong critical strand which is
generally an offspring of critical theory (Legge, 1999; T. J. Watson, 2004, 2010). Authors in the
critical strand draw on a diverse set of social theorists, including Bakhtin (Steyaert & Janssens,
1999), Foucault (T. J. Watson, 2004), and Lacan (Johnsen, Contu, Driver, Jones, & GudmandHøyer, 2010), and they often combine different types of qualitative data including observation,
interviews and documents.
Another alternative strand of research in HRM is related to the micro-analysis of actual HRM
practices. In particular, EMCA-based research has offered relevant insights into a number of
different core HR phenomena such as job interviews (Glenn & LeBaron, 2011; Hansen, 2017;
Llewellyn, 2010; Llewellyn & Spence, 2009), employee selection (Bolander & Sandberg, 2013) and
performance appraisal interviews (Asmuss, 2008, 2013; Clifton, 2012). Rather than investigating
these phenomena as dependent or independent variables in a causal model, these this research views
them as social accomplishments. By drawing on audio and video recorded data of naturally
occurring practices, researcher in this area have been able to uncover the complexity of the
phenomenon in question by analysing very intricate details in the interaction. The marketing and
15

branding literature has also been open to alternative paradigms. For instance, the discipline now has
a rather firmly established sub-discipline called Critical Marketing Studies (Tadajewski, 2010),
which is also rooted in the (neo)Marxist ideology of Critical Theory (Arvidsson, 2005; Bohman,
1990), even if this rooting is contended by some Critical Theorists (Klikauer, 2015). Critical
marketing researchers generally criticise the institution of marketing and the taken-for-granted
mechanism on which it operates – the free market economy or capitalism. One of the main topics in
this literature has been how consumer culture creates and maintains so-called false needs that
consumers internalise and act according to, thereby maintaining the dominant capitalist system
(Tadajewski, 2010).
Other perspectives in contemporary marketing theory include the hermeneutical approach (Hatch &
Rubin, 2006), post-modernist perspectives on brands, branding and brand identity (S. Brown, 1994;
Christensen, Torp, & Fuat Firat, 2005; Cova, 1996; Fuat Firat, Sherry, & Venkatesh, 1994) and
social constructionist accounts of branding practices (Svensson, 2001).
As we shall see below, employer branding has stayed mono-paradigmatic, and this severely limits
the possible research contributions that can be made. The remainder of this chapter will be
structured as follows: First, I will briefly introduce the field of employer branding. Then I will
account for my specific focus and section of the literature I am going to address in my
problematization. With the focus area defined, I will then introduce a typology for carrying out the
problematization. Having thus defined which studies to include and how to problematize them, I
will carry out the actual problematization review, and then summarise the findings and the
limitations that are currently embedded in the field as a result of the underlying assumptions that are
widely shared across all the empirical studies. Finally, I will present the co-creation alternative
(Aggerholm et al., 2011), and demonstrate how this perspective offers a radical departure from the
existing literature and holds the potential to mark the beginning of a new stream of research in
employer branding.

2.1 Employer branding: A broad introduction
The notion of employer branding is still in its adolescence. The term was coined by Tim Ambler and
Simon Barrow in 1996 (Ambler & Barrow, 1996) as a concept that merges brand management
techniques with human resource management with the aim of attracting and retaining employees.
The notion of ‘brand’ has been traced to Greek mythology, in which Dionysus’ mother was referred
16

to as ‘the brand’ because Zeus struck her with a lightning bolt to acknowledge that he had
impregnated her (Bastos & Levy, 2012). The etymological origin can be traced to an old Germanic
term that means ‘burn’. Originally, the term referred to the practice of burning cattle with the sign of
the owner, resulting in a permanent scar (Bastos & Levy, 2012). Luckily, potential candidates are
neither subjected to divine lightning bolts nor red-hot iron poles during the employer branding
process. Rather, as we shall see in the remainder of the chapter, the vast majority of the literature
agrees that employer branding is percepto-cognitive process.
Despite its youth, the concept has received a lot of attention as evidenced by the recent review by
Theurer and colleagues (2016), which included 187 articles. The scope of the concept is quite broad,
and therefore it is worthwhile to give a brief account of the field as such.
To begin with, the overarching strategic rationale behind employer branding can be found in the
Resource Based View on strategy (Barney, 1991; Barney, Wright, & Ketchen, 2001; Wernerfelt,
1984). The argument is that companies rely on internal resources, in particular personnel or “human
capital” (Barney, 1991, p. 101), in order to develop a sustainable competitive advantage. With this
as a strategic vantage point, it makes sense for companies to invest their resources in recruiting and
retaining skilled personnel which is essentially the end goal of employer branding (Theurer et al.,
2016).
Overall, employer branding can be seen as having an internal and external dimension with some
spillover effects between the two (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Lievens & Slaughter, 2016). The
external dimension can be described as involving the attraction and recruitment of new staff,
whereas the internal dimension is involved with employee retention, satisfaction and performance.
The spillover effect occurs, for instance, when a strong internal culture can be used in the external
marketing of the company (Saini, Rai, & Chaudhary, 2013).
Figure 1 below depicts one of the most widely cited conceptualisations of employer branding as
proposed by (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004, p. 505).
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Figure 2-1 Employer branding framework (adapted from Backhaus & Tikoo 2004, p. 505)

The model proposes that employer branding leads to desirable results both externally (employer
attraction) and internally (employee productivity) through a number of mediators. The model also
shows how extremely comprehensive a concept employer branding is. Let us look at each of the
boxes to see just how vast the literature pertaining to employer branding potentially is. Research
into brand associations and image in the form of “brand equity” has a history of at least 25 years
(Keller, 1993; D. A. Aaker, 1992). Employer attraction, in the form of organisational attraction, has
been a researched for at least twice as long (Behling, George, & Gainer, 1968), and research
pertaining to vocational choice in a more general sense can traced back to the beginning of the 20th
century (Parsons, 1909).
As for organizational identity, the concept seems to originate with Albert and Whetten (Albert &
Whetten, 1985) in the mid-1980s and today comprises a vast and diverse field of study in its own
right (Gioia, Patvardhan, Hamilton, & Corley, 2013). The component below organizational identity
in the model, organizational culture, has been a research domain since the late 1970s (Pettigrew,
1979) and has been investigated from a variety of different perspectives (Giorgi, Lockwood, &
Glynn, 2015). If we take employer brand loyalty to be expressed in the form of employee retention,
another vast field of research opens up. A recent review by (Holtom, Mitchell, Lee, & Eberly, 2008)
found more than 1500 articles on the topic, dating back more than 40 years. Employee productivity
research goes back to the very emergence of management as a scientific field. Indeed, it was the
topic for the pioneer Frederick Taylor and his concept of scientific management (Taylor, 1911).
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In addition to these fields, Edwards (2010) adds that the notion of “psychological contracts”
(Rousseau, 1995 ) as well as the fields of organisational socialisation (Schein, 1968; Van Maanen,
1978) and identification (Scott, Corman, & Cheeney, 1998) should also be included in the employer
branding field.
Clearly, there are numerous, vast fields of research which is relevant for and somehow related to
employer branding. In the following section, I am going to account for the defining characteristics
of employer branding research and how this seperates it from adjacent and partially overlapping
fields.
2.1.1 What is employer branding research and what is it not? Selecting the literature
As stated above, employer branding has an internal and an external aspect related to the employees
and potential candidates respectively. However, two distinct fields already occupy these apsects,
employee branding and organisational attractiveness. Therefore I will shortly address how these
fields are related to yet distinct from employer branding.
Employee branding has been defined as (Miles & Mangold, 2004): “The process by which
employees internalize the desired brand image and are motivated to project the image to customers
and other organizational constituents.” It follows that employee branding is concerned with the role
employees as brand ambassadors towards external stakeholders with customers the main group.
Employee behaviour is thus seen essentially as a branding channel (Mangold & Miles, 2007; Miles
& Mangold, 2005), although recent studies have questioned this conceptualisation on various
grounds (Brannan, Parsons, & Priola, 2011, 2015). What separates employee branding from internal
employer branding is that, the latter has the retention of current employees as the end goal.
Therefore internal employer brand equity is concerned with retention, productivity and so on, rather
than with customers’ brand perceptions supposedly induced by employees.
Likewise, employer branding and organisational attraction have a lot in common and frequently
inform one another, yet the two fields do not overlap entirely. According to Theurer and colleagues
(2016, p. 4), it is only a fraction of the organisational attraction literature that “takes an employer
branding perspective, that is, considers brand equity theory”. This quote highlights the defining
characteristic of when research can be labelled employer branding research, it must pertain to
employer brand equity. Interestingly, a very similar point was presented two and a half decades
earlier by Rynes and Barber (1990). Although their article predates the invention of employer
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branding as a formal concept, they also argued that much of the attraction literature fails to take into
account the organisation’s strategic perespectives.
Therefore, I will follow the definition of Theurer and colleagues (2016, p. 4) and use an employer
brand equity focus as the distinctive characteristic of employer branding research. However, as
highlighted evidenced by Theurer and colleagues’ (2016) review, brand equity theory may play a
central or a more peripheral role as it is combined with other theories. Based on their categorisation
of the literature, I have chosen to include all the studies in which brand equity theory is the main
theory (Theurer et al., 2016, Table A3, Appendix E). I have also chosen to include studies drawing
on the Instrumental-Symbolic Framework (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003) and the Employer
Knowledge Framework (Cable & Turban, 2001). Both draw extensively on brand equity theory, in
particular D. Aaker (1996; 1992), J. Aaker (1997), and Keller (1993) and the vast majority of the
studies related to the two frameworks have some form of brand equity related construct as the
dependent variable in their models (see appendices 1B and 1C). Thus, I see them as specified
operationalisations of the employer brand equity perspective. The theories in my review thus
include the following:
•

Brand equity theory (Keller, 1993; D. Aaker, 1996)

•

Instrumental-Symbolic Framework (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003)

•

Employer knowledge Framework (Cable & Turban, 2001)

While I am fully aware that this does not account for all the relevant literature, I have chosen to
focus on depth rather than quantity.
The review will be structured around the core articles that have defined the three brand equity
perspectives. With these as exemplary texts, I investigate the underlying assumptions in the
literature while integrating all the rest of the empirical studies throughout the problematization (see
appendix 1A, 1B, and 1C for a schematic overview of all the included studies and how they are
informed by the dominant paradigm).
I have based my selection of studies on classification offered by Theurer and colleagues (2016) and
I have chosen to include only empirical, peer reviewed studies. The reason for this is that I want to
see how underlying assumptions shape empirical research. The problematization accounts for the
underlying assumptions of 68 employer branding articles.
Only once, will I depart from the categorisation presented by Theurer an colleagues (2016). As the
problematization will reveal, the study by Aggerholm and colleagues (2011) rests on an entirely
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different set of assumptions than the vast majority of the current employer branding literature.
Therefore rather than problematizing it under the employer brand equity heading, which is the
category used by Theurer and colleagues (2016), I will dedicate a separate section of the
problematization to that particular perspective.

2.2 A typology for problematization of theory
In this section, I will introduce my typology for the critical literature review. This will simplify the
categorisation of the literature and offer a basis for an overview of the underlying assumption in the
literature. Following Guba and Lincoln (1994), the point of departure will be to provide an overview
of a range of ontological and epistemological stances that constitute the basis for the different
paradigms. I will then account for two additional parameters, assumptions about communication and
assumption about identity, and relate these to the paradigms as well. I have chosen to focus
specifically on assumption about communication and identity, since building employer brand equity
is seen as a process of identifying and communicating who the company is and how it is uniquely
attractive (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016; Theurer et al., 2016).
All research is based on a number of ontological and epistemological assumptions, whether they are
explicated or not (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). It is crucial to identify and articulate these underlying
assumptions if we want to further employer branding research (cf Alvesson & Sandberg, 2011).
Ontology refers to assumptions about the nature of social reality and what it means to be human,
whereas epistemology refers to assumptions about the nature of knowledge (Cunliffe, 2011). I have
divided the two as it is proposed by Grix (2002), even if this method is not uncontested (Crotty,
1998). The vocabulary associated with ontology and epistemology can be rather confusing, as
different researchers use different terms at the same level, or even the same term for different levels.
For instance, Grix (2002) uses the term objectivism as an ontological category, whereas Crotty
(1998) uses it to describe an epistemological position, and for Cunliffe (2011) objectivism refers to
a “package” of ontological, epistemological and methodological commitments. The elaboration
below should provide a clear vocabulary for categorising the employer brand literature.
Table 2-1 below offers an overview of the typology. Guba and Lincoln (1994) is the main source of
inspiration, although I have adopted their overview to fit my purpose. Also, the categories they offer
correspond quite well to the developments in the marketing and HRM literature referred to above.
The ‘classic’ literature in both fields is rooted in a positivist or post-positivist paradigm; the critical
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branch of research represented by Critical HRM studies (Legge, 1999; T. J. Watson, 2004) and
Critical Marketing studies (Tadajewski, 2010) is based on the critical theory paradigm; and, finally,
the post-modern (Christensen et al., 2005), social constructionist (Svensson, 2001) and EMCA
based studies (Asmuss, 2008: Llewellyn, 2010) in both fields are rooted in the constructivist
paradigm.
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Table 2-1 Overview of paradigms and assumption (adapted from Guba and Lincoln 1994)
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2.2.1 The four paradigms: Ontology and Epistemology

The term paradigm refers here to a set of ontological and epistemological assumptions that
fundamentally shape the way research is conducted. The first paradigm, Positivism, has its roots in
the earliest developments in formalised scientific thought (Caldwell, 1994), where the main goal for
science in this to develop laws that explain the truth about the social world. The ontological position
adopted in the paradigm has typically been labelled naïve realism (Guba & Lincoln, 1994), which
means that the world is assumed to comprise physical objects that are truly ‘out there’ –
irrespective of our sense of them. It is also assumed that these actual properties and entities of the
world can be known to be factually true, which is the essence of an objectivist epistemology. It is
also assumed that words have stable meaning, and that language represents real things and events
reasonably. Truth, then, is a matter of fact independent of the eyes that see, and if a truth statement
describes a causal relationship, then this can be ultimately verified or falsified. Adopting a positivist
position in employer branding research entails looking at the phenomenon in terms of true,
quantifiable and generalizable terms.
The second paradigm was labelled post-positivism 1 by Guba and Lincoln (1994) and subscribes to
an ontological stance they call critical realism 2. Building on the work of David Hume (1986 [1739])
and Karl Popper (1959), among others, the post-positivists discard the idea of verification and
inductive reasoning, and they question whether the ultimate truth is ever knowable, even if it
remains the ideal that science should strive for. The world is still ‘out there’, irrespective of our
perceptions, but we cannot ignore the fact that any human being will necessarily encounter a
perceived world we. The epistemological position remains objectivist but proposes that the ultimate
level of truth is “probably true” or accepted as probably true until proven otherwise (Popper, 1965,
p. 104). According to Popper (1959; 1965), researchers should not attempt to verify their claims;
instead, they should try to falsify them; that is, try to prove that they are not true. The procedure for
doing this is the so-called hypothetico-deductive method, according to which the researcher puts
forth a theory that comprises a number of different hypotheses which are then tested empirically
(Holm, 2013). The gold standard for testing hypotheses according to the post-positivists is to
perform controlled experiments in which the relationship between the variables in question can be

1

Even though positivism and post-positivism are distinct paradigms, the terms tend to be used interchangeably. This is
hardly the place to elaborate on the differences between the two paradigms, though.
2
This is not to be confused with the paradigm of the same name associated with Roy Bhaskar and Margaret Archer
(Archer, Bhaskar, Collier, Lawson, & Norrie, 1998)
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tested (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2001). They argue that scientists must manipulate the physical
world in a systematic and unbiased manner and test causal relations under controlled circumstances
(Shadish et al., 2001, pp. 2-3). The vast majority of classic marketing and HRM research has
adopted this paradigm (Legge, 1999; Tadajewski, 2010), and as we shall see in the review, it is also
by far the dominant paradigm in the employer branding literature.
Critical theory 3 is used by Guba and Lincoln (1994) as an umbrella term covering a range of
relatively different theories including critical, feminist, queer and materialist theories. The common
root of this paradigm is the neo-Marxist Frankfurt School and a rejection of both positivism and
post-positivism (Agger, 1991; Bohman, 1990). The ontological position is called historical realism,
because the assumption is that although the world is “plastic” it has solidified over time into
structures that are practically speaking “real” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Given the Marxist origins of
the paradigm, this means that hegemonic social structures, oppression and dominance are treated as
actually existing structures rooted in a historical development of social, political, ethnic and gender
values (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Despite some agreement with positivism and post-positivism on the
realness of the social world, critical theorists see the world as “real” only to the extent that social
structures and instruments of oppression have real consequences (Agger, 1991). In terms of the
epistemological stance adopted by critical theory, they differ profoundly from the positivist
paradigms. They propose a subjectivist epistemology arguing that knowledge is inevitably valueladen, and therefore any form of objective knowledge is impossible. The value-laden aspect of
critical theory is fundamental to its overall research aim, which is emancipating oppressed groups
and uncovering hegemony in various settings (Bohman, 1990). As mentioned above, critical strands
of research have gained a foothold in other sub-disciplines such as critical human resource studies
(Legge, 1999; Watson, 2004) and critical marketing studies (Tadajewski, 2010).
The fourth of Guba and Lincoln’s paradigms is labelled Constructivism, which is a nebulous term
(Hacking, 2000). For Guba and Lincoln (1994), it refers to a paradigm that adopts a relativist
ontology, meaning that there is no ‘real’ world out there separate from our perception of it. What is
real is ultimately the result of our local constructions, and thus dependent on people or groups
upholding the constructions. The paradigm is also associated with the so-called linguistic turn
(Alvesson & Kärreman, 2000), which sees languages as constructing social reality rather than just
3

Guba and Lincoln’s category labelled critical theory would include the critical realist paradigm proposed by Bhaskar
and Archer (Archer et al., 1998)
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representing it. It follows that the paradigm subscribes to a subjectivist epistemological position
since without an objective reality, objective knowledge is quite impossible. Indeed, the
constructivist view blurs the division between ontology and epistemology. I realise that Guba and
Lincoln (1994) summarise the key points of the social constructivist paradigm at the broadest level,
and that this description by no means accounts for the plethora of different positions within the
paradigm. However, for the purpose at hand, their description suffices. Examples of how this
paradigm has been adopted in HRM and marketing include the EMCA based studies of HR practice
(Asmuss, 2008, 2013; Glenn & LeBaron, 2011; Llewellyn, 2010) and the post-modernist
perspective on brand management (Christensen et al., 2005).
2.2.2 Assumptions about communication
Communication is a central theme in employer branding (M. R. Edwards, 2010), and yet
communication is mostly taken for granted and untheorized. However, communication theory is a
field of research with a number of perspectives, models and underlying assumptions (Craig, 1999).
To keep the categories simple and useful, I have chosen to use the three models of communication
offered by West and Turner ((West & Turner, 2014): the linear model (Shannon, 1948), the
interactional model (Schramm, 1971) and the transactional model (Barnlund, 1970). The point is not
that specific studies explicitly adopt either of the three models; rather, the point is that they rest on
fundamentally different assumptions about what communication is, and that these assumptions are
to a large extent based on the ontological and epistemological assumptions discussed above. A short
explanation of the model seems timely.
The linear model
The linear model, or rather the “mathematical theory of communication”, was introduced by Claude
Shannon (Shannon, 1948), a mathematician working at Bell Laboratories. It was popularised a year
later in a book co-written with Warren Weaver (Shannon & Weaver, 1949) that marks a hallmark
contribution in communication theory. The model is depicted as below (Shannon, 1948, p. 381).
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Figure 2-2 The Transmission model of communication (adapted from Shannon 1948, p. 381)

The model is sequential and comprises a number of parts. For face-to-face communication, the
model looks as follows:
1) An information source (Person A) conjures up a message
2) The message is operated by a transmitter (Person A’s mouth) to turn it into a signal (sound
waves)
3) The signal travels through a channel (the air)
4) In this transmission the message is subjected to noise, which means anything that distorts the
original signal (West & Turner, 2014).
5) The received signal reaches the receiver (Person B’s ear), which reconstructs the message from
the received signal
6) The message enters into the destination (Person B)
Arguably, this model of communication is still the taken-for-granted conceptualisation in both
academia and among practitioners and lay-people (West and Turner 2013). It proposes that
communication is a linear process in which a source sends a message through a channel to a
receiver. Interestingly, the original model was designed to account for information transfer in the
strictest sense. It was not concerned with meaning as Shannon explicitly states (Shannon, 1948, p.
379): “Frequently the messages have meaning; that is, they refer to or are correlated according to
some system with certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic aspects of communication
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are irrelevant to the engineering problem.” The model was essentially developed to help engineers
ensure the exact reproduction of a message 4 at a different point than where it originated from. To
the limited extent we can talk about meaning within this model, the locus of meaning is with the
sender. This model of communication shares a lot of the common ontological and epistemological
assumptions with the positivist and post-positivist paradigm. It assumes a ‘real’ reality and that the
true, objective message can be known. It also assumes a causal relationship between the transmitted
message and the response to it, which is rooted in a stimulus-response model of human behaviour
(Littlejohn & Foss, 2011).
The interactive model
The interactive model comes in various forms, but the invention of the model is typically attributed
to Wilbur Schramm (West & Turner, 2014, p. 10). Schramm’s main contribution lies in the
inclusion of social factors and the reconceptualisation of communication as a relationship in which
information is shared rather than transmitted (Schramm, 1971). The receiver is not simply a passive
target as was the case in the transmission model. In fact, Schramm assigns a lot of power to the
recipient, arguing that they are more or less in control of the interpretation of the message.
Contrary to Shannon and Weaver, however, Schramm (1971) saw message not as comprised of
signals but of signs. These signs are without a meaning of their own except the one(s) that the
receiver reads into it. Schramm argues that “[m]eaning is thus a cognitive and emotional thing; it
exists in the participants. It is the response a receiver makes to the signs that embody the message.”
So, whereas Shannon and Weaver located the locus of meaning in the sender encoding of the
message, Schramm locates it in the receiver. Below is Schramm’s model (1971, p. 33).

4

”To Shannon the message was essentially just a pattern of sound waves or a sequence of letters. See p. 380 in Shannon
(1948) for an elaborate, technical description
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Figure 2-3 The interactive model of communication (adapted from Schramm, 1971, p. 33)

The model illustrates Schramm’s most important contributions to communication theory: that
communication is relationship-bound, that it takes place in a social context and that each person has
a unique frame of reference for interpreting the message. While Schramm doubtlessly adds a
number of important elements to his communication model, he still maintains most of the dominant
features of Shannon and Weaver’s model. He maintains the static notion of sender and receiver, and
he maintains that noise is an undesirable distortion of the message. Schramm’s model is somewhat
difficult to place within a specific paradigm. While he acknowledges the importance of the
individual’s subjective frame of reference, he still sees the world as ‘real’ – as indicated by his use
of the terms sender and receiver as stable, actual entities. Accordingly, communication can be
adopted both by the post-positivist and the critical theory paradigm, depending on the researcher
and the phenomenon under investigation.
The transactional model
The final general model of communication is the transactional model, which is typically ascribed to
Barnlund (1970) and is essentially an elaboration of the model proposed by Schramm. For Barnlund
(1970, p. 47) “Communication describes the evolution of meaning.” His focus on evolution has a
stronger process orientation than Schramm. Indeed, Barnlund (1970) argues that communication is
dynamic and continuous, irreversible and complex. He also dismisses the notion that
communication starts with a sender and terminates at the receiver. Instead, he proposes a model that
rejects the linear, causal implications of both prior models.
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Figure 2-4 The transactional model of communication (adapted from Barnlund 1970, p. 59)

The core of his relatively complex model is that both persons continuously encode and decode
messages in interaction. Much like Schramm, he includes the social, contextual cues that
communicators continually and purposefully draw on to imbue the situation and conversation with
meaning. But in addition, he proposes that these cues manifest themselves in communication; that
is, they are not objectively ‘there’ to begin with; rather, they are themselves dynamic and included
for local purposes. Essentially, Barnlund (1970) sees communication as the ongoing selection of,
and attending to, situational cues with the purpose of co-constructing meaning. Therefore,
Barnlund’s (1970, p. 59) model resonates well with the constructivist paradigm.
From the discussion above, it follows that the models of communication that researchers explicitly
or implicitly employ when discussion employer branding have profound implications for what can
be studied and how. If an employer branding researcher adopts a post-positivist paradigm and the
associated transmission model of communication, they will ask, for instance: to what type of
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messages do applicants respond in the most positive way? Following the stimulus-response model
of behaviour and the experimental methodology, they will perform a number of controlled
experiments where potential candidates are subjected to different types of message in a laboratory
setting. A constructionist researcher, on the other hand, would ask a very different question, for
instance: how is an employer brand talked-into-being in a job interview? Following the conversation
analysis branch of the paradigm, this will be studied via video recordings of naturally occurring job
interviews by means of conversation analysis. Importantly, both these studies can have value, but
they address very different things.
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5

The original model was designed to account for information transfer in the strictest sense. It was not concerned with
meaning. The model was essentially developed to help engineers ensure the exact reproduction of a message at a
different point than where it originated from. Meaning was introduced to the model in the later publication (Shannon
and Weaver 1949).
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2.2.3 Assumptions about identity
Identity is one of the core concepts in employer branding literature (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016).
My discussion of assumptions about identity will focus on the notion of ‘essentialism’. Essentialism
refers to the question of whether an object or a human being has certain essential features that make
them one type rather than any other (Sayer, 1997). An essentialist assumption would argue that
potential applicants and organisations have essential, fixed identities and that these determine fixed
types of behaviour and characteristics (Sayer, 1997). This position supports the positivist paradigm
and, to a certain extent, post-positivism. The opposite of this is the anti-essentialist position, which
holds that applicants and organisations do not have fixed identities that determine anything. Instead,
identities are social constructions that represent nothing deeper than the construction itself
(Christensen et al., 2005). Drawing on the work of Goffman (1959) and Garfinkel (1967), identities
are seen as enactments in context, and this position resonates with the constructivist paradigm.
Somewhere in between these positions we find Social Identity Theory (SIT), which is a social
psychological theory originally developed by Henri Tajfel and John Turner during the 1970s and
1980s (Ashforth & Mael, 1989). SIT covers a rich field of study pertaining to identification and
group membership, and this is not the place to offer a full review of that literature. Instead, a brief
introduction to the core tenets must suffice. In SIT, the concept of self comprises two parts
(Ashforth & Mael, 1989, p. 21):
1. Personal identity: idiosyncratic characteristics such as physical attributes, abilities and
psychological traits and interest. So, individuals have some essential characteristics.
2. Social identity: encompasses salient group classifications. Social identity is thus inherently
relational in nature (Tajfel, 1982). This relational process enables the psychological
establishment of group distinctiveness in relation to other groups (Billig & Tajfel, 1973;
Turner, 1975).
From this description, we can see how SIT fits somewhere between the essentialist position and the
anti-essentialist position. The post-positivist orientation in SIT is quite strong; in fact, the vast
majority of studies conducted by Tajfel and Turner were experiments in the post-positivist spirit
(Tajfel, 1982). In addition, SIT is also in line with the position critical theory 6, since it
acknowledges that some aspects of aspects of identity can be seen as essential whereas other aspects
6

There are also clear differences between them, most of which originate in the Marxist fundamentalism of critical
theory.
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cannot (Sayer, 1997). While some of the assumptions supporting SIT may sound social
constructivist, this is not quite the case since there is a strong realist grounding of the theory; that is,
social identity is a matter of what Antaki and colleagues (1996, p. 474) call percepto-cognitive
reality. Thus, social identity is ‘real’ – perhaps not in the same sense as trees and mountains, but at
the very least is psychologically real (Ashforth & Mael, 1989) and, as seen in the laboratory studies
conducted by Tajfel’s research group (e.g. Billig & Tajfel, 1973), also objectively verifiable. As we
shall see in the review, SIT has been rather widely utilised in the employer brand equity literature 7.
To illustrate the relevance of looking at different conceptualisations of identity, consider how they
and their supporting paradigms allow for different research questions. A post-positivist researcher
with an essentialist view of identity would, for instance, ask: which types of applicant are attracted
to which types of company? The assumption here would be that both individuals and organisations
have some essential characteristics and that a match between them would be ideal. In carrying out
the research, the researcher would employ validated questionnaires presumably able to capture the
true personality of the individual; and they would ask executives and managers of companies about
the corporate values. With these data, the researcher would be able, for instance, to test the
hypothesis that identity congruence leads to attraction. An ethnomethodology inspired
constructionist researcher, on the other hand, would for instance ask: how is candidate
appropriateness jointly accomplished in a job interview? The assumption here is that the
appropriateness of the candidate is not a matter of their true, essential identity, but something that is
jointly accomplished in the ongoing interaction between interviewer and interviewee. The
ethnomethodologist would draw on video recordings of naturally occurring job interviews and
analyse these by means of conversation analysis. Clearly, the different approaches shape different
research objects via asking different questions, and it follows that the results will be very different.
These four paradigms and the assumptions about communication and identity comprise the
simplifying typology for the critical literature review. It does not offer a complete review of the all
possible paradigms, nor does it explain any paradigm in depth. But this is not the intention. Rather,

7

It must, however, be pointed out that the way it is typically applied in employer branding is with a few items in the
questionnaire asking whether the potential applicant would feel pride from working in a given company (Cable &
Turban, 2003), and sometimes the theory is simply used to explain findings after the hypothesis test. This is arguably a
far cry from the meticulous experimental studies conducted by Tajfel and his colleagues, and the comprehensive
ethnographic studies highlighted by Ashforth and Mael (1989).
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the aim with the paradigm-based typology is to offer a vocabulary for uncovering ingrained
assumptions about reality and knowledge in the employer branding literature.

2.3 Problematization of the employer branding literature
The three above sections have broadly introduced the employer brand field, given an account for my
selection of the dominant theories and offered a scheme for classifying said theories in terms of their
underlying assumptions. The road has thus been paved for a critical problematization of the
employer brand literature. Doing this will require a deep reading of the theories, since the scientific
paradigm supporting a theory is usually not explicated but simply taken for granted (with the
exception of Rampl & Kenning, 2014). The review will be structured as follows. The main point of
departure for each theory will be the core text(s) from which the theory is drawn (see table 2.3).
Brand equity theory

Keller (1993); Aaker (1996)

Instrumental-symbolic

Employer-knowledge

framework

framework

Lievens and Highhouse

Cable and Turban (2001)

(2003)
Table 2-3 Overview of fields and core texts

These core articles will be critically reviewed and classified according to the parameters in my
typology (table 2-1) presented in section 2.2. Subsequently, I will map all the empirical studies
belonging to the theories as classified by Theurer and colleagues (2016) on to the same parameters
and articulate the guiding assumptions that underlie the literature on employer brand equity. An
overview of all the categorised studies as well as examples of how the assumptions surface in the
studies can be found in Appendix 1.
2.3.1 Employer brand equity theory – the contribution of Keller and Aaker
According to the review by Theurer and colleagues (2016), the most dominant theory in the
employer branding literature is brand equity theory. Whether it is actually a theory is debatable, but
following the position of Theurer and colleagues (2016), I am going to label it as such. The term
‘brand equity’ comes from marketing and accounting literature and has figured prominently in
employer branding research since the development of the field. The brand equity concept emerged
in the 1980s and rather quickly evolved into two separate branches: brand equity for financial
accounting purposes (see Simon & Sullivan, 1993) and brand equity as a strategic marketing
concept concerned with marketing effectiveness (Keller, 1993; Tauber, 1988; D. A. Aaker, 1992).
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The version of brand equity adopted by employer branding scholars is concerned with the latter.
Employer brand equity is thus related to the strategic positioning of the company as an employer.
Brand equity – underpinning paradigm
The basis of employer brand equity is a range of publications from the1990s, primarily by Keller
(1993) and Aaker (1996; 1992). My review will focus on Keller’s writings, and my main point of
departure will be his 1993 article. In addition, I will include D. Aaker to the extent that his
perspective adds to Keller’s.
One of the core themes for both Keller (1993) and D. Aaker (1996, Ch. 10) is the measurement of
brand equity; this is also the case for employer brand equity (Ambler & Barrow, 1996). The focus
on measurement indicates an objectivist epistemology and a realist ontology. To support this
proposition, we need to dig a bit deeper into the brand equity theory, as neither Keller (1993) nor
Aaker (1996) elaborate on issues pertaining to philosophy of science. Elaborating on measurement,
Keller (1993) proposes two approaches: indirect and direct. He explains them as follows (Keller,
1993, p. 12): “The “indirect” approach attempts to assess potential sources of customer-based
brand equity by measuring brand knowledge (i.e., brand awareness and image). The “direct”
approach attempts to measure customer-based brand equity more directly by assessing the impact
of brand knowledge on consumer responses to different elements of the firm’s marketing program.”
The quote illustrates the realist ontological assumptions and the objectivist epistemological
assumptions in a number of ways. Brand knowledge is construed as a measurable construct in the
indirect approach and as a quantitative, independent variable causing a response in the direct
approach. The general underlying assumption is that knowledge exists in the minds of people, and
that a researcher or a brand manager can enter the respondents’ minds and objectively measure the
brand knowledge presumably existing there. In the employer branding literature, this is seen in the
vast amount of employer brand equity studies that measure employer attractiveness and intention to
apply via surveys (see Appendix 1D), as well as the two studies whose primary goal is to construct
and validate measurement scales for surveys (Berthon, Ewing, & Hah, 2005; Highhouse, Zickar,
Thorsteinson, Stierwalt, & Slaughter, 1999). The main point of carrying out surveys is that it
presumably produces generalizable, context-free knowledge in so far as the sample has been
properly selected (John W. Creswell, 2009 chapter 1 and 8). The assumptions behind employer
brand equity measurement surveys are thus that:
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•

Consumers’ brand knowledge is objectively accessible

•

A survey is capable of objectively digging it out

•

It exists independent of context

The underlying logic seems to be that the human mind is a container of information. This is further
supported by Keller’s (1993, pp. 3-5) view of the mind, knowledge and memory, which is inspired
by cognitive psychology. His view of knowledge, which is shared in the employer brand equity
literature (see for instance Cable & Turban, 2003), is that it exists in the mind as a set of nodes of
information that are linked by associations. Nodes are stored information that can be retrieved via
associative linking. Thus, Keller (1993, p. 3) conceptualises brand knowledge “as consisting of a
brand node in memory to which a variety of associations are linked.” This idea of knowledge as
information stored in the mind and linked together by associations also follows from an objectivist
epistemology. Essentially, it construes the human mind as a network of information and links that
can be mapped. So, even if associative meaning-making is subjective, the nodes and the links that
are connected to form meaning can be objectively mapped, and thus customers’ responses can be
explained and predicted.
The direct method of employer brand equity measurement relies on controlled experiments (Keller,
1993, p. 13), which will give the researcher a “more precise assessment of consumer-based brand
equity” (Keller 1993, p. 15). This method has also been widely adopted in the employer brand
equity literature as illustrated in Appendix 1E. The point of experiments is to standardise as many
variables as possible, apart from the ones being tested, in order to gain objective and generalizable
results. It is assumed that the experimental setting is a neutral non-context that can be moulded by
researchers to reflect a reality, while allowing them to control all variables apart from the ones
tested. Also, the researchers or marketing managers carrying out the assessment are objective
onlookers that are able to measure the phenomenon ‘as is’.
It is also interesting to note that even the qualitative studies based on (Heilmann, 2010; Heilmann,
Saarenketo, & Liikkanen, 2013; Jiang & Iles, 2011; Moroko & Uncles, 2008; Wilden, Gudergan, &
Lings, 2010) relied on a positivist paradigm in analysing their data (R. Edwards & Holland, 2013
Chapter 2). This is evident in that all the studies essentially treated the responses as windows into
reality, whether it was their own psychological reality or the everyday reality of their work. They
also assumed that the interview setting is a neutral non-context in which questions function as
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neutral research instruments. Corroborating this point, it is quite telling that the questions asked by
the interviewer are presented in the methodology and left out completely from the analysis.
It follows that Keller (1993) subscribes to a realist ontology and an objectivist epistemology, so let
us see how this translates into assumptions about communication. Keller (1993) does not theorise
communication, yet he mentions “marketing communication” and “communication effects” quite
frequently. The following quotes quite clearly demonstrate that he subscribes to a linear model of
communication:
Keller (1993, p.

Marketers should define the knowledge structures that they would like to

14)

create in the minds of consumers.

Keller (2001, p. 5)

The first step is to ensure identification of the brand with customers and
an association of the brand in consumers’ minds with a specific product
class or customer need. The second step is to firmly establish the brand
meaning in the minds of costumers by strategically linking a host of
tangible and intangible brand associations. The third step is to elicit the
proper customer responses to this brand identity and brand meaning. The
fourth and final step is to convert brand responses to create an intense,
active loyalty relationship between customers and the brand.

Keller (2016, p.

In many ways, brand-building can be thought of in terms of “painting a

14)

picture” of the brand in the minds and hearts of consumers.

Table 2-4 Overview of quotes supporting a transmission model of communication

There are a number of things to unpack in these quotes. One common thread is that brand image,
knowledge and associations are creatable and manageable for marketers. It follows that the marketer
is able to create certain pictures in the minds of customer by installing in them certain meanings by
means of marketing communication. As illustrated in Appendix 1F, the employer brand equity
literature in general has adopted the same transmission-based understanding of communication. The
underlying assumption is that employer brand and marketing messages can be injected directly into
the minds of passive customers. This clearly builds on the transmission model of communication,
and although there are some tendencies towards a more interactive view of communication (e.g.
Baum & Kabst, 2013; Elving, Westhoff, Meeusen, & Schoonderbeek, 2013), it is rather clear that
the dominant understanding is rooted is the transmission model (see Appendix 1A for a brief
elaboration of their assumptions). Thus, the consensus in the employer brand equity literature seems
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to be that meaning is created by marketers and injected into the minds of customers who are fairly
passive receivers. Since neither Keller (1993) nor the authors in appendix 1F present a theory of
meaning, it not quite clear what he means with the term. It seems to be reduced to ‘stored
information’. From an objectivist point of view, this makes sense: arguably, information is
something objective, storable, stable and measurable, whereas meaning is necessarily subjective. In
fact, meaning must be rendered a real thing and objectively recoverable in order for the assumptions
to cohere.
Finally, let us look into how the assumptions about identity in brand equity theory have been dealt
with both by Keller (2016) and D. Aaker (1996). The major concern for both is brand identity and
how it is built, which is also important in the employer brand equity literature (Ambler & Barrow,
1996; Berthon et al., 2005; Davies, 2008). In addition, the employer branding literature has
generally included the personal identity of potential applicants and whether it is related to their level
of talent (Rakesh Kumar Agrawal & Swaroop, 2009; Rakesh Kumar Agrawal & Swaroop, 2011;
Arachchige & Robertson, 2011; Christopher J. Collins & Han, 2004; Wayne & Casper, 2012), and
their national culture (Alsathry, O'Donohue, Wickham, & Fishwick, 2014; Baum & Kabst, 2013;
Christiaans & Buettgen, 2014).
The common point of departure for all the above studies is an essentialist assumption about identity;
that is, certain innate traits result in a particular kind people and/or organisation. The essentialist
position is neatly elaborated by D. Aaker, who argues that identity comprises two essential
elements: the core identity and the extended identity (D. Aaker 1996, pp. 85-86), which he
illustrates quite creatively by using an artichoke metaphor: if you keep peeling away the leaves, you
will eventually find the heart. This idea is obviously essentialist, although the metaphor is somewhat
difficult to translate into a study of an organisation 8. Also, notice the realist ontology and objectivist
epistemology that support the notion of essentialism here. The researcher or brand manager is in a
position where they, through careful search and analysis, are capable of objectively identifying the
soul or true identity that is in there to be found.
In conclusion, I would classify brand equity theory as being post-positivist. The core assumptions
are that brand equity is objectively measurable and that it exists as a real bundle of associations
8

I personally fail to see what the organisational equivalent of the leaves is or how these are to be “peeled away”. Also, I
am not quite sure I would know when I had reached the heart of an organisation or what it even looks like. Nevertheless,
kudos for using an underrated and fairly obscure vegetable as a metaphor.
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inside customers’ minds. These associations are assumed to have been planted there as an effect of
marketing communication efforts and other sources. Finally, it is assumed that the brand should
reflect the true essence or soul of the company and that potential applicants have essential defining
traits.

Table 2-5 Paradigm supporting brand equity theory

The idea behind this deep reading of brand equity was to articulate the underlying assumptions that
support the core theory in the employer brand literature. The profound effect of these assumptions
can be seen in the mapping of the current literature below (Table 2-5):
As can be seen in appendix 1A, all 45 empirical studies identified by Theurer and colleagues (2016)
as being based on the brand equity theory have adopted the assumptions indicated above; that is, a
(post-)positivist paradigm, a transmission or limited interaction model of communication, and an
essentialist or sceptical essentialist perspective on identity. Apart from showing how pervasive the
underlying paradigm and assumptions are in the literature, it also shows that employer brand equity
has been approached from a very limited perspective.
2.3.2 The instrumental-symbolic framework
The instrumental-symbolic framework in employer branding research was developed by Filip
Lievens and Scott Highhouse (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003). Like the more general employer brand
equity perspective addressed above, the instrumental-symbolic framework is essentially an
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appropriation of a number of marketing concepts to the recruitment and organisational attraction
literature. The inspiration can be traced back to Gardner and Levy’s (1955) distinction between the
and symbolic and functional attributes of a product. The different attributes can be defined as
follows, when applied to employer branding (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003, pp. 80-81):
1. Instrumental attributes: Concrete and factual attributes such as pay, bonuses, benefits,
flexible hours, location. These are also referred to simply as job or organisational attributes.
2. Symbolic attributes: Subjective and intangible attributes, often personality related. These are
also referred to as trait inferences.
The overarching hypothesis supporting the framework can be summarised as follows (Lievens &
Highhouse, 2003, pp. 81-82): Instrumental and symbolic attributes have an effect on employer
attractiveness, that symbolic attributes will have incremental value over and above instrumental
attributes in terms of attracting potential applicants, and that companies can better differentiate
themselves on the basis of symbolic attributes.
With the background thus settled, let us look at the ontological and epistemological assumptions
that support Lievens and Highhouse’s instrumental-symbolic framework.
The study is classically post-positivist in that it tests a number of theory-derived hypotheses, and
this is the approach adopted by all the studies adopting the framework 9 (Appendix 1B). The realist
ontology is quite evident when they elaborate on the instrumental attributes of companies (Lievens
& Highhouse, 2003, p. 80); “instrumental attributes describe the job/organization in terms of
objective, concrete, and factual attributes that a job/an organization either has or does not have.”
The organisation or job is thus construed as a real entity with real, factual attributes that can be
objectively determined. The quote also shows an essentialist assumption about some organisational
attributes. However, their position becomes a bit more blurry when we turn to the symbolic
attributes or trait inferences, since these refer to the (Lievens & Highhouse 2003, p. 81) “subjective
and intangible attributes”. In this case, the phenomenon in question is construed as subjective and
perception-based. This presents an ontological conflict. However, while recognising that attitudes,
perceptions and beliefs are subjective in nature, Lievens and Highhouse (2003) still see them as real
things; that is, they are actual bits of information or data inside people’s heads. The problem is thus
9

The specific attributes are usually adjusted to the industry under investigation, but the overall approach remains the
same.
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not ontological but epistemological and pertains to what sort of knowledge can be obtained about
what is inside potential applicants’ minds. Their solution to this epistemological problem is to adopt
an objectivist position inspired by cognitive psychology, where attitudes and beliefs are seen as
subjective, but nonetheless objectively measurable. This is evident in the analysis in which they
measure the respondents’ symbolic trait inferences in a presumably objective manner through
psychometric analyses and regression analyses. This is also the approach followed by the majority
of the studies that adopt the framework (Appendix 1B). This means that in effect, they reduce the
epistemological issue to a methodological one pertaining to the proper method for gaining said
objective knowledge. The answer is a validated questionnaire based on a qualitative pre-study, the
results of which are analysed to provide a number of relevant attributes that can be measured in a
large-scale survey (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003, pp. 84-85). This manoeuvre allows the researchers
to objectively measure perceptions as real entities.
Communication is not a dominant theme in Lievens and Highhouse’s (2003) article, since it
investigates perceptions but not how they were formed or how companies can influence them.
However, about half of the studies that adopt the instrumental-symbolic framework generally
assume that the point of analysis of employer attributes is that it allows the company to
communicate the right messages (Ito, Brotheridge, & McFarland, 2013; Lievens, 2007; Rampl &
Kenning, 2014; Sarrica, Micholn, Bobbio, & Ligorio, 2014; Schreuers, Druart, Proost, & De Witte,
2009; Soulez & Guillot-Soulez, 2011; Zhu, Wang, Yu, Hu, & Wen, 2014). This presupposes that the
employer brand is manageable and that brand managers can inject certain brand attributes into
people’s heads. However, there are some inconsistencies in Lievens and Highhouse’s (2003) article
as to the locus of meaning. For instance, they write that (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003, p. 80)
“companies find it often easier to differentiate a brand strategically from competitors on the basis of
the symbolic dimensions than on the basis of instrumental dimensions.” In this paragraph, the
control of the differentiation and the brand lies with the company, and thus is becomes a
manageable object. On the other hand, they write that their study goes beyond the existing literature
by (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003, p. 96) “highlighting the impact of the meanings (in terms of
inferred person-descriptive traits) that potential applicants associate with organizations.” This
quote equates inferred traits (symbolic attributes) with meaning and argues that they are assigned to
the organisation by the individual. This is further supported by their analysis, which is based on
survey data asking students about their perception of companies. However, this is inconsistent with
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the idea that companies can manage and differentiate their brands by communicating certain
attributes. Thus, their argument indicates that an interaction model of communication would be the
logical choice; however, to the extent that they touch upon communication, they subscribe to a
transmission model instead.
Another pioneering idea, proposed by Gardner and Levy (1955, p. 35), was that different products
can have different personalities. This is one of the central ideas drawn upon by researchers when
operationalising the symbolic part of the framework (Lievens, 2007; J. L. Aaker, 1997). The notion
of stable personalities that are possessed by products, companies or individuals indicates an
essentialist assumption, so let us investigate this further. One quote that supports this indication is
the following (Lievens & Highhouse 2003, p. 76) “…applicants being more attracted to employing
organizations having traits similar to their own personality.” The idea that both individuals and
companies ‘have’ distinctive traits is naturally essentialist. In addition, traits are here construed as
something objective and real, irrespective of perception. However, they also draw on SIT (Lievens
& Highhouse 2003, p. 96), so their assumption about identity can be placed on the left side of the
SIT category. The essentialist or essentialist-orientated version of SIT assumption about identity are
characteristic of all the studies in following the instrumental symbolic framework (Appendix 1B),
with the exception of Soulez and Guillot-Soulez (2011), who maintain a rather strict perceptionbased view of identity. But even they assume that there are omnirelevant categories with essential
characteristics, as the main thrust of the study was to investigate how members of Generation Y
perceive certain employer attributes and these perceptions relate to employer attraction (Soulez &
Guillot-Soulez, 2011).
As can be seen in appendix 1B, all 15 empirical studies identified by Theurer and colleagues (2016)
as being based on the instrumental-symbolic framework have adopted the assumptions supporting
Lievens and Highhouse’s (2003) article; that is, a (post-)positivist paradigm (table 2-6 below), a
transmission or limited interaction model of communication, and an essentialist or SIT rooted
perspective on identity.
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Table 2-6 Paradigm supporting the instrumental-symbolic framework

2.3.3 Employer knowledge framework
The employer knowledge framework originates with an article by Daniel Cable and Daniel Turban
(2001). Overall, the article is written as a contribution to the recruitment literature, demonstrating
the value and relevance of appropriating Keller’s and Aaker’s brand equity perspectives to
recruitment. In doing so, Cable and Turban argue for an analogous appropriation of a number of
branding concepts, based on which they propose a conceptual model for what they call ‘recruitment
equity’, which they define as (Cable & Turban, 2001, p. 121) “the value of job seekers’ employer
knowledge, which is derived from job seekers’ responses to recruiting organizations during and
after the recruitment process”. The emphasis on the measurement of value shows the close
connection to the employer brand equity perspective. The model (figure 2-5) depicted below is a
good starting point for a critical review.
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The model has the characteristic features of post-positivist models. It portrays a theory of
recruitment equity with a number of constituent hypotheses indicated by the arrows. These propose
certain relationships between the different theory-driven constructs that comprise the model. The
model has feedback loops, meaning that the causal relationships are not just linear; nevertheless, the
post-positivist emphasis on measurement remains. Like Keller (1993), Cable and Turban (2001) are
very interested in what is inside people’s heads. For instance, they note: (Cable & Turban 2001, p.
117) “Rather than starting with organizational processes, our starting point is inside the heads of
potential applicants.” This demonstrates their cognitive orientation, portraying the human mind in

Figure 2-5 Theoretical model of recruitment equity (adapted from Cable & Turban 2001, p. 122)

realist terms while assuming that it is objectively accessible, as was also the case with the
instrumental-symbolic framework put forth by Lievens and Highhouse (2003). Also, like Keller
(1993) and the employer brand equity research in general, they see the mind as a container of
information, drawing on the same underlying theory of memory that derives from cognitive
psychology. In short, Cable and Turban (2001) share the same ontological and epistemological
assumptions as Keller (1993) and Lievens and Highhouse (2003). The same is true for all the studies
that draw on the employer knowledge framework (Appendix 1C).
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Cable and Turban (2001) generally talk about information and information processing as the core
concepts when covering the issue of communication. I have already touched upon the difference
between information and meaning, and to follow up on this discussion, I will look into Cable and
Turban’s (2001) assumptions about communication.
Cable and Turban (2001) highlight the importance of recipients’ existing knowledge. Elaborating on
their conceptualisation of employer knowledge, they explain that (Cable & Turban, 2001, p. 121)
“[t]he ongoing feedback loops imply that the level and content of job seekers’ employer knowledge
at any given time help determine how a job seeker will respond to future information from the
environment.” The idea that any given interpretation will depend on the existing knowledge of the
individual points towards an interactional model of communication, since it acknowledges that
existing knowledge is the frame of reference for understanding. On the other hand, it does not
acknowledge that meaning-making is always a contextualised social action like Schramm (1971)
proposed. Nevertheless, it seems that Cable and Turban (2001) begin to take seriously the subjective
interpretation of people. This is well illustrated in the following excerpt (Cable & Turban 2001, p.
123): “For example, when a job seeker sees an organization’s recruitment brochure in a career
office, the job seeker recalls her memories that are most strongly related to that organization (e.g.
use of products, interactions with interviewer), and she reacts to the brochure based on her stored
memories.” Here, the locus of meaning is with the interpreter, whose interpretation is inherently
subjective in nature. In fact, it quite explicitly emphasises the frame of reference that Schramm
(1971) talks about in his interaction model of communication. On the other hand, it deemphasises
the social situation in which the encounter occurs. The acknowledgement of individuals’ frames of
reference is further emphasised in this quote (Cable & Turban 2001, p. 131): “job seekers are not
passive recipients of information about organizations.” However, there are also some strong
indications of a transmission-based understanding of communication. For instance, when
elaborating on two dimensions of source credibility, they argue that (Cable & Turban, 2001, p. 135)
“[t]hese dimensions reflect past research indicating that the origin (i.e. source) of information and
the channel (e.g. the medium) by which information in conveyed influence the credibility of
messages and how individuals react to messages” 10 Essentially, this is a summary of the
assumptions supporting the transmission model. Another example of a transmission understanding
of communication is the following Keller-inspired quote (Cable & Turban 2001, p. 120):
10

“in” should most likely have been “is”. Typo in original.
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“Establishing the appropriate brand knowledge in consumers’ minds is a primary objective of
strategic marketing investments.” It appears here that brand knowledge is something that marketers
inject into people’s minds, which deemphasises the active agency of the receiver. The studies that
have adopted the employer knowledge framework generally lean towards the transmission model
(Appendix 1C); however, Williamson and colleagues (2010) stress the importance of receivers’ preexisting frames of reference in the information processing and thus move towards an interaction
model. On the other hand, the premise experimental setup rests on a transmission model
understanding as it is based on different communication stimuli with varying information content
(Williamson et al., 2010). The reliance on a transmission model has enabled, for instance, Baum and
Kabst (2014) to investigate quantifiable, ‘objective’ qualities of the message such as the
effectiveness, clarity, amount of information and so on. It has also allowed, for instance, Collins
(2007) and Van Hoye (2012) to investigate the effectiveness of different communication channels.
In terms of identity, the following quote illustrates their essentialist assumptions (Cable & Turban
2001, p. 156):
“[c]onsider an example of a group of job applicants who attend an information session and learn
the same information about the organization’s cultural values. Applicants with congruent values are
more attracted to the organization as a result of the information session while applicants with
incongruent values are less attracted due to the lack of fit.”
The essentialist assumption about identity comes to the fore as they construe applicants and
organisations as having certain essential values that define who they really are. The fit between
applicants’ values and organisational values is reduced to a ‘pegs and holes’- like understanding.
We also clearly see the essentialist view of personal identity in one of their theory-based
propositions, which argues that (Cable & Turban 2001, p. 145) “[a] job seeker’s employer image
beliefs affect their organizational attraction based on their personal values and needs.” Values and
needs are here presented as essential, defining features of a given individual, which determine their
behaviour. On the other hand, Cable and Turban do not seem to assume that the organisation has
true defining values and characteristics. At least, if they do, they are inconsequential since it is the
job seeker’s image beliefs that make the difference in terms of attraction. Thus, there is some
conflict in the authors’ position on identity. The employer knowledge studies that touch on identity
are in line with Cable and Turban (2001), adopting either an essentialist assumption (Baum &
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Kabst, 2014; Franca & Pahor, 2012; Lievens, Hoye, & Schreurs, 2005; Myrden & Kelloway, 2015)
or an essentialist leaning version of SIT (Uen, Ahlstrom, Chen, & Liu, 2015; Williamson et al.,
2010).
In conclusion, the researchers consistently adopt a realist ontology and an objectivist epistemology,
and overall the study is rooted in a post-positivist paradigm. However, there are some
inconsistencies when it comes to their assumptions about communication and identity.
As illustrated in table 2-7, Cable and Turban (2001) adopt the same assumptions as Keller (1993)
and Lievens and Highhouse (2003), and these have had a profound influence on the empirical
research that draws on the employer knowledge framework.

Table 2-7 Paradigm supporting the employer knowledge framework

As can be seen in appendix 1C, all 8 empirical studies identified by Theurer et al. (2016) as being
based on the employer knowledge framework have adopted the assumptions supporting Cable and
Turban’s (2001) article; that is, a post-positivist paradigm, a transmission or limited interaction
model of communication, and an essentialist SIT perspective on identity.
2.3.4 Discussion of assumptions and their implications
In this section, I will summarise and expand on my review of the underlying assumptions supporting
the brand equity-based theories of employer branding. The point is by no means to suggest that the
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existing literature is inferior, quite the contrary, the existing literature has done much to illuminate
issues related to employer branding from the dominant, (post-)positivist paradigm. My intention is
to show that underlying assumptions have profound implications for the research field and that
different assumptions open up for new research avenues.
Before going into the critique, let us briefly review the main points. Arguably, the most important
point that can be drawn from the review above is that paradigm is important. I have demonstrated
how the assumptions about reality, knowledge, communication and identity originating in Keller’s
(1993) and Aaker’s (1996) brand equity theory permeate the employer brand equity-anchored
studies in my review (Appendix 1A; 1B; 1C). We have seen how these assumptions determine the
research phenomenon, how the phenomenon can be investigated, and the problems and potential
solutions that are relevant in relation to the phenomenon. In addition, it shapes the vocabulary
available for describing the phenomenon.
The (post-)positivist paradigm determines the phenomenon by construing employer brand equity as
a measurable phenomenon rooted in realist, objectivist assumptions. Employer brand equity is
construed as a something that is real and ‘out there, even if ‘out there’ actually means inside
potential applicants’ heads. The dominance of hypothetico-deductive methods, using quantitative
data aimed at testing hypotheses, shows that these underlying assumptions also define how the
phenomenon employer brand equity can be investigated. But at the same time, the paradigm
effectively disables other approaches, for instance qualitative studies of employer brand practices
and critical analyses of power. Such developments have proven valuable in both the marketing
literature (Melawar et al., 2012) and the HRM literature (Janssens & Steyaert, 2009) but they have
not yet gained a foothold in the employer brand field.
The review also showed that even the interview-based studies were rooted in a positivist paradigm.
While the studies certainly offer some interesting insights, they fundamentally ignore that
interviews are a co-constructed social setting in their own right with an accompanying number of
relevant tasks and roles (Rapley, 2001). To the extent that the authors present interview excerpts,
they are presented in a de-contextualised manner that, again, ignores the local context that produced
the specific answer (Silverman, 2005, 2013). However, such interactional contingencies are outside
the scope of positivist interviewing (R. Edwards & Holland, 2013, pp. 15-16) and this arguably
restricts the research.
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We also saw that the importance of causality in theory testing is a predominant assumption in the
employer brand literature (Appendix 1A, 1B, 1C). It is noteworthy that, for the studies relying on
survey methods (Appendix 1E), directionality of causality can be difficult to ascertain. The solution
to this issue is, according to some authors, to conduct lab experiments such as the ones conducted
by Collins and Stevens (2002). It has not been proposed that the notion of a simple causal
relationship between constructs defined by researchers might not be able to fully capture the
complexities of employer branding in a social world. Simply put, when the paradigm dictates a
search for causality among constructs, then this is the unquestionably right thing to do. The messy
world of people’s everyday practices is thus outside the scope of the post-positivist paradigm.
In relation to the notion of the complexity of employer branding, the studies by Collins (2007) and
Collins and Stevens (2002) claimed to be able to capture this by adopting the within-subject 11
approach to experimental study, as if this measure is sufficient to capture the complexity of potential
applicants making life-altering decisions. Similarly, Dineen and Allen (2016, p. 94) acknowledged
complexity by arguing that “signal receivers do no interpret signals in isolation, but in the context
of other relevant information.” Notice that they see complexity as expressed in the amount of
information and not by including, for instance, the social context in which interpretation occurs. In
order to accommodate the complexity issue, Dineen and Allen (2016) include the company size
(small/large) and number of job openings in the industry. Arguably, these two additional variables
are hardly sufficient for understanding the context of communication.
The notion of context leads us to another central assumption that is rooted in realist and objectivist
assumptions, namely that the context of study is neutral and/or controllable. It is assumed that the
context of the scientific study, whether experimental, survey-based or interview-based, is a window
into the true, real world of the participants’ perceptions and reactions. The possibility that the
particular research setting is part of the construction of the findings is never considered, because it
would not make sense to question these assumptions within the paradigm. This is particularly
evident in the experimental studies (Appendix 1E). For instance, when Rampl and colleagues (2016)
place people inside a functional magnetic resonance-imaging machine that measures blood flow in

11

A within-subject design in the case of employer branding research means that every participant in the study is
supposed to answer the same questions about all the companies participating in the study
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the brain, it is assumed that the context is completely neutral and that the finding can be transferred
directly to employer brand responses in the social world.
Elaborating on measurements, we also found that the objectivist and realist assumptions determined
the conceptualisation of the mind. Rather than focussing on subjective meaning, employer brand
equity studies construe the mind as a container of information where knowledge is stored as
retrievable data. This is where the employer brand image resides, and it can be objectively measured
by means of questionnaires. The notion of meaning is relegated to peripheral importance, if
addressed at all, perhaps because the notion of information fits better in with a post-positivist
paradigm.
We also saw how the objectivist and realist assumptions permeated the authors’ assumptions about
communication, which came to the fore in the form of the adoption of the transmission model or a
limited version of the interaction model. The employment value proposition (Alsathry et al., 2014;
Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Jiang & Iles, 2011; Lievens, 2007; Saini et al., 2013) is one manifestation
of this line of thought, as it proposes that meaning is controlled by managers who communicate it to
potential applicants. The studies that acknowledged that potential applicants are active receivers
who interpret messages based on a unique frame of reference still maintained that communication is
a process of sending, receiving and processing information (e.g. Cable & Turban, 2001).
Communication is thus still seen as a mechanical act of information transfer. How these underlying
assumptions affected the research findings was perhaps best illustrated by Baum and Kabst (2014).
The problems and solutions they presented were all related to the quantifiable, ‘objective’ qualities
of the message, such as the effectiveness, clarity, amount of information and so on. Thus, if the
employer brand equity is underperforming, you must fix the message by making it clearer and
accumulating more information.
In addition, the studies on communication channels will inform practitioners about the
“effectiveness” of different media for conveying said information (Baum & Kabst, 2014; Chhabra &
Sharma, 2014; Chrisopher J. Collins, 2007; Heilmann et al., 2013; Keeling, McGoldrick, & Sadhu,
2013; Van Hoye, 2012). The transmission model of communication will inevitably lead to this type
of solution. On the other hand, if we re-imagined potential applicants, not as information processing
entities but as meaning-making creatures capable of negotiating meaning in transactional
communication with other people, it would open up for a vast array of different understandings.
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However, this requires a theory of meaning, which is something that is currently lacking in the
employer brand literature. Indeed, one of the ways in which the transmission model limits the
understanding of communication is by construing communication as a simple stimulus-response
process. This logic is particularly evident in the two intervention studies by Cable and Turban
(2003) and Baum and Kabst (2014). In these studies, it is assumed that the effect employer brand
communicative effort (stimulus) can be measured in a lab setting by looking at the respondents’
reaction (response). As noted above, the fact that the study is conducted in an experimental setting is
not considered problematic, rather the contrary, because it allows for a precise measurement of
communicative responses to different sources and messages.
The review also showed that the underlying assumptions about corporate and individual identity are
either essentialistic or rooted in a limited version of SIT. Those studies (Cable & Turban, 2003;
Christopher J. Collins & Han, 2004; Highhouse, Thornbury, & Little, 2007; Rosengren &
Bondesson, 2015) that rely on SIT do so in a relatively restricted way as dictated by their
quantitative survey methods, and much of the potential of the theory seems to be neglected.
Essentially, authors have treated social identification as a ‘thing’ that can be measured in a one-off
measurement, and this hardly does the theory justice. Indeed, Tajfel (1982) strongly emphasised that
social identification is a process and not a thing. Relating this to the dominant realist and objectivist
assumptions supporting the research, this makes sense; after all, if identities were not considered to
some degree true and objectively verifiable, it could cause a conflict with the ontological and
epistemological assumptions. When non-essentialist conceptualisations pertaining to symbolic trait
inferences (Lievens, 2007; Lievens & Highhouse, 2003; Rampl & Kenning, 2014; Van Hoye &
Saks, 2011) were made, they were still considered a matter of percepto-cognitive reality in line with
SIT, which renders them both real and objectively measurable.
The essentialist assumptions also tend to force social actors into researchers’ predefined categories,
which are supposedly determinant for their behaviour, for instance their level of talent (Rakesh
Kumar Agrawal & Swaroop, 2009; Rakesh Kumar Agrawal & Swaroop, 2011; Arachchige &
Robertson, 2011; Bonaiuto, De Dominicis, Illia, Rodríguez-Cánovas, & Lizzani, 2013; Christopher
J. Collins & Han, 2004; Wayne & Casper, 2012), their national culture (Alsathry et al., 2014; Baum
& Kabst, 2013; Christiaans & Buettgen, 2014; Van Hoye, Bas, Cromheecke, & Lievens, 2013; Zhu
et al., 2014), or more general personality traits (Anitha & Madhavkumar, 2012; Schreuers et al.,
2009; Van Hoye & Saks, 2011). The essentialist definitions of people, and the categories to which
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they belong, make it difficult to account for the fact that people switch roles in relation to each other
depending on the context (Antaki et al., 1996; Antaki & Widdicombe, 1996). Thus, the essentialist
conceptualisation of actor types limits and simplifies our understanding of the relevance of social
categories and roles in the employer branding context.
All these assumptions come together in the notion of ‘management’. A common assumption that
permeates the literature is that employer brands are manageable; that is, employer brands are real,
objectively verifiable entities with an essence that is supposed to be communicated to potential
applicants. To illustrate how engrained the idea is, the study by Davies (2008) concludes that
employer brand management is a very complex task 12, after which he asks (Davies, 2008, p. 678)
“who should be responsible for managing the employer branding?” What is interesting here is that
he does not question whether or not employer brands are actually manageable; this assumption is
apparently not questionable.
A final overall limitation of the post-positivist and positivist worldview is that it is incapable of
investigating unfolding processes because it sees the world as comprising static things in causal
relationship with each other. Thus, even when Rampl and Kenning (2014) found that trust and affect
were the mechanisms through which employer attractiveness was affected by symbolic trait
inferences, what they added to the model was essentially just an intermediary. As they note
themselves (Rampl & Kenning 2014, p. 231), their study does not reveal anything pertaining to
processes of how these perceptions arise.
I hope I have demonstrated that the field of employer branding is largely mono-paradigmatic 13 and
that this severely limits the type of research that can be done, the types of question that can be
legitimately asked and the range of solutions that can be proposed. In the next section, I will present
an alternative approach to the study of brand equity: the co-creation approach presented by
Aggerholm and colleagues (2011).

12

It is worth noting that the high level of complexity he uncovered is arguably an understatement. The study
investigated five brand personality characteristics and there were some interrelationships which meant that some brand
personality traits could cancel out other traits with which they might be associated. This is essentially the basis for the
complexity claim. The study does not take into account the context in which brand personality is enacted, how these
perceptions emerge, the social context of the workplace and a range of other factors. I believe it is safe to say that the
study underestimates the complexity of employer brand management.
13
The recent studies of employer brand management as practice are interesting deviations form the core employer brand
literature, and they are based on a social constructionist paradigm (Edlinger, 2015; Mölk & Auer, 2017; Russell &
Brannan, 2016).
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2.4 The co-creation alternative
As shown in the previous section, both HRM and marketing have seen the influx of both critical and
social constructivist paradigms, but this has hardly been the case for the employer branding field.
However, drawing on the developments in these fields, at least one study has attempted to step out
of the dominant paradigm, namely the paper by Aggerholm and colleagues (2011). They argue that
employer branding should be reframed as co-creation of meaning. In the present section, I will first
introduce the co-creation concept and it connection to employer branding theory. Then I will look at
the theoretical assumptions that support the concept and how they differ substantially from the
existing literature. Finally, I will present some of the main issues that need to be addressed in order
to substantiate a co-creation approach.
2.4.1 Co-creation: Origin of the notion
The concept of co-creation can be attributed to Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) and started out as
a theory of value (Cova, Dalli, & Zwick, 2011; Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). The concept
redefines the market as a forum for conversation and interaction between consumers and firms.
From this basis, it argues that value is co-created in the interaction (Prahalad & Ramaswam, 2004).
Emphasising that interaction is at the core of co-creation, Ramaswamy argues that (2011, p. 196):
“We need a fresh frame of reference of value… one that is based on collaborative, dynamic,
contextual and generative interaction at the core”. The point he makes here is that adopting the cocreation perspective entails a fundamental shift in how marketing is defined and conceptualised.
The perspective has gained an impressive following in the literature, especially in the field of
service science, which accounts for most of the published articles (Galvagno & Dalli, 2014). This
makes sense since services are by definition encounters in which the buyer and supplier interact to
produce the service. While the co-creation perspective can be seen as generally empowering
consumers by allowing them an active part in the market process, critical voices (e.g. Cova and
Dalli 2009) have argued that co-creation may in fact exploit the “working consumer” and even
manipulate them given the producers’ higher power status (Cova & Dalli, 2009; Cova et al., 2011).
A recent review by Galvagno and Dalli (2014) offers a comprehensive overview of the research
pertaining to co-creation research. In addition to pointing out the somewhat ambiguous use of the
concept in the literature, they also show that the notion of co-creation has gained prominence in
three fields: service science, innovation and technology management, and marketing and consumer
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research. My emphasis is on the latter, more specifically the research pertaining to the co-creation of
brands (Payne, Storbacka, Frow, & Knox, 2009). In this arena, one of the sources of inspiration has
been the notion of the symbolic and cultural saturation of consumption as first pointed out by
Gardner and Levy (1955) and since developed by branding scholars (e.g. J. Aaker 1997; D. Aaker
1996; Keller 1993). Thus, the co-creation of brands field shares a pedigree with the employer
branding literature, namely the classical branding theories. Despite the common ancestry, the cocreation approach has evolved by rejecting most of the theory from which it emerged.
As argued in my review of brand equity theory (section 2.3.1), the classic branding theories tend to
assume that brands are fairly static and manageable entities, the power over which belongs to
managers. The co-creation perspective, on the contrary, argues that brands are “a co-created
phenomenon that emerges from continuous dialectic processes of interaction in social contexts”
(von Wallpach, Voyer, Kastanakis, & Mühlbacher, 2017, p. 395). This definition highlights the
local context of branding, that no single individual ‘controls’ the brand, and that brands are
emergent phenomena rather than stable entities (Wider, von Wallpach, & Mühlbacher, 2018).
Elaborating on this, Iglesias and colleagues (2013) propose the notion of “conversational space” to
conceptualise the site of brand co-creation. They argue that “co-creation of value primarily occurs
in the conversational space between the organization and the individual consumer” (Iglesias, Ind, &
Alfaro, 2013, p. 677).

Figure 2-6 'Conversational space' (adapted from Iglesias et al. 2013, p. 677)

As the quote and the model imply, the main focus of the co-creation approach is the conversational
space that emerges between consumers and organisations, and how meaning and value are generated
within this space.
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The co-creation perspective on branding has gained quite a lot of momentum in the past decade,
culminating in a special section on “co-creating stakeholder and brand identities” in Journal of
Business Research (Wallpach et al., 2017). The co-creation perspective has been adopted for brand
research in various contexts such as car-sharing clubs (Payne et al., 2009), luxury brands (Stiehler,
2016; Tynan, McKechnie, & Chhuon, 2010), organisational brand communities (Hajli, Shanmugam,
Papagiannidis, Zahay, & Richard, 2017; Hatch & Schultz, 2010; Kornum, Gyrd-Jones, Al Zagir, &
Brandis, 2017; von Wallpach, Hemetsberger, & Espersen, 2017), start-ups (Juntunen, 2012),
political movements (Black & Veloutsou, 2017), the military (Juntunen, Juntunen, & Autere, 2012),
higher education (Dean, Arroyo-Gamez, Punjaisri, & Pich, 2016), an insurance company (Gylling,
Combe, Elliott, & Toivonen, 2012) and non-profit organisations (Juntunen, Juntunen, & Autere,
2013).
As we shall see, the co-creation perspective holds a lot of potential for employer branding research
as well. Now, let us to turn to the assumptions that underlie the perspective and the potential
implications of adopting these.
2.4.2 Assumptions of and implications for the co-creation perspective
Aggerholm and colleagues (2011) explicitly ground their conceptual model in a social
constructionist paradigm. In doing so, they adopt a relativist ontology as it can be seen in the
following quote (Aggerholm et al., 2011, p. 106): “Organizations are no longer conceptualised as
static entities but rather as dynamic, emergent and social co-constructions negotiated by all
organizational stakeholders”. Here, they strip the organisation of any true and real characteristics,
arguing instead that the organisation exists as a flux and that its nature is dependent on local
interaction and interpretation. They elaborate on this position by arguing that HRM is also not a
function or a department with any ‘real’, permanent existence. Instead they argue that (Aggerholm
et al., 2011, p. 111) “HRM is accentuated as a subjective, emergent and social process of sense
making, implying that reality – including HRM – is socially constructed”. The quote also illustrates
a subjectivist epistemology since HRM is presented as a phenomenon rooted in subjective
sensemaking.
Accordingly, the social constructionist, co-creation perspective is fundamentally different from the
dominant (post-)positivist paradigm. This has profound implications for the authors’ assumptions
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about communication and identities, and for the problems and solutions researchers are able to
generate.
As illustrated above, the dominant (post-)positivist paradigm in employer branding almost
necessitates the adoption of the transmission model of communication. Aligning with my critical
points above, Aggerholm and colleagues (2011) see the transmission model as profoundly simplistic
and insufficient. From a social constructionist point of view, the model is simply not able to account
for the complexities of communication as a social phenomenon grounded in meaning. Clearly
juxtaposing their assumption about communication to that which dominates the employer branding
literature, they argue that “this translates into a shift from a linear, communicative transmission of
employment propositions … into a process of co-creating.” Clearly dismissing the transmission
model, they thus propose that a transactional model of communication is needed when
reconceptualising employer branding as a co-created phenomenon. Compared to the dominant
paradigm, which saw communication as a process of information transfer and deemphasised
meaning-making, the co-creation perspective opens up for new understandings of employer brand
communication (Aggerholm et al., 2011). For instance, we saw that a transmission model
determined that all communication problems were essentially connected to the message or the
medium. The co-creation perspective allows us to understand how transactional communication
processes shape local constructions of the employer brand for specific actors’ specific purposes. It
allows us to see the employer brands as discursive resources that simultaneously constrain and
enable actors’ practices (Aggerholm et al., 2011).
Intimately tied to their relativist ontology, subjectivist epistemology and transactional assumptions
about communication, they also adopt a non-essentialist view on identity. For instance, when
elaborating on the “management” of brand identity, they describe it as (Aggerholm et al., 2011, p.
111) “the processes of negotiating and the social construction of brand identity”. Thus, the brand
identity is something that is negotiable and without any fixed essence, which is why they frequently
refer to the “negotiated brand” (e.g. Aggerholm et al., 2011, p. 122). In addition, it is not just the
brand identity that is cast in non-essentialist terms; so is individual identity. Elaborating on the
implication of a co-creation perspective for brand management, they argue that it implies a “shift
from a short-term sales and marketing-based discipline to a strategic resource in developing and
negotiating corporate and individual identities and stakeholder relations”. Notice in particular that
identity is described in the plural. In line with, for instance, Alvesson and Kärreman (2007), they
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suggest that employees do not have stable and fixed identities; instead, they continuously work on
identity projects, implying that identities are social constructions through and through. They also
view the notion of values from a similar perspective; that is, values are negotiable social
constructions (Aggerholm et al., 2011, p. 113). Therefore, the co-creation perspective allows us to
follow the process of how values are negotiated in a thoroughly social process.
Finally, one of my criticisms of the dominant paradigm in employer brand research was that it is
unable to account for processes, and that it is fundamentally disinterested in processes, emphasising
output and effects instead. For Aggerholm and colleagues (2011, p. 110), on the other hand,
processes are fundamental to understanding employer branding: “what is interesting is not value in
itself, but rather the process of creating and negotiating per se, and which manifests itself, e.g. as a
mutually beneficial dialogue between management and employees”. Thus, a co-creation perspective
forces us to investigate employer branding processes as such. If we categorise the co-creation
perspective according to the paradigm typology, it clearly sits on the far right hand side in table 2-8.

Table 2-8 Paradigm supporting the co-creation approach

In summary, adopting a co-creation perspective, which is rooted in a social constructionist
paradigm, opens up for a range of new research opportunities that are not possible in a (post)positivist paradigm. However, as stimulating and invigorating as this conceptual article is, it leaves
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a number of essential questions unanswered. In the next section, I will present these unanswered
questions and use them as drivers for presenting my philosophy of science and methodology.

3 Co-creation: A problem for philosophy of science and methodology
In this section, I am going to let the promising co-creation perspective drive my choice of
philosophy of science. The aim of this chapter is to answer my second research question: How can
we account for the problem of intersubjectivity inherent in the co-creation approach to employer
branding?
The critical literature review revealed that the vast majority of the empirical work on employer
brand equity is rooted in a (post-)positivist tradition with an overwhelming emphasis on
measurement. The section also revealed that communication is hardly ever theorised and that the
ingrained model is the transmission model or a partial interaction model. In addition, we saw how
identity is typically construed according to essentialist assumptions or an essentialist-leaning
version of SIT. The studies in the critical review offer some highly valuable insights, but they are
also severely limited by their assumptions. Finally, I proposed that the co-creation perspective put
forth by Aggerholm et al. (2011) offers a valuable alternative to the dominant paradigm. However,
as pointed out above, the co-creation perspective does not offer much in terms of particular
guidance as to how one should go about the empirical investigation of the phenomenon. This
chapter will present a proposal to resolve this issue.

3.1 Meta-theoretical ramifications of adopting the co-creation perspective
According to Aggerholm and colleagues (2011), co-creation is a communicative process. They also
argue that employer branding should be recast as an ongoing process of co-creation of meaning
between people. This seemingly straightforward proposition entails three main unresolved
problems. First, in order to investigate the co-creation of meaning, we need to account for what
meaning means; that is, we need a theory of meaning. Second, co-creation refers to the process of
meaning making between two or more individuals, and thus we need to account for the problem of
intersubjectivity; that is, how is co-creation even possible? At an abstract level, this involves an
account for the Other 14 as a not-mine subjective consciousness, and then an account for how to deal
14

The ‘Other’ is here understood in metaphysical terms, meaning that it refers to a general conceptualisation of a
subjective consciousness that is not myself. It does not refer to a specific other person but rather to the concept of
another person, hence the capital O.
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with the problem of intersubjectivity. Finally, we need to account for how co-creation of meaning
can be rendered empirically visible; that is, we need a methodology for examining on-going cocreation of processes in employer branding. My philosophy of science and methodology chapter
will address these questions and thereby answer my second research question. The end result should
be a rigorous methodology with a firm grounding in philosophy of science.
The remainder of this chapter will address these questions in the following way. The first
clarification we need to address is what is implied by the term ‘meaning’. In this regard, I will draw
on Alfred Schütz (1967) who proposes that meaning is the way in which the Ego sees an experience.
This implies that meaning will be addressed from the point of view of the subjective consciousness
of the individual. This, however, is only a starting point, before we can move to a more central
concern when considering employer brands as co-created, namely intersubjectivity. The problem of
intersubjectivity is deeply rooted in philosophical thought and essentially deals with how two or
more people can come to share meaning (Heritage 1984). We thereby move beyond the meaningmaking processes of the subjective consciousness into meaning-making in the social realm.
Therefore, we must first account for the existence of the Other or the Alter Ego as a not-mesubjectivity. Schütz’s (1942, 1948) “General thesis of the Alter Ego” offers a solution to this issue.
Having elaborated on the Ego’s stream of consciousness and the Other’s existence, we can then turn
our attention to the problem of intersubjectivity. Drawing on Schütz (1953, 1967), we will see that
intersubjectivity is rarely a problem for ordinary people in everyday life; rather, it is a practical
accomplishment. With the concept of intersubjectivity thus clarified, we will have all the pieces
necessary for a philosophically grounded understanding of the co-creation of meaning. These will
be synthesised in an elaboration of the face-to-face encounters that constitute the majority of a prehire mentorship. This synthesis will be based on Schütz’s (1942, 1967) notion of the “we-relation”
and the particular meaning affordances offered by this context. On the basis of this philosophical
foundation, we can then turn our attention to the methodological issue confronting us in the
empirical investigation of intersubjective employer brand co-creation: How can we render cocreation visible? In order to address this problem, I will start out by introducing a Schützian theory
of communicative action as put forth by Knoblauch (2013). This will be further specified into a
methodology for empirical analysis by introducing Conversation Analysis (Sacks, 1992a, 1992b;
Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 2007), an offspring of Garfinkel’s
ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967). Through rigorous empirical analyses, conversation analysts
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have demonstrated that “turns at talk are the building blocks of intersubjectivity” (Heritage &
Clayman, 2010, p. 15). Following this argument, we then have a method for uncovering how an
employer brand in the context of pre-hire mentor conversations is “talked into being” (Heritage,
1984b, p. 237).
In conclusion, by the end of this chapter we should have at our disposal a rigorous methodology that
is philosophically grounded and suited for investigating employer brand co-creation in practice.
3.1.1 Alfred Schütz’ phenomenology: a brief introduction
It seems appropriate to begin with explaining my choice of Schütz. I came to Schütz after reading
my way into the field of ethnomethodological conversation analysis. Given my need for a
philosophical and a methodological account for the intersubjective co-creation of meaning, Schütz’s
particular focus on intersubjectivity and his profound exploration of the issue makes his
phenomenology a well-warranted choice. In addition, his followers from the field
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis have offered a rigorous methodology for the empirical
analysis of intersubjectivity as it unfolds in talk-in-interaction. Briefly put, Schützian
phenomenology offered a coherent philosophical basis for my methodology.
Phenomenology is basically the study of lived experience (Eberle, 2010). Scholars of
phenomenology have dated the beginning of this philosophical movement to the first couple of
years of the 20th century with the publication of Edmund Husserl’s “Logical Investigations”
(Overgaard & Zahavi, 2009; Psathas, 1973a). The overarching theme is how subjects experience the
world and other subjects. A comprehensive account of the entire field of phenomenology and its
various offspring is outside the scope of this section, and therefore I will only account for my choice
of the phenomenological branch pertaining to the comprehensive works of Alfred Schütz, one of the
most original thinkers of the 20th century (Wagner, 1983).
His profound influence on the social sciences in general and sociology in particular can hardly be
overestimated. Fleeing his Nazi-occupied homeland of Austria, he arrived in New York in 1939
where he taught part time at the New School. Among his students were prominent thinkers such as
Peter Berger, Maurice Natanson and Thomas Luckmann (Wagner, 1983). The latter edited Schütz’s
final work, The Structures of the Life-World volumes I and II (Schütz & Luckmann, 1973, 1989),
which Schütz himself never finished due to his untimely death in 1959 at the age of 60. Despite
working full-time as a high-ranking manager in the banking sector for the vast majority of his
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career, he succeeded in publishing 26 articles in philosophical, sociological and economical journals
(Psathas, 2004; Wagner, 1983). However, perhaps the greatest contribution was his book Der
sinnhafte Aufbau der sozialen Welt, published in 1932 in Vienna and translated into English in 1967
as The Phenomenology of the Social World 15.
Schütz’s impact on the social sciences today remains strong across a wide range of disciplines, and
his thoughts have been extended in several directions including philosophy/phenomenology
(Endress, Psathas, & Nasu, 2005), sociology (Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Garfinkel, 1967; Psathas,
1973b), hermeneutics (Staudigl & Berguno, 2013) and the branch of economics called “Austrian
Economics” (Foss, 1996; Kurrild-Klitgaard, 2001, 2003; López, 2016).
Overall, it is worth noting that his foundational work has developed quite differently in the Germanspeaking countries and in America (Eberle, 2010). The Germanic development of Schützian
phenomenology was effectuated predominantly through Thomas Luckmann, whereas the American
development was the result of the work of Maurice Natanson, Helmut Wagner, Harold Garfinkel
and George Psathas (Eberle, 2010; Psathas, 2004). My dissertation will follow the path set out by
Psathas (Psathas, 1968, 1973b, 1980, 2012), which includes Garfinkel’s (1967)
ethnomethodological programme and Sacks’s (1992a; 1992b) Conversation Analysis. These are to
be seen as extensions of Schütz’s phenomenology and will be addressed later. Schütz’s writings can
generally be divided into two different foci or “poles” (Eberle, 2012). The pole that Schütz arguably
focussed the most on is the “subjective pole”, which is a “protosociology” that analyses the basic
eidetic structures of the life-world; that is, a discipline firmly rooted in Husserlian phenomenology.
The other pole has a social and pragmatic orientation, focussing in particular on intersubjectivity
and sociality in general (Eberle, 2010; 2012).

15

As is the case with a lot of Schütz’s writing in German, this translation of the title is debatable. A more literal
translation would have been The meaningful construction of the social world or The meaningful build-up of the social
world.
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Schütz'
Phenomenology

Subjective pole:
Phenomenology

Pragmatic pole:
Sociology

Figure 3-1 Schütz's phenomenology

In order to gain a full understanding of the philosophical foundation for employer brand co-creation,
we need to delve into both poles, although the empirical analysis will tend towards the pragmatic
pole with the accomplishment of intersubjectivity as the core. However, the division of subjectivity
and sociality is, as the figure implies, an analytical and a disciplinary distinction. The two conflate
as subjectivity is social from the onset (Muzzetto, 2006).
3.1.2 Making sense of meaning
“The problem of meaning is a time problem” (Schütz, 1967, p. 12).
As noted above, we start our investigation of the co-creation of meaning with a theory of meaning.
In doing so, we must attend to the subjective pole of Schütz’s phenomenology and look at how the
solitary Ego assigns meaning to the events of his lived experience.
Schütz’s theory of meaning was profoundly inspired by Weber (Schütz, 1967, chapter 1), and
intimately connected to temporality and action. In search for a more satisfactory elaboration of the
concept of meaning than the one offered by Weber, Schütz turns to Husserl and Bergson and the
concept of “durée” (duration) and lived experience (Schütz, 1945b, 1967). Durée was coined by
Bergson and refers to the irreversible, unidirectional and continuous flux of inner time; the constant
and seamless transition from one now to the next now. Being fully immersed in the duration of
one’s lived experience is referred to as a state of consciousness we could call “full attention to life
as it unfolds”. Grammatically put, this is experience in the present continuous tense. In pure
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duration, there are no differentiated experiences – only a continuous stream of now, which means
that experience as it occurs is essentially without meaning. It requires an act of reflection to separate
the lived experiences of pure duration into unique events and thereby make meaning of them
(Schütz, 1942). Reflection is a very different state of consciousness as it involves attention, not to
life as it unfolds but to what has already unfolded from the perspective of now. It is a retrospective
act of dividing the lived experience into meaningful chunks from the current perspective, and it
obviously implies that only past experiences can be meaningful. As Schütz (1967, p. 69) puts it:
Meaning does not lie in the experience. Rather, those experiences are meaningful which are
grasped reflectively. The meaning is way in which the Ego regards its experience. The meaning lies
in the attitude of the Ego towards that part of its stream of consciousness which has already flowed
by.
In modern management theory, this notion of meaning has been popularised by Karl Weick under
the heading “retrospective sensemaking”. He summarises the idea concisely with the question, “
How can I know what I think until I see what I say?” (Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 2005, p. 412).
However, meaning for Schütz is not just retrospective. We also ascribe meaning to future actions
before committing to them (Schütz, 1945b, 1967). Doing so means anticipating a future action in
terms of a project. Meaningful action, then, is “ conduct based upon a preconceived project”
(Schütz, 1953, p. 15). But since only past experiences can be ascribed meaning, the anticipated
event must have an element of pastness to it. Therefore, future actions are always anticipated in the
future perfect tense, as something that will have been done (Schütz, 1945b). This process of
projection is essentially the future-oriented version of reflection. Imagined future acts can therefore
be meaningful as well. The process of “protention” and anticipation is essential for the continuity of
the stream of consciousness (Schütz, 1950) as it links the immediate future to the present.
Metaphorically, it ensures that we are not simply driving forward while looking in the rear-view
mirror.
However, the anticipated act will always have a different meaning than the act already completed.
Completed acts always look different than anticipated, if for nothing else then because we have
“grown older” in between the act of projecting and having completed the act (Muzzetto, 2006;
Schütz, 1945b). We can therefore say that while the actual instant is essentially meaningless, both
anticipated future acts and already completed acts can be meaningful.
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It is clear that our current conceptualisation of meaning differs significantly from the untheorized
use of the term in the employer branding literature. As concluded in the previous chapter, meaning
is generally ignored in the employer branding literature, which tends to focus on information. The
literature has generally seen meaning as a decontextualized, objective connection between nodes of
information in the mind. The mind is thus seen as a container of information, which differs
significantly from the Lebenswelt perspective put forth by Schütz. Here, there are no separate
events; nor is any information objectively stored or retrievable. Any sense of meaningful events is
retrospectively or prospectively imparted onto the stream of consciousness by breaking out of the
ongoing flow of durée and entering a reflective attitude to life. This reflection is not a simple
retrieval of stored information, but subjective imparting of meaning that is motivated in the current
now in which the mind exists. Meanings thus always exist in a moment of imparted quasi-stability.
This view of the mind is simply not tenable from a positivist or a post-positivist point of view.
The retrospective and prospective property of meaning-making discussed so far has focussed on the
solitary subject. However, the subject is social from the onset (Schütz, 1954), and since we need to
account for employer branding as a co-creative process, we will now turn our attention to meaningmaking in the social realm. In order to do so, we must begin with a philosophically grounded
understanding of the Other.
3.1.3 The Other
Since intersubjectivity necessarily implies more than one individual, the next step towards an
understanding of employer branding as co-creation must be to offer a philosophically justified
theory of the Other, or the alter Ego.
In order to understand Schütz’s idea of the Other, it is necessary to clarify one of his core concepts:
the “natural attitude”. In the natural attitude, one takes for granted the intersubjective world into
which one is born as a world of other people and objects to whom one relates for practical purposes
(Schütz, 1945b). It is an unquestioning belief in everyday states of affairs, a kind of naïve realism 16
according to which people live their life. The person in the natural attitude is “wide-awake”, as
Schütz calls it (Schütz, 1945b), meaning that he pays full attention to life and that he lives within his
acts. Put differently, he is submerged in the ongoing durée of lived experience. The wide-awake
16

Naïve realism pertaining to the natural attitude has nothing to do with the naïve realist assumption of positivism. It
refers to how ordinary people go about their everyday life, not living by scientists’ assumptions about reality. This will
be elaborated later.
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individual in the natural attitude does not question the existence of other people; such questions are
dealt with by theorising philosophers, not ordinary people in everyday interaction. As Garfinkel
(1967, pp. 8-9) states, members are “not interested” in the study of practical action; their concerns
are guided by practical purposes.
From the perspective of the Ego in the natural attitude, Schütz (1942, 1948) argues, the Other is an
assumed part of the intersubjective world into which we are born. Simply put, the Other is always
experienced from the point of view of the Ego as a not-me-subjectivity. In his “General Thesis of
the Alter Ego’s Existence”, Schütz (Schütz, 1942) argues that we take for granted that the Other is
sufficiently similar to me to be understandable. This assumption rests on three core assumptions
(Schütz, 1942, p. 343):
1. A not-mine stream of thought (the alter Ego) shows the same fundamental structure as my own
consciousness. This means that the Other is capable of thinking and acting, like I am
2. His stream of thoughts demonstrates the same connectedness as mine and it shows the same
time-structure
3. He too can live in the vivid present or in the reflective attitude
Sharing these core assumptions is a prerequisite for the co-creation of meaning to take place. We
simply take for granted that the Other is also capable of meaning-making. Thus, it is these core
assumptions that enable people in the natural attitude to “seize one another as a co-performing
subjectivity” (Schütz, 1948, p. 199) or, simply put, to see the Other as a “fellow-man” (Schütz &
Luckmann, 1973, p. 62). In conclusion, both parties to an interaction, living in the natural attitude,
assume that the other is a living, thinking, acting human being, and therefore they are able to cocreate meaning together.
3.1.4 Cutting the Gordian knot of intersubjectivity
Having accounted for the Ego and the alter Ego, we can now tackle “the problem of
intersubjectivity”, which relates to the question of how two or more persons can share a common
experience and communicate about it (Heritage, 1984b, p. 54). Put differently, how can two people
come to share or co-create meaning? The problem has been posed as a Gordian knot to
transcendental phenomenology and philosophy for centuries.
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In his attempt to reach a solution to this problem, Schütz begins by arguing that any attempt to
capture the true, intended meaning of the Other is futile, because it necessitates that one can capture
the other person’s here-and-now situation exactly like him and according to his unique historical
biography. From our discussions above, it should be apparent that one would have to be the other
person to reach this understanding. Since this is obviously impossible, intended meaning is
subjective and inaccessible to other individuals (Schütz 1967, pp. 98-99). For Schütz (1953), an
actor in an interaction can have no real knowledge about the Other’s project preceding his action.
He only knows the fragment to which he is subjected in the unfolding interaction. Despite this fact,
it seems as if most people are perfectly capable of understanding each other most of the time.
Indeed, if we look at even the most mundane social activities in everyday life, it seems that social
actors solve the problem of intersubjectivity rather unproblematically. How is this possible when we
cannot truly access the intended meaning of our consociates?
The solution to this paradox proposed by Schütz is as simple as it is ingenious. To begin with, he
rejects the idea of a transcendental understanding of intersubjectivity as put forth by
phenomenologists such as Husserl (Schütz, 2010) and Scheler (Schütz, 1942); nor does he agree
with Sartre’s radical version of intersubjectivity (Schütz, 1948). For Schütz, intersubjectivity is not a
problem of transcendental phenomenology but a practical problem. Thus, his theory of
intersubjectivity deals specifically with how wide-awake individuals in the natural attitude make
sense of each other and the situation.
Building on his General Thesis of the Alter Ego’s Existence, Schütz (1953; 1967) proposes that
actors in the natural attitude achieve shared meaning by assuming that, for all practical purposes,
they share a common world in the here-and-now and that their perspectives are sufficiently similar
to allow a mutual understanding. This is what Schütz (1953, p. 8) refers to as the “General Thesis of
Reciprocal Perspectives”, which is rooted in two assumptions, or idealisations as he calls them,
shared by interactors:
1. The idealisation of the interchangeability of the standpoints: Until disproven, I take for
granted that if I change places with my fellowman, I will experience things in the same
perspective, distance and reach as he does. I also assume that my fellowman shares this
assumption and vice versa.
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2. The idealisation of the congruency of the system of relevances: Until disproven, I assume
that our biographical differences and following differences in perspective are irrelevant for
the purpose at hand, and thus we will see the same thing for all practical purposes. I also
assume that my fellowman shares this assumption and vice versa.
We can therefore say that (Schütz and Luckmann 1973, p. 61): “All experience of social reality is
founded on the fundamental axiom positing the existence of other beings “like me””. Based upon
these assumptions, social actors intersubjectively accomplish whatever it is they are doing for all
practical purposes. Interactors do not need to understand the true intended meaning of one another;
they only need to understand one another well enough to do what they do, and this understanding is
shaped by the social situation. The co-creation of meaning is thus possible because interactors
assume that it is, and this assumption has proven them right before. It follows that human behaviour
“is already meaningful when it takes place” (Schütz 1967, p. 10), i.e. it makes sense to the
interactors without the involvement of a researcher. This leads Schütz (Schütz, 1943, 1954) to
propose two important methodological postulates:
1. The postulate of adequacy: The constructs of the social scientist describe and explain a
concrete course of action empirically appropriately in the actor’s perspective (Eberle 2010) 17
2. The postulate of subjective interpretation: The researcher must try to uncover the
interpretation of the action and its settings in terms of the actor
What we see in these two postulates is the contour of an endogenous epistemology. For now, we
may conclude that that our methodology must be able to capture the intersubjective meaningmaking between mentor and mentees in pre-hire mentoring conversations. The next step towards
that goal is to gain an understanding of the particular situation constituting the face-to-face, pre-hire
mentor conversation. But before doing so, a cautionary note on Schütz’s notion of intersubjectivity
is order. His notion of intersubjectivity applies only for man in the natural attitude, and therefore
does not offer a transcendental solution to the problem. While Schütz’s scope suits the topic at hand
for this dissertation, it is not the only solution to the problem of intersubjectivity.

17

Schütz is not entirely consistent in his use of this particular postulate; therefore, I draw on Eberle’s (2010)
extraordinarily thorough treatment of the term.
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3.1.5 The we-relation and meaning-making
A face-to-face encounter, such as a pre-hire mentor conversation or an interaction at a job fair, may
turn into a particular kind of situation, which Schütz labelled the we-relation. The we-relation is of
particular importance to Schütz for several reasons. First, it comprises the heart of mundane
sociality. Second, it is the origin of The General Thesis of the Alter Ego’s Existence and the basis of
The General Thesis of Reciprocal Perspectives. Finally, it is the frame of reference for more
peripheral types of relation (Schütz, 1945b). Put differently, “it is thus in the we-relation that the
intersubjectivity of the life-world is developed and continually confirmed. The life-world is not my
private world nor your private world, nor yours and mine added together, but rather the world of
our common experience” (Schütz & Luckmann, 1973, p. 68) .
In this type of face-to-face situation, the Ego and the Other experience each other in a reciprocal
Thou-orientation 18 in a community of time and space. A ‘Thou-orientation’ implies that one person
is aware of the other person as a fellow man, and it may be either one-sided (person A being
oriented to Person B who is not oriented to Person A) or reciprocal (both person A and B are
oriented to each other), the latter being the basis for a we-relation. The reciprocated Thouorientation allows interactors to mutually “tune into” each other, which is a necessary pre-condition
for communication (Schütz, 1951). Seeing co-creation as a process of interaction, the we-relations
theoretically account for the ‘inter-’ aspect.
The spatio-temporal immediacy of the relationship is central to understanding the meaning-making
affordances of the situation. Mutually tuned in interactors experience a fusion of duration; that is,
they share the vivid present with each other, and they “grow older together” (Schütz 1967, p. 163).
In section 1.3, we concluded that in order to experience one’s own lived experience, one must attend
to it reflectively. However, in the Thou-orientation one can observe the Other’s actions as they take
place. This means that I am able to experience the Other in the vivid present, whereas he can only
know himself in retrospective reflection (Schütz, 1942). As noted above, I cannot enter his stream of
consciousness, but I can verify that his body is physically present and interpret his movements and

18

“Thou-orientation” is a translation of the German “Du-Einstellung” from the English translation of “Der sinnhafte
Aufbau der sozialen Welt”, but Schütz himself also uses it when writing in English, for instance in “Making Music
Together” (Schütz, 1951). The German expression refers to second-person singular “du” (you) which connotes an
informal relationship compared to the formal alternative Sie (plural you used in formal address). “Thou”, on the other
hand, is arguably considered very formal and therefore this translation is perhaps slightly misleading. However, it has
also been argued that for Schütz, “du” is a formal concept that should not invoke the intimacy that “du” might entail
(Schütz and Luckmann 1973, p. 62, footnote 47). For Danish speakers “du-orientering” is a perfectly suited translation.
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talking as signs of his consciousness, based on the general thesis of his existence and the general
thesis of reciprocal perspectives. In the immediate we-relation each interactor also has the
opportunity to test the adequacy of his interpretation of the other’s communicative action for all
practical purposes. Later, when I introduce Conversation Analysis, we will see how this testing-ofadequacy-of-interpretation-for-all-practical-purposes is essentially built into the sequential nature of
talk-in-interaction and the accomplishment of intersubjectivity. However, we must first properly
account for a Schützian theory of communicative action before we can introduce CA as a
methodology.
3.1.6 A Schützian theory of communicative action
Schütz was not a communication scholar, but communication, signs and language played a profound
role in his theories (see for instance Schütz, 1950, 1967; Schütz & Luckmann, 1989). His German
writings (see Schütz, 1967, p. xxxvi) frequently use the German term “Kundgabe” when discussing
communicative action. This would be directly translated into “announcement”, which is somewhat
misleading since Schütz not only wanted to stress the public nature of communication, as implied by
the term announcement, but also the intentionality behind the act (Knoblauch, 2013). I will therefore
simply use the term “communicative act”, which entails an intentional expressive act geared
towards the outer world, with the aim of someone noticing it (Schütz & Luckmann, 1989, pp. 148155). Seeing co-creation as interaction, we just saw how the we-relation accounted for the ‘inter-’
aspect. Kundgabe, then, accounts for the ‘action’ aspect. It follows, that we can justifiably label
communicating individuals ‘interactors’ to the extent they are mutually tuned in.
For Schütz (1945b), communication is a form of intersubjective “Wirken” or “working”. Working is
a specific category of action that covers an overt, pre-projected action geared at the outer world, or
in the case of communicative acts directed at an addressee. What is unique about working, and thus
communicative action in general, is that they unify inner and outer time in simultaneity. Working,
being geared at the outer world, is both ‘out there’ unfolding in objective, measurable time and
simultaneously experienced in inner time or duration. And it is this unification of time perspectives
resulting from communicative (inter)action that allows mutually tuned-in interactors to experience
each other and the world around them in vivid simultaneity. Put shortly, communication is a form of
other-oriented action that is made reciprocally perceivable and experienceable here-and-now for and
by interactors (Knoblauch, 2013).
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Supporting Schütz’s notion of communicative acts and intersubjective meaning-making in
interaction are two types of motive (Schütz 1967, pp. 86-96):
4.

The in-order-to motive that is prospective by nature

5.

The because-motive that is retrospective and reflects on an already elapsed action.

These motives are best explained by means of an example. If a mentee asks their mentor about their
CV, the mentor’s answer is the mentee’s in-order-to motive, since they ask to receive feedback on
their CV. Having asked the question, it is suddenly ‘out there’ and available to both the mentor and
the mentee as a completed act, and it becomes the because-motive for the mentor’s response. It
follows that communicative acts are recipient-oriented and that the notion of motives has parallels
with the notion of an adjacency pair introduced by Schegloff and Sacks (1973) and the concept of
conditional relevance, both of which will be demonstrated later.
A short summary of our tour of Schützian phenomenology seems in place at this point. What we are
interested in is uncovering the meaningful interaction between mentors and mentees in the natural
attitude, and how these co-create an employer brand. This is an intersubjective accomplishment
achieved by the participants for practical purposes. In the natural attitude, the mentor and the
mentee take it for granted that this is possible, and they act accordingly. By focusing on the
recipient-oriented communicative acts that essentially constitute the mentorship, we should be able
to uncover how the mentor and mentee co-create the employer brand.
We are now faced with a methodological problem: Given our aim of an endogenous epistemology,
how do we approach the intersubjective co-creation of meaning empirically as researchers? To
address this, I will draw on Conversation Analysis (CA), an offspring of Garfinkel’s
Ethnomethodology (EM).
3.1.7 From Schütz to Sacks – from philosophy to methodology
The founding father of CA was Harvey Sacks who, together with his colleagues Gail Jefferson and
Emmanuel Schegloff, conceptualised CA’s programme in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s in
California at UCLA. It started out as a broadly sociological discipline but has since developed into a
more applied science within various institutional settings such as doctor-pateint interactions
(Heritage & Clayman, 2010; Heritage & Maynard, 2006; LeBaron, Christianson, Garrett, & Ilan,
2016; Nielsen, 2016), court room interactions (C. Goodwin, 1994; Heritage & Clayman, 2010),
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news interviews (Clayman & Heritage, 2002; Heritage & Clayman, 2010), business meetings
(Asmuss & Oshima, 2012; Svennevig, 2012a, 2012b), job interviews (Glenn & LeBaron, 2011;
Hansen, 2017; LeBaron, Glenn, & Thompson, 2009; Llewellyn, 2010), auctions (Heath & Luff,
2010), management guru presentations (Greatbatch & Clark, 2003, 2010) and even job centre
interactions (Toerien, Irvine, Drew, & Sainsbury, 2011). Clearly, I situate myself in this category of
CA, which has been also labelled “Applied CA” (Antaki, 2011).
One of Sacks’ sources of influence was Goffman (Silverman, 1998) especially his concept
“interaction order” (Goffman, 1983) and the profound situatedness of human interaction (Goffman,
1959). Sacks however departs significantly from Goffman when comes to methodological rigour.
While Goffman employs a broadly ethnographic, sometimes bordering anecdotal, method, Sacks on
the other hand developed a rigorous systematic methodology for analysing talk-in-interaction.
Perhaps the most profound influence on Sacks was Garfinkel’s ethnomethodology (Silverman,
1998). Inspired by Schütz among others, Garfinkel set out to specify a research programme targeted
at uncovering the methods ordinary people in the natural attitude employ to achieve whatever social
activity the participate in (Garfinkel, 1967). Ethnomethodology, at least the earlier streams, are keen
on uncovering the emic ways in which people make the world intelligible to themselves and each
other. The relationship status between EM and CA is often debated (see for instance Lynch &
Bogen, 1994) but rarely with any useful outcome. Following Arminen (2008) and Heritage (1984b),
I will therefore simply state that I consider CA to be a branch of EM; that is, a specific subfield
within the larger sociological discipline of EM.
In essence, the aim of CA is to uncover the local accomplishment of social order as established and
maintained or disturbed through ‘turns-at-talk’. The breakthrough of CA came with the article “A
Simplest Systematics for the Organization of Turn-Taking for Conversation” which was published
in the influential journal “Language” in 1974 (Sacks et al., 1974). Sadly, Sacks died in a car
accident only a year after and he never got to publish a manifesto regarding the meta-theoretical
grounding of his programme. Whether he would have done so is also questionable since he seemed
to have a very pragmatic approach to the field he established arguing that (Sacks, 1992a, p. 3)
“Basically what I have to sell is the sorts of work I can do. And I don’t have to sell its theoretical
underpinnings, its hopes for the future, its methodological elegance, its theoretical scope or
anything else. I have to sell what I can do, and the interestingness of my findings.”
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Arguable, this fairly explicit indifference to meta-theory and philosophy of science has contributed
to the claims that conversation analysts are a group of crude empiricists. However, some CA
scholars, most notably George Psathas, have worked extensively to ground CA “in a descriptive
phenomenology of the mundane world” (Psathas, 1995, p. 7).
While Schütz’s influence on EM and CA has been significant it would be an exaggeration to label
EM and CA Schützian endeavours (Heritage, 1984b; Psathas, 2004, 2012). Watson (1994, p. 173)
termed the relationship between Schütz, Garfinkel and Sacks as one of “family likeness”, but it is
important to note where EM and CA depart from Schütz, as well as some affinities and overlaps.
Both for Schütz and EM and CA, social interaction in face-to-face situations or we-relations are the
primordial means through which the social world emerges (Schegloff, 1982; Schütz, 1945b), and
they are both interested in studying man in the natural attitude (Psathas, 1980). However, they ask
quite different questions and consequently they vary significantly in scope. While Schütz discussed
both subjective consciousness, the stock of knowledge of individuals, and the pragmatic aspects of
social interactions, EM and CA are concerned only with the latter. In many ways, Schütz, in the
metaphysical realm, clarified many vitally important notions for EM and CA, most importantly that
man in the natural attitude is the basis for sociality and that intersubjectivity is for him a practical
problem. Though Schütz never intended to develop an empirical research programme, his
phenomenology profoundly influenced social scientists with such ambitions, among them Garfinkel
and Sacks (Endress et al., 2005). Thus, building in part on Schütz’s philosophical foundation, EM
and CA have directed their attention to the empirical investigation of how members come to realise
the social actions they are engaged in (Psathas, 1980). Rather than looking at the phenomenological
underpinnings of the natural attitude as was Schütz primary interest, Garfinkel and Sacks ask how
these common-sense understandings are accomplished. The focus on interactional processes as
phenomena in their own right is essentially what distinguishes EM and CA from most other
branches of the social sciences. Where most researchers see social facts, events and society, EM and
CA see accomplishments and investigate how these accomplishments come about (Eberle, 2012;
Psathas, 1980, 1995). The emphasis on accomplishment sits well with the co-creation perspective on
employer branding because it highlights the intersubjective process and re-focusses our attention to
how employer brands are co-created rather than what the employer brand is. CA offers a
methodological toolbox to accompany the investigation.
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The different aims of Schütz and the followers of Garfinkel and Sacks are clearly reflected in their
vastly different methodologies. Schütz’s methodology was essentially not aimed at empirical
studies, but rather the analysis of “ideal type homunculi” in philosophically constructed life-worlds
(Schütz, 1943, 1945b), as can be seen in his essays “The Stranger” (Schütz, 1944) and “The
Homecomer” (Schütz, 1945a). Indeed, one of the main criticisms of Schütz is that, while his
writings are theoretically sound and coherent, he offers little guidance to the empirical researchers
on what to do with their empirical material (Heritage, 1984). Conversation Analysis and
Ethnomethodology on the other hand offer exactly this. Given the interest in people’s methods of
doing things, they limit themselves to analysing naturally occurring, video- or audio-recorded talkin-interaction (Psathas, 1995). This allows us to capture co-creation processes ‘real-time’ from a
members’ perspective (Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010). The reliance on video- and audio-recorded
data allows CA and EM researchers to look at the social interaction over and over again and thus
attend to the fine-grained details that comprise the interaction, a point we will return to in section
4.3. For now, let us turn our attention to the real-time co-creation of meaning in pre-hire mentor
conversations. At the core of this process is the notion of turns-at-talk.
3.1.8 Turns-at-talk as the building blocks for intersubjectivity
To summarise, I have concluded in the previous section that my interest is in the intersubjective cocreation of meaning unfolding in the we-relation from the point of view of an endogenous
epistemology. What we need now is a method for doing so.
Based on Schütz, I argued above that intersubjectivity is a recipient-oriented, practical
accomplishment. Elaborating on this, Schegloff (1992) argued that intersubjectivity is also
procedural, locally managed and locally adopted. Thus the co-creation of meaning is necessarily a
situated process. In his very compelling micro-analysis of “repair after next turn” Schegloff (1992)
empirically demonstrates that the locus of intersubjectivity is the members’ sequentially organised
turns-at-talk. Put differently, “turns at talk are the building blocks of intersubjectivity” (Heritage &
Clayman, 2010, p. 15). The sequential property of talk-in-interaction so famously demonstrated by
Sacks and colleagues (1974) empirically grounds the retrospective and prospective property of
meaning-making. Any turn at talk will necessarily be understood in relation to the prior turn and is
thus retrospective. However, while constrained by the prior turn, each turn also projects meaning
and thus prospective. Arrival at shared meaning occurs when the prospective meaning of a turn
forms the basis for the retrospective reference for the next whereby it projects the meaning of the
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prior turn. The parallel to Schütz’s in-order-to motive and because-motive is apparent. The only
difference is that Schütz’s motives are grounded in metaphysics, whereas CA is grounded in
empirical microanalysis. Thus as Edwards (1995, p. 586) puts it “CA provides a model for a
systematically empirical examination of intersubjectivity, as a participants’ practical concern, rather
than a matter for theoretical claims about the minds of speakers and hearers.” This marks a sharp
contrast to the existing employer brand literature where meaning is either something that the sender
puts into the message or an individual cognitive act based on the objectively available information.
Thus, in the dominant post-positivist employer brand paradigm meaning is always ‘internal’, either
in the message or inside the recipients’ heads, and it needs to be uncovered usually by means of a
questionnaire or other objective measures. In contrast, a Sacksian position would argue, based on
Schütz’s theory of intersubjectivity, that meaning is readily observable because members make it so
when interacting (D. Edwards, 1995). Thus, the most fundamental difference is that CA investigates
meaning as a co-created, processual phenomenon whereas the dominant view in the employer brand
literature is that it is a stable outcome.
In order to make this process tangible, let us look at an excerpt from my data which takes the form
of a question-answer adjacency pair from the beginning of a mentor conversation. A questionanswer adjacency pair consists of two parts: a question (first pair part) and an answer (second pair
part). In line 1 the mentee “E” will ask a question that is answered in line 2 in the negative by the
mentor “L”.
1.

E: I

er

tre

partnere ik’?=Her

i

huset.

: You are three partners right?=here in the house
: You are three partners right here in the house?
2.

L: <Egentlig er

vi fem;>

: <Actually are we five;>
: <We are actually five>

In line 1, the mentee E makes an assertion of the number of partners in the mentor’s company but
concludes with the tag question “or how?” that makes relevant an answer in line 2. This is also what
the mentor L produces in line 2, in the form of a correction of the assertion softened by the
prolonged “actually”. A question as a first pair part thus constrains the next turn to be heard as a
response to it, and there is no conceivable way of avoiding this. And this is essential; any turn at talk
will necessarily be understood in relation to the prior turn. Even not responding is seen in this light,
for instance not responding to a greeting with another greeting makes the lack of response
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“officially absent” (Schegloff 1968). This idea of “conditional relevance” shows that each turn is
constrained by the prior turn, while at the same projecting its own meaning and thereby constraining
the following turn. In CA terminology, this process demonstrates the doubly contextual property of
communicative actions – they are always context-shaped and context-renewing (Heritage, 1984). It
is thus in the ongoing sequence of turns at talk that we find the building blocks of intersubjectivity
(Heritage & Clayman, 2010, p. 15). If we add another line to the example above we are able to
demonstrate how the mentor and the mentee reach shared meaning about the number of partners in
the company:
1.

E: I

er

tre

partnere ik’?=Her

i

huset.

: You are three partners right?=here in the house
: You are three partners right here in the house?
2.

L: <Egentlig er

vi fem;>

: <Actually are we five;>
: <We are actually five>
3.

E: Ah okay
: Ah okay
: Ah okay

What we get in line 3 is the information receipt token “okay”, which marks the prior turn as
received and understood information. Essentially the mentor and the mentee have now done
agreeing on the number of partners in the company. They have thus co-created a tiny fraction of
what could be considered the employer brand of the company – the number of partners – despite the
inconspicuousness of the characteristic. Through three turns, they have come to an agreement on the
number of partners in the company. As demonstrated by Schegloff (1992), the third turn may also
be used to indicate a misunderstanding in the prior response by means of a repair initiation.
Accordingly, both successful and unsuccessful intersubjectivity is managed within the frame of
members’ sequentially organised turns at talk (Schegloff, 1992).
The fundamental insight here is that meaning-making is made reciprocally perceivable and
experienceable for and by interactors in communication; as Schütz (1953) said, the social world
observed by the social scientist already has specific meaning and relevance structures for the
participants This entails a profound epistemological commitment, which conversation analysts have
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labelled “next-turn proof procedure” (Sidnell, 2013, p. 79) and constitutes the solution to our
problem of developing an endogenous epistemology. This means that the proof of an interpretation
of a given utterance is to be found in the subsequent turn at talk. In the short and simple analysis
above, the fact that they reached shared meaning rests on the members’ orientations rather than the
analyst’s criteria for meaning-making.
I have now accounted for meaning and intersubjectivity in the philosophical realm and
demonstrated how these concepts can be rendered empirically observable by analysing members’
turn-at-talk at the micro-level. I have thus clarified my epistemological position as an “endogenous
epistemology” manifested in next-turn proof procedure ending up with an intersubjective approach
to employer brand co-creation.
In the next section, I will account for the ontological status of the phenomena under investigation
and the role of the researcher in this connection, before I round of with an elaboration of our choice
of data and the scientific quality criteria adhered to.

3.2 Multiple Realities and how to analyse one of them
Schütz has been labelled constructionist, and so have Garfinkel and Sacks (Lock & Strong, 2010)
despite some objections (Llewellyn & Hindmarsh, 2010, p. 8). Such a label, however, does little to
clarify anything, and therefore I will attempt here to sketch out my constructionist position.
To begin with, the fundamental assumption in EM and CA is that people in the natural attitude coconstruct their social reality. Thus, the pre-hire mentorship is not an ontological fact but a gloss that
covers the social process it constitutes. For the observed interactors, the social construction is not a
problem or something they are aware of; quite the contrary, they themselves live in the natural
attitude which, as described earlier, is essentially a form a naïve, realist outlook. And this is a
central point: ontological questions are not a members’ problem but a researchers’ problem. This
leads us to the role of the researcher, which deserves specific interest.
3.2.1 The role of the researcher
For Schütz (1943; 1953; 1954), the scientist adopts a fundamentally different attitude to life than
man in the natural attitude. He summarises this in his notion of the Disinterested Observer, which
entails that the scientist replaces their biographical situation with the scientific situation, and alters
their attention to life. Whereas the natural attitude is guided by practical purposes, the scientist in
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the scientific attitude has no direct interest or stake in the observed situation nor are they actively
involved in it (Schütz & Luckmann, 1989, pp. 228-229). The situation is simply an object of
contemplation the way cells are when a scientist looks at them through a microscope. Schütz
(1945b, p. 567) calls this the “epoché of the scientific attitude”. The researcher thus gains a form of
‘objectivity’ that is not to be understood in classical positivistic terms. It simply means that the
researcher is a non-participating, uninvolved observer. In order to avoid misunderstanding, Tuckett
(2014) has relabelled the notion of the disinterested observer, calling it “The Postulate of
Nonpractical Interest”, which seems more appropriate.
Quite importantly, the disinterested observer is not purposelessly observing, quite the contrary,
he/she has very specific purposes as determined by the scientific community he/she belongs to
(Tuckett, 2014). What he/she observes on the other hand is largely determined by the socialised
knowledge of his/her scientific community determining which problems to be addressed and the
correct methodological procedures for addressing them (Schütz, 1943, 1953, 1954). In this sense
even video-recorded pre-hire mentoring interactions are to a certain extent socially constructed,
because the scientific community of the researcher to a very large extent tells him/her what to see
and how to address it. Coming from the EM and CA community thus entails that I see specific
phenomena in specific ways. Psathas (1980, p. 5) coined the term “the ethnomethodological
attitude” to specify how an EMCA researcher sees the world, which problems he/she addresses and
how he/she does so. As indicated above this involves seeing social phenomena as accomplishments
and at the same time bracketing out theories that assume that the world is “out there”. In short, it
involves adopting a members’ perspective on the observed social accomplishments.
It follows, then, that the problem addressed by the scientist might not be perceived as such by the
observed actors in the natural attitude. What is taken for granted in natural attitude may become
questionable for the scientist, which is essentially what Garfinkel ((1967) referred to as the
uncovering the “seen but unnoticed”. Also, adopting the ethnomethodological attitude involves
some criteria regarding which type of data are considered relevant. This will be addressed next.

4 Sites, sampling, data, and how I ended up with a collection of stories
In this chapter, I will introduce the data on which I will draw in my analysis. While the previous
section presented the need for video-based observation studies in the employer branding literature,
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this chapter will specify the type of employer brand co-creation setting I will investigate – pre-hire
mentoring – and how the sampling was done. Then I will present the particular affordances of using
video data and relate these to the co-creation approach to employer branding. I will then elaborate
on the procedure I have undertaken to ensure high scientific quality. Continuing from this, I will
present the CA-based method of collection building and explain how it was conducted to end up
with a collection of stories told by mentors. The final section of this chapter will explain in more
detail the relevance of stories in employer brand co-creation and how stories are conceived from a
CA point of view.

4.1 Pre-hire mentoring: A site for employer brand co-creation
My data consists of video recordings of “pre-hire mentorships” (Spitzmüller et al., 2008). This fairly
recent tactic combines realistic recruitment (Morse & Popovich, 2009) with organisational
mentoring (Kram, 1983) and refers to a process in which a senior employee from a company acts as
a mentor for a graduate student during their studies. During the process, both parties get to know
each other on a deeper level, which presumably leads to a better basis for evaluating whether future
employment would be mutually beneficial. The study by Spitzmüller and colleagues (2008) showed
that pre-hire mentoring increased the level of perceived attraction, increased the intention to pursue
employment at the company and increased the likelihood of the mentee being hired. Drawing on the
terminology developed by Iglesias and colleagues (2013), pre-hire mentorships constitute a
“conversational space” within which the organisation, represented by the mentor and the potential
candidate, co-create employer brand meaning.4.2 Sampling – a maximum variation strategy
Since the study is exploratory in nature, I follow a purposive, maximum variation sampling strategy
(John W. Creswell, 2013, pp. 156-157) and I have attempted to include different institutions with
different interpretations of pre-hire mentoring. Thereby I hope to be able to reach an understanding
of employer brand building in pre-hire mentorships that cuts across institutional variations of the
concept. I have, however, been limited by issues of access and some technical mishaps in the data
collection.
On the company side, I used purposive sampling strategy to secure variety. In practice, however, I
had to rely in part on convenience sampling as well, which is obviously not optimal. However,
consent from both parties was required for ethical purposes and thus I had to include those who
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were willing to participate and, obviously, exclude those who were not. The companies included are
listed in table 4-1.

Company

Industry

Size and

Number of

Total

span of

meetings

Length

operations

recorded
1

Manufacturing

Electro-

Large,

Company

mechanical

international

2 hours 6

Mentee study

Marketing

minutes

products
IT Engineering

IT

Medium-

1

sized,

1 hour 10

Marketing

minutes

international
Public

Governing

Large,

Institution

Body

national

Public

Teaching and

Large,

Institution

Research

international

Engineering

Off-Shore

Medium-

2½

sized,

(Technical

international

difficulty)

IT

Large,

2

infrastructure

international

Company

IT company

1

1 hour 20

Philosophy

minutes
1

1 hour 30

Marketing

minutes
2 hours

Communication

1 hour 57

IT

minutes

and
consulting
Marketing

Online

Small,

marketing

national

1

1 hour 20

Communication

minutes

consulting
IT Company

Websites and

Small,

online

national

1

marketing
consulting
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55 minutes

IT

Logistics

Logistics and

Large,

2

company

freight

international

2 hours 43

Supply chain

minutes

management
and logistics

Engineering

Engineering,

company –

construction

Medium sized

5

7 hours 4

Business

minutes

Communication

22 hours 5

-

construction
Total

-

-

17½

minutes
Table 4-1 Overview of data

The recordings also come from three different institutional settings. Some of the mentorships were
arranged by a private company, one was arranged by Copenhagen University, and the remaining
recordings were gathered from an alumni-driven mentoring arrangement at Aarhus BSS, AU.
Again, the point of the purposive maximum variation sample was to ensure capture a fuller
spectrum of how employer brands are co-created in pre-hire mentor conversations.

4.2 Video data – what does it bring to employer branding research?
Video data has received increased attention in organization studies in recent years (Gylfe, Franck,
LeBaron, & Mantere, 2016; Hindmarsh & Llewellyn, 2016). While video-based observations of
work practices have been conducted for at least two decades within the field known as “workplace
studies” (Luff, Hindmarsh, & Heath, 2000), video-based studies have remained scarce in the
organisation literature in general (Christianson, 2018).
One particular strength of using video data to investigate employer brand co-creation is that it
captures the process “in the wild” (Hutchins, 1995). This kind of naturalistic 19 observation has at
least one core benefit compared to experimental settings: it does not impose a system of relevancies
(Schütz 1970) onto the participants. Rather, it enables the researcher to observe moment for moment
what the participants orient to as relevant for all practical purposes in the specific sociomaterial
environment in which they find themselves (Hindmarsh & Llewellyn, 2010, 2016). Schegloff (1992,
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I use the term ‘naturalistic’ following Potter and Hepburn (2007). They use it to imply that naturalistic material would
have been generated more or less irrespective of the involvement of the researcher. This means that the pre-hire
mentoring sessions I have recorded would have taken place whether I was recording them or not, whereas an interview
would not, because it demands the involvement of the researcher. They use the term naturalistic rather than natural to
imply than there can be no such thing as truly ‘natural’ data since the recorded conversations may have been affected by
the presence of the camera. Indeed, a recent study by Tuncer (2016) showed how the presence of a camera may be an
interactional resource in its own right.
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p. 1341) elaborates on that point, arguing that “ activities and their organization can be, and should
be, studied locally (that is, in the environments of their natural occurrence) and through the
detailed examination of the indigenous practices through which it is (or they are) composed.”
Simply put, this implies that in order to investigate the co-creation of employer brands in pre-hire
mentor conversations, I have to record and study actual pre-hire mentoring conversations. This, of
course stands in sharp contrast to most of the existing employer branding literature, which relies
mostly on quantitative (survey) data (see appendix 1A-1C). The scarce number of qualitative studies
rely on interviews (Ambler & Barrow, 1996; Heilmann, 2010; Heilmann et al., 2013; Jiang & Iles,
2011; Moroko & Uncles, 2008; Wilden et al., 2010), but in many cases the interviews function
primarily as a pre-study conducted before a quantitative investigation (Chhabra & Sharma, 2014;
Highhouse et al., 1999; Lievens et al., 2005; Rampl, 2014; Soulez & Guillot-Soulez, 2011; Terjesen,
Vinnicombe, & Freeman, 2007). The difference in data selection reflects the difference in
paradigms uncovered in chapter 2.
Video data is also of particular relevance to the co-creation perspective because it allows for close
investigation of in situ, intersubjective, meaning-making as discussed in chapter 3. The use of video
data enables us to investigate not only the verbal actions of participants but also non-verbal actions
such as facial expressions, gaze other embodied actions, and how these are situated in a material
environment (Streeck, Goodwin, & LeBaron, 2011). This is important because “Face-to-face
interaction is, by definition, multimodal interaction in which participants encounter a steady stream
of meaningful facial expressions, gestures, body postures, head movements, words, grammatical
constructions, and prosodic contours.” (Stivers & Sidnell, 2005, p. 2) Furthermore, with video, we
see how these multimodal actions are done within a material setting comprising various objects that
may or may not be made relevant for the action at hand.
The role of talk-extrinsic data is a hotly debated topic in CA (see for instance the Waring-Antaki
debate (Antaki, 2012b; Waring, Creider, Tarpey, & Black, 2012)) and the infamous Schegloff-Billig
debate (Billig, 1999a, 1999b; Schegloff, 1997, 1999a, 1999b)). I have chosen to include
ethnographic information, such as informal talks with participants, site observations and documents
such as brochures, in addition to the recordings. Knowing something about the broader context of
the mentorships proved useful for understanding the conversations. It must be clarified, however,
that I do not assume that the ethnographic data will somehow offer insights into what the
participants think and feel, and thereby ‘validate’ my analysis. Rather, the ethnographic data is used
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to understand the institutional context in which the interaction takes place (Antaki, 2012), and as a
means to inform the reader of the dissertation about the broader context and thereby ensure
transparency.
Relying predominantly on video data and excluding formal interviews and surveys inevitably begs
the question: How can you know what they actually think, then? The short answer to this question is
this: I do not know, I cannot know, and I do not care, because it is essentially inconsequential for
members’ conduct. A more elaborate answer would be that first, it is both impossible and
unnecessary to uncover the intended meaning of the Other as stated in section 3.1.3 (Schütz, 1967,
pp. 98-99); second, only “Wirken” or working has a direct gearing towards the outer world and is
thus experienceable and perceivable to the participants and the observer, and different from the
anticipated act (Schütz, 1967).
Following the endogenous epistemological position reflected in next-turn proof procedure (Sidnell,
2013), all the relevant analysis necessary for the practical purpose at hand has already been done by
the participants. The analyst’s job is to uncover the process. That is of course not to say that
reflections, intentions, etc. are not important: Indeed they are; however, when investigating social
phenomena from the pragmatic pole of Schützian phenomenology, and especially when adopting
CA as a methodology, these matters are out of scope. This also highlights a profound implication of
adopting an intersubjective conceptualisation of meaning-making, namely that an intersubjective
understanding of meaning implies an anti-cognitivistic stance (Potter, 2000). Meaning is no longer a
cognitive, intra-personal concept, but rather something that emerges between people through turns at
talk.

4.3 Scientific quality
As noted above, CA relies strictly on recorded observation of “naturally occurring” talk in
interaction. Obviously, this ensures a high degree of authenticity (C. Goodwin & Heritage, 1990),
assuming that the observations are selected properly. It also ensures that the propositions put forth in
my research can be verified by other researchers, who can be given access to the data which support
the criterion of verifiability as put forth by Alfred Schütz (Schütz, 1954). Video recordings also
increase the reliability of the findings because the observations are recorded in the most
comprehensive form possible, capturing both audial and visual aspects of the interaction (Silverman,
2014). A problem emerges, however, when transforming the video material into printed form.
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I will draw on the standardised transcription system developed for CA by Gail Jefferson (2004)
which uses a series of symbols to account for phoneic details. However, it only accounts for the
talk-part of the interaction, and since the reality of the observed participants is multimodal and
material (Streeck et al., 2011), the transcript must reflect this. Several suggestions have been as to
how one should go about including the rich data offered by video recordings, some of which are
elaborated on by Asmuss (2015) and Gylfe and colleagues (2016). I have chosen to transcribe the
embodied behaviour of the participant using the convention presented by Lorenza Mondada
(Mondada, 2014). The transcription convention can be found in endnote 1 i. In order to show this
visually and capture the material embeddedness of the interaction, I have chosen to include frame
grabs from the video in the transcript. All the videos of are available for inspection upon request, in
order to offer maximal transparency. Finally, following Silverman (Silverman, 2014), I have already
shown some of my data and my analyses to other CA researchers in the MOVIN 20 group in order to
improve the reliability of my findings.
In order to improve validity, I will use the ‘collection building’ tactic (Sidnell, 2013), which
involves locating the phenomenon under investigation across the entire corpus of data. This process
is also broadly referred to by Silverman (2014) as “the Comparative Method”. This method also
involves analysing deviant cases, which often turn out to be very useful for gaining an
understanding of a phenomenon (Silverman, 2014), exactly because by being treated as deviant
these cases can help us understand what is non-deviant.

4.4 Collection of storytellings: why and how
The idea behind collection building stems from Sacks’s proposition that talk-in-interaction exhibits
“order at all points” (Sacks, 1992b, p. 484). Thus, patterns and practices found in one place will
have relevance elsewhere. Broadly speaking, a collection functions as a surrogate for
generalizability that is rooted in members’ practices rather than statistics. Simply put, if mentors and
mentee do some action repeatedly across the corpus of data, then that practice is demonstrably
relevant for them.
In order to identify a collectable practice, I went through the empirical material numerous times,
while consulting the employer branding literature, the CA literature, and my supervisors. The result

20

The MOVIN is a Danish network of Conversation Analysts. I am part of the Aarhus community which gets together
some 20 times a year to do data analysis sessions.
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of this abductive (Douven, 2017) process was that mentees’ affiliation displays were worth looking
into (see section 5.1 for an account of the relevance of affiliation displays in employer brand coccreation). However, affiliation can be done in numerous sequential contexts by means of a fairly
large number of actions (Lindström & Sorjonen, 2013). I therefore started a collection of mentees’
exhibitions of understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252) which is a type of affiliation display, which also
constitutes an action explicitly doing intersubjectivity (Schütz, 1953; Schegloff, 1992) and the cocreation of meaning (Aggerholm et al., 2011). However, second position responses proved to be
wide a phenomenon. Consulting my supervisors and reviewing my mounting collection of
exhibitions of understandings (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252), it turned out that these frequently occurred in
response to mentor’s storytelling. This, retrospectively, makes sense since storytelling is an activity
that makes affiliation relevant (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005; Selting, 2012; Stivers, 2008). This
means that stories are sequential environments in which affiliation is likely to surface. Indeed, a lack
of affiliation display may be treated as accountable. I therefore pursued the matter and collected all
instances of mentor storytellings in my data corpus. Confirming my initial hunch, I ended up with a
collection of 71 stories. Due to the large number of mentor stories, I have chosen not to look into
mentee stories although these also occur frequently and are interesting in their own right.

4.5 Stories: A sequential environment for negotiating affiliation, image and
identity
As described in the previous section, the choice of storytelling as the empirical basis for my analysis
emerged from an abductive process of reviewing my data, the CA literature and the employer
branding literature. The following is thus a post-hoc legitimation of the choice and an account for
how stories fit in with the co-creation approach to employer branding.
The value of storytelling has been recognised both for internal (Gill, 2015) and external branding
purposes (Lundqvist et al., 2013; Woodside, 2010) and for the role it may play in unifying the two
(D. Aaker & Aaker, 2016). However, within the employer branding field, the notion of storytelling
has hardly received any attention. In fact, in all the reviewed studies, storytelling is mentioned only
once in passing by Keeling and colleagues (2013).
One of the core features of storytelling in conversation is that the “bland fact” that “[s]tories
routinely take more than one utterance to do” (Sacks, 1992a, p. 222). This means that storytelling in
conversation breaks with the default turn-taking principles of ordinary conversation (Sacks et al.,
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1974) and thus constrains participants’ actions. This basic fact means that storytelling is a
distinctive activity requiring both participants to accountably demonstrate for one another, and
therefore for the observer as well, that what they are doing is a storytelling. In other words, both
parties need to display that they are engaged in storytelling in order to make it work (Mandelbaum,
1989). However, storytelling is not the only conversational activity that requires more than one
utterance to complete. The question is thus what makes a story recognisable as a story? Kjærbeck
and Amuss (2005, p. 3) defined stories as “the telling of actions, the telling of what occurred
according to the teller, including and ending with the telling of the punchline.” They use the term
“narrative” to refer to “a more extended unit of actions that include not only the telling itself and the
punchline, but also participants’ evaluation of the reported events.” I will will combine the two
definitions under the label ‘storytelling’. My reason for doing so is that it is the post-punchline
treatment that retroactively turns a potential punchline into an actual one. Indeed, the study by
Kjærbeck and Asmuss (2005) showed that participants normatively orient to two distinct activities
as relevant for proper treatment of a story. First the recipient should treat the modality of the story,
that is, whether it was fun, sad, surprising etc. Second, the teller or preferably the recipient, should
initiate a discussion about the morale of the story; that is, its broader relevance.
This means that in my definition of a storytelling comprises two constituents. First, storytellings are
storytellings when a teller does a telling by reporting on something that has happened or will
hypothetically happen culminating with a potential punchline. Second, storytellings are storytellings
when recipients display recipiency and when particpants treat the punchline as a punchline by
engaging in a discussion about the mode and the morale of the story (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005).
Thus, it is up to members to intersubjectively negotiate whether an interactional activity constitutes
a storytelling or not.
It is therefore not necessary for me as a researcher to determine whether members are engaged in
storytelling; they have already accounted for this by doing it. Accordingly, when the mentor projects
that a story is forthcoming, the mentee needs to align as a story recipient in order for the story to get
accomplished. Furthermore, the mentee must align as recipient throughout the telling, and this
means producing continuers and information receipt tokens that do listening. Finally, the mentee
must treat the punchline as a punchline.
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From my definition, it is readily apparent that storytellings are co-created interactional activities.
This, of course, is not a revelation. Over the past forty years, conversation analysts have empirically
demonstrated how storytelling is a co-authored social accomplishment (M. H. Goodwin, 1982; Gail
Jefferson, 1978; Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005; Lerner, 1992; Mandelbaum, 1989, 2013; Sacks,
1992a).
A more general constraint for storytelling is the feature of recipient design which states (Schegloff,
2007, p. 38 footnote 6): “Speakers should not tell recipients as news what they suppose (or ought to
supoose) the recipient already knows.” The consequence of recipient design is that stories must be
‘tellable’. However, the tellability is not something that is determined by researchers, rather it is a
members’ phenomenon; that is, participants accountably treat the story as tellable for each other and
for the researcher observing the interaction.
It follows from the above description that storytelling-in-interaction is a rather ‘fragile’ mutual
accomplishment, meaning that there are many ways in which it can go wrong. For instance,
responding to the punchline with a simple continuer such “Mm”, is problematic as it fails to
recognise the story as a story.
In my collection, I have included all the stories from my corpus of data based on the definition
above; that is, where participants demonstrably orient to the storytelling activity as a storytelling
activity, so as to demonstrate how mentors and mentee accomplish (or fail to accomplish) the story.
In the next chapter, I will complete the final steps of the run-up, before commencing the empirical
analysis.

5 Co-creating employer brand equity through storytelling
In this chapter, I will grapple with my empirical data and attempt to answer my third research
question: What is the role of storytelling in employer brand co-creation in face-to-face employer
brand encounters?
The previous section explicated the governing paradigm and underlying assumptions supporting the
employer branding literature, and contrasted it to the co-creation approach, which offers a
fundamentally different perspective on employer branding. As the two perspectives rest on different
ontological and epistemological assumptions, the concepts and constructs adopted by the two
approaches are also fundamentally different.
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Therefore, before initiating the analysis, I will problematize the “in-house assumption” (Alvesson &
Sandberg, 2011) supporting the concept of “employer brand equity” as this constitutes the
cornerstone of current employer branding theory (Ambler & Barrow, 1996; Backhaus & Tikoo,
2004; Cable & Turban, 2001; Lievens & Slaughter, 2016; Theurer et al., 2016). I will use the CAbased concept “affiliation” (Lindström & Sorjonen, 2013; Steensig & Drew, 2008) as an alternative
that is congruent with the co-creation approach, and will therefore be the guiding concept
throughout the following analysis chapters.
The analysis is divided into four different sections; the first three zoom in on specific employer
branding relevant concept as they are co-created in practice, and the final section concludes the
analysis by proposing an ideal type for storytellings in face-to-face employer brand encounters.
More specifically, the first section addresses and respecifies the instrumental attribute
‘organisational growth’ (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003) and how different meanings can be
negotiated around the notion. In the next section, I will address the concept “Employer Value
Proposition” (Cable & Turban, 2001) by looking at stories that are hearable as portraying a unique
feature of the company. I will respecify uniqueness as something that intersubjectively negotiated,
rather than an objectively available meaning residing inside the story. Then, I will look at the stories
about the mentor; that is stories that are predominantly about the mentor himself/herself rather than
about the company. This is related to the established literature on “recruiter effect” going back to
Rynes and Miller (1983) which has become an accepted part of the employer branding literature. I
will respecify the recruiter effect as local meanings negotiated throughout the telling rather than
innate characteristics of the mentor and his/her behaviour. In the final section of the analysis, I will
cut across the storytellings to produce a “machinery” describing the co-creation of storytellings
based on the normative orientations of mentors and mentees.

5.1 Employer brand equity and attractiveness: from internal states to affiliation
displays
The desired outcome of a positive image and identity is employer brand equity (Backhaus & Tikoo,
2004). However, employer brand equity itself is rarely what is measured in empirical analyses;
rather, the concept is often operationalised in terms of specific outcomes. The most thoroughly
investigated operationalisation of employer brand equity is organisational attractiveness (see
appendix 1G), which can be summarised as a potential applicant’s evaluative and affective stance
towards an organisation as an employer and the added value it generates (Ambler & Barrow, 1996;
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Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Theurer et al., 2016). Evaluative and affective stance in the existing
literature is an internal state that can only be uncovered by means of validated questionnaires and, in
rare cases, interviews. What we need is a concept that allows us to investigate the issue as an
intersubjective phenomenon rather than an internal, subjective perception.
Affect and evaluative stance are exactly what Conversation Analysts investigate when looking at
what they call “affiliation” (Lindström & Sorjonen, 2013; Steensig & Drew, 2008). While affiliation
is a fairly recent phenomenon in CA, it has received tremendous attention and is generally
considered fundamental to talk-in-interaction (Lindström & Sorjonen, 2013; Stivers, Mondada, &
Steensig, 2011b). Affiliative actions “agree with or take the same stance as co-participants”
(Steensig & Drew, 2008, p. 9). Thus, affiliative actions match the evaluative stance of the other.
Disaffiliative actions do the opposite, they challenge, reproach, disagree etc.
Attractiveness and affiliation both address affective and evaluative stance but from fundamentally
different perspectives. To begin with, while communication is recognised as essential for both
attractiveness and affiliation, the concepts are rooted in fundamentally different models of
communication.
Attraction is based on the assumption that communication is more or less a one-way, stimulusresponse type of action and is thus embedded in the transmission model of communication (see
Appendix 1G). This is illustrated quite well in the following quote from Berthon and colleagues
(2005, p. 154) who argue that in order to build an attractive brand the company must develop a
compelling brand promise and then “’ruthlessly align’ all people practices to support and reinforce
the brand promise”. The assumption here is that attractiveness is rooted in a central message or
promise which is then unanimously communicated across all employer brand material and
encounters.
Affiliation, on the other hand, is rooted in a transactional model of communication (Barnlund, 1970)
that sees meaning as an ongoing interactional accomplishment. It requires someone to produce an
affiliatable action and someone else to respond with an affiliation display.
The two concepts are thus similar with respect to being responses to the communication efforts, but
whereas organisational attractiveness is a response to the communicative efforts of an organisation
in the broadest possible sense, affiliation is a response to a specific, local, affiliation seeking activity
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or action. Therefore, even if both concepts address a response to communicative actions,
attractiveness is a general type of response whereas affiliation is a local, situated response.
Another result of the respecification of attractiveness to affiliation is that affiliation is congruent
with a broadly social constructionist paradigm. Whereas attraction is rooted in an objectivist
epistemology assuming it is objectively measurable (see section 2.3), affiliation is rooted in an
endogenous epistemology (see chapter 3) and seen as an observable activity (Lindström & Sorjonen,
2013) rather than a measurement. Indeed, since attractiveness has its roots in the (post) positivist
paradigm (see section 2.3), the aim of researching the phenomenon is to explain and predict human
behaviour generally (Caldwell, 1994). When conversation analysts investigate affiliation in
interaction they seek to to describe and understand how it works locally (Steensig & Drew, 2008).
Finally, attractiveness mainly has its roots in cognitive psychology meaning that attractivess is seen
as a percepto-cognitive phenomenon, that is, a subjective internal state (Ehrhart & Ziegert, 2005).
Affiliation, on the other hand, is rooted in micro-sociology and is thus construed as an
intersubjective phenomenon manifesting in social interaction for all practical purposes (Stivers,
Mondada, & Steensig, 2011a).
In conclusion, both attractiveness and affiliation cover affect and evaluation, but the former
construes them as context-independent and the latter sees them as members’ accountable actions
within the sequential constraints of talk-in-interaction. This has important ramifications for
employer branding theory and methodology. Attractiveness sees affect and evaluation as personinternal constructs that needs to be uncovered, usually by means of a questionnaire (see Appendix
1G). Affiliation, on the other hand, is perfectly observable in talk-in-interaction due to members’
reflexive accounting practices (Garfinkel 1967). Table 5-1 offers a short summary and comparison
of the two concepts:

Attractiveness

Affiliation

- A general response to an employer’s general

- A local, sequence-dependent response to a

communication effort

local, here-and now communicative action

- Rooted in a transmission model of

- Rooted in a transactional model of

communication

communication
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- Rooted in an objectivist epistemology

- Rooted in an endogenous epistemology

- Attractiveness can be measured

- Affiliation can be described and understood
as a socially situated activity

- Attraction is mechanical and predictable

- Affiliation is interactional and unpredictable

- Describes an internal state

- Describes an observable external action

- Subjective

- Intersubjective

Table 5-1 Attractiveness and affiliation

In summary, attractiveness and affiliation cover essentially the same issue; that is, affect and
evaluation as a response to communicative actions. However, given that the concepts are rooted in
different scientific paradigms, they construe the empirical material in fundamentally different ways.
It is my proposition that adopting the concept of affiliation opens up for an entirely new set of
research questions rooted in the co-creation approach. It does so by offering a way to understand the
dynamics of how participants in face-to-face employer brand encounters make relevant and
negotiate affective and evaluative stances in relation to the topic at hand and to each other. In the
next three chapters, I will show empirically how respecifying attractiveness and employer brand
equity as local affiliation displays can inform how stories contribute to the co-creation of employer
brands.

5.2 Co-creating company growth as an attribute: Impressive, inspiring or risky?
As evidenced by section 2.3.2 and appendix 1B the instrumental-symbolic framework is one of
thefoundational theories of the employer branding field (Theurer et al., 2016). Even though some
studies have looked at the effects of various communication channels (Keeling et al., 2013; Nolan,
Gohlke, Gilmore, & Rosiello, 2013; Van Hoye, 2008; Van Hoye & Saks, 2011), there is a dearth of
studies that focus on the process of attribute communication; that is, how attributes are
communicated. Certainly, one would not expect that communicating ‘we are innovative’ or ‘we are
socially responsible’ would have the desired effect. Conversely, in the branding literature in general,
there is at least a handful of studies that have demonstrated that stories can be effective for
communicating attributes and generating lasting brand responses (Adaval & Wyer, 1998; Boje &
Khan, 2009; Escalas, 2004; Lundqvist et al., 2013; D. Aaker & Aaker, 2016). Thus, I would expect
stories to be a site for negotiating organisational attributes.
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In the following, I will investigate the co-creation of a specific organisational attribute:
organisational growth. The reason for zooming in on this particular attribute is twofold. First, and
most importantly, growth-related stories emerged in every mentorship where I had access to the first
meeting. Thus, it appears to be a members’ phenomenon. Second, growth has remained an
overlooked attribute in the literature so far (Ito et al., 2013; Jones, Willness, & Madey, 2014), and
therefore detailing how members co-create the phenomenon can add to the existing literature on
organisational attributes. Presumably, growth in the number of employees would be considered a
positive employer brand attribute, since it signals that the company is doing well and that there is a
better chance of getting a job there. But as I will demonstrate, this is not necessarily the case.
In the remainder of the chapter I will first present a Garfinkel-inspired respecification (Garfinkel,
1967, 1996) of the notion of organisational growth in order to clarify how it should be dealt with
from a co-creation perspective. I will then account for my sub-collection of stories pertaining to
growth and argue for my selection of excerpts. Then I will analyse the excerpts and demonstrate
how mentors and mentees co-create stories about growth but with quite different moral implications
and employer brand consequences.
Finally, I will discuss my findings and how they relate to the instrumental and symbolic theory in
employer branding. More specifically, I will challenge the idea of instrumental attributes being
objective, concrete and factual, at least in connection to organisational growth.
5.2.1 Respecifying growth: From essences to communicative constitution
As concluded in the problematization of the literature (section 2.3.2), the instrumental-symbolic
framework rests on a set of broadly essentialist assumptions about identity and attributes (see
Appendix 1B). Instrumental attributes in particular are described as (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003,
pp. 80-81) concrete and factual attributes such as pay, bonuses, benefits, flexible hours, and
location. From an instrumental-symbolic perspective ‘growth’ would be considered an instrumental
attribute since it is “objective, concrete and factual” (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003, p. 80). Compared
to symbolic attributes, which are described as subjective and value-driven, instrumental attributes
are unlikely to differentiate the company since they are not meaning-rich (Lievens & Highhouse,
2003). However, as we shall see, this does not seem to hold true in my data. Rather, we will see how
mentors and mentees are quite capable of negotiating rather meaning-dense morales in relation to
stories about organisational growth.
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Organisational growth has remained an overlooked factor in the employer branding literature and
should be investigated more thoroughly (Ito et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2014). Bonaiuto and
colleagues (2013) mention it briefly, relating it to reputation, but it does not figure as a separate item
in their questionnaire. It was mentioned in the qualitative section of Jones and colleagues (2014) as
an attractive feature, but it was not operationalised in the quantitative analysis. Company growth is
also briefly mentioned in Sohn and colleagues (2015), whereas Uen and colleagues (Uen, Peng,
Chen, & Chien, 2011) include growth as part of word-of-mouth information, which is a strong
predictor of attraction. Growth is included as a positive factor in the study by Walker and colleagues
(2013) as part of the experimental website content. Thus, to the limited extent that organisational
growth has been investigated in the literature it has been consistently treated as an objective,
positive fact, which is consistent with the underlying assumptions supporting the instrumentalsymbolic attribute.
Even though growth has not been a central part of the employer branding literature, it is something
that mentors and mentees consistently bring up in my data, especially during their first formal
meeting. From a co-creation approach, however, growth is co-created rather than objective
(Aggerholm et al., 2011). Moreover, rather than pre-emptively categorising organisational growth as
a ‘meaning-thin’ construct, my intersubjective co-creation approach will rely on members’
treatment of organisational growth without a preconceived theory or framework (Sdinell, 2013).
Thus, I will emphasise the local and situated meaning of growth stories and how it is negotiated for
the purpose at hand. In addition, rather than looking for an effect of the attribute in causal terms, I
will look for local (dis)affiliative responses of the mentee, as proposed in section 5.1.
5.2.2 Selection of excerpts: The ambiguous nature of growth
Table 5.2 below includes the stories pertaining to the growth of the company (see Appendix 2-18
for a transcription of all the stories):

Story

Topic

B_T Nigeria and Singapore

The recent international expansion of the company

B_T 2 When I started at Maila

The growth of the company’s marketing department
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I_E That also a good point of

The founders and how the company has grown since it

departure

was established

K_N Full time employee

The first full time employee in the company and the
consequences

K_N Studentervæksthuset (the

How the mentor’s company has grown through the

university incubator

levels in the incubators environment and ultimately

environment)

outgrown it.

L_E If you want the story

The recent rapid growth of the company

S_D New IT system

The company’s acquisition of an IT supplier

T_L It’s gone snappy

The recent rapid growth of the company

Table 5-2 Sub-collection of growth stories

Growth stories emerge in six out of the ten mentorships. A brief comment on this distribution seems
fit before progressing to the analysis. There are no growth stories in the four mentorships (F_T;
F_N; T_B; M_J) that were managed by the universities. This makes sense as I was only allowed to
record conversations after the first formal conversation 21, which is when most of the growth stories
emerged. In consideration of the present format, I will only include four stories in my analysis, all of
which pertain to growth in the number of employees.
5.2.3 Analysis of growth stories
The four stories below have been chosen to demonstrate the wide range of meanuings that can be
negotiated from stories about growth. The first story is rather what I expected growth stories to be.
The mentor and the mentee co-create the growth of the company as rapid and impressive. The
following story also co-creates growth as a positive attribute, but this time it is the growth of the
marketing department in which the mentor works that is the topic. The next story on the other hand
is about the growth of the mentor’s company resulting from him hiring his first full-time employee.
As we will see, this is co-created as hard, demanding and involving significant changes to how the

21

Regrettable as it is, this was the condition for getting access.
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company operated. In the final story, the mentor and the mentee co-create the notion of
“unsustainable growth” which again illustrates that growth is not necessarily a positive attribute.
5.2.3.1 Impressive company growth
The first story, “L_E If you want the story” 22, is about how the company was started. We enter the
excerpt as the mentor has just finished a phone call with some of the partners who are out shopping
furniture for their new offices. The prompts the mentee to ask the question in line 1 below
concerning the number of partners in the company. I have left out a long explanation of whothe
current partners got together to form the company, but this can be found in the full transcript in
Appendix 9.3. The story will be broken down into segments in order to illustrate how the mentor
and the mentee co-create the storytelling activity and how they negotiate the meaning after the
punchline has been delivered.
L: Mentor, sitting to the right is CEO and co-founder of the company which produces websites,
embodied behaviour demarcated with ±
E: Mentee, sitting on the left is a Master’s student studying IT and Communication, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
L_E If you want the story – Prefacing the story and building up to the punchline

22

See Appendix 9.3 for full transcript of the story.
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1.

23E:

I

er

tre

partnere ≠±ik’?=Her

i

huset.=

: You are three partners

right?=here in the house

: You are three partners

right here in the house?

L: >>adjusts his seat----± leans back gaze at E----
E: >>adjusts his seat----≠ leans forward gaze at L-
2.

L: =±Jah

<≠egentlig er

vi ±fem;>

: Yeah <Actually are we five;>
: Yeah <We are actually five>
L: ±Gaze at table---------±Gaze at E----
E: -------≠adjusts seat gaze still at L-
3.

E: Ah okay
: Ah okay
: Ah okay
L: ------
E: ------

4.

L: ≠Fordi:
:

±hvis- Hvis du

Because if-

If

vil ha’ historien om

you want

det,

the story about it,

: Because if if you want the story about it
L: ------±Forward two hand gesture palms facing inwards-
E: ≠Sits still leaned forward gaze at L-----------------
5.

23

: (0.4)

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 9 in the full transcript in Appendix 9.3
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6.

E: ≠Ja=

≠

: Yes=
: Yes=
L: --------------------------
E: ≠Marked downward single nod≠
: 70 lines of omitted telling about the founding of the company
7.

L: Så

started det så’n

: Then started it

o:g ±(0.3)

like that a:nd

: So it started like that and
: Fig 1
L: >>Gaze at E--------------------±Gaze at table-
E: >>Gaze at L-----------------------------------
78.

L: så

gik

det fra

: then went it

at

maj sidste år

from that May last

year

: then it went from that may last year
L: -------------------------------------
E: -------------------------------------
79.

L: ±der

var

vi::

: there were we::
: we were
L: ±Moves penholding hand forward-------
E: -------------------------------------
80.

: (0.6)
L: -------
E: -------

81.

L: ±Ham,

±

: Him
: Him
L: ±Taps pen on paper±
E: -----------------
: Fig 2
82.

: (1.1)
L: Still gaze at paper-
K: --------------------

83.

L: ±mi:g± ±projektleder±
: me:

±og

to

udviklere,±

the project manager and two developers,

: me the project manager and two developers
L: ±Tap±

±Tap

±

±Tap and hold
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±

84.

: ≠±(0.5)≠
L: ±Retracts hand and shifts gaze to E----
E: ≠Nod

≠Still gaze at L----------------

:

Fig 3

In line 1, the mentee (E) produces a question concerning the number of partners in the company in
the form of an assertion combined with the tag question “right”. As this is only a few minutes into
the conversation it is an interesting format to use since it assumes that the mentee is knowledgeable
enough to make an assertion (Heritage, 2013a). It thus demonstrates that the mentee has done some
research on the company. The mentor (L) responds with a repair concerning the number to which
the mentee responds with a change of state token and an information receipt in line 3. In line 4, the
mentor initiates a story preface (Sacks, 1992a, pp. 222-228) that serves to warrant the
occasionedness of a potential story. The mentee (E) responds in line 6 with a get-go, and the mentor
(L) initiates a rather long story about how he ended up founding the current company with the other
partners (see the full transcript in appendix 9.3). In addition to warranting the relevance of the story,
the preface also projects what sort of story it is likely to be and how it is likely to be concluded. In
this case, the preface projects a story about the company that is likely to end no sooner than when it
has reached the current situation.
In line 77, the mentor (L) produces a mid-story formulation of the prior talk and in line 78 he
presents the forthcoming as depicting a development from a prior point in time until now by means
of “then it went from” and a time specification “February last year”. “It went from” projects a
compound turn constructional unit (TCU), which means that, on occurrence, it projects that the
teller is going to hold the floor for a further number of turns as well as indicating the proper place
for speaker change (Lerner, 1991). Here specifically, “it went from” presents a then and it
projectable that the proper place for speaker change will be around a “now”. This was also projected
by the story preface in line 4. The mentor (L) thus projects that the punchline of the story is likely to
include the current situation. The mentor (L) also shifts his gaze from the mentee (E) to the paper in
front of him in line 1, which indicates that the relevant place for speaker change is not immediately
forthcoming, as speaker changes are frequently associated with gazing at the recipient (Rossano,
2013; Stivers & Rossano, 2010).
In lines 79-83, the mentor (L) begins to summarise who were employed back then, marking the
listing by tapping his pen on the paper in front of him for each mentioning. By holding the pen on
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the paper after “and” in line 7, he projects the listing as completed which he further indicates by
embodied means in line 8 by retracting his hand and returning his gaze to the mentee to establish
eye contact. The mentee (E) aligns with a nod and shows that he treats the compound TCU as inprogress. Thus far, they have intersubjectively agreed upon the listing that comprises the relevant
feature of the “back then” scenario as completed and that the punchline is still underway.
L_E If you want the story – punchline delivery

85.

L: Til vi nu ±sidd#e:::r hvad ±tolv mand til dagligt ≠nede på ±kontoret.
: To

we now si:#::t

what twelve men

to

daily

down at the office

: To we now sit what twelve people in the office on a daily basis
L: ----------±Looks away from E± Returns gaze to E------------±Smiles-
E: --------------------------------------------------≠Smiles----------
:

Fig 4

fig 5

Fig 6

The turn-initial “To” in line 85 projects that a more recent situation is about to be presented, and the
“now” brings the story into the present situation which serves as the time reference for the
development. The word “sit” is very prolonged and the mentor (L) also looks away (fig 4) while
producing it. This is a method commonly used to do word search (M. H. Goodwin & Goodwin,
1986), although, strictly speaking, it turns out to be a number search. The search presents the
number as large enough to be searchable and thus projects that the increase in employees is
significant. The number of employees, twelve, is produced as the mentor returns his gaze to the
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mentee (fig 5) and with an emphasis marking it as particularly relevant. Finally, as the transition
relevant point (TRP); that is, the relevant place for speaker change, is projektably near, the mentor
(L) begins to smile (fig 6). In sum, the mentor assists the mentee by producing the punchline as a
punchline quite clearly with a both verbal and embodied means. Notice also, that the mentee (E)
initiates an embodied response towards the TRP by reciprocating the mentor’s smile.
L_E If you want the story – meaning negotiation 1

86.

E: H=Okhay (.) ±det’ gået stærkt.=
: H=Okhay (.) it’s gone fast.=
: H Okay (.) it’s gone fast
L: ------------±Nods------------
E: -----------------------------
: Fig 7

87.

L: =De:t’ gået ±relativt stæ:rkt.
: =I:t’s gone relatively fast.
: =It’s gone relatively fast.
L: ------------±Stops smiling---
E: -----------------------------

88.

E: ±≠Ja
:

Yes

:

Yes

L: ±Stops nodding still gaze at E
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E: ≠Nods while smiling-----------
89.

L: Nu

projekterer≠ vi så

: Now project

med

at

vi gern’

we then with that we rather

±sku’

ha:’,

should ha:ve,

: Now we project that we ought to have
L: ---------------------------------------------±Looks away from E-
E: ---------------≠stops nodding keeps smiling---------------------
90.

: (0.2)

≠(1.2)

L: --------------------
E: Stops smiling≠Keeps gaze at L ---
: Fig 8
91.

L: F:em

±nye medarbejdere.

: F:ive new employees.
: Five new employees
L: ------±Returns gaze to E--
E: --------------------------
92.

: (0.6)
L: ----
E: ----

93.

L: Frem

ti:l februar.

: Forward to:

February.

: Come February.
L: ---------------------
E: ---------------------
94.

: (0.4)
E: Raises eyebrows----
L: -------------------
:

95.

Fig 9

E: Okay
: Okay
: Okay
E: Nods---
L: -------

96.

: (1.5)
E: Nods---
L: -------

In line 86, the mentee (E) produces a turn-initial “Okay” with marked exhalation indicating surprise
and thus affiliates and aligns with the mentor’s punchline while treating the story as tellable and
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impressive. Then, he produces an unmarked first assessment in the form of a simple declarative in
line 87. In doing so, he claims access to the assessed (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). Producing the
assessment in this particular sequential position therefore treats the story as providing sufficient
access for an unmarked assessment, and the mentee presents himself as competent in matters related
to company growth since assessments claim knowledge of the assessed (Pomerantz, 1984). The
mentee (E) also continues the smile initiated in line 85. Thus, in lines 85 and 86 the mentor (L) and
the mentee (E) co-create the punchline as a punchline by accounting for the tellability. The
assessment displays affiliation and marks a first step in the co-creation of an employer brand
attribute which we may call “rapid growth”. The response from the mentor (L) in line 87 is
interesting as he produces a downgraded second assessment by repeating the assessment and adding
the downgrade “relatively”. He also stops smiling at the point where he produces the downgrade.
This weak agreement (Pomerantz, 1984) is less affiliative than the turn produced by the mentee (E)
The mentee (E) responds with a “Yes” in line 88 and aligns with the downgrade. Thus, the attribute
is negotiated from “rapid growth” to “relatively fast growth”. The mentor (L) then takes the floor
with an announcement from line 89-93 (Schegloff, 2007, p. 37). The announcement concerns their
further growth ambitions and the production of it is remarkable. The turn-initial “Now”, and the
forward-looking nature of the verb to project, shifts the focus from the then-to-now to now-andinto-the-future. Combined with the “then”, which ties the turn to the punchline turn, the
announcement is produced as a possible continuation of the story. In doing so, the mentor (L) can be
heard as pursuing a related employer brand attribute which we may call “ambitious”. From an
employer branding perspective one could speculate that will-continue-to-grow is just as important
as, if not more important than, have-been-growing-so-far, because this indicates a need for more
employees.
The announcement is produced with a word search indicated with the slightly prolonged “have” at
the end of line 89 combined with the silence in line 90 and the gaze-shift away from the mentee (E).
The identified number “five” in line 91 is produced with an emphasis and thus the announcement is
very similar to the punchline in line 85 and thus hearable as a second punchline. The mentee (E)
responds by raising his eyebrows and nodding during the silence in line 94, thus treating the
announcement as newsworthy and impressive. In line 95, he produces the information receipt token
“Okay”, the intonation of which also treats the announcement as news. However, it does not display
the same level of affiliation as the assessment produced in response to the punchline. The ensuing
silence in line 96 is remarkable and shows that the lack of a stronger affiliation display is
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accountable. The mentee’s (E) “okay” in line 95 leaves the floor vacant, but the mentor refrains
from taking it. Instead, his gaze remains fixed on the mentee (E) and thereby treats the token and the
mentee’s continued nodding as insufficient. In doing so, he again treats his announcement as a
second punchline. This, which can be seen as his waiting-for-more-from-the-mentee (E), orients to
the normative expectations of how stories are to be treated by recipients pointed out by Kjærbeck
and Asmuss (2005). The mentee has arguably treated the modality of the second punchline
sufficiently, but this is not enough as displayed by the mentor’s not taking the floor. Following the
treatment of the modality, storytellers and recipients should engage in a discussion of the broader
relevance of the story or the “morale” (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005), and this is ideally initiated by
the recipient as he/she then has the opportunity to exhibit understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252).
L_E If you want the story – meaning negotiation 2

97.

L: Så ≠ø::h: So u::h: So uhE: ---≠Stops nodding still gaze at L-
L: ----------------------------------

98.

E: Så der

er rimelig me:get ±[ø:h (0.2) vækst-

: So there is fairly

mu:ch

[u:h (0.2) growth-

: So there is rather a lot of growth
E: -----------------------------------------------------------
L:----------------------------±Looks away and adjust his seat-

102

99.

L:

[(Cough)

100. L: Jaer det jo
: Yes

it

ret

±ø:h- Det’ jo

ret

spændende.=

prt rather u:h- It’s prt rather exciting.=

: Yes it’s uh pretty- It’s pretty exciting
E: ---------------------------------------------------
L: -----------------±returns gaze to E----------------
101. L: =det handler jo
: =it

is

bare om

at sælge noget.

prt just about to sell

something.

: it is just about selling something.
E: ---------------------------------------------
L: ---------------------------------------------
102.

E: ±≠Ja
: Yes
: Yes
E: ≠Small nod still gaze at L-
L: ±still gaze at E-----------

In line 97, the mentor (L) does what storytellers typically do in my collection when a recipientinitiated negotiation of morale is not forthcoming; he produces an overlap vulnerable conjunctional
(Gail Jefferson, 1983), in this case “So uuuh”. Overlap vulnerable conjunctionals are interesting
actions because they can allow both for unproblematic speaker change and unproblematic
continuation. This unique and ambiguous affordance makes them useful in a delicate situation such
as this, where there seems to be a potential breakdown of intersubjectivity in terms of the
completion of the storytelling. At the same time, it demonstrates the mentor’s normative orientation
to the ideal that recipients should initiate the morale discussion as presented by Kjærbeck and
Asmuss (2005). After the prolonged “uh”, he is cut off by the mentee (E) who initiates a
formulation with a turn-initial “So” in line 98. Noticeably, the cutting off is treated as
unproblematic, which is essentially the purpose of overlap vulnerable conjunctionals. This again
indicates a normative orientation as to who is supposed to initiate the post-punchline meaning
negotiation. However, the mentee’s (E) formulation of gist (Heritage & Watson, 1980) in line 98
does not go beyond a summary of the story. The mentor (L) orients to this as a shortcoming by
cutting him off in line 100 with an assessment that is first abandoned and then restarted. The mentor
then latches onto himself in line 101 to produce an upshot formulation of the story that specifies
what growth is all about, namely selling. The mentee (E) responds with minimal “yes” in line 102.
The story and the ensuing meaning negotiation are arguably complete now. Through a joint effort
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the mentor and the mentee have co-created the employer brand as “high growth and ambitious”.
However, the following seven lines shows that the mentee makes use of the mentor’s formulation to
present himself as knowing once again.
L_E If you want the story – meaning negotiation 3

103.

L: O:g

ø::h det

(vil)

så

det

vi ha:r

[s(

)-

: A:nd u::h that (want) then that we ha:ve [s(

)-

: And that’s then what we haveL: ----------------------------------------
E: ----------------------------------------
104.

E:

[Til de

:

[To

:

the

To the

L:

------

E:

------

105. E: eksisterende kunder
: existing

elle:r [hvordan=ø:h-]

customers o:r

[how=u:h-

]

: existing customers or how uh
L: -----------------------------
E: -----------------------------
106. L:
:

[±Både dem

]og

[ Both them

]and new.

104

nye.

:

107.

Both them and new ones.

L:

±Raises eye brows-----

E:

----------------------

L: ±[<især
:

de

nye.

[<Especially the new.

: Especially the new ones.
108.

E: ≠[Ja≠
:

[Yes

:

Yes

L: ±Nod still gaze at E--
E: ≠Nod≠still gaze at L--
109.

E: ≠Ja ≠
:

Yes

:

Yes

L: ---
E: ≠Nod≠

The lines of interest here are 104 and 105. Here the mentee (E) asks a question pertaining to
whether the company focusses on new or existing customers to increase their sales and growth. In
doing so he makes the knowledge claim that new and existing customer are relevant distinctions for
sales. The mentor (L) responds and the mentee aligns afterward. Then they change topic.
In summary, the mentor and mentee co-create the employer brand of the company as relatively
rapidly growing and ambitious. The mentee’s affiliation display shows an orientation towards the
rapid growth of the organisation as a positive attribute. It is also interesting that although the mentee
fails to produce the “correct” upshot of the story, he manages to use the mentor’s upshot to present
himself as knowing about relevant categories in sales. In doing so, he adopts a knowledgeable
identity position. The mentor as well does some implicit identity work by downgrading the mentee’s
initial assessment of the growth speed from rapid to relatively rapid, thereby presenting himself as
someone who is ambitious and has high growth expectations. The analysis demonstrates just how
much co-creation work can be done over the course of less than a minute of storytelling. The
company’s growth rate is co-created as relatively rapid and impressive, and in the wake of the
punchline the mentor and the mentee use the post-punchline sequence to do identity work.
Finally, in terms of the telling as such, three things are worth noticing. First, the mentor used a story
preface (Sacks, 1992a, pp. 222-228) to warrant the telling. This is done relatively seldomly in my
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collection (see Appendix 19.3). Second, the excerpt showed how the mentor treated the mentee’s
formulation of gist as insufficient by cutting him off and producing an upshot formulation. This
confirms the findings of Kjærbeck and Asmuss (2005) in relation to the normative pressure on story
recipients to engage in a negotiation of the broader relevance of the story. Third, the mentor made
the first punchline recognisable as a punchline by means of at least three different methods. Firstly,
the preface gave an indication of what the ending of the story could be. Secondly, the from-then-tonow structure recognisably initiated by the compound TCU marker “it went from” marks the
punchline as related to the current situation of the company. The mentee can thus infer when the
story is nearing its climax by looking a “now” indicator. Thirdly, the mentor’s embodied and verbal
emphasis on the number of employees back then and now enables the mentee to recognise the
punchline as pertaining to the growth of the company.
5.2.3.2 Departmental growth-from-scratch as “cool” to be part of
While the former story focused on company growth, the next focuses on growth in the department
where the mentor works and which is the department of interest for the mentee. This story is part of
a longer chain of stories pertaining to the mentor’s career, and it concerns her move from her
previous employer to her current one. In this story, the participants are going to co-create a common
understanding of how great it is to be part of a newly established and growing marketing
department.
B: Mentor, sitting on the right is the marketing manager in an off-shore engineering company,
embodied behaviour demarcated with ±
T: Mentee, sitting on the left is a 5th semester BA student studying marketing, embodied behaviour
demarcated with ≠
B_T 2 When I started in Maila – aligning as teller and recipient
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1. B 24: [<Men (.) så

begyndt jeg så

:[<But (.) then began

I

at søge væk,±

then to seek away,

: But then I began to look elsewhere
B: >>gaze at T---------------------------------±
T: >>Gaze at B---------------------------------
: fig 1
2.

: ±(0.3)
T: ± Gaze away---
B: --------------

3.

B: .hhh ≠og

kontaktede ≠Jens mig,

så

: .hhh and then contacted

Jens me,

: And then Jens contacted me
B: --------±returns gaze to T--------------------------
T: ----≠Gaze to cup----------≠gaze to B cup to mouth---
:
4.

: og

fig 2

fig 3

spurgt om jeg var interesseret i:

: And asked

if I

was interested

[ø:h

i:n [u:h

: And asked me if I was interested in uh
T: -------------------------------------------
B: -------------------------------------------
5.

6.

24

T:

[Jaer

:

[Yes

:

[Yes

T:

----

B:

----

B: i

den

her

[stilling.

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 92 in the multiple stories transcription in appendix 3.3
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: in this here [position.
: in this position here
T: ---------------------
B: ---------------------
7.

T:

[Mhm.

:

[Mhm.

:

[Mhm

T: ---------------------
B: ---------------------
8.

: (0.4)
T: ---
B: ---

9.

B: Ø:::hm± Så jeg har
: U:::hm So I

været her

have been

i:

≠(0.7)± tre

here i:n (0.7)

år;

three years;

: Uhm so I have been here for three years
B:-------± gaze away from T-----------------±Gaze to T leans to her-
T:
:
10.

≠ cup to table-----------------
Fig 4

T: ≠Okay,

≠

: Okay,
: Okay
B: ----
T: ≠Raises eye brows≠
: fig 5
11.

: (0.2)
T: Gaze at B--
B: -----------

In line 1, the mentor (B) marks her telling as a continuation of the prior talk through the contrast
“but” and the temporal marker “then” thus projecting that the following is a new phase of her career
(see Appendix 3.3.6 for a full transcript). During the silence in line 2 and the turn-initial inbreath in
line 3, the mentor looks away from the mentee. As seen in the prior excerpt looking away can be a
resource for doing searching (M. H. Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986). After the inbreath, the mentor (B)
continues her telling, the conjunctive “and” and a temporal marker “then” marking the following as
the next phase of her career which entails her being contacted by her current boss (lines 3-6). In the
meanwhile, the mentee (T) aligns a recipient by embodied and verbal means. She raises her cup to
her mouth (lines 3-9), which may be understood as doing listening – as it would be somewhat
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awkward to do much more than continuers while drinking. She also produces the continuers “Yes”
and “Mhm” in lines 5 and 7 respectively.
Interestingly, in line 9 after the “uhm”, the mentor (B) begins a formulation with a “so”. The
formulation has some of the same features as the punchlines in the story above. She looks away
while searching for the number; prior to the searched for number there is a silence, the vowel in the
word before the silence is lengthened, and the searched for number is produced with an emphasis.
The verbal emphasis is supported before an embodied emphasis as the mentor (B) leans towards the
mentee (T) and re-establishes eye contact. Also, the mentee (T) puts her cup back down in line 9
during the number search, thus potentially preparing for doing more than just listening. However, in
line 10 she produces the information receipt “Okay” along with raised eyebrows marking the
information as news; much like the mentee did in the story above. In line 11, the mentee (T) does
not take the floor, thus treating the story as not-yet-complete. So far, they have managed to cocreate the roles of teller and recipient and agreed on the mentor’s tenure with the company. It is
important to note the larger meta-sequential context of the telling as it is part of a sort of metatelling structured according to the mentor’s career moves. The entire meta-telling so far has
comprised separate independent stories connected to each phase (see Appendix 3.3 for the the entire
telling as well as 3.3.1-3.3.4 for the independent stories). The meta-structure so far has been as
follows: First I studied, then I was with Synchropatic, then I was with Mulon, now I am here and
have been for three years. Thus, the career-so-far meta-telling that has guided her so far has come to
an end.
B_T 2 When I started in Maila – a storytelling or aligning on “back then”?
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12.

B: .mt Ø::h- ±.Hhh Og

da

jeg started i

: .mt U::h- .Hhh And when I

maila 25,

started in maila,

: U::h and when I started in maila
B: ----------± Gaze away from T-----------------
T: ---------------------------------------------
:
13.

fig 6
≠jeg kom

: li- ±Før
: ju- Before I

til (.) Ø::h (.) ±Og

came to

(.) U::h (.)

≠før

Jens kom

til,

And before Jens came to

: ju- Before I came here uh and before Jens came here
B: ----±Gaze at table---------------------±Gaze at T and lifts pen---
T: ------------≠Gaze at table too--------------≠Gaze at B------------
:
14.

fig 7

fig 8

: som er vores direktør;
: who is our

managing director;

: who is our managing director
T: ---------------------------
B: ---------------------------
15.

: ±.hh Der
:

var de::r

øh ±en

±mand (.)

.hh There was the::re uh one man

(.)

: there was uh one person
B: ±Gaze at table------------±taps with pen±------
T: -----------------------------------------------
: fig 9
16.

: i

maila der måtte

bru:ge

: in maila who was allowed to u:se
: in maila who was allowed to spend
B: --------------------------------
T: --------------------------------
17.

: ±ti

procent af sin tid

på marketing.

: ten percent of his time on marketing
: ten percent of his time on marketing
B: ±Taps pen and gaze at T------------
T: -----------------------------------
18.

T: ≠Nårh jaer
: A:h

yes

: Ah yes
B: -------
25

Company pseudonym
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T: ≠smiles
: Fig 10
19.

B: Og

det

var det.

: And that was that.
: And that was it.
B: Smiles---------
T: ---------------
20.

: (0.7)
B: Smiles--------------
T: Moves hand to chin--
: fig 11

The mentor’s (B) “and” in line 12, projects a continuation of her telling, but the time reference
breaks with the chronology of her meta-telling so far which has been chronologically structured
according to the timeline mentioned above. In line 13, she abandons the turn-under-construction and
self-repairs by going one step further back in time, to before she and her boss, Jens, started. The
“before” is produced with an emphasis and is hearbale as possibly projecting a before-now
structured compound TCU. However, it could also project a story in its own right about how things
used to be. The mentor (B) shifts her gaze to a pad of paper on the table and the mentee (T) follows
her gaze shortly after so that they both orient to it. In line 15, the mentor (B) continues with the
temporal marker “there” 26, thus projecting a “back then” scenario. This account which ends in line
17 is produced in a fashion very similar to the way the mentor in the previous excerpt produced the
“before scenario”. In particular, the pen taps that accompany the verbally emphasised numbers “one
person” and “ten percent”, marking them as important, are recognisable. The mentor (B) also
returns her gaze to the mentee (T) during line 17 and thus mobilises a response at the next TRP
(Stivers & Rossano, 2010). The mentor’s (B) lines 12-17 is somewhat ambiguous. At least two
different actions are hearable. She could be presenting the “before scenario” in a storytelling that
depicts the development from back then to now. Alternatively, lines 12-17 could be hearable as a
story in its own right about the dire state of marketing in the company back then.
Interestingly, the mentee (T) responds with the realization marker “ah yes” (Emmertsen &
Heinemann, 2010) and a smile, and thus treats what the mentor (B) just said as already known. As

26

“There”, or “der” in Danish, is not actually a temporal indicator but rather a spatial indicator; the sentence is
grammatically incorrect. The mentor should have used the Danish word “da” which refers to a point a time. However,
this is a very common mistake in spoken Danish, and it seems to be unproblematically understood by the mentee.
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this is their second conversation, it is quite possible that the mentor mentioned this in their first
meeting during the tour around the company premises which I was unable to record. Regardless of
whether this is the case or not, the realization does not treat the mentor’s prior talk as a story, since
it undermines the tellability. On the other hand, it marks an alignment between the mentor and the
mentee on matters as they were back then, before the mentor and the current CEO started. Thus, the
mentee seems to treat the mentor’s telling as in-progress.
In line 19, the mentor (B) responds with what is hearable as a re-exit as she reiterates the point of
the telling thus far. In doing so the mentor initiates a subtle repair that she treats the mentee’s
response as insufficient. In doing so, the mentor (B) gives the mentee the opportunity to do more
than the information receipt in line 18. However, it also opens up for the possibility of her
continuing the telling. Therefore should the mentee not respond with further treatment of the
potential story, the mentor is in a position to continue the storytelling as if there was no problem in
the first place.
It seems that the mentor and the mentee experience a breakdown of intersubjectivity as to what
activity they are co-creating. What is interesting is the profound subtlety of the negotiation of whatare-we-doing. This shows just how delicate an activity storytelling can be.
Interestingly, the mentee does not take the floor during the silence in line 20. Instead, she keeps
smiling and moves her hand to her chin, which arguably is a listening position rather than a talking
position. So, while the mentor produced the account as a potential story, the mentee does not treat it
as such. Instead, she treats it as a recognized informing. Although she affiliates with the informing
by smiling, the lack of action would be accountable if the mentor intended the account to be a story
in its own right. Whether this is case is revealed in line 21 next.
B_T 2 When I started in Maila – punchline

21.

B: ±Ø::hm ≠og

så

(.) kom

Jens til

: U::hm and then (.) came Jens to
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: Uhm and then Jens came
B: ±Stops smiling gaze at T-------------------
T:
22.

: og

≠Stops smiling chin on hand gaze at B-
så

begyndt man så

: and then began

lige så stille og

one then just as quite

skalere op,

and scale

up,

: and then slowly we began to scale up
T: -----------------------------------
B: -----------------------------------
23.

: og

det

gør vi så

: and that do

egentlig stadigvæk.

we then actually still.

: and we actually do that still
T: ----------------------------
B: ----------------------------
24.

T: ≠Mmm=

≠

: Mmm=
: Mmm
T: ≠small nod≠
B: ----------
25.

B: =Ø:::h
: =U:::h

≠så vidt muligt

≠vi kan.

as wide possible we can.

: Uh as much as we can
T: gaze at B≠slightly bigger nod≠gaze at computer-
B: ----------------------------------------------

In line 21, the mentor (B) does not treat the mentee’s response as insufficient; instead, she produces
a hesitation marker followed by an “and”, which marks the upcoming as a continuation of the prior.
Thus, she projects that the story is not yet complete. She then continues her telling, focusing on the
scaling up of the marketing department and brings it into the present in line 23 with the turn-final
still. This is hearable as a punchline, but it is less recognisably produced as such by the mentor, even
if the turn-final intonation marks a TRP. What makes it recognisable is the fact that the “then” at the
initiation of the story projected that a “now” would constitute the end of the story. On the other
hand, the potential punchline is not particularly marked. The mentee (T) responds with a small nod
and an “mm”, which fails to treat the prior as a punchline.
Much like before, the mentor (B) initiates a repair in line 25, which both modifies her statement
concerning the growth of the department and gives the mentee a second chance of treating the
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storytelling as complete. While the mentor’s turn in line 25 is under construction, the mentee
affiliates with a nod and then switches her gaze from the mentor to her computer.
B_T 2 When I started in Maila – modality morale

26.

T: ≠[De:t’

fedt.]

: [That’s fat. ]
: That’s cool
T: ------------
B: ≠shifts gaze to computer-
: fig 15
27.

B: [Ø::h

]

: [U::h

]

: Uh
28.

: ≠±(0.4)

≠±

T: ≠shifts gaze to B≠
B: ±Shifts gaze to T±
29.

T: <at

man så

kan få

lov

til o:g

: <That one then can get permission to

a:nd

: That you can then get the opportunity to
T: gestures with hand---------------------
B: ---------------------------------------
:
30.

fig 16

: altså

være med

: I mean be

så’n at

with so

man-

that one-

: I mean be onboard so that youT: ----------------------------
B: ----------------------------
31.

: man når

i

ogs’ vokser på den-

: one when you also grow

≠På det

plan.

on that- On that level.

: You when you also grow on that- on that level.
T:-----------------------------------≠Hand to chin-
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B: -------------------------------------------------
:

Fig 17

In lines 26 and 27, the mentor (B) and the mentee (T) both take the floor at the same time. The
mentor (B) produces a prolonged “Uh” in line 27 which is an overlap vulnerable conjunctional
(Jefferson 1984). In this particular case, it can be heard as a re-exit (Schegloff, 2009) from the
storytelling that gives the mentee yet another opportunity to treat the story as complete.
Alternatively, the overlap vulnerable conjunctional allows her to unproblematically keep the floor
and continue her telling (Clark & Fox Tree, 2002; Gail Jefferson, 1983). Again, as the mentor (B)
hedges her bets in terms of allowing for more than one relevant response, it is rather ambiguous
whether the she treats the story as complete or not,
The mentee (T), on the other hand, quite clearly treats it as a punchline by producing an assessment
in line 268. In doing so, she addresses the modality of the story (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005) as
“cool” and she does it from a “knowing” position through the simple declarative format that claims
access to the assessed (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). This is quite interesting since the assessed is
the mentor’s career, over which she has epistemic primacy (Stivers et al., 2011a); that is, the mentor
is supposed to have primary knowledge of her own career. Yet, she remains fairly disengaged when
she produces the assessment, as she is still looking at her computer. Thus, it is not quite clear
whether the assessment is a bid for the floor. The ensuing 0.4 second silence in line 28 during which
they reorient their gazes to one another can therefore be seen as a negotiation of next speakership.
The mentee (T) takes the floor in line 29 to expand on her assessment and initiate a discussion of the
broader implications of the story. She does so with the adverbial phrase marker “that”, which is
phonetically produced with a rushed onset, meaning that it sounds as if she had wanted to start
earlier. Thereby her elaboration recognises its delaydness but treats it as if it was not supposed to be.
The topic of her elaboration is that it is “cool” that the mentor has had the opportunity to be part of
the growing marketing department. Given the mentor’s assumed primacy to the topic, an elaboration
makes sense.
The assessment and expansion treats the story as complete, affiliates with the gist, and exhibits
understanding of the morale (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005). The mentee (T) thus explicitly orients to
the growth of the marketing department as a positive employer brand attribute. The assessment and
the expansion also do two things in terms of identity management. First, they do being
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knowledgeable about what it means to be brought in as the first full-time marketing worker and thus
establish a new department. Second, they affiliate with the mentor’s story. By affiliating with the
story the mentee also positions herself as someone who thinks being responsible for a new
department is cool; that is, a person who values responsibility. The following will show how the
negotiation of meaning continues.
B_T 2 When I started in Maila – morale

32.

B: ±Ja:
:

[ja

præcis

Ye:s [Yes exactly

: Yes yes exactly
B: ±Big nods--------
T: -----------------
:
33.

fig 18

T:
:
:

34.

35.

[i forhold

til markedsføring [og

[in relation to

marketing

[and ◦such=some◦

In relation to marketing

[and that sort of thing

B:

----------------

T:

----------------

B:

[Ja±ja

og

det

der

:

[Yes yes and that which

:

[Yes yes and that which

B:

---±Stops nodding gaze at T

T:

--------------------------

B: jo

var fedt for mi::g- Og

: prt was fat

for me::-

det

v-

and that w-

: was cool for me- and that wB: ----------------------------------
T: ----------------------------------
36.

◦så=noget◦

B: ±Det

var jo

: That was

egentlig gældende både i

prt actually counting both in

: That was actually the case in both
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B: ±Gaze at table ----------------------
T: -------------------------------------
:
37.

B: i

Fig 19
synchrotec mulon og

maila det

var at

øh det var

: in synchrotec mulon and maila that was that uh it

was

: in synchrotec mulon and maila was that uh it was
B: ----------------------------------------------------
T: ----------------------------------------------------
38.

B: ±nyoprettede

stillinger.

: newly created positions.
: newly created positions
B: ±Tilts head gaze at T-----
T: --------------------------
:
39.

Fig 20

: ≠(0.3)
B: -----
T: ≠Nods-

40.

T: Mmm=
: Mmm=
: Mmm
B: ----
T: ----

In line 32, the mentor (B) responds with an affiliative response comprising a double “Yes”, the first
of which is prolonged, the high-grade agreement marker “exactly” and a big nod. While clearly
affiliative overall, the turn-initial double “Yes” treats the expansion of the mentee’s assessment as
already known and agreed upon (Heinemann, 2009) and thus defends the mentor’s epistemic
primacy in relation to the assessed. Thus, the mentor and the mentee have co-created the process of
being part of a growing marketing department as cool, due to the responsibilities that follows.
The mentee (T) overlaps to produce another expansion in line 33, which is produced as a
continuation of her prior turn. However, the mentor (B) overlaps in line 34 with another double yes,
this time immediately followed by an account. The mentor’s overlap sees the mentee recede from
the floor by means of a low volume “and so on”. Having thus secured the floor, the mentor
continues her account in lines 35-38. The account is produced as an elaboration of the mentee’s
expansion by means of the conjunctive “and” in line 34, and her elaboration is thus produced as
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affiliating. She also includes the adverb “jo 27” in line 35 which makes an appeal to shared
knowledge (Heinemann, Lindström, & Steensig, 2011). In this particular context, the “jo” is
hearable as affiliative and treating the mentee as a knowledgeable recipient. The mentor thus
accepts the knowledge claim made by the mentee and continues on an almost equal footing. The
conjunction “and” and the adverb “jo” therefore play an important role in affiliating with the
mentee’s assessment and account. In line 35, the mentor also repeats the mentee’s adjective “cool”
when she initiates her account, doing further affiliation.
The initiation of her account “and that which was cool for me” is structured as an incomplete main
sentence that makes a rather powerful claim for maintaining the floor, due to its hearable
incompleteness. It projects that the point is yet-to-come, and it also makes the interjection of the
side sequence in lines 36-37 hearable as a side sequence specifying her prior employers as relevant
for the telling-in-progress but not the main point. Rather her prior employers are presented as
sharing the yet-to-be-revealed “cool” characteristic. In doing so, the employer brand attribute of
“growing department” is not presented as unique to her current employer but as general for all her
prior employers as well. One could even argue that the unrevealed characteristic is presented as a
generic feature of unknown small to medium-sized companies in tech-driven industries. From an
employer branding perspective, this may seem like a mistake, but from a mentoring perspective it is
uncontroversial to share your positive experiences from elsewhere. Indeed, one of the mentor’s
explicit credos is the fact that these types of company are just as interesting employers as the large
well-known brands, which we will see in the next excerpt. In line 38, the mentor reveals what the
“cool” aspect of her positions was, namely that they were newly created positions. This is produced
emphatically as indicated by both the stress on the first vowel in “newly created” and by her gaze
shift to the mentee accompanied by a sudden tilt of the head. The affiliation-seeking point is
responded with an affiliating nod (Stivers, 2008)by the mentee (T) in line 39 and the continuer
Mmm in line 40 which gives the floor back to the mentor. At this point they have thus
intersubjectively co-created newly created marketing positions in newly created and growing
marketing departments as cool, wherever they may be.
They co-create department-growth-from-scratch as a positive attribute and a cool process to be part
of. From an employer branding point of view this is valuable since being part of an initial growth
27

“Jo” cannot be directly translated into English. It is comparable to “you know” which is used as an appeal to common
knowledge (Asmuss 2011), but it is less marked and performs its function more subtly.
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phase such as the one the department is currently going through, is confined to a limited number of
smaller organisations. This, indeed, is the point the mentor is going to present next in their further
negotiation of the meaning of the story.
B_T 2 When I started in Maila – morale negotiation

41.

B: =Ø:::hm ±≠fordi

dengang

: =U:::hm because back then I

jeg søgt

praktikophold i

sought internship

synchrotec

in synchrotec

: Uhm because back when I applied for an internship in synchrotec
B: --------±gaze at table----------------------------------------
T: --------≠Stops nodding gaze at B------------------------------
:
42.

fig 22

: ±da

havde de

: then had

aldrig hørt

they never

om

så’n=en ±(.) som ≠mi:g

heard about someone (.) like

me:

: they had never heard about someone like me
B: ±Gaze at T shakes head----------------------±Stops head shake-
T: ----------------------------------------------------≠Smiles---
:
43.

: og

fig 22
min type uddannelse.

: and my

type education.

: and my type of education
B: -----------------------
T: -----------------------
44.

T: ≠Mm
: Mm
: Mm
B: -----------
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T: ≠Shakes head≠
45.

B: ≠Ø:h så jeg har
: U:h so I

altid

>såd’n< ku

have always >like<

præge?

could impact?

: Uh so I have always like been able to influence?
B: ----------------------------------------------
T: ≠Stops smiling gaze still at B-----------------
46.

B: og

≠sige hva’ er det egentlig ±je:g- jeg kan,

: and say

what is it

actually I:-

I

±

can,

: And say what is actually I- I can
B: -------------------------------±Taps paper twice±
T: ---≠nods----------------------------------
:
47.

48.

49.

B: og

fig 23
hva’ er det [egentlig jeg gern vil.

: and what is it

[actually I

prt

want.

: and what is it

[actually I would like to do

B: ---------------

-------------------

T:----------------

-------------------

T:

[Mmm

:

[Mmm

:

[Mmm

B:

---

T:

---

B: ±≠.hhh Og

det

har været meget fedt,=

: .hhh And that has been

very

fat,=

: And that has been very cool
B: ±shifts gaze to table--------------
T: ≠Stops nodding gaze at B-----------
50.

B: =modsat±

at komme ind i

: =opposite to come

into

en virksomhed
a

company

: Opposite entering a company
B: -------±gaze at T----------------------
T: ---------------------------------------
51.

B: hvor

de:t’ sådan helt

: where it’s

like

præ≠defineret≠.

completely predefined.

: Where it’s like completely predefined
B: -------------------------------------------
T: --------------------------------≠single nod≠
52.

T: ≠Præcis=
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: Exactly=
: Exactly
B: ------------------
T: ≠still gaze at B--
53.

B: =som vi ogs’ snakked ±om
: =as

we also talked

±≠lidt

about

sidst ik’,

a bit last

right,

: as we also talked a bit about last time right
B: ---------------------±Single nod±----------------
T: --------------------------------≠Small nods-----
54.

T: ±[Jo
: [Yes
: [Yes
B: ±Gaze to table-
T: ---------------

55.

B: ≠[at

±hvis man er en del

: [that if

one is a

af tredive ±mand (.)

part of thirty

man

(.)

: [that if you (general) are part of thirty people (.)
B: -------±Hand gesture-------------------±gaze to T---
T: ≠Stops nodding gaze at B----------------------------
56.

B: i

≠en marketingafdeling,

: in a

marketing department,

: in a marketing department
B: -------------------------
T: ---≠Tilts head-----------
:
57.

fig 24

B: >Jamen<=±så- [så

er der

(

)]

: >but<=then-

[then is there (

)]

: then-

[then there is

B: --------±hand gestures--------------
T: ---------
58.

59.

≠[så

T:

har man ik’ så me]get ±o:g (.) ≠nej.

:

[then has one not so much

a:nd (.) no.

:

[There you (general) have not as much to: no

B:

±Stops gestures------

T:

≠head to neutral--------------------≠shakes head

B: Så

≠det

fasttømret.

: Then it’s close-knit.
: then it’s close-knit
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B: -------------------
T: -----≠leans back---
Fig 25
60.

T: ±≠Jaer præcis
: Yeah exactly
: Yeah exactly
B: ±Gaze away from T----------
T: ≠grabs cup with both hands-

From line 41 to 51, the mentor (B) continues her account of why it is cool to work in a newly
established position. Though it is hearable as a story from lines 41 to 47, it is not treated as a story
by the mentor (B) who immediately initiates a treatment of the modality and morale of the story
from line 49 to 51. Throughout the account, the mentee (T) aligns as telling recipient with the
continuer “mm” (line 44 and 48) and affiliating nods (lines 46-48 and 51), a head shake (line 44)
and smiles (line 42-44). In doing so, the mentee (T) agrees with the stance taken by the mentor,
namely that newly established positions are cool because you can influence what you do and
because the position is less fixed. The account functions as an elaborated assessment and at the end
of it, in lines 50-51, the mentor (B) makes an explicit comparison to companies where things are
“predefined”. This action makes agreement or disagreement the relevant next with a preference for
agreement (Pomerantz, 1984). The mentee (T) responds with the preferred, affiliating high-grade
agreement marker “precisely” in line 52. She thus aligns with the stance taken by the mentor
throughout the account. They have thereby co-created another dimension to the coolness of being in
a newly developed position, namely that it stands out from other companies who have predefined
positions. What is particularly interesting is that, in the literature, “growth” is considered an
instrumental attribute which is unlikely to be meaning rich (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003). Yet, here
the attribute is co-created as something that is both cool and that makes jobs in newly established
and growing departments more interesting than a similar job in large organisation with fixed strcutre
and routines. However, the attribute is not co-created as pertaining only to the mentor’s current
employer, but as an attribute shared by all her prior employers, and perhaps an entire group of
organisations that share similar characteristics.
In line 53, the mentor (B) continues her account by latching on to the mentee’s agreement token.
Interestingly, she does so with a reference to their first conversation by saying “as we also talked a
bit about last time right” which is somewhat ambiguous. It can be heard as an addition to the prior
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account, or it can be heard as projecting a new sequence, the point of which should be known by the
mentee. Either way, the tag question “right” does two things here, it mobilizes a response, and it
seeks affiliation (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). This is emphasised by the mentor’s (B) single
downward nod towards the mentee which is produced at the same time as “about”. The affiliationseeking appeals to a shared prior experience again levels the epistemic asymmetry by introducing
the yet-to-be-presented phenomenon as something to which the mentee has epistemic access. Again,
this is one way of treating the mentee as a knowledgeable recipient. The mentee (T) aligns and
affiliates immediately with “yes” in line 54, and she even begins nodding prior to the completion of
the turn in line 53. Interestingly, the mentor (B) has not yet revealed the specific phenomenon to
which she refers, only that it is something they talked about in their first conversation. This is
treated by the mentee as enough for her to align.
The mentor (B) then produces another account from line 55 to 57, arguing that if you are part of a
thirty-person marketing department everything is more close-knit. The account is produced as a
compound TCU using a recognizable if-then structure, meaning that the “if” in line 55 projects an
upcoming “then”. This format structurally allows for the mentee complete the sentence-in-progress
(Lerner, 1991, 2004). Indeed, in line 58, the mentee (T) overlaps at the exact moment when the
mentor is recognizably about to produce the second half of the account as marked by “then”. She
overlaps with a turn-initial “then” and produces an affiliative candidate completion (Lerner, 2004)
which exhibits her understanding of the account (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252) and makes a strong claim to
mutual orientation (Silverman, 1997, p. 129). Despite the strong affiliative orientation, the mentor
(B) keeps talking in overlap and the mentee (T) ultimately abandons her candidate completion,
repairing with the simple agreement token “no” accompanied by a head shake. The “no” is produced
with a final intonation, and thus returns the floor to the mentor, who then completes the account on
her own by describing established marketing departments as closely-knit. The mentee (T) aligns and
affiliates with the high-grade agreement marker “yeah exactly” in line 60, and they thus co-create
“close-knit” and predefined roles and routines in established departments as a negative brand
attribute not possessed by companies with newly formed departments, such as the one in which the
mentor currently works.
In summary, the mentor’s story about the growth of the marketing department led the participants to
co-create that being part of a newly-established marketing was cool. In fact it was co-created
explicitly as cooler than being part of an established marketing department with set structures and
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routines. The mentee’s assessment and the mentor’s affiliation, as well as her account of the
coolness of her work, showed how they co-created aligning identities around the value of
responsibility and driving the growth of the department.
The way the mentor and mentee co-create the notion of growth in the wake of the mentor’s story
points to some critical shortcomings in the existing employer branding literature. First, “growth”
may pertain either to the company as such, as it was the case in the first excerpt from L and E’s
conversation, or to the particular department in which is the mentee has an interest, as it was in the
excerpt from B and T. This is something that is not captured in a simple questionnaire item asking
about the importance of growth. Second, in the classic employer branding literature growth is rarely
mentioned as specific factor contributing to employer brand equity. However, the analysis showed
that it is something participants orient to as relevant.
5.2.3.3 Poorly timed growth
In the two excerpts above growth was co-created as a generally positive attribute. However, the
following two examples will show that it is more complex than that. The following excerpt is from a
pre-hire mentorship between K who is the owner and founder a company specializing in consulting
consumers about buying Internet connections, and N who is a 4th semester BA student. The story
from which the excerpt is taken is about a critical point in the growth of the company, namely when
the owner hired his first full-time employee.
K: Mentor, sitting on the left is founder of a company who runs a website on internet connections
and consults on online marketing embodied behaviour demarcated with ±
N: Mentee, sitting on the right is a last semester Bachelor student studying marketing, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
K_N Full time employee – Introducing the story
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1.

28

K: Ø:hm og

så

som e:n:

: U:h and then as

a::

: Uh and then as a
K: -----------------
N: -----------------
2.

: (2.2)
K: ---
N: ---

3.

K: ±en afstikker_
: a

digression_

: a digression
K: ±Shakes head turn palms up-
N:
:
4.

--------------------------
fig 4

: ±(0.4)
K: ±Gaze at N-
N: -----------

5.

N: ≠[Ja≠
:

[Yes

:

[Yes

K: ----

28

Line 1 in the excerpt corresponds to line 44 in the full transcript in appendix 8.1
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N: ≠Nod≠
6.

K: [af det

(.) ø::hm ±fordi_

: [of that (.) u::hm because_
: [of that uhm because
K: -------------------±Gaze at table-
N: ----------------------------------

In line 1, the mentor (K) initiates the telling with a prolonged uhm followed by the temporal
conjunction “and then” which casts the upcoming telling as a continuation of the prior talk which
concerned the establishment of his company “Interneteksperten”. The turn continues with a word
search that is resolved with the word “digression” in line 3. During the ensuing silence in line 4, the
mentor (K) shifts his gaze to the mentee and thus mobilises a response (Stivers & Rossano, 2010)
from the mentee. The mentee (N) responds with the information receipt “yes” and a nod, aligning as
a recipient by passing the floor back to the mentor. The response is produced in overlap with the
mentor continuing his telling in line 6 with “of the”. The telling however is interrupted by the
mentor (K) initiating a side sequence initiated with the “because” in line 6 (Gail Jefferson, 1972)
which is made hearably “side” because of the “because” marking a digression from the progressivity
of the telling by projecting an account. This is further emphasized by the mentor shifting his gaze to
the table.
The side sequence, as it will be shown in the following, plays an important part in the storytelling as
it presents some background information about the first hire and accounts for the digression.
K_N Full time employee – Side sequence: accounting for the “digression”
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7.

: (1.2)
K: ----
N: ----

8.

K: je:g ≠ansat’ ø::h min ±kollega
: i:

hired

u::h my

claes?

colleague claes

: I hired uh my colleague claes
K: ---------------------±shifts gaze to N-
N: -----≠Touches hair---------------------
:
9.

Fig 5

: <der er ≠uddannet journalist?
: <who is educated journalist
: who is a trained journalist
K: ---------------------------
N: --------≠Hands back to lap-

10.

N: ≠Ja ≠ [((sniffle))
: Yes

[((sniffle))

: Yes
K: ---
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N: ≠Nod≠
11.

K:

[±#ø::::h

:

[#U::::h

:

[Uh

K:

±Shifts gaze to table-

L:

----------------------
Fig 6

12.

: (0.9)
K: ----
N: ----

13.

K: <til og
: <to

være> ±Altså

prt be>

stå

for indholdet,

I mean stand for the content,

: to be like responsible for the content
K: ---------------±Shifts gaze to N----------
N: ------------------------------------------
Fig 7
14.

: =>og

skrive al

: =>and write

indholdet<,

all the content<,

: and write all the content
15.

N: ≠Jae≠
: Yes
: Yes
K: ---
N: ≠Nod≠

16.

K: ø::h ±og

ogs’ <ha’

en del> ±ansvar

: u::h and also <have some>

responsibility

: uh and also have some responsibility
K: -----±Shifts gaze to table---±Gaze at N--
N: Still gaze at K--------------------------
Fig 8
17.

Fig 9

: for at ±drive siderne?
: for to run

the sites?

: for running the sites?
K: ------------------
N: ------------------
18.

N: ≠±Jaer≠
: Yes
: Yes
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K: ±Gaze at table--
N: ≠Nod ≠

After a 1.2 second silence in line 7, the side sequence account continues in lines 8-9 with an
informing concerning the hiring of his colleague, Claes, who is a trained journalist. The mentor’s
(K) rising intonation at the TRP of both turns, as well as his gaze shifting to the mentee in line 8,
mobilise response and seeks alignment as recipient. The mentee (N) responds with an alignment in
line 10 comprising the information receipt yes and a nod. In line 13 and 14, the mentor continues his
account concerning Claes’ role in relation to the production of website content. Again, the mentor
(N) uses rising turn-final intonation and gaze to mobilise a response from the mentee, who again
aligns as a story recipient with an information receipt and a nod in line 15. This process repeats
itself through lines 16-18, in which the mentor informs about Claes being responsible for running
the site and the mentee aligns as recipient.
The side sequence thus introduces why he hired Claes as the first employee. In terms of the potential
storytelling projected in lines 1-3, the side sequence with it its frequent invitations to alignment,
allows the mentor and the mentee to co-create the facts upon which the story is based.
K_N Full time employee – concluding the account and accounting for the conclusion
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19.

K: Øh (.) Det

va:r ±relativt

dyrt;

: Uh (.) That wa:s relatively expensive;
: Uh that was relatively expensive
K: -----------------±Gaze at N------
N: Still gaze at K------------------
Fig 10
20.

N: ≠[Ja
:

[Yes

:

[Yes

fig 11
≠

K: ---
N: ≠Nod and slight smile≠
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Fig 12
21.

K:

[Ø:h og

ha’

en fuldtidsansat,

:

[U:h and have a

full time employee,

:

[uh having a full time employee

K: --------------------------------
N: Still gaze at K-----------------
22.

N: ≠[Mm≠
:

[Mm

:

[Mm

K: ----
N: ≠Nod≠
23.

24.

K:

[så når

man går fra:

>kun

at

være sig selv,<

:

[So when you go

fro:m >only prt be

one self<

:

[so when you go from only being yourself

K:

----------------------------------------

N:

Still gaze at K-------------------------

N: ≠[Mm≠
:

[Mm

:

[Mm

K: ----
N: ≠Nod≠
25.

K: ±[Ø::h (0.3) i bund og grund (.)
: [U::h (0.3) basically

(.)

: Uh basically,
K: ±Gaze at table-----------
N: still gaze at K----------
26.

: Altså

±arbejder du

: I mean

work

±≠deltid,

you part time

: I mean you work part time
K: quick headshake±Gaze at N---±head move towards N-
N: -----------------------------≠Nods---------------
27.

: til ≠lige pludselig
: to

og

≠ha’

en fuldtids±ansat,=

all of a sudden and have a

±

full time employee,

: to all of a sudden having a full time employee
K: ----------------------------------------±taps paper±
N: ----≠Opens mouth---------≠Raises eye brows still nodding
Fig 13
28.

fig 14

N: =J- ≠Ved siden af ja
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: Y- On the side

yes

: Y- on the side yes
K: -----------------
N: ---≠adds smile---
Fig 15
29.

K: ±Ja

±

: Yes
: Yes
K: ±Nod gaze at table±
N: ---
Fig 16
30.

N: Ja
: Yes
: Yes
K: Still gaze at table
N: --

In line 19, the mentor (K) produces an assessment of the hiring of his colleague Claes, which is
hearable as concluding the side sequence projected by the mentor in line 6. The account is now
hearable as a troubles telling (Gail Jefferson & Lee, 1981). It is delivered with slightly falling
intonation at the TRP, combined with a shift of gaze from the table to the mentee. The mentor
thereby mobilises a response and treats the assessment as an important part of the story. The
relevant next to a troubles telling is some kind of alignment as a troubles recipient and a display of
affiliation (Gail Jefferson & Lee, 1981). In line 20, the mentee (N) responds with an aligning
information receipt, a nod, and a slight smile. The nod in itself can be used to do affiliation with the
story-in-progress (Stivers, 2008) and the smile arguably emphasises this. The mentee (N) thus
affiliates with the stance projected by the mentor, and accountably does agreeing that the first fulltime employee is an expensive investment. However, she does not exhibit her understanding, she
merely claims it by embodied and vocal means.
So far, they have co-created the attribute growth as expensive. In overlap with the mentee’s
response, the mentor re-claims the floor in line 21 with a turn that is produced as a continuation of
the assessment in line 19. After a continuer and a nod by the mentee, the mentor (N) initiates a new
account in line 23, which accounts for why it is expensive to hire your first full-time employee as an
entrepreneur. The turn is produced as a compound TCU (Lerner, 1991) built around a from-to
structure as projected by the “when you go from” in line 23. As mentioned earlier, structurally this
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offers the resources for the recipient to complete the utterance-in-progress. Immediately after, the
mentor utters the word “to” in line 27, and the mentee (N) opens her mouth as if she is about to
speak. But then she raises her eyebrows and intensifies her nodding as the turn progresses. She then
latches on to the mentor with a word that is abandoned immediately, then producing a candidate
completion of the mentor compound TCU while smiling. The latched candidate completion
combined with the nodding, raised eye brows and smile make a strong affiliative claim and also
exhibits her understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252) of the mentor’s situation. The mentor (K)
responds with nod and a yes in line 29 and the mentee (N) responds to that with another yes and
continued smiling and nodding in line 30. Again, they co-create the hiring of the first full time
employee as expensive. This time, however, the mentee (N) has made an exhibit of the
understanding, making it clear that they are sufficiently aligned to continue the story projected in
lines 1-5. The work put into achieving alignment on the “facts” of the story demonstrate the
delicacy of storytelling. The accounting work by the mentor also orients to an underlying paradox in
storytelling in face-to-face employer brand encounters pertaining to epistemics. The story must be
tellable and thus offer something new and interesting; however the recipient must also know enough
to understand the point of the story. Given that neither the mentor nor the mentee knows what the
other person knows, striking the right epistemic balance is a central issue to the telling-in-progress.
Thus, it makes sense that the mentor’s accounting work seeks the alignment of the mentee as a
knowledgeable recipient. It also makes sense that he continues until the mentee exhibits
understanding.
K_N Full time employee – Elaborating the account and potential punchline
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31.

K: ≠Ø:h og

gjorde ≠vi::- ±gjorde jeg lidt

det

: U:h and that did

we::- did

I

for± tidligt.

±

a bit too early.

: Uh that we did- I did a bit too early
K: ----------------------------±Gaze at N-----------±Palms up ±
N: ≠just nodding--------≠Stops nodding still gaze at K-----------
Fig 17
32.

N: ±≠Okay=
: Okay=
: Okay=
K: ±Gaze at N
N: ≠Nods-----

33.

K: =±Ø::hm og

det betød så

: =U::hm and it

≠jamen så

meant then but

var jeg-

then was I-

: =Uhm and that then meant that I was
K:

±Gaze at table---------------------------------

N: ---------------------------≠stops nods gaze at K
34.

: ±Jeg har
: I

altid

lavet såd’n en lille

have always done

such

a

smule

little bit

: I have always done like a little
K: ±Gaze at N--------------------------------
N: ------------------------------------------
35.

: konsulentarbejde ved siden af
: consultant work

on the side

: consulting work on the side
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K: ---------------------------
N: ---------------------------
36.

: ≠fordi

jeg synes det var ±sjovt?

: because I

think it

±

was fun?

: because I thought it was fun
K: ---------------------------±Hand gesture±
N: ≠nods----------------------------------
fig 18
37.

N: Mm
: Mm
: Mm
K: still gaze at N
N: ---------------

38.

K: Ø:::h_
: U:::h_
: Uh
K: Gaze at table
N: -------------

39.

K: .HHHHh≠HHHHHHH
K: Chest rises and sits up more straight
N: ------≠Stops nods gaze at K----------

40.

K: >Og

det ±endt

: >and it

jeg så

ended I

med at være nød

then prt to be

til<

pressed to<

: And I ended up having to
K: ---------±Gaze at N--------------------------
N: ---------------------------------------------
Fig 19
41.

: o:g skalere voldsomt op for.
: to

scale

heavily

up for.

: scale that up heavily.
K: --------------------------
N: --------------------------
42.

: (0.2)

43.

N: ≠Ok[ay
: Ok[ay
: Ok[ay
K: -------
N: ≠Big first--
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44.

45.

K:

[fo- Simpelthen for og=

:

[fo- simply

:

[fo- simply to

for and=

K:

--------------------------

N:

Smaller nods--------------

N: .mt få

det til og løbe rundt.

: .mt make it

to

to run

around.

: to make ends meet
K: --------------------------
N: --------------------------
46.

K: J:a.
: Y:es
: Yes
K: --------
N: Big nods
Fig 20

In line 31, the mentor (K) re-claims the floor with an assessment, deeming the hiring “too early”. It
is produced as a continuation of the story via the conjunction “and”, and the mentor mobilises a
response from the mentee through his gaze and hand gesture. The mentee (N) responds in line 32
with an information receipt token and continued nodding, thus maintaining an affiliative stance
(Stivers, 2008). In line 33, the mentor (K) continues the story, accounting for the implications of the
poor timing of the hire. However, he abandons the turn, and in lines 34-35 he produces a side
sequence about the limited consulting work he has done previously. This is followed by an account
in line 36, specifying that he did it for fun. The announcement and account are hearable as a side
sequence due to the shift in tense – from past tense in the main telling to the present perfect tense in
the side sequence. The recognisable format is important because the way it is produced makes it
recognisable as something that will be important for the understanding of the story. The mentee (N)
responds with an information receipt in line 37 thus claiming understanding of the point made. After
a long, visibly marked inbreath in line 39, the mentor (K) reengages with the telling by talking in the
past tense in line 40-41 during which he produces a turn that is hearable as a punchline. One
element that makes it hearable as such is that it returns back to the “because” in line 6. The gist of
the story can therefore be summarised as follows: As a digression from the core business, 29 he had

29

The core business is ”Interneteksperten” (the Internet expert) which is a website that gives advice on how to select the
right internet supplier. This is the site for which Claes was hired to be responsible.
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to drastically scale up on consulting because he hired Claes as his first full-time employee at a time
when the company was not quite ready for it. The scaling up on consulting work that was necessary
due to the hiring of Claes is produced as a negative consequence by being presented as a
juxtaposition to the side sequence and account in lines 34-36. The contrast is made by word choice.
In the side sequence in line 39-41, the quantity of work was specified as tiny and motivated by fun.
In the potential punchline in line 40-41, on the other hand, the quantity of work is “violently”
increased, which is presented as a forced choice.
The mentee (N) responds with an information receipt in line 43 that does some affiliative work,
although minimally. Phonetically it has a recognising-your-problem feel to it, which is impossible to
properly capture in the transcript apart from the emphasis on the first syllable. She also does a big
first nod with closed eyes, which can be seen as affiliative. Interestingly, however, it does not do
punchline treatment, rather it does topic closure with information receipt that merely claims
understanding. The mentor (K) re-claims the floor prior to the completion of the mentee’s “okay”
with an expansion on the reason for the upscaling of his consultancy work in line 44. The accountin-progress, however, is completed by the mentee (N) in line 45, where she self-selects with a
candidate completion by latching on to the mentor with pinpoint precision. The pre-emptive
completion is produced to make an affiliative claim as it specifically displays contiguity by
maintaining the progressivity of the turn-in-progress; that is, the pre-emptive completion is designed
as a syntactically unmarked speaker transition that completes the turn-in-progress and no more
(Lerner, 2004). The mentee’s (N) continued nodding further emphasises the affiliative stance
adopted by the mentee (Stivers, 2008). Interestingly, pre-emptive completions constitute a new first
and makes relevant an acceptance or rejection of the pre-emptive completion (Lerner, 2004). As
such, the pre-emptive completion is a bold type of affiliative action. In addition to doing affiliation,
the preemptive completion also exhibits the mentee’s understanding of the story, rather than simply
claiming it, as she did with her “Okay” in line 43. The mentor responds to the completion with an
emphatic “Yes” and a nod and thus accepts it in line 46
So far, over the course of the story-in-progress the participants have co-created an understanding of
the attribute “growth” as an attribute that is not entirely positive, because it required drastic changes
in the organisation and a lot of work.
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The excerpt above also shows some rather interesting identity work being done. The mentee’s preemptive completion and the affiliation do being knowledgeable about the economical consequences
of hiring the first employee in a start-up, even if they have already agreed on this during the telling.
On the other hand, the preemptive completion disturbes the recognisable procedure for storytelling
presented by Kjærbeck and Asmuss (2005) because it anticipates the punchline and imposes a new
relevant next, confirmation or disconfirmation. The mentor, on the other hand, portrays himself as a
responsible employer. First, he takes responsibility for the mistimed hiring with the self-repair in
line 31. Second, the story portrays him as working ekstra hard with something that is only fun in
small quantities, namely consulting, in order to finance his first employee. Thus, he is portrayed as a
business owner who is willing to make sacrifices to avoid firing his employee.
K_N Full time employee – Post punchline account and activity closure

47.

: ±Altså

≠det var et (.) et exceptionelt

: I mean it

was an (.)

±godt match,

an exceptionally good match,
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: I mean it was an an exceptionally good match
K: ±Gaze at table-------------------------±hand gesture-
N: -------≠Stops nods gaze at K-------------------------
Fig 21
48.

: ±≠(0.5)
K: ±Gaze table
N: ≠Slow nod--

49.

K: Ø::hm Me:n_
: U::hm Bu:t_
: Uhm but
K: -----------------------
N: -----------------------

50.
51.

: (0.9)
K: Det va:r ±(.) lige lidt
: It

for tidligt;

wa:s (.) just a bit too early;

: It was just a bit too early
K: ---------±Gaze at N----------------
N: -----------------------------------
Fig 22
52.

N: ≠Mmm≠
: Mmm
: Mmm
K: ----
N: ≠Nod≠

53.

K: ±i

forhold

ti:l,

:

in relation to:,

:

In relation to

K: ±Gaze at table---
N: Still gaze at K-
54.

: (0.5)
K: ----
N: ----

55.

K: >til virksomheden så det
: >to

the company

betød< ±at

der

var en e::n:-

so that meant< that there was a

a::-

: to the company so that meant that was a
K:----------------------------------±Gaze at N------------- 
N: --------------------------------------------------------
56.

: Det var nødvendigt at lave nogen ændringer.±
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: It

was necessary

to make some

changes.

: It was necessary to make some changes
K: ±Leans in and hand gestures----------------±
N: ------------------------------------------
Fig 23
57.

N: ≠±Okay≠
: Okay
: Okay
K: ±Folds hands gaze at table
N: ≠Nod

58.

≠

: ≠(0.6)
K: ----------
N: ≠Gaze at K
Fig 24

59.

N: Så hva’ er ±status nu?
: So what is status now?
: So what is status now
K: -----------±Gaze at N
N: Shakes head----------
Fig 25

60.

: <så?
: <then?
: <then
K: -----
N: -----

In line 47, the mentor (K) produces a positive assessment of the match which stands in contrast to
the prior negative assessment of the timing. The assessment is produced with a rising intonation
indicating that he is going to continue, and this is further compounded by his hand gesture and the
fact that his gaze remains fixed at the table. Thus, the assessment is hearbale as not calling for a
second assessment for the time being. Indeed, the mentee (N) responds with a slow single nod in
line 48 which does not make a bid for the floor but affiliates with stance taken by the mentor
(Stivers, 2008). The mentor (K) reclaims the floor in line 49 with the hesitation marker “but uhm”
followed by 0.9 second silence. This gives the mentee an opportunity to take the floor, but she
refrains from doing so, thus treating the mentor as doing a turn in progress. The mentor (K) then
produces a repeat of the assessment of the timing in line 51. The repetition of the assessment is
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hearable as a re-exit (Schegloff, 2009) of the story through a reproduction of the potential punchline
produced in line 31, only this time it is juxtaposed to a positive assessment of the match. The
recycled punchline, however, does not get a punchline treatment in line 52. Rather, the mentee (N)
responds with the information receipt “Mmm” and an affiliating nod.
The mentor (K) continues in line 53 with the turn “in relation to” where the “to” is prolonged and
followed by 0.5 seconds silence in line 54. He also shifts his gaze to the table indicating that he is
doing a word search (M. H. Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986). This offers a slot for the mentee to take
the floor with a candidate completion which would include her in the discussion of the morale of the
story (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005). This plus the puncline recycle shows the normative orientation
towards recipients to take the initiative in the discussion of the morale of the story. On the other
hand, the changes made in the organisation are in the epistemic domain of the mentor, which makes
it a sensitive topic for the mentee engage. The mentee (N), however, does not make a bid for the
floor in line 54, and the mentor (K) produces a rushed continuation of his turn in line 55. The
mentor (K) cuts himself of and self-repairs in line 56 with the declaration that it was necessary to
make some changes to the company. This is hearable as formulation of the gist of the story and thus
initiates a discussion of the morale of the story. The mentor’s embodied behaviour rather clearly
passes the floor to the mentee. First he returns his gaze to the mentee in line 55, then he leans in
during line 56 and finally concludes his hand gesture so that his hands are folded on the table
immediately after the TRP in line 56. The mentee (N) does not engage in the discussion, but rather
accepts the gist formulation with a nod and a “Yes” in line 57. Interestingly, the mentor does not
make a bid for the floor in line 58, which shows that he expects more from the mentee. The mentee
(N) takes the floor in line 59 with question which marks an activity shift. The question pertains to
the current status of the company, and it can be heard as addressing what the mentee expected to
learn from the storytelling. The reason for this is that the question is hearable as asking for the
tellability of the story. Thus, even if the story about the hardworking and loyal employer who
sacrificed himself to ensure his employee’s salary makes sense in an employer branding context, it
is treated as insufficiently tellable by the mentee. The mentee, on the other hand, shows an
orientation to the current situation which is essentially what matters for her, if she going to get a
student job there. Eventually, they then go on to co-creating the company as being in good financial
shape with Claes still employed as it can be seen in the full transcript in appendix 8.1
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This growth story highlights three important things. First, stories are not always neatly composed.
The rather messy structure arguably contributes to the breakdown of intersubjectivity. The mentee’s
preemptive completion also contributed to this by essentially finishing the storytelling prematurely,
while the mentor continued to orient to a discussion which ended with the mentee’s activity shifting
question. Second, the notion of growth was co-created as something risky with serious
consequences, even if the hire was presented as a great fit. This points us to a more refined version
of growth that we could call “sustainable growth”. Finally, the post-punchline meaning negotiation
phase both showed the normative pressures on the mentee to initiate the discussion of the morale,
and how the mentee can circumvent the pressure by not treating the story as tellable.
5.2.3.4 Unsustainable growth: When rapid growth threatens the longevity of the company
In the final story of this section, mentor and mentee also co-create growth as a potentially negative
attribute. However, the interaction that constitutes the co-creation is significantly different. As
shown in the previous examples, the post punchline meaning negotiation tells a lot about the
recipient as they negotiate the meaning of the story. However, this requires that the mentee is
allowed to share his/her perspective and that he/she seizes the opportunity to do so. In the following,
this is not the case. The theme of the story is about a period of rapid growth that led to a profound
restructuring of the organisation.
L: Mentor, sitting to the left, is the personnel manager at an engineering company, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ±
T: Mentee, sitting to the right, is Master’s student studying corporate communication, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
T_L It’s gone snappy – Story-initiation and potential punchline
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1.

30

L: .hhh Man ka’ så’n ta’

de:t=±ø:h >Hvis vi så’n<_

: .hhh one can like take i:t=u:h

>If

we like<_

: You (gen) can see it uh if we like
L: >>Places cup on table------±Gets up from chair
T: >>Gaze at T-----------------------------------
Fig 1
2.

: (0.2) + ±(0.7)
L: --------±Walks to his desk-
T: ---------------------------

3. L: >Hvis jeg bare< ska’
: >If

I

sige fem

just> have to say

ord

five words

: If I just have to say five words
L: out of view
T: ---------------------------------
Fig 2
4.

: om

den

her

virksomhed je:g (0.3) Jeg kender lidt,

: About this here company

I:

I

know

a bit,

: About this company which I know a bit
L: ------------------------------------------------------
T: ------------------------------------------------------
5.

: (0.6)
L: ----

30

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 35 in the full transcription in Appendix 14.1
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T: ----
6. T: Jaer
: Yes
: Yes
L: ---
T: ---
7. L: Ø:::hm
: U:::hm
: U:::hm
L: Returns into view carrying a chart-
T: -----------------------------------
8.

±

: (1.7)+±≠(0.3)

L: ------±Places chart on table±
T: ------≠Gaze at chart ------
Fig 3
9. L: ±Så:=ø:::hm_±
: The:n=u:::hm_
: Then uhm
L: ±Sits down--±
T: ----------
10.

: ± (1.1)
L: ±Gaze at chart
T: -------------

11.

L: ±Så

tidligere_

: Then earlier_
: Then earlier
L: ±Seated gaze at chart--
T: -----------------------
Fig 4
12.

: (0.5)
L: ----
T: ----

13.

L: og

tidligere det

: and earlier

e::r indtil udgangen af sidste år;

that i::s until

the exit of last

year;

: and earlier is until the end of last year
L: ------------------------------------------------------
T: ------------------------------------------------------
14.

: der

[var

vi så’n=et klassisk

ø::h ≠ingeniørvirksomhed,=
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: then [were we like=a

classical u::h engineering company,=

: Then [we were like a classical uh engineering company
L: --------------------------------------------------------
T: -------------------------------------≠Gaze at L---------
15.

16.

T:

[Mm

:

[Mm

:

[Mm

L: ±=med=ø:h

med

en- ◦>med

en<◦ ejer

de:r .hhh

: =with=u:h with an- ◦>with an<◦ owner who: .hhh
: with uh with an with an owner who
L: ±Hand gestures gaze at T----------------------
T: ----------------------------------------------
Fig 5
17.

: der er=administrerende ≠direktør,
: who is=executive

director,

: who is executive director,
L: -------------------------------
T: -----------------------≠Nods---
18.

: ±<og

så

en> en ±partner som ejede en del

: <and then a>

a

partner who owned a

e-

part e-

: And ≠then a a partner who owned a part eL: ±Gaze at chart still gesturing----------------
T: ----≠Stops nods still gaze at L---------------
19.

: ≠tyve

procent af virksomheden,

: twenty percent of the company,
: twenty percent of the company
L: ------------------------------
T: ≠Gaze at chart----------------
20.

T: [Jaer
: [Yes
: [Yes
L:------
T: -----

21.

L: [.hhhhh der s:::- (.) ≠Der var ±driftsdirektør
: [.hhhhh who s:::-

under,

who was operations director under,

: who s- who was operations director beneath,
L:

---------------≠Gaze at L--------------------------

T:

------------------------±Gaze at T still gesturing-
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22.

: ø::h begge to
: U::h both

uddannede ingeniører,

two trained

engineers,

: Uh both trained engineers,
L: ----------------------------------
T: ----------------------------------
23.

: ≠(0.5)≠
L: -----
T: ≠Nod

24.

≠

: fagligt

super super <dygtige>,

: technically super super <skilled>,
: technically super super skilled,
L: --------------------------------
T: Gaze at L-----------------------
25.

T: [Mm
: [Mm
: [Mm
L: --
T: --

26.

L: [.hhh ø:::hm (.) og
: [.hhh u:::hm

så

en masse

and then a

±ingeniører.

mass of engineers.

: [uhm and then a bunch of engineers.
L: -------------------------------------±Hands on knees-
T: -----------------------------------------------------
27.

: ≠(0.5)
L: ------
T: ≠Nods-

28.

L: Ø:::hm ≠±>for<=to

år

siden var man 31 tyve

: U:::hm >prt<=two year ago

mand,

was one twenty man,

: Uhm two years ago there were twenty people,
L: -------±Raises left arm for gesturing----------
T: -------≠Stops nodding still gaze at L-----------
Fig 6
29.

: .hh i dag er

vi de he:r (.) lig- lige knap

: .hh today are we these

halvtreds.

jus- just under fifty.

: .hh today we are about jus- just under fifty

31

This “man” is different from the “man” in line 1. While the latter can be fairly unproblematically translated with a
general you, this “man” is not general at all; it refers to the company. It is, so to speak, a specific reference
masquerading as a general one.
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L: -----------------------------------------------------
T: -----------------------------------------------------

From lines 1 to 8, the mentor (L) gets up from his chair to fetch an organization chart 32 at his desk
outside the view of the camera. While doing so, he projects an upcoming telling in line 3 and 4 with
a story preface produced as a hypothetical question and accounts for the company as the general
topic of the story. He thus uses a compound TCU based on an if-then structure (Lerner, 1991),
meaning that the utterance in lines 3-4 projects that more is to come through the turn-initial “if” and
the future-oriented “should”. The mentee (T) aligns as recipient with a “yes” in line 6 which passes
the floor back to the mentor, who thus succeeds in maintaining the floor although he is physically
disengaged from the conversation.
In line 7, he returns with the chart and continues with a prolonged “Uhm”, followed by a silence
during which he places the chart on the table. He re-starts while sitting back down in line 9,
followed by a silence during which he gazes at the chart. In line 11, he restarts again projecting, by
means of the turn-initial “then”, that the second component of the compound TCU is forthcoming.
Interestingly, the second component of the compound TCU is used to mark another compound TCU
as projected by “earlier”. Like the “if” in line 3, “earlier” is hearable as a first component that is
presumably to be paired with a “now” or “today”. The earlier-now structure is supported by the
organisation chart on the table which depicts the “now” organisation of the company. Thus the
material presence of the organisation chart arguably indicates a potential end point of the telling. In
this way, the mentor first uses a compound TCU marker to maintain the floor while materially
rearranging the conversation space by fetching a rather large and conspicuous organisation chart.
Then, he uses another potential TCU marker “earlier” to make a sustained claim for the floor and
position himself a teller.
By projecting this earlier-now structure, both materially and verbally, the mentor (L) effectively
paves the way for a first-position story, provided the mentee aligns as a recipient. However, before
continuing the projected story, the mentor (L) accounts for what he meant by “earlier” in line 13,
namely that “earlier” means until the end of last year. This is marked as aside by a change in tense,
from past to present, and quite importantly it specifies a time frame for the “before scenario”. As

32

The content of the chart is not visible on the video, but they both orient to it as an organisational chart from line 86
onwards (See full transcript in Appendix 14.1)
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seen in the previous excerpt, side sequences are used to create alignment on central features of the
story, and here the mentee responds with an “Mm” produced in overlap in line 15.
In line 14, the mentor (L) resumes the story, as marked by the change back to the past in order to
produce as a listing of the people in the company in terms of the function, continuing until line 26.
In doing so, he accounts for the prior structure of the company and its ownership. Throughout the
listing the mentee (T) aligns as recipient by embodied and verbal means. The account hearably ends
in line 26 as projected by the mentor’s turn-final intonation and him returning his hands to his
knees. Even though the completion of listing could mark a potential shift in speakership, it hearably
does not as evindeced by the mentee (T) not making a bid for the floor during the silence in line 27.
To a certain extent, this shows the power of initiating a story with a compound TCU marker and a
material end goal of the story. In theory, there is no limit to the amount of turns the mentor can
interject between the first compound TCU marker and the projected second part. Obviously, there
are practical limits, but should the mentee interrupt it would probably be treated as an accountable
disruption of a telling-in-progress.
In lines 28 to 29, the mentor (L) produces an announcement that is hearable as a potential punchline.
Recall, that the sequence was initiated with a the potential compound TCU marker “earlier” which
may project a “now” as introducing the final part of the telling. After the prolonged “uhm” in line
28, the turn-initial position (Heritage, 2013b) is occupied by the Danish particle “for” which, in
combination with the Danish word “siden”, is the equivalent of the English word “ago” 33. The “two
years ago” marks a recognisable parallel to the “earlier” mentioned in line 11, and in much the way
it projects that a description of “now” is forthcoming. The verbal emphasis on the numbers “two”
and “twenty” marks them as punchline-relevant elements as it was the case in two of the stories
above, and the mentor compounds the emphasis with an “underlining” hand gesture (fig 6). In line
29, the turn-initial “today” projects the upcoming completion of the compound TCU and thus the
story. The number of employees currently employed, fifty, is thus hearable as a punchline because it
completes the earlier-now comparison in terms of the number of employees. The story and its

33

The Danish way of constructing “ago” enables the recipient to project the turn as a potential first component of
compound TCU at an earlier point than the English version. In English “Ten years ago” is recognisable as a potential
first component at “ago”. In Danish, the sentence translates into “for to år siden”, and here it is recognisable as a
potential first component after the “to/two”.
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punchline are thus very similar to the first story in this section as it addresses the overall growth of
the company eithin a specific time frame.
T_L It’s gone snappy – Modality treatment

30.

: ≠.hh Så det’ gået
: .hh So it’s gone
: So it’s gone really

≠rigtig ±[rigtig
really

stærkt. ]

[really

fast.

]

[really

fast

]

L:--------------------------±Gaze at chart---------
T: ≠Nod raised eyebrows≠ gaze at chart-------------
31.

T:

±[De:t’ gået tjept. ]

:

[It’s

:

[It’s gone snappy
Fig 7

gone snappy.]
]

Fig 8

In line 30, the mentee’s (T) initial treatment of the modality of the story is nodding and raising her
eyebrows. She also pulls the corners of her mouth down, and thus her embodied behaviour treats the
modality of the story as “impressive” and tellable. The mentor (L) does not leave her much room to
comment on the modality of the story as he initiates a formulation in line 30 with the turn-initial
“So” after a short but hearable inbreath. The formulation-in-progress is hearable as an assessment
after the word “it’s”. Before the mentor (L) completes his assessment, the mentee (T) overlaps with
her own assessment. In doing so, she exhibits understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252) of the nature of
the growth as “snappy”. The assessment is produced as an unmarked first assessment in the form of
a simple declarative, whereby the mentee claims access to the assessed and exhibits knowledge
about what constitutes a fast growth rate (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). By overlapping to make her
assessment, the mentee does being knowledgeable and treats this as important since she is willing to
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compromise the normative rule of talk-in-interaction that only one person should speak at a time
(Sacks et al., 1974). This goes some way in showing the strong orientation to identity work in post
punchline meaning negotiations. Her assessment coincides with the mentor finishing his as
assessment with “really fast”. Interestingly, the mentee here engages in the relevant modality
treatment (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005), but the mentor does not allow her to do so. By initiating the
gist formulation immediately following the punchline, the mentee has to overlap to exhibit her
understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252). Indeed, her embodied response is visibly doing an assessment
immediately after the TRP, thus indicating that she is capable of, and projectably going to do a
verbal assessment without the mentor’s assistance.
Thus, they co-create the company’s growth as impressively fast, much like it was the case in the
L_E story above. However, they have not negotiated whether rapid growth is a positive trait.
T_L It’s gone snappy – Post punchline account

32.

T: Jaer=
: Yes=
: Yes=
L: ----
T: ----

33.

L: =.hh ≠Ø:::hm_
: =.hh U:::hm_
: Uhm
L: ---------------
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T: -----≠Gaze at L
34.

: ≠(0.9)
L: ---------------
T: ≠Gaze at chart-

35.

L: og

d- (0.2)

±>Det

: and th-

har man ik’ ≠ku’

følge med til.<

>That has one not could follow

on. <

: and th- that one were unable to keep up with
L: ±One arm gesture±Gaze at T-----------------------------
T: -------------------------------≠Gaze at L----------
Fig 9
36.

: (0.3)
L: ---
T: ---

37.

T: M M
: M M
: M M
L: --
T:---

38.

: (0.4)
L: --
T:---

39.

L: ±>Organisationen

har ik’< ku’

: >The organisation has not

følge med,

could follow,

: The organization has not been able to keep up,
L: ±Both hands for gesturing-------------------
T: --------------------------------------------
Fig 10
40.

: ±≠.Hh
:

.Hh

≠man har ledeselsesmæssigt ik’ været dygtige nok,
one has leadership wise

not been

skilled enough,

: One has leadership wise not been skilled enough
L: ±Return right hand to knee------------------------------------
T: ≠Shakes head≠Stops head shake still gaze at L-----------------
41.

T: M M=
: M M=
: M M
L: --
T:---

42.

L: ±<=til mennesker;
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: <=at

humans;

: with people;
L: ±Both hands gesture-
T: --------------------
43.

: ≠(0.3)

≠

L: ----------------
T: ≠Small head shake≠
44.

L: <og ti:l o:g (0.4) ±se (.) ≠udfordringerne;
: <and a:t t:o

see

the challenges;

: and seeing the challenges
L:--------------------±Hands on knees------
T: ≠Stops head shake----------≠Nods--------
45.

: (0.6)
L: ---
T: ---

46.

L: Man har (.) blæst derudaf?
: One has

blown along?

: One has raced along?
L: Raises right hand to shoulder height and gestures-
T: Stops nodding gaze at L---------------------------
Fig 11
47.

T: ≠Mm=
: Mm=
: Mm
L: ------
T: ≠Nods-

48.

L: ≠=>og
:

man har ogs’ haft< super <travlt>.

=>and one has also had<

super <busy>.

: and one has also been super busy
L: ---------------------------------------
T: ≠stops nodding-------------------------
49.

: ±≠<det’

klart når

man ±vækster i

:

<that’s clear when one

grows

:

<that’s clear when one grows at

[det

tempo,

in [that pace,
[that pace

L: ±Both hands gesturing----±One hand gesture
T: ≠Nods------------------------------Fig 12
50.

T:

[±≠Ja:ja
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≠

51.

:

[Ye:s yes

:

[Ye:s yes

L:

±Hands on knees--

T:

≠Shakes head≠

: Ja
: Yes
: Yes
L: ----------
T: Gaze at L-

52.

L: Ø:h man har ±ansat (.) de
: U:h one has

hired

folk_±

those people_

: Uh one has hired those people
L: ------------±Both hands gesture---±
T: ----------------------------------
53.

: ±(0.6)

±

L: ±Hands on knees±
T: --------------
54.

L: ±man var nød til og ansæt ≠±f:ordi
: one had to

hire

because

der≠

kom

there

came

±projekter ind,
projects

in,

: One had to hire because projects came in
L: ±Two hands gesture--------±Right hand on knee-±One hand gesture-
T: --------------------------≠Small nod---≠Gaze at L---------------
Fig 13
55.

56.

T:

[Jaer

:

[Yes

:

[Yes

L: ≠±[>så

sku’≠

man< jo

bruge nogen hænder.

:

[>Then should one< prt use

:

[Then one needed some hands

some

hands.

L: ±Two hands gesturing-----------------------
T:
57.

≠Small Nod--≠Gaze at L--------------------

T: Jaer
: Yes
: Yes
L: ---
T: ---

58.

: (0.6)
L: ---
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T: ---
59.

L: S:om man <gør>
: As

i

en vækstvirksom- virksom≠hed.=

one <does> in a

growth comp- company.=

: As one does in a growth comp- company
L: -------------------------------------------------
T: -------------------------------------------≠Nods-
60.

: =Ik’ et ondt ord,
: =Not an evil word,
: =No thing negative,
L: -----------------
T: -----------------

61.

62.

T:

[Nejnej

:

[No no

:

[No no

L: ≠±[Det’ bare så’n man har gjort.
:

[It’s just how

one has done.

:

[It’s just how one has done it

L: ±Right hand on knee one arm gesture--
T: ≠Shakes head-------------------------
Fig 14
63.

T: ≠Jaer≠
: Yes
: Yes
L: ----
T: ≠Nod ≠

In line 32 the mentee (T) produces a “Yes” which the mentor (L) latches on to in line 33 and claims
the floor. He does so with an inbreath and a prolonged uhm followed by a silence of almost a
second, before continuing in line 36. The uhm followed by a silence in lines 33-34 constitutes an
overlap vulnerable conjunctional (Jefferson, 1983), which makes a rather weak claim for the floor
and is treatable as a TRP as we saw in section 5.2.3.2. Thereby, the mentor offers an opportunity for
the mentee to take the floor. She does not do so, however, and the mentor proceeds to account for
the morale (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005) of the story from lines 35-62.
The morale can be briefly summarised as portraying the rapid growth as unsustainable. A number of
features of the account stand out. First, notice the shift in tense from the past to the present perfect.
This is arguably not ideal for telling a story. Also, the mentor (L) produces the entire account
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referring to “one” as the main agent (see footnote 33 above). “One” quite clearly refers to the
organisation “as it was back then”, rather than a general type of “one”. The mentor thus distances
himself from the accounted for actions, which he can rightfully do since he was not employed
during the period. However, the general yet specific reference positions him as a person with
epistemic access to the accounted-for situation. Also, by using “one” he does not assign
responsibility to any particular person in the organisation. In this way he is able to talk from an
insider’s perspective about the events while making it clear that he is not responsible for them, and
those who were remain unmentioned. Interestingly the telling eventually leads to him being brought
in as part of a solution. Another interesting feature of the account is the embodied production of
growth demonstrated first in figure 11, when the mentor (L) does a repeated forward motion with
his arm at shoulder height, thus embodying “racing along” in line 80. Another “growth” gesture
frequently used by the mentor during the account is the left arm pointing upwards to the right as
seen in figure 9, 12, 13 and 14.
Throughout the account, the mentee (T) produces continuers, nods and head shakes, but she does
not take the floor to exhibit understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252). However, she does make two
epistemic claims worth commenting on. The first is the “Yes yes” in line 50 which, contrary to a
single yes, treats the previous as already known (Heinemann, 2009). The double yes is produced in
response to an epistemic formulation produced by the mentor in line 49, which stands out from the
account by being produced in the present tense and is hearable as a somewhat generic remark. It
makes a strong appeal to shared knowledge that seeks an affiliating response presuming that the
mentee is knowledgeable. The knowledge claim made by the mentee affiliates with the ‘common
knowledge’ appeal but it does nothing in terms of exhibiting understanding (Sacks 1992).
The next knowledge claim is made with the “No no” in line 61. This is produced in response to an
assessment of the account in line 60, or rather a non-assessment as it explicitly claims not to be
evaluative. The non-assessment is interesting in its own right as it treats the account that has
described the shortcomings of the company as not evaluative and by default a neutral, objective
description. As is the case with the double yes, a double no treats the prior as already known
information. The “no no” is type conforming and affiliates knowingly with the non-assessment thus
continuing the affiliative stance she has taken with her nods. The account is brought to closure with
a summary by the mentor in line 62 and an information receipt by the mentee in line 63. The gist of
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the account can be summarised as the company going through a period of rapid growth that it could
not handle.
The accounted-for process is co-created as a typical, unsustainable but also inevitable process that
growth companies in general go through. Interestingly, the mentor takes control of the meaning
negotiation phase and does not allow the mentee to share her perspective. On the other hand, she is
not particularly eager to share it either. The mentor’s account very specifically seeks affiliation with
certain points, using appeals to shared knowledge. This makes it relevant to look at claiming versus
exhibiting understanding (Sacks 1992). The former makes a claim for understanding but does not
offer any evidence for said understanding. This is the case with “Yes yes”; it claims to understand
but it does not show it. An exhibition of understanding (Sacks 1992), on the other hand, offers
evidence of an. By responding with an aligning and affiliating claim of understanding such as the
ones above, the mentee simply accepts. On the other hand, while the mentor receives the responses
he seeks, making it quite easy for the mentee to ‘do the right thing’. The co-creation process might
run smoothly, but as shown earlier, one of the strengths of storytelling is that it tells as much about
the recipient as it does about the teller.
T_L It’s gone snappy – Follow up story

64.

L: ≠±.mt .HHHhhh
: .mt .HHHhhh

±Sidste år
Last

erkendt’ <man ≠at>

ø::hm

year realized <one that> u::hm

: Last year one realized that uhm
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L: ±Chop 34 gaze at chart±Both hands on knees---------------
T: ≠Gaze at chart---------------------------------≠Gaze at L-
Fig 15
65.

L: >hvis det
: >If

her<

fortsat

så

vælted’ verden;

this here< continued then toppled the world;

: If this continued the world collapsed
L: -------------------------------------------------
T: Gaze at chart------------------------------------
66.

: ±(0.7)
L: ±Gaze at T
T: ---------

67.

T: ≠MMm
:

MMm

:

MMm

L: -----------
T: ≠Gaze at L-
68.

L: Der

begyndt og kom:’ ±stresssygemeldinger;

: There began

to come

notifications of stress illness

: There came notification of stress illness
L: -----------------------±Two hand gesture counting 35----
T: -----------------------------------------------------
Fig 16
69.

: ≠(0.3)
L: ----
T: ≠Nods

70.

T: [Mmm
: [Mmm
: [Mmm
L: ----
T: ----

71.

L: [◦Øh◦ ≠der

±begyndt’ og komme et par

: [◦Uh◦ there began

to come

a

opsigelser

couple of resignations

: Uh there came a couple of resignations
L:

-------±Counting 36 again--------------------------

34
The movement I have described as ‘chop’ here refers to a short forward movement with hand from a shoulder height
position towards the mentee.
35
The movement transcribed as ‘counting’ refers to the mentor joining his right thumb with his left palm and gripping
the thumb.
36
Same movement as above but this time the mentor grips both thumb and index finger.
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T:

≠Stops nodding gaze at L-------------------------
Fig 17

72.

: hvilket man ±heller
: which

aldrig har

one neither never

set

den ≠he:r (.)

±i

≠

have seen in this he::re

: which one had never seen in this
L: ------------±double head shake--------±Still gaze at T-
T: ----------------------------------------------≠Small head shake≠
73.

: ≠±Virksomheden er
: The company

is

femogtreds år

gammel;

sixty five years old;

: The company is sixty five years old
L: ±Right hand gesture-----------------------
T: ≠Still gaze at L--------------------------
Fig 18
74.

T: Mm
: Mm
: Mm
L: --
T: --

75.

L: ±Ø::hm (.) Den nuværende ejer
: U::hm

The current

har haft den i

owner has had

it

ti

år,

in ten years,

: Uhm the current owner has had it for ±ten years
L: ±Right hand gesture gaze at chart----±Hands on arm rests
T: --------------------------------------------------------
76.

: ±≠.Hh ø:[::hm
: .Hh U:[::hm

]

±

]

: Uhm
L: ±Gets off chair briefly and sits back down±
T: ≠Gaze at chart----------------------------
77.

78.

T:

[◦Okay◦]

:

[◦Okay◦]

:

[Okay

: (0.8)
L: Still gaze at chart
T: -----------------

79.

L: ±>Så der

≠begyndt og være< så’n lidt

: >So there began

to be<

±signaler af ±at

like a few signals

of that

(.) ath-

: So there began to be like a few signal that thL: ±Gaze at T two hand gesture------------±Hands on lap ±Two hands--
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T: -----------≠Gaze at L--------------------------------------------
Fig 19
80.

: (0.8)
L: ----
T: ----

81.

L: ≠Nu-

Nu-

Nu:-

±Nu

er der

ik’ helt≠

(.) helt

: Now- Now- No:w- Now is there not wholly

kører.

wholly runs.

: Now Now Now Now is there not completely completely runs
L: ----------------±Hands on knees--------------------------
T: ≠Nods----------------------------------≠Gaze at L--------
82.

T: Mm
: Mm
: Mm
L: --
T: --

83.

L: Så

±kasted’ man bolden

: Then threw

op,

one the ball up,

: Then one threw the ball up,
L: -----±Two hands upward gesture-
T: -------------------------------
84.

: ø:h hev

en ny

: u:h pulled a

new

±bestyrelse ind,
board

in,

: Uh hired a new board
L: ------------------±Hands on knees-
T: ----------------------------------
85.

: ≠(1.4)≠
L: -----
T: ≠Nods ≠

86.

L: ±.mt (.) Og

så

: .mt (.) And then

±lavede man det
made

her

setup.

one this here setup.

: And then made this setup.
L: ±Raises left arm-±Hand movement towards chart-
T: ----------------------------------------------
Fig 20
87.

88.

T: ≠±[Jaer
:

[Yes

:

[Yes

L:

[Som-

±Som

vi så

kører efter.
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:

[Which- Which we then run

:

[Which which we then follow

efter

L: ±Gaze at T ±Reaches for pen on the floor
T: ≠Gaze at chart--------------------------
89.

L: ≠<.h i dag,
: <.h today
: today
L: ---------
T: ≠Gaze away

90.

L: ±≠hvor

man ha:r en administrerende direktør,

: where one ha:s an executive

director,

: where one has an executive director,
L: ±Moves towards chart pen in hand-----------
T: ≠Gaze at chart-----------------------------

In line 64, the mentor (L) takes the floor switching with the temporal indicator “last year” to the past
tense. He then, in line 65, presents the realisation made by “one”, presumably management, in quite
dire terms; that is, the world would tumble if changes were not made, which arguably constitutes a
‘point of no return’. Thus, he projects a return to the storytelling format that is projectably likely to
end with the current situation. The mentee (T) aligns as story recipient in line 67 with a continuer.
The mentor continues his telling in line 68 by recognisably producing a list via his embodied
‘counting behaviour. Lists naturally constitute compound TCU and tend to be constructed in a threepart structure (Lerner 1991); however in this case the mentor only produces a second part in line 71
before doing a side sequence (Gail Jefferson, 1972) about how old the company is in lines 73-75.
In line 76, the mentor (L) keeps hold of the floor with an overlap vulnerable conjunctional
(Jefferson 1983) produced in overlap with the mentee information receipt in response to line 77.
Structurally, the mentee (T) could exploit the conjunctional and the silence in line 78 to claim the
floor to exhibit understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252). However, before the side sequence, the
mentor was in the middle of a list-in-progress, the projectable content of which was outside the
mentee’s epistemic territory. This, of course, makes it difficult for the mentee take the floor. In lines
79-81, the mentor (L) takes the floor with a formulation of gist specifying the dire situation of the
company at the time. The mentee (T) responds with a continuer in line 82, and the mentor continues
his telling as projected by the turn-initial then.
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The announcement produced in line 83 has a slightly upward intonation and an emphasis on the last
word. The announcement made in line 84 has the exact same phonetic structure and thus
recognisably projects a list-in-progress with two components so far (Lerner 1991). Bearing in mind
the ‘normal’ three-part structure of listings, the silence in line 85 offers the mentee an opportunity to
produce a preemptive completion. However, the exact content of the projectable third component is
arguably not within the mentee’s epistemic territory. In line 86, the mentor (L) recognisably initiates
a list completion as indicated by the turn-initial “and”. The third and recognisably final part of the
list is completed in line 89 with “today”. The conclusion of the three-part list is hearable as a
punchline as the accounted-for actions recognisably constitute the solution to the problem presented
in lines 64-65. Also, completing the story with “today” marks it as a punchline because it concludes
the temporal “last year-to-now” structure projected at the story initiation. However, the punchline of
the potential story is not treated as a punchline by the mentor as he does not engage in the modality
and morality negotiations (Kjærbeck and Asmuss 2005). Rather, he immediately continues
describing the organisational setup as depicted by the chart on the table. It is thus debatable whether
the telling was in fact a ‘story’, since it is not treated as such although the structure of the telling
certainly warrants the label. What is remarkable is that the mentor (L) stays in telling-mode, rather
than initiating a discussion about what was said and what can be learned. At no point during the
1:38 minutes of interaction is the mentee allowed to make an independent exhibition of
understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252).
As it was the case with K and N above, the growth and the problems that ensued have now been
overcome, meaning that there is an element of overcoming hardship in both stories due to the
unsustainable growth leading to profound organisational changes. Thus, even if growth was cocreated in rather negative terms, the outcome was eventually positive. In both cases however, the
unsustainable growth phase was co-created as a critical period that shaped the organisation into
what it is today. This highlights how a seemingly dull, instrumental attribute as growth can be a
source for rich meaning co-creation by participants. Also, it is interesting to note how both stories
more or less explicitly positioned the mentor as the solution to the problems; either by sacrificing
himself and working harder, or by being brought in to repair the situation. These identity
management aspects however, were not treated by the mentee as particularly pertinent, although
they were possible topics for a meaning negotiation process. However, in the previous story, the
mentor’s sacrifice was met with affiliation displays from the mentee in the form of marked nodding
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(Stivers, 2008) and a preemptive completion (Lerner, 2004), even if the latter was disaligned with
the storytelling activity. In the current story, the affiliative displays took a minimal form due to the
mentor’s continued talking and the mentee’s lack of uptake.
For employer branding purposes this is an important insight. If the goal of storytelling is to
negotiate an affiliative stance towards the company, it requires that the teller makes room for it,
especially if the mentee remains rather passive.
5.2.4 Recap and discussion of growth stories:
The storytelling format was consistently co-created by mentors and mentees when addressing
company growth. I introduced the chapter by highlighting that growth is under-researched in the
employer brand literature, and to the limited extent it has been included, it is generally perceived as
a positive attribute. My sub-collection of growth stories showed that growth is indeed something
that mentors and mentee make relevant, as it was something mentors told stories about in all the first
meetings in my corpus. If we look at the analysis from the point of view of the current paradigm, the
findings suggest that growth should be included in future studies because it is evidently something
that candidates and company representatives talk about. The fact that growth is not necessarily a
positive attribute is not in itself a problem although the analysis suggests that it might be an idea to
pilot test a questionnaire item called ‘sustainable growth’. While the test and eventual inclusion of a
growth-item in future quantitative studies would be a small and valuable contribution to the future
of the field, I believe my contribution has deeper roots.
Growth is not necessarily treated as a positive attribute. In the first story, “L_E If you want the
story”, company growth was co-created as desirable and the fast pace as impressive. In the second
story, “B_T When I started at Maila”, company growth was not the issue, instead, the participants
co-created department growth as a relevant and generally positive attribute. This indicates that it
may not be growth as such that is relevant but growth as relevant to the mentor and mentee. Since
the mentor in the first excerpt is the managing director of small company, growth of the company is
naturally relevant for him. Later in the conversation, he and the mentee explicitly discuss how a
person such as the mentee would fit into the company as a result of the growth. Thus, company
growth is the relevant attribute for them. The mentor in the second excerpt, on the other hand, is a
marketing manager in a medium-sized engineering company. For her and the mentee, growth in the
number of engineers is quite irrelevant. Growth in the specific department, however, matters a lot
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since this is what keeps the mentor in her job and opens up an opportunity for the mentee. Thus,
growth can be a positive attribute but only in some particular instances.
In the third excerpt, “K_N Full-time employee”, growth was co-created as a problematic phase
requiring organisational changes. Interestingly, the mentee ended the storytelling activity by asking
about the current state of the company. Two conclusions can be drawn from this. First, the beforenow structure of growth stories is something mentors and mentees accountably orient to. Thus when
the mentor did not conclude his telling with a description of “now”, the mentee explicitly asked for
it. Second, it supports the above as it is not generic growth as such that matters for mentees, but
rather growth with repercusisons for their future employment in the company.
In the final excerpt, “L_T It’s gone snappy”, the growth was on a different scale, yet equally
problematic. Quite interestingly though, in both cases the company made it through the problematic
growth period and came out stronger on the other side. Growth in the number of employees was
therefore not necessarily an objectively positive attribute, but rather co-created as a turbulent phase
which took dramatic effort to overcome. The problematic growth stories analysed above seem to
centre on overcoming hardship induced by unsustainable growth that ultimately led to profound
organisational changes for the better.
This observation leads us into a discussion about the distinction between instrumental and symbolic
attributes (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003). As mentioned earlier ‘growth in number of employees’ is
an instrumental attribute, since it is a factual, objective number. However, the analysis showed that
mentors and mentees co-create a series of subjective meanings in relation to the attribute; simply
put, growth is co-created to mean a lot more than the number. This is to some extent in line with
Lievens and colleagues (2005), who propose that potential applicants can make both instrumental
and symbolic inferences about employer brand signals. The comparison, however, is limited by the
fact that they look at cognitive inferences, whereas I have investigated meaning from an
intersubjective point of view.
One way of interpreting the findings is that storytelling can transform dull, objective attributes into
meaning-rich attributes. Or, put in the terminology of Lievens et al. (2005), stories can prompt
symbolic inferences from instrumental signs. However, another way of interpreting it is establishing
that researchers’ distinctions are not necessarily relevant for mentors and mentees in their
interaction. The final excerpt (see section 5.2.3.4) offers some evidence for this proposition. The
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first adjacency pair of the side sequence (Gail Jefferson, 1972) from line 107-109 is interesting to
include in this discussion. It describes the company as sixty-five years old, which is arguably also an
instrumental attribute; it is an objective, verifiable fact, much like a growth rate. Yet, unlike growth,
the age is co-constructed as a simple fact; the mentor produces an informing in line 107 and the
mentee responds with an information receipt token in line 108. Neither mentor nor mentee engages
in any further discussion of the meaning of age and thereby treat it as an instrumental attribute 37, if
an attribute at all. What follows from this little comparison is that attributes are neither instrumental
nor symbolic as such. Even if they were essential qualities of different types, then they may be cocreated as either one or the other in interaction for all practical purposes.
There is no evidence in any of the growth stories in my collection that mentors and mentees treat the
instrumental-symbolic categorisation as particularly meaningful for their conduct. Based on Schütz
(1943; 1945; 1970; 1973) we might be able to explain this issue based on his distinction between the
“natural attitude” and the “scientific attitude” which describe fundamentally different levels of
experience (see section 3.1 and 3.2). People in the natural attitude, such as the mentors and mentees
above, are concerned with the practical accomplishment of whatever actions they engage in; in our
case the doing of a pre-hire mentorship. In doing so, they assume, and – as Garfinkel (1967) has
since added reflexively co-create – a congruent set of relevances for all practical purposes (Schütz,
1953).
A scientist, on the other hand, operates within the scientific attitude. This, as described earlier, is
characterised by disinterestedness (Schütz, 1943). When adopting the scientific attitude, the
researcher also adopts an entirely different system of relevance (Schütz, 1970) that stems from the
problem under scrutiny and the scientific community of the researcher. Therefore, when researchers
do questionnaire-based studies and are able to demonstrate a number of the effects they are looking
for, it is not necessarily because these effects matter for the ordinary person engaged in some
employer branding activity in his/her everyday life. It may be because the researchers impose a
number of constructs derived from his/her system of relevances. These constructs then constitute the
horizon of possible answers that are relevant for the practical purpose of answering the
questionnaire.

37

The instrumental-symbolic framework (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003) does not explicate how instrumental attributes
are treated in practice, but I would argue that the factual information treatment here is in line with the definition of an
instrumental attribute.
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The analysis showed how the attribute of growth was intersubjectively negotiated to mean particular
things to the particular mentor-mentee couples in particular contexts. It is this particularity and the
grounding in local interaction that distinguishes my intersubjective approach from the current, postpositivist employer branding paradigm. The assumption of the latter is, as explicated earlier (section
2.3), that meaning is intra-subjective and based on external data input, or objectively recoverable
from employer brand messages. In addition, the field as such is aimed at measuring the general
effect of attributes on a predefined dependent variable, usually attractiveness. When meaning is
conceptualised as cognitive data situated inside people’s heads, it is rendered sufficiently stable and
unequivocal to be quantified and abstracted from the here-and-now. Growth in the number of
employees, from this point of view, would constitute an objective fact that, through some channel,
enters the mind and takes residence there. This meaning can then be dug out by means of a
questionnaire, or it can be transmitted to a recipient. An intersubjective theory of meaning rooted in
Schütz and Sacks, on the other hand, conceptualises meaning-in-interaction as a procedural and
practical accomplishment. Meaning is thus negotiated in situ through turns at talk. The ephemeral
and always-particular nature of meaning co-creation ultimately render co-created meaning
unquantifiable. Thus, growth from a co-creation standpoint can never mean anything “in general”. It
always means something for someone at some point in time. This of course has profound
ramifications for employer branding theory; I will return to these in my discussion in chapter 6.

5.3 Employer uniqueness stories and employer value proposition
In this chapter, I will grapple with the established notion of “employer value proposition” (EVP).
Defined as a package of employment offerings that promise unique employment advantages and
differentiates the company from its competitors (Ambler & Barrow, 1996; Backhaus & Tikoo,
2004), EVP is about communicating the unique, positive character of the company. As I will show
in the following section, the notion is supported by a transmission model of communication. As this
presupposition is incommensurable with the co-creation approach, I will first respecify (Garfinkel,
1967, 1996) EVP as a negotiated, situated accomplishment, and thus ground it in a transactional
model of communication. I will then account for my sub-collection of stories pertaining to notion. I
will then analyse three of these ‘uniqueness stories’ and show how they are accomplished and how
mentors and mentees co-create and fail to co-create the uniqueness of the company. Finally, I will
sum up my findings and challenge the existing EVP on the basis hereof.
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As was the case with organisational attributes, research on stories in relation to employer value
proposition are rare, bordering on non-existent the existing literature. Yet, both in the branding
literature (Escalas, 2004; Lundqvist et al., 2013; D. Aaker & Aaker, 2016) and the practitioneroriented literature (Denning, 2005; Simmons, 2006), the potential for stories in terms of portraying
company uniqueness is highly recognised. Thus, I would expect the co-creation of stories to play an
important role in co-creating employer brand uniqueness.
5.3.1 Respecifying employer value propositions: From transmitted to negotiated
Throughout the employer branding literature, EVP is considered central in the company’s effort to
gain employer brand equity (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; M. R. Edwards, 2010; Lievens, 2007;
Theurer et al., 2016). The concept has its roots in the marketing concept “USP”, unique selling
proposition, which communicates a “meaningful, distinctive consumer benefit” (Frazer, 1983, p.
38). In parallel with this definition, EVP was originally conceptualised as the package of
employment offerings that offers unique employment advantages and differentiates the company
from its competitors (Ambler & Barrow, 1996; Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). The process has been
described by Lievens (2007, pp. 51-52):
“First a firm develops a concept of the particular value it offers to prospective and current
employees. This value proposition provides the central message that is conveyed by the employer
brand… the second step in employer branding consists of externally marketing this value
proposition to attract the targeted applicant population… [The] last step consists of internally
marketing the employer brand.”.
This description captures the underlying transmission-model of communication which the EVP
concept rests on. It is assumed that the value proposition message identified by management is
simply injected into the recipients’ heads.
More recently, Theurer amd colleagues (2016) refined and expanded the concept by among other
things pointing out that most companies have relatively similar attributes. This leads them to
emphasise the importance of the EVP offering a point of difference; that is, something that paints a
unique picture of the company relative to its competitors. The underlying basic assumption remains
the same, however, namely that EVP lies in the message and is largely controlled by management.
One of the central tennets for building employer value proposition is the organisational identity
which is defined as the internal perception of the employer brand. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004;
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Lievens & Slaughter, 2016; Martin, Gollan, & Grigg, 2011; Theurer et al., 2016). Organisational
identity combined with existing external image and service/product quality are considered the raw
material from which the the EVP can be built (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004).
From a co-creation perspective, one cannot speak of a package of employment offerings that offers
a point of difference, since this is rooted in a transmission model of communication and assumes
that management is in control of the communication process. Instead, the co-creation approach
adopts a transactional model of communication and conceives of the employer value proposition as
something that is negotiated (Aggerholm et al., 2011). Accordingly, the EVP does not lie in the
message. Rather, it emerges in an intersubjective process of meaning negotiation. It follows that the
uniqueness of the company indicated in a story is not a given, nor can it be established by me as a
researcher. Instead, whether the story paints a unique picture of the company is something mentors
and mentees negotiate. Also, whether the proposed unique character of the company is considered
relevant and desirable by the mentee will be revealed in her (dis)affiliative response as proposed in
section 5.1.
5.3.2 Selection of excerpts:
Following Theurer and colleagues (2016), my inclusion criterium for this sub-collection was that the
story says something unique about the company that is unlikely to be shared with its competitors
and/or with other companies looking for the same type of employee; that is a point of difference.
Following Backhaus and Tikoo (2004), I included stories whose point of difference pertained to the
culture, management style, product/quality, employee qualities and image; that is the organisational
identity as well as the current image.
The selection process was obviously subjective, since I categorised the stories as portraying unique
characteristics of the company based on their production on occurrence and my members’
knowledge. Indeed, it was difficult to verify whether mentors and mentees oritented to a
characteristic as “unique” since this was not readily displayed. For this reason I have also included a
story which, to me sounded like a good uniqueness story (see section 5.3.3.2), but was not treated as
such by the mentee.
Story:

Topic

Why is it unique:

B_T We had a customer

The company helped a

Saving people’s lives and

who hadn’t seen a mine

customer identify a mine in

corporate finances by
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the sea bed where they had

identifying high grade

planned to build an offshore

explosives at the bottom of

wind turbine park

the sea is not something all
companies looking for
marketing employees
routinely do

I_E Brewery

The announcement about the

IT companies generally do

brewery leads to four stories

not run breweries

related to it
K_N Then they cut out their The largest media
experts

The company is the go-to

organisations in the country

source for the media when it

cut out the recommendations

comes to broadband

of their own experts in favour

connections. But they do not

of the company’s

provide due reference.

recommendations
L_E Sales people and

That the company fosters two

This is a borderline case, but

designers

very distinct cultures within

the mentor’s rather

the organisation

exaggerated juxtaposition
makes it remarkable even if
other similar companies may
do the same

S_D 2 Trains made from

The company has recently

Trains are generally not

washing machines and

bought a set of trains made

expected to be made from

tumble dryers

from recycled materials from

washing machines and tumble

washing machines and tumble dryers
dryers
T_L Dumb in meeting

The mentor participated in a

The story highlights the

meeting with some of the

unique skills of the engineers

engineer and did not

as their jargon is inpenetrable

understand a single word that

for ordinary well-educated

was said

people like the mentor
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T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft

One day someone decided to

The category ‘construction

beer

make hotdogs for lunch for

engineer’ does not readily

everybody and the mentor

include hotdog maker. Also,

threw in a batch of craft beer

the initiative is made to say

for fun

something about the
company’s unique culture.

T_L 2 We have someone

The story is about how the

The story shows that the

who goes hunting a lot

mentor knew that one of the

company allows the

employees was a keen hunter

employees to spend their time

and then advised him to

off in lieu as they see fit, and

spend time off in lieu doing

that the mentor knows his

something he enjoys, having

employees well.

just come through a
demanding period of work
T_L 4 we have a man sitting The story is about an
out here who snapped

employee who had sat at his

The story offers two elements
of uniqueness. First, it

desk for seven years, and then portrays the “hard shell”
“snapped” with acute stress

character of the engineers in

without anyone seeing it

the company. Second, it

coming. It took the employee

shows that the company has

to return to work

learned their lesson by
employing the mentor
afterwards whose mission it
is to make sure that noone
gets stress

T_L 5 A good story or

The story is about one of the

Not all companies are able to

rather a terrible story

employees who suffered from

handle a post traumatic stress

post traumatic stress

victim

syndrome having served in
the army. He is now very
open about his feelings and
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issues as a means to avoid a
fall back and the company
embraces that
T_L 5 I had one who threw

The story is about an

Emotional displays are not

a tea towel at the wall

employee who was so upset

condoned in all companies.

about the HR manager
leaving the company that he
threw a tea towel at the wall.
The mentor condoned the
emotional behaviour as a
useful display of emotion
because it was honest
Table 5-3 Overview of uniqueness stories

As the overview in table 5-3 shows, uniqueness stories emerge quite frequently across the
conversations, meaning that apparently it is relevant for the mentors to engage in tellings pertaining
to the uniqueness of the company. It is noticeable that there are no uniqueness stories in T_B, F_K
and M_J. One contributing reason for this could be that the meetings I have recorded from these
conversations seemed to have a very specific, predefined agenda which did not feature the company.
In T_B the main topic is how the mentee is going to finish his two MA theses, 38 and whether he
should investigate the same or different topics. In F_K the topic is an upcoming job fair at the
university, and in M_J the topic is the mentee’s job search endeavours. Again, these three
conversations are from the university arranged programs, and a pattern seems to emerge that these
mentorships are less company-centred than the others.
I have chosen to include three stories in my analysis due to space restrictions, however, Appendix 218 offers a rough transcription of the remaining uniqueness stories.
5.3.3 Analysis uniqueness stories
The three stories below show that stories do not simply “get the unique message acroos”. In fact this
was very rarely the case in the subcollection. The first story is interesting because it is barely a story
in terms of the content but it is treated as a story by the mentee. It shows that even if mentor and
38

In addition to his master degree in philosophy from Copenhagen University, he is also studying a a master’s degree in
philosophy at a university abroad
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mentee agree on the modality of the story, the exact morale of it can be slightly more complicated.
The next story is about a spontaneous hotdog and craft beer event arranged by an employee at the
company. Despite being a decent story about company culture, at least in my opinion, the story gets
a less than enthusiastic reception. The final story is about how the company’s products saved a
customer from placing an off shore wind turbine on naval mine on the seabed. Despite the potential
of the story, it never really manifests as a story due to the mentee’s response.
A parallel theme in this section is to show the fringes of what stories can look like. It will be shown
that the co-creation activities of mentors and mentees are arguably more important than the content
of the story as such.
5.3.3.1 Trains made washing machines
The first story “S_D trains made from washing machines and tumble dryers”. The mentor (S) is a
regional manager in a large logistics company (E C) and the mentee (D) studies a master in logistics
and supply chain management. We enter the conversation as the story is initiated by the mentor.
Prior to the telling, they have closed down a topic on Siemens and the mentee has begun packing his
things, thus initiated closing of the conversation.
S: Mentor, sitting on the right, embodied behaviour demarcated with ±
D: Mentee, sitting on the left, embodied behaviour demarcated with ≠
S_D 2 Trains made from washing machines and tumble dryers – Story initiation

1.

39

:

(2.2)

D: >>Leans over and packs his bag---
S: >>Gaze at table------------------
Fig 1
2.

S: E C har li:ge=ø::h >Jeg tror
: E C has ju:st=u::h >I

39

det var< sidste år

think it

was< last

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 22 in the full transcript in appendix 12.2
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year

: E C has just uh I think it was last year
D: ---------------------------------------------------
S: Gaze side ways and pushes chair back---------------
3.

S: ≠eller ±forrige år
: or

at

der

blev leveret

the year before that there was

en ny-

delivered a

new-

: or the year before that there was delivered a new
D: ≠Shifts gaze to S body still leaned away-------------------
S: -------±Sits up straight still gazing away from the mentee-
fig 2
4.

S: en lang
: a

række

to:g;

large number of trains;

: A large number of trains
D: -------------------------
S: -------------------------
5.

: ≠(1.8)

≠(0.5)

D: ≠turns body towards S.....≠Completely turned towards S-
S: -------------------------------------------------------
:
6.

fig 3

S: .mt til ø:h passagertransporten
: .mt to

±i

europa,

u:h the passenger transport in europe,

: for uh the passenger transport in Europe
D: ------------------------------------------------------
S: ------------------------------------±Shifts gaze to D-
7.

: ≠(0.6)

≠

D: ≠Small nod≠

S: ----------
8.

S: Og

det’ ±siemens ±der har leveret

togene.

: and it’s siemens who has delivered the trains.
: And it’s Siemens who has delivered the trains.
D: Still gaze at S------------------------------
S: ---------±Nod to D± Still gaze at D----------
9.

: ≠(0.7)

≠

D: ≠Small nod≠
S: ---------

In line 1, the mentee (D) is visibly packing as seen in figure 1, whereby his embodied behaviour has
begun closing down the conversation. Noticably, the mentor (S) does not reciprocate the closing as
he remains seated. In line 2, the mentor (S) pushes his chair back and places his hands on the
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armrests. Thus, he also engages in the closing of the meeting but with some hesitation compared to
the mentee. Verbally, he produces an announcement concerning some action of the company,
however, before specifying what they did he does an insert expansion specifying the time frame for
the yet-to-be-announced action. Then he continues in line 3 but shifts to a passive voice, “there was
delivered a large number of trains”. Generally, announcements are expected to announce something
newsworthy (Schegloff, 2007, p. 37). In contrast, the announcement that the company, which
operates railways in Europe, have bought some new trains a couple of years ago is hardly
newsworthy. By being a hearably not newsworthy, the announcement projects that more is to come.
The same is the case for the mentor’s embodied behaviour since he remains seated rather standing
up. His hesitation in terms of engaging in the embodied closing of the meeting and his not-news
announcement calls for the mentee’s re-engagement, while at the same time projects that whatever
follows is going to be of a relatively short duration.
The mentee (D) aligns as a telling recipient by embodied means. Initially disengaged and packing in
lines 1-2, the mentee (D) shifts his gaze to the mentor in line 3 (figure 2) and then turns his body
back towards the mentor during the silence in line 5 (figure 3). The silence is therefore neither a gap
nor particularly awkward, as it is filled out to a large degree by the mentee doing recipiency (Heath,
1984).
The mentor (S) continues his telling by producing an expansion in line 6. Noticeably, the expansion
does not add any newsworthiness to the announcement, since it is a well-known fact that the
company operates trains for passenger transport in Europe. Evidence for the lack of newsworthiness
can be found in line 7 in which the mentee (D) responds with a small nod that does not treat the
announcement as annunceable and the telling as not-yet-complete. In line 8, the mentor (S) makes
another announcement, which is produced as an expansion of the train delivery announcement
through the turn-initial conjunction “and”. Again the mentee (D) responds with a small nod that
treats the telling as still underway.
So far, the mentor (S) and the mentee (D) have aligned as storyteller and story recipient
respectively, and thus displayed for one another that they are co-creating a telling.
S_D 2 Trains made from washing machines and tumble dryers – Punchline sequence
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10.

S: Og

de

er

bygget a:::f_

: And they are built

fro:::m_

: And they are made from
D: still gaze at S-----------
S: --------------------------
: fig 4
11.

: (1.1)
D: ----
S: ----

12.

S: vaskemaskiner

og

tørretumblere.

: washing machines and tumble dryers.
: washing machines and tumble dryers
D: ---------------------------------
S: ---------------------------------
13.

: (1.1) ±(0.2)

± + (1.0)

D: ----------------------------------------------------------
S: ------±S does a double tap with his feet± still gaze at D-
14.

D: Seriøst?
: Seriously?
: Seriously 9
D: ---------------
S: Still gaze at D
:

15.

fig 5

: ±(0.5)
D: ---------------------------
S: ±Marked big downwards nod-
: fig 6

The punchline is produced in lines 10-12, accounting for the tellability through the announcement
that the trains were made from old washing machines and tumble dryers – something that is indeed
tellable. The punchline is supported by the mentor’s (S) double tap with his feet.
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Contrary to his responses so far, the mentee (D) treats this as the punchline in lines 13 and 14. First,
he freezes his posture during the silence in line 13, thus doing being shocked. Therefore, even if the
silence is accountably long, it is not treated as such because it is occupied by the mentee’s inaction.
This is evidenced by the mentor (S), who does not do any work to fill the silence in line 13.
Following up on this embodied action, the mentee (D) asks “Seriously” in line 14. He thus treats the
modality (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005) of the story as remarkable and possibly implausible. The
mentor (S) responds to with a nod in line 15. By not claiming the floor, the mentor allows the
mentee to initiate a discussion of the broader relevance of the story in the post-punchline sequence.
S_D 2 Trains made from washing machines and tumble dryers – clarification

16.

D: ±≠Altså

som

er

blevet genbrugt;

: I mean which have been

recycled;

: I mean which have been recycled;
D: ≠Move arm toward S and turns palm up---
S: ±Smaller nods---------------------------
17.

: altså mang: like

mu-

±meget af
much

±materialet ing’±?

of the material

right?=

: Like much of the material right
D: ----------------------------------------------
S: Big downward nod±small nods---±Big downward nod±
: fig 7
18.

S: ±Ja
: Yes
: Yes
D: --
S: ±Big downward nod

19.

: ≠±(0.4)

±

D: ≠Leans back, raises eye brows and looks away-
S: ±Small nods----------------------------------±
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: fig 8
20.

D: Sejt≠
: Cool
: Cool
D: ----≠
S: Still gaze at D

21.

S: ±≠Mm±
: Mm
: Mm
D: ≠Pushes chair back----
S: ±small nods-------------±
: fig 9

The mentee (D) then produces a candidate understanding in lines 16-17 while reaching his arm
forward, inviting the mentor to align. The candidate understanding downgrades the mentee’s
epistemic stance (Heritage, 2012) regarding the construction of the trains. At the same time,
however, the mentee demonstrates that he is knowledgeable enough to make a qualified guess as to
what “trains made from washing machines and tumble dryers” means in more practical terms. The
mentor (S) responds with a type conforming “Yes” and a marked downward nod thereby confirming
the mentee’s candidate understanding.
With the gist of the story settled, the mentee (D) produces the affiliative assessment “Cool” in line
19 and thus treats the story as both surprising and admirable. The mentor (S) aligns with an “Mm”
in line 20, and they thus co-create the modality of the story as surprising and cool.
While the mentor (S) produces the “Mm”, the mentee (D) pushes back his chair, indicating that he is
getting ready to stand up. This embodied move re-initiates the closing of the conversation and treats
the story as complete.
S_D 2 Trains made from washing machines and tumble dryers – Discussion of broad relevance
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22.

: ±(0.5)≠

≠

(1.2)

D: ------≠puts hands on armrest and leans forward≠
S: ±Leans back and sits straight up-------------
: fig 10
23.

D: ≠De::t=æh-

±Det’ ogs

: I::t’s=uh- It’s also a

≠en fed

business case;

cool business case;

: That’s uh that’s also a cool business case
D: ≠Gets up from chair--≠Moves behind chair------------
S: ------------± gets up from chair and moves behind it
: fig 11
24.

: og ku’

≠sælge.

: to be able to sell.
: to be able to sell
D: -----------≠Gaze at S
S: Out of view
25.

: ±≠(0.8)

≠

D: ≠Still gaze at S motions to pick up jacket-≠
S: out of view
: fig 12
26.

S: Det er da:: tota:l
: It

is prt

≠sustainability: ≠[o:g-

totally sustainability:

: It is totally sustainability
27.

[a:nd[and

D:

[ja

ja

≠£præcis£

:

[Yes yes £exactly£

:

[Yes yes exactly

D: Picks up jacket-----≠----------------≠Smiles---≠Gaze at chair-
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S: out of view
28.

S: ≠for begge parter.
:

for both

parties.

: for both parties
D: ≠Gaze at S--------±
S: out of view
29.

: ≠±(1.0)

±

D: ≠Gaze down and prepares for pushing chair-
S: ±Pushes chair under the table gaze down---±
Fig 13
30.

S: ≠±At

når

du

er

færdig med

: That when you are done

at vask’ dit

with to wash

≠sure tøj

your sour clothes

: That when you are done washing your smelly clothes
D: ≠Pushes chair under table---------------------≠shifts gaze to S
S: ±Gaze at D-----------------------------------------------------
Fig 14
31.

S: ≠så

bygger vi tog

: then build

af

det;

we trains from it;

: Then we build trains from it
D: ≠Puts on jacket still gaze at S-
S: ---------------------------------
32.

S: <som

kan transportere dig rundt i

: <that can transport

europa.

you round in europe.

: that can transport you round Europe
D: ------------------------------------------
S: ------------------------------------------
33.

D: Jaer
: Yes
: Yes
D: --
S: --

34.

: (1.8)
D: ≠Looks away still putting on jacket------
S: ±Picks up paper from table gaze at table-

35.

D: Det

vidste jeg ik’.

: That knew

I

not.

: That i did not know.
D: -------------------
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S:
36.

------------------

D: Det’

fandme sejt.

: That’s bloody cool.
: That’s bloody cool.
D: -----------------
S: -----------------
37.

: (0.3) + (0.4)
D: -------≠Shifts gaze to S-
S: -------------------------
Fig 15

38.

S: Ja,
: Yes,
: Yes
D: ---------------------------------------------
S: Picks up cup and leaves table towards camera-

During the silence in line 22, the mentee (D) continues getting up from the chair and thereby
continues the embodied move towards closing the meeting. The mentor (S) follows in line 23, and
thus they co-engage in the closing.
Also, in line 23, the mentee (D) begins to address the broader relevance of the story. He does so by
classifying it as a “good business case”. Interestingly, classifications are known to be part of doing
being a professional (C. Goodwin, 1994), and the mentee’s classification is delivered as a
declarative by which he claims the right to know how to classify such an initiative (Stivers et al.,
2011b). In doing so the mentee (D) enages in noticeable identity work by portaying himself and
knowledgeable and competent enough to classify actions. Towards the TRP, the mentee shifts his
gaze to the mentor and thus mobilises a response. However, the classification is followed by a 0.8second silence in line 25 silence which projects that a dispreferred response is forthcoming.
Since the mentor (S) is out of view of the camera, it is impossible to tell whether he is doing
something that can account for the lack of uptake. The mentor (S) takes the floor in line 26 with a
turn that is hearable as an embedded correction (Gail Jefferson, 1987) due to the particle “da”,
which can mark disagreement. The mentor (S) thus projects a potential breakdown of
intersubjectivity. Interestingly, the mentee (D) aligns with the mentor while not treating “business
case” and “sustainability” as mutually exclusive. He does so with an agreement that treats the
mentor’s point on sustainability as already known and agreed upon by the use of “Yes yes”
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(Heinemann, 2009) and the agreement marker “exactly”. Moreover, the alignment is produced in
overlap with the mentor, which displays a powerful claim to mutual orientation (Silverman, 1997, p.
129).
So far, the mentee (D) treated the morale as pertaining to a business case, whereas the mentor
corrected it by saying it was about sustainability. The mentee affiliated with this but did not treat it
as a correction. In doing so, he treated “a cool business case” and “sustainability” as perfectly
compatible, as opposed to the mentor.
Once in the clear from the overlap, the mentor (S) finishes his embedded correction with the
expansion “for both parties”. During the ensuing 1.0 second silence in line 29, the mentee (D) looks
down at the chair and spends a whole second getting ready to push the chair back under the table.
This may be seen as avoiding following up on the mentor’s expansion. After the 1.0 second silence,
the mentor (S) takes the floor with an account for the sustainability perspective thereby reiterating
the correction and taking a rather disaffiliative stance. His gaze remains fixed on the mentee
throughout the account, and the mentee looks back at him after he is done with his chair-pushing
activity in line 30. The mentee (D) responds with a “yes” and immediately after the response, both
disengage from the morale discussion and continue their closing of the conversation during the 1.8
second silence in line 34. Eventually, the mentee (D) takes the floor in line 35 with an epistemic
marker that confirms the tellability and newsworthiness of the story after which he repeats his initial
assessment with the addition of the upgrade “bloody”. In doing so, the mentee (D) does a display of
affiliation. Interestingly, he does not affiliate with the mentor’s alternative meaning and the
mentor’s account. The mentor (S) responds with a yes and afterwards continues with another
announcement about the trains (see appendix 12.2 for a full transcript).
From a classic employer branding perspective, the question would be: did the mentor (S) get the
message across; that is, was it effectively transmitted to the mentee? Looking at the message in
isolation, it is reasonably clear that it is about sustainability and thus the answer would presumably
be yes. However, from an intersubjective point of view, the picture is somewhat more complicated.
Rather than treating the story as pertaining to sustainability, the mentee (D) treats it as being about
the business case aspect of recycling. When the mentor (S) corrects this treatment by pointing out
the sustainability aspect, the mentee (D) treats the correction as assumed knowledge with which he
agrees. From a co-creation perspective it is not clear whether they actually come to a complete
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agreement or simply agree enough for the time being. This shows an important aspect of
intersubjectivity; namely that is not about achieving duplicated meanings inside one another’s
heads. Rather, intersubjectivity is practical and accomplished under certain local constrains. In the
case here, the mentor and the mentee are constrained by their closing activity which means that a
lengthy discussion of what CSR and sustainability means is out of bounds.
Another interesting question in relation to this particular story is whether it is actually a story at all.
The narrative of the story is rather boring; the company bought a large number of trains from
Siemens. However, the mentor explicitly uses this boring feature to build up to the punchline. He
draws on the recognisable three-component structure of stories when producing his announcements
and even builds suspense into the punchline turn by prolonging the word “from” and following it
with a significant silence. Following the punchline, he does a double tap with his feet, which also
emphasises the story-ness of the multi-unit turn just produced. It thus seems that a fairly dull series
of events can be produced as a story by using the recognisable features of storytelling.
5.3.3.2 Hotdogs and craft beer as indicators of culture?
The next uniqueness story comes from the second conversation between the mentor L and the
mentee T. Prior to the story initiation, the mentee has brought up the issue of the social atmosphere
at a workplace with reference to the atmosphere at her boyfriend’s work. The mentor has responded
both in general terms and with reference to his prior and current employers. The gist of his response
has been that the initiative to social activities should come from the employees themselves, and that
his role as the personnel manager should be that of a facilitator.
L: Mentor, sitting on the left, personnel manager at an engineering company, embodied behaviour
demarcated with ±
T: Mentee, sitting to the right, is Master’s student studying corporate communication embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer – Telling
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1. 40

L: .Hh Fordi

(0.2)

±det dyrker det ogs’

: .Hh Because

it

grows

it

also

±ø::hm

±

u::hm

: Because it also fosters it uhm
L: >>Gaze to the right±Gaze up and hand gesture±Stops gesture±
T: >>Gaze L-------------------------------------------------
:
2.

fig 1

L: ±og

vi har

fig 2
nogen der er

: and we have some

rigtig rigtig dygtige til det.=

who are really really good

at

it.=

: and we have some who are really really good at it
L: ±Gaze to the right new hand gesture----------------------
T: ---------------------------------------------------------
3.

L: =o:g

vi ha:r

.kreh- 41 ±for nylig en± der skrev rundt,

: =a:nd we ha:ve .kreh-

recently

one

who wrote round,

: And we have recently one who wrote
40
41

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 19 in the full transcript in Appendix 15.1
Cough
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L: ----------------------±Palm upwards±Gaze at T------
T: ---------------------------------------------------
:
4.

fig 3

L: .Hh ø::h om

±onsdagen,

: .Hh u::h on

the Wednesday,

: .Hh uh Wednesday
L: Gaze to the right±Gaze at T----
T: -------------------------------
Fig 4
5.

L: Hvis der
: If

er

nogen

der er

there are anyone

med

på ±hotdogs

±

who are with on hotdogs

: If anyone is up for hotdogs
L: ----------------------------------------±Gesture toward T±
T: --------------------------------------------------------
fig 5
6.

L: så

ska’

jeg nok stå

: then shall I

for det.

prt stand for it.

: then I’ll fix it
L: Still gaze at T---------------
T: ------------------------------
7.

L: <±På fredag
: <On Friday

±(.)± til frokost.±
for

lunch

: On Friday for lunch
L:

±Repeat hand gesture±---±Repeat again ±

T: ----------------------------------------------
:
8.

: ±(0.5)

fig 6
±

L: ±Fold hands±
T: -----------

In line 1, the mentor (L) elaborates on his point about the employees being the drivers of social
initiatives. In line 2, he expands on the notion with an announcement that projects an
exemplification, with “it” hearably referring to taking social initiative. In line 3, he latches on to
himself to produce another announcement that is hearable as the initiation of a telling concerning
the projected exemplification because of the temporal marker “recently”. When uttering the word,
the mentor (L) does an embodied movement with his arms raised in front of him and his palms
facing slightly upwards that can be interpreted as embodied doing an example. With line 3, it
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becomes evident that what is happening is an exemplification-in-progress. After an insert expansion
in line 4, which pinpoints the day of the week on which the yet-to-be-announced event took place,
the mentor (L) continues his telling with a string of direct reported speech 42 (Holt, 2000, 2017). The
direct reported speech format means that the mentor adopts the point of view of the person in
question. This format allows the mentor to produce the invitation made by the employee as an
invitation, and in the context of doing an exemplification, it provides evidence (Holt, 2000); that is,
evidence of how good an unnamed employee at the company is in taking initiative to do social
activities at work. Direct reported speech is a frequently used to produce the punchline or climax of
a story, and it is a subtle and potentially delicate way of establishing and maintaining
intersubjectivity in storytelling-in-interaction since it leaves the treatment of the modality of morale
of the story to the recipient (Holt, 2000). Following the reported invitation in lines 5-6, the mentor
(L) does an expansion pertaining to the when of the invitation in line 7. The embodied and verbal
emphases used by the mentor (L) in line 7, combined with the final intonation, project that the
reported speech has come to an end, and this is further emphasised by the mentor’s folding his
hands, which, given his rather gesticular style of communication, is interpretable as doing being
done.
As an example of employer value proposition, the hotdog making initiative on a regular Friday
arguably tells us something about the unique culture in the company, namely that employees take
social initiative. At least, this is my interpretation. However, my interpretation of the telling does
not matter; what matters is how the mentee responds.
Summing up so far, the mentor (L) has offered an exemplification of how good one of the
employees is at arranging social activities at work, and the mentee (T) has aligned as tellingrecipient by not taking the floor. This hardly constitutes a story. Yet, the mentor has indicated that
the telling has reached a potential conclusion, and it is now up to the mentee to co-create the telling
as either complete or yet-to-be-completed and, if relevant, what the meaning of the telling is.
T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer – Telling receipt

42

Strictly speaking, it is a strech of reported writing since the object being reported is an e-mail.
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9.

T: ≠↑HMm.
:

≠

↑HMm.

: HMm
T: ≠Raises eye brows and does tiny single upward nod≠
L: ----------------------------------------------
: fig 7
10.

: ±≠(0.6)
T: ≠Just gazing L-----------------------------------
L: ±Raises eye brows and raises hands with palms up-
:

11.

fig 8

L: Super
: Super
: Super
T: ----
L: ----

12.

: (0.2)
T: ----
L: ----

13.

T: ≠Mm

≠

: Mm
: Mm
T: ≠Tiny single downward nod≠
L: ------------------------
14.

: ±(0.5)
T: -----------------
L: ±Turns away from T
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:

fig 9

The mentee’s (T) response in line 9 is less than enthusiastic. The raised eyebrows and the intonation
of the “hmm” marks the telling as news, and perhaps mildly surprising. However, the mentee
withdraws from the floor resulting in a 0.6 second silence in line 10. By not doing more, her
treatment of the telling remains fairly ambiguous. It may treat the exemplification as tellable, or it
may treat the telling as not yet complete. During the silence in line 10, the mentor’s embodied
behaviour mirrors the surprise, albeit more vehemently. This shows an interesting affordance of
direct reported speech; the mentor (L) can act surprised to his own telling by first impersonating the
employees offer, and then impersonating his response.
Through their embodied behaviour they thus co-create the initiative taken by the employee as
surprising and perhaps impressive. In line 11, the mentor (L) produces the assessment “super”, with
an emphasis on the first syllable. An assessment is a common response both to stories, as seen twice
in the excerpts above, and to tellings in general (Schegloff, 2007); however, it is an action that
normatively should be performed by the recipient. Indeed, Holt (2000) showed that tellers using
direct reported speech regularly avoid doing assessments leaving it to the recipient. On the other
hand, it is interesting to note the subtle yet important ambiguity in the mentor’s assessment “Super”
which results from the previous stretch of direct reported speech. It can be heard both as being made
“in character”; that is, how he responded at the time, or as a being made from the current situation.
Each of these project different courses of action. If the mentor (L) remains in character, the
assessment may be integrated into the story-in-progress. If it is made from the current situation he
treats the exemplification via storytelling as complete. Thereby the mentor (L), so to speak, holds
his options open for how he is going to respond to the mentee’s response.
The mentor’s high-grade verbal assessment of his own telling combined with the emphatic
embodied behaviour displayed in line 10 stands in somewhat sharp contrast to the mentee’s (T) less
than enthusiastic receipt. Interestingly, one of the functions of direct reported speech is that it
enables the recipient to make an individual assessment of it (Holt, 2000), presumably by giving the
recipient epistemic access (Stivers et al., 2011a). Assessments of a mutually available object, such
as a stretch of direct reported speech, make relevant a second assessment or at least a marker of
agreement or disagreement (Pomerantz, 1984). However, after a slight delay the mentee simply
responds with a “Mm” and a barely noticeable, single downward nod in line 13. This minimal
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agreement maintains the less than enthusiastic receipt of the telling. Despite being given the chance
to do more during the silence in line 14, the mentee does not take the opportunity.
T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer – Story-in-progress and potential punchline

15.

L: ±Og

d- De:r’

: And d- There are

vi i

en periode ±hvor

we in a

period

der

har været

where there has been

: And d- Then we were in a period where there has been
T: -------------------------------------------------------
L: ±Short hand gesture----------------±Stops gesturing----
Fig 10
16.

: ±super meget
: super much

±knald på,
bang

on,

: a lot of work,
T: ----------------------------------------------
L: ±Right hand gesture gaze at T±Stops gesturing-
:

fig 11
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17.

: vi havde leveret
: we had

±nogen gode

delivered some

±projekter;

good projects;

: we had delivered some good projects
T: --------------------------------------------------------------------
L: Repeats right hand gesture gaze away from T±Stops gesture ±gaze at T
18.

: ≠hvor
:

±jeg så (.) ±≠sagde,

where

I

then

≠±

said,

: where I then said,
T: ≠Marked nod-------≠small nod

≠

L: -------±Gaze away--±forward gesture with right hand±
19.

: ±(0.3)
T: Still gaze at L-
L: Shifts gaze to T

20.

L: ±De:t’

fint,

±

: That’s fine,
: That’s fine
T: ----------------------------------------------
L: ±Shifts gaze to T repeats forward hand gesture±
Fig 12
21.

: ±(0.3)
T: -----------------
L: ±Gaze away from T

22.

L: ø::hm (0.2) ±Så
: u::hm

køb lige nogen ekstra:-

Then buy prt

some

±

extra:-

: Uhm then buy some extra
T: ------------------------------------------------------
L: ------------±Gaze at T repeated forward hand movements±
Fig 13
23.

: ±nogen ekstra specialøl
: some

extra

craft beers

±ti:l til fredagsbaren,
fo:r for the Friday bar,

: some extra craft beers for for the Friday bar
T: ---------------------------------------------------------->
L: ±Repeats hand gesture----±Stops gesturing gaze still at T
24.

: ±.h ≠fordi
:

.h

så

pepper ±vi lige den

because then pep

op ≠ogs’.

we just that up also.

: because then we will just pep that up as well
T: ----≠Small nods---------------------------≠Stops nods
L: ±Single one hand gesture±Still gaze at T-------------
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fig 14

In response to the “Mm” and 0.5 second silence, the mentor (L) takes the floor in line 15. He marks
the upcoming turn as a continuation of the prior telling with a turn-initial “and”, thus projecting that
his telling is still in progress. He follows up with an account of the situation at the time from line
15-17, explaining that it had been a busy and successful period. The mentee (T) responds by
nodding in line 18, thus affiliating with the account (Stivers, 2008). Meanwhile, the mentor (L)
continues his telling by projecting more reported speech, followed by three turns of direct reported
speech with which he enacts his response to the employee’s hotdog initiative. The direct reported
speech details how the mentor awarded the initiative by paying for some craft beers for the sake of
pepping up the Friday bar. The three turns are hearable as reported speech and, specifically, as a
response to the hotdog initiative due to the shift in tense (past to present), the hard onset of the
“That” in his first assessment, and the imperative form used for “buy” in line 22. As before, the use
of direct reported speech could indicate that this is a potential punchline. The mentor’s (L) gaze
being locked on the mentee (T) from line 20, and the fact that he stops gesturing when nearing the
TRP of line 22, also support this. The turn also has a final intonation indicating that the telling is
potentially complete.
In this sequence, the mentor (L) builds on to his initial telling by enacting his response to the hotdog
initiative. In doing so, he turns the telling into something that is more recognisable as a story since it
now has two consecutive and related actions: the employee doing the hotdog invitation and the
mentor offering to throw in some craft beer to spice up the Friday bar.
From an employer branding perspective this story can be heard as saying something about the
company and the mentor as well. The company is portrayed as an informal place where employees
take initiatives that foster a good work atmosphere. One could also argue that the story tells us that
the mentor is the type of leader who applauds social initiatives. However from a co-creation
perspective, these interpretations are less important than the interpretation displayed by the mentee,
the other co-creator of the story. Let us see how the mentee responds to this potential punchline.
T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer – Treatment of potential puchline
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25.

: (0.3)
T: Still gaze at L-
L: ----------------

26.

T: Mm
: Mm
: Mm
T: --
L: --

27.

: ±(0.8)
T: -----------------------
L: ±Head and hand gesture
Fig 15

28.

L: Super lille ting,
: Super small thing,
: Super small thing
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T: ----------------
L: ----------------
29.

: ≠±(0.8)
T: ≠Nods-----------------------
L: ±No gestures stil gaze at T-
Fig 16

30.

L: ≠±Men så (0.4) var der
: But then

lige pludselig

was there all of a sudden a

en fredag derFriday which-

: But then there was all of a sudden a Friday which
T: ≠Stops nodding still gaze at L-----------------------
L: ±Hand gestures still gaze at T-----------------------
Fig 17
31.

: ±(0.4)

±

T: --------------------------------
L: ±Stops gesturing still gaze at T±
32.

L: <±der

var superfe:d ik’?

: <which was super cool right?
: which was super cool.
T: ------------------------------
L: ±Hand gestures still gaze at T
Fig 18
33.

T: ±Jaer
: Yes
: Yes
T: --
L: ±Does so-so movement 43-

34.

: (1.5)
T: ---------------------
L: ---------------------
Fig 19

The mentee’s (T) response in line 26 is slightly delayed and constitutes a minimal information
receipt token acting as a continuer, which is evident as she does not take the floor to do more despite
being given plenty of time during the 0.8 second silence in line 27. The mentee (T) therefore does
not treat the punchline as a punchline.

43

What I have referred to as a so-so movement is a repeated backward forward movement with palms facing up, slightly
shrugged shoulders. The movement alternates right and left arm. The mentor also lifts the right corner of his mouth.
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The mentor takes the floor and produces an assessment of his own beer offering in line 28. Again,
the assessment makes relevant a second assessment form the mentee (Pomerantz, 1984), and it
would be an ideal slot for engaging in a punchline treatment. The mentee (T), however, does not
take the floor and only responds with an affiliating nod (Stivers, 2008) during the silence in line 29.
The silence is followed by the mentor (L) taking the floor in line 30 with something that is hearable
either as a formulation of the upshot of the story or a conclusion that marks a new potential
punchline. The ambiguity lies in the Danish particle “så”, which can mark a formulation or indicate
a sequential relationship between two items. I have translated it as the latter in the transcription. The
new potential punchline in initiated in line 30 is cut off by the mentor (L) himself at the end of line
30. At this point, his turn is hearable as an assessment-in-progress, and the mentee has the
opportunity to produce a candidate completion during the silence in line 31. However, she does not
do so, and instead the mentor completes the assessment of the Friday bar himself with the highgrade assessment “super cool” in line 32. Interestingly, he adds the tag question “right” to the
assessment. This addition is quite interesting because tag questions are response-mobilising and
affiliation-seeking (Heritage & Raymond, 2005). Given the apparent lack of affiliative uptake so far
from the mentee (T), the mentor (L) makes it quite easy for the mentee to do an affiliation display in
response the assessment because a simple “yes” would be sufficient. The mentee (T) minimally
affiliates with a “yes” in line 33, and thus they co-create the modality of the story as “super cool”,
primarily as a result of the interactional effort put in by the mentor.
Having agreed upon the modilty, they can now initiate a discussion of the broader relevance of the
story or the morale (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005). However, the mentee (T) does not take the floor
despite being given a very large slot to do so during the 1.5 second silence in line 34. The mentor’s
embodied behaviour in lines 33-34 is somewhat ambiguous. I have labelled it “so-so” because it
seems to project some sort of doubt about the broader relevance and significance of the story. In the
wake of this significant silence, someone has to do something to prevent the situation from being
awkward.
T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer – Post punchline question
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35.

L: ±◦Men det ska’ ud
: ◦But it

til medarbejderne 44.◦

must out to

the employees.◦

: But it must the employees who’re in charge.
T: ------------------------------------------
L: ±Two hand pushing movement----------------
Fig 20
36.

T: Jaer
: Yes
: Yes
T: ---
L: ---

37.

: ±(1.0)
T: -------------------------------------------
L: ±Places hands on arm rest still gaze at T--->

38.

T: ≠>Men<=var det
:

så

en

i

personaleforeningen

>But<=was that then one in the staff association

: But was that then someone in the staff association
T: ≠Leans back still gaze at L----------------------
L: -------------------------------------------------
39.

: eller var det ≠bare en?≠

44

This point refers back to a question about who is responsible for extra work activities among the employees asked by
the mentee 1½ minutes prior
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: or

was it

just one?

: or was it just someone
T: -------------≠Shrugs raises eye brows≠
L: -------------------------------------
Fig 21
40.

L: Det var bare en.
: It

was just one.

: It was just someone
T: Still gaze at L----
L: -------------------
Fig 22
41.

T: ◦Okay◦
: ◦Okay◦

: Okay
T: ----
L: ----
42.

: ±(0.7)

±(1.4)

±(0.3)

±

±

T: ------------------------------------------------------------------
L: ±Small nods±Gaze at T arms on arm rest±Lifts hands and lowers them±
Fig 23

In line 35, the mentor (L) repeats a point he made prior to the telling namely that social initiative
must come from the employees. The statement is a word-by-word repetition and thus recognisable
as a return to the point that initiated the telling some 2 minutes earlier. In doing so, the mentor (L) in
effect tries another punchline. The mentee (T) responds with the information receipt token “Yes” in
line 36, which does an understanding claim. The mentor (L) allows the mentee (T) a full second in
line 37 to take the floor and do more. Apart from being silent he also puts his hands back on the
armrests and his gaze remains fixed on the mentee. Thus, both his lack of verbal action, and his
embodied behaviour indicate that the floor is vacant and that he is unlikely to take it. The mentee
(T) eventually takes the floor in line 38. She initiates her turn with a disjunctional “But”, followed
by a closed question specifying two possible answers; was it someone from the staff association or
just someone? Interestingly, posing a question pertaining to the story excuses her otherwise
accountably lacking treatment of the morale of the story. Clearly, she could not engage in a
discussion if she did not understand the story entirely. Also, she treats the story as somewhat
difficult to believe, which, in some way, emphasises the uniqueness of the story by treating the
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presented event as something in need of explication. The mentor and mentee therefore to some
extent accountably orient to the uniqueness of the story.
Interestingly, the mentee (T) does a shrug and raises her eyebrows when offering the option “just
someone”, as if to underline the randomness and thus unbelievability of that particular option. In
line 58, the mentor (L) answers that it was “just someone”. The answer is type conforming and
produced with a preferred turn shape and therefore treats the response as something fairly ordinary.
He thereby counters the “disbelief” indicated by the mentee with by treating it as ordinary through
the format of his response. The mentee (T) responds with the sequence closing third “okay”
(Schegloff 2007) in line 41. Thereby she treats her question as simply seeking the information that
has now been delivered and received. In terms of discussing the morale of the story however, she is
now again accountable for engaging in that discussion. The evidence for this can be found in the
remarkably long silence in line 42 during which the mentor (L) first nods and then simply gazes at
the mentee (T), keeping his hands on the armrest. After a 2.1 second silence, which is a very
significant gap (Jefferson 1989), he does a short hand gesture that is interpretable as treating the fact
that some random employee arranging a hotdog lunch is nothing out of the ordinary at this
workplace. From an employer branding point of view this makes sense. Portraying something
extraordinary such as a spontaneous hotdog and craft beer event as “ordinary around here”
naturalises as part of the culture.
In this short post-punchline sequence the participants end up co-creating hotdog days at work
arranged by the emloyees as something that just happens. The co-creation process only takes three
turns at talk: the mentee’s question, the mentor’s answer, and the mentee’s sequence closing third.
However, the mentee (T) has only claimed understanding with her “okay” in line 41 and not offered
an exhibition of her understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252), and it appears that the mentor (L) sees
this as insufficient.
T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer – Another post-punchline question
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43.

L: ±>’Amen-< Jamen det han- Nu
:

>But-<

But

it

he-

har han ±meldt sig til

Now has he

joined

: But But it he- Now he has joined
T: ------------------------------------------------------------
L: ±Raises left and forward movements---±Hand back on arm rest-
Fig 24
44.

L: personaleforeningen

ogs’,

: the staff association also.
: The staff association as well.
T: ----------------------------
L: Still gaze at T-------------
45.

L: men men han [±han gør

det af sig selv.

: but but he

[he

does it

by himself.

: but but he

[he does it by himself

T: ----------
L: ----------
46.

T:
:

[±Ja:er
[Ye:s
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±

:

[Yes

T:

---------------------------

L:

±Both hands forward palms up±
Fig 25

47.

: Okay.
: Okay.
: Okay
T: ---------------------------------
L: Hands back on arm rest gaze at T-

48.

: ≠(0.8)

≠

T: ≠Moves hand across body≠

L: -----------------------
49.

L: ±◦Og=de:t’=ø:h◦

(.)

±

: ◦And=That’s=us◦
: And that’s uh
T: ---------------------------
L: ±Quick hands lift to palms up and down again±
50.

L: ±Det’

jo

super super fedt.±

: That’s prt super super cool.
: That’s super super cool.
T: ---------------------------
L: ±Raises hands palms in------±
Fig 26
51.

T: Så

står

han og

: Then stands he

laver hotdogs inden

and makes hotdogs before

: Then he makes hotdogs
T: ---------------------------------------
L: Hands on arm rest still gaze at L------
52.

T: folk

kommer ti:l frokost?

: people come

fo:r lunch?

: people come for lunch?
T: ---------------------------------------
L: ---------------------------------------
53.

L: ±Ja:ja;

±

: Yes yes;
: Yes yes
T: -------------------------------------------------
L: ±Quick one hand lift inward rotation and back down±
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54.

: ≠(0.4)
T: ≠Raises eye brows lowers corners of mouth looks away-
L: Hand on arm rest still gaze at T---------------------

55.

L: ±Og
:

lige pludselig så

And suddenly

står

≠der

jo

then stands there prt

±lynhurtigt
lightning fast

: And suddenly there are quickly
T: -------------------------------≠Gaze at L smiling------------
L: ±Two arms forward gesture-----------------±Hands on arm rest-
Fig 27
56.

L: ≠±fem

mand der kommer

: five man

who come

±derne:d

down there ten minutes

ti

minutter før

before

: five people who get down there ten minutes before
T: ≠Stops smiling stil gaze at L------------------------------------
L: ±Lifts left hand and moves it inwards±Hands on arm rest----------
57.

L: deres frokost ±lige og
: their lunch

hjælper til ik’?

prt and help

out right?

: their lunch to help out right?
T: ---------------------------------------
L: --------------±Forward arm gesture-----
58.

T: [Ja
: [Yes
: [Yes

59.

L: [Bum (.) ±Så
: [Boom

er der

anrettet hotdogs.

Then is there served

hotdogs.

: [Boom then there is served hotdogs
T: --------------------------------------------
L: ---------±Hands on arm rest still gaze at T-
60.

T: Jaer
: Yes
: Yes
T: ---
L: ---

61.

: ±(0.7)

±

T: ---------------------
L: ±Shrugs turn palms up shakes head±
62.

L: ±Fantastisk.
: Fantastic.
: Fantastic
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T: --------------------------
L: ±Light continued head shake±
63.

: (0.3)
T: ----------------
L: Still gaze at T-

64.

T: ≠Ja

≠

: Yes
: Yes
T: ≠Tiny single downward nod≠
L: -------------------------
65.

L: Iggå’?
: Right?
: Right
T: ---------------------
L: ±Single shoulder shrug±
Fig 28

66.

: (0.3)
T: ----------------
L: Still gaze at T-

67.

T: Jo
: Yes
: Yes
T: ---
L: ---

68.

: (0.7)
T: ---
L: ---

Following the gap in line 42, the mentor (L) takes the floor in lines 43-44 with a post expansion on
his answer from line 40. The expansion at first (lines 43-44) mitigates the answer slightly by stating
that the hotdog-making employee has since then joined the staff association but then is countered by
the information that he does it by himself (i.e. of his own accord, line 45), and thus presumably not
just in the function of a staff association member. By accounting for the employee’s actions as
driven by him as a person rather than his formal membership of the staff association, the mentor
hearably makes it a story about how someone takes social initiative rather than a story about how
the staff association functions. The mentee (T) responds in overlap with a “Yes” in line 46, and once
in the clear she produces the information receipt token “Okay” in line 47. Meanwhile, the mentor
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(L) has returned his hands to the armrests while maintaining his gaze. Thus, his embodied behaviour
leaves the floor to the mentee once more. Yet, the mente’s okay in line 47 has a final intonation and
does not project that the mentee will do more, and this is confirmed in line 48 which is a 0.8 second
gap only filled by the mentee moving her hand. The mentor (L) ends the gap by taking the floor
with the high-grade assessment “super super cool” in line 49-50.
This assessment is interesting for at least three reasons. First, while pertaining to the same object as
his prior assessments – that is, the hotdog initiative – it is an even further upgrade of prior ones
(“super” in line 11, and “super cool” in line 32). The continued upgrading of the assessment now
indicates that the mentor (L) is hearably fishing for an affiliative second assessment that goes
beyond an agreement token. Second, in light of the question-answer sequence from line 38-41, the
mentee now has improved access to the object under assessment. This makes a second assessment
the relevant next (Pomerantz 1984). Third, the assessment includes the epistemic particle “jo”,
which seeks affiliation in situations where affiliation is accountably lacking (Asmuss, 2011;
Heinemann et al., 2011). The mentee (T) however, responds with a candidate understanding in lines
51-52. As was the case with the question posed in lines 38-39, the candidate understanding excuses
her lack of a second assessment with reference to an uncertainty of understanding. In addition, it
treats the story as somewhat unbelievable, which, as pointed out before, in effect underlines the
uniqueness and tellability of the story.
The disbelief surfaces because the candidate understanding is hearable as a “disaffiliative candidate
understanding” (Antaki, 2012a). These are recognisably disaffiliative because they are accountably
redundant and uncalled for; that is, they do not seek new information and they do not address any
apparent problem. By now, it should be readily apparent that the employee in question made
hotdogs for lunch as it was quite explicitly the point of the story. Even if the response is
disaffiliative, this can be seen as a ‘positive’ response because the disbelief treats the story as
extraordinary. The mentor (L) responds with a “Yes yes” in line 53 and thus treats the candidate
understanding as disaffiliative by treating it as already shared knowledge (Heinemann, 2009). By
treating the candidate understanding as obviously true, the mentor (L) also explicates his stance
towards hotdog making in this particular workplace as completely natural. From an employer
branding point of view he again alludes to how embedded into the culture this sort of initiative is.
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The mentee (T) responds with an embodied response during the silence in line 54. She raises her
eyebrows, pulls down the corners of her mouth and looks away. Thereby she treats the story as
remarkable and possibly impressive rather than unbelievable. In doing so, the mentee once again
accounts for her lack of second assessment as being grounded in her not truly believing or grasping
the point of the story because it is quite extraordinary. The mentor (L) expands with an account
from line 55-59 which describes how five other employees turned up five minutes before lunch to
help with the hotdog preparation.
The account is designed to support the informal spontaneity implied in the story. First, rather than
being planned, the five other employees appeared “suddenly” and “lightning fast”. It follows that if
someone needs help with a social event, other employees will spontaneously come and assist
without being asked to. Second, the Danish particle “lige” in line 57 frames the helping out as not a
big deal. Finally, the mentor (L) highlights that they showed up before lunchtime, which necessarily
means that they made hotdogs during working hours.
The account thus implicitly moves towards the co-creation of the morale of the story by positing
that it is about a supportive work environment where people spontaneously engage in social
initiative without being ordered to and that management approves of this by not punishing the act of
spending five minutes of work time on making hotdogs. Towards the TRP of the account in line 59,
the mentor (L) again places his hands on the armrests, signalling that a change in speakership is
projectably upcoming. The mentee (T) responds with a minimal information receipt token in line 60
but does not make a bid for speakership despite being given a significant slot for doing so in line 61.
The mentor (L) takes the floor with yet another high-grade assessment “fantastic” in line 62. In
addition to implicitly making the mentee’s lack of an assessment accountable by doing it himself,
the mentor also makes a second assessment relevant once more. However, the mentee (T) responds
with the slightly delayed minimal agreement token “yes” in line 64. In line 65, the mentor (L) adds a
tag question, which is response-mobilising and affiliation-seeking (Heritage & Raymond, 2005).
The function of the affiliation-seeking tag question is similar to the one produced by the mentor (L)
in line 32. Giving the lack of affiliative uptake and the minimal responses giving by the mentee, the
mentor alters his action so that a minimal response is hearable as affiliative. This shows his strong
orientation to meaning co-creation and achieving intersubjectivity.
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The mentee (T) responds with “yes” in line 67, claiming to affiliate with and understand the morale
of the story as explicated in the mentor’s account. This is followed by a 0.7 second gap during
which neither of them does anything.
In summary, by means of an intense effort on the part of the mentor, they have now co-created the
modality of the story as remarkable and extraordinary, and the morale as pertaining to the fantastic,
informal work environment at the company, which is something that is generally applauded by the
members of the organisation.
T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer – The mentee enters the morale discussion (finally!)

69.

T: ≠Men det

ska’ du

ogs’-

: But that must you also: But that must you also
T: ≠Left hand gesturing---
L: -----------------------
70.

T: Fordi

der

vil

je:g (.) ’hvert fald: so:m ny 45

: Because there would I:

in any case

a:s

new

: Because there would I in any case as a newly employed
T: --------------------------------------------------
L: --------------------------------------------------

45

In Danish this adjective can function as a noun meaning “newly employed”, hence the translation in the third line
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Fig 29
71.

T: så

tror

jeg jeg ville tænk

: then think I

I

lidt;

would think a little;

: then I think I would think a little
T: ---------------------------------------
L: ---------------------------------------
72.

T: ≠.h Å::h er det okay jeg bruger min: (.)
: .h A::h is it

okay I

spend

my:

: Ah it is okay I spend my
T: ≠Gaze up raised eye brows stops gesturing
L: -----------------------------------------
Fig 30
73.

T: ≠arbejdstid ±på det.=
: work time

on it.=

: work time on that.
T: ≠Gaze at L---------------------
L: ------------±Quick marked nods-
74.

L: =Mm,
: =Mm,
: Mm,
T: --
L: --

75.

L: ±.mt Det kræver
: .mt It

man har

requires you have a

en kultur

hvor

culture where [you articulate,

: It requires that you have a culture where
76.

[man italesætter,

[you articulate

T:

[Ja

:

[Yes

:

[Yes

T: --------------------------------------------------------
L: ±Stops nodding forward arm gesture----------------------
Fig 31
77.

L: Det’

helt

okay.

: That’s completely okay.
: That’s completely okay
T: ---------------------
L: ---------------------
78.

T: Jaer
: Yes
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: Yes
T: ------------------------------
L: Hands on arm rest no gesturing
79.

: ±(1.0)
T: -------------------------------------
L: ±Places on arm rest still gaze at T--->

The mentee (T) takes the floor in line 69 with a turn that seems to take a point of departure in the
mentor’s epistemic and deontic territory as she initiates with “But that you must also“. However,
she abandons the turn and self-repairs with an account that is distinctively not within the mentor’s
epistemic and deontic territory but within her own as marked by “I would… as newly employed”.
She continues with an epistemic downgrade in the form of “I think I would think” followed by a
stretch of direct reported thinking. The reported thinking presents a hypothetical trouble she thinks
she would experience as a newly employed person with regards to whether or not making hotdogs
for five minutes during work hours would be sanctionable. As the gist of the mentee’s reported
thinking is projectable in line 73, the mentor (L) begins to nod markedly, thus affiliating with the
mentee’s hypothetical trouble. He then latches on to the mentee with an agreement marker in line 74
and holds the floor with an affiliating response that accounts for the trouble in question by
emphasising that such arrangements require a culture that recognises and applauds such initiatives.
The mentor (L) mirrors the reported thinking of the mentee by deploying reported speech in line 77
when addressing the mentee’s dilemma. The mentee responds with a “yes” in line 79 and thus they
co-create the culture of the organisation as one that applauds social initiative even if it means
spending five minutes of work time.
This story sequence offers some interesting insights into the role of stories in the co-creation of
unique employer value propositions. First, the mentor (L) did a remarkable amount of work to fulfil
the affiliation-seeking potential of his story. When met with minimal responses he consistently
modified his turns to make the minimal responses affiliative. In addition, the mentor (L) generally
used silences in the wake of affiliation-seeking turns at talk in an attempt pass the floor to the
mentee and in doing so seek affiliation. These silences were consistently amplified by the mentor’s
embodied behaviour. While talking, he used a lot gestures but when nearing a projectable TRP of
affiliation-seeking turns, he would consistently place his hands on the armrests and thus do an
embodied silence. Meanwhile, his gaze constantly remained fixed at the mentee which is
recognisably response mobilising (Stivers & Rossano, 2010). His orientation to the affiliation204

building potential of the story is therefore quite evident. The mentee (T) also oriented to the the
normative pressure by excusing her lack of affiliative displays by asking a question when put in a
sequential position that made an affiliation display relevant.
The story is co-created as a story about the unique culture in the company through an interesting
dynamic. The hotdog event accounted for in the story is arguably somewhat extraordinary from the
onset. The dynamic unfolds in how the mentor and the mentee accountably relate to it. The mentor
consistently treats the story as super cool and fantastic. Yet, at the same time, he does not treat the
event as something extraordinary, but rather as just another cool event arranged by an employee on
his own initiative. This position to the accounted-for event frames the type of thing they do
regularly at the company. The mentee (T), on the other hand, responds with disbelief and scepticism
throughout the sequence, and it only partially resolved towards the end. Contrary to the mentor, she
thus treats the event as extraordinary which is the treatment sought by the mentor. The tension
between the mentor’s normalising treatment of the hotdog event and the mentee’s sceptic treatment
of it contributes to the duration of the sequence and the amount of work needed to co-create the
meaning of the story.
5.3.3.3 A tale of mines and wind turbines
The next and final excerpt in this chapter is a so-called deviant case that I have included in order to
show how a potential uniqueness story never really manifests as such. As we shall see, it has all the
right ingredients, yet the mentor and mentee do not co-create the story as unique.
B: Mentor, sitting on the right is the marketing manager in an off-shore engineering company,
embodied behaviour demarcated with ±
T: Mentee, sitting on the left is a 5th semester Ba-student studying marketing, embodied behaviour
demarcated with ≠
S_D Mines and wind turbines: Setting the scene
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1 46.

B: Havvindmølleparker,
: Offshore wind farms,
: Offshore wind farms,
B: >>Points to brochure on table gaze at brochure-
T: >>Gaze at brochure-----------------------------
Fig 1

2.

B: de:t’

lidt

det samme;

: that’s a little the same;
: that’s almost the same;
B: ------------------------
T: ------------------------
3. B: Du

har brug for og vide ø:h hvordan ser

: You need

to know u:h how

havbunden

ud

looks the seabed out

: You need to know what the seabed looks like
B: --------------------------------------------------------
T: --------------------------------------------------------
4. B: inden

du

±placerer så’n en fætter,

: before you place

such a

cousin,

: before you place such a chap 47
B: -----------±Shift gaze to T-------

46

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 8 in the expanded transcript in appendix 2.3
The term ”fætter” literally means ”cousin” but it can be used as a diminutive reference to something that is clearly not
diminutive, as it is the case here with an offshore wind turbine
47
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T: ----------------------------------
Fig 2
5. B: ≠(0.4)
B: ----------------------------------
T: ≠Marked nod followed by small nod-
6. B: ±Ø:h ≠i:- Her

i:

øh- I

det <nordlige> (.) ≠er de:t ±for eksempel

: U:h i:- Here i:n uh- In the >northern>

is i:t

for example

: Uh i- Here in uh- In northern Europe it is for example
B: ±Gaze at brochure-------------------------------------±Gaze at T
T: ----≠Stops nodding still gaze at brochure-----≠Gaze at B--------
Fig 3
7. B: især

≠tilba’værende miner≠ fra: (.) ≠anden

: especially remaining
: especially r

mines fro:m

verdenskrig,

second world war

emaining mines from the second world war

B: ------------------------------------------------------------
T: -----------≠Gaze at brochure---≠Marked nod≠Gaze at B--------
Fig 4
8. T: ≠Ja=

≠

: Yes=
: Yes
B: -------------------
T: ≠Single downward nod≠

In line 1, the mentor (B) introduces a new topic accountably prompted by the brochure on the table
via the mentor’s pointing. The new topic “Offshore wind farms” is presented as a stand-alone noun
phrase with a slightly rising intonation. The topic initiation is hearable as a ‘next on the list’; the
‘list’ being the brochure that describes the different sectors in which the company’s products are
used. Indeed, the first seven lines of the full excerpt (see Appendix 2.3) closes the prior topic, which
was also prompted by the brochure, and the remainder of the conversation follows the progressivity
outlined by the brochure as the mentor introduces the markets they operate in and how their
products serve these markets. From line 2 to 4, the mentor (B) accounts for how their subsea
technology fulfils a need in the industry by allowing their customers to scan the seabed. The mentee
(T) responds with a nod during the silence in line 5, after which the mentor expands on the prior
account with another one specifying that in Northern Europe, one particular issue is mines from the
Second World War. The account is produced as an exemplification, and the mentor (B) shifts her
gaze from the brochure to the mentee (T) when she utters “for example” in line 6. She also
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phonetically emphasises the word “mines” in line 7 and her slightly rising turn-final intonation can
be heard as response-seeking. Through the shift in gaze and intonation, the mentor marks the mines
as remarkable and seeks alignment from the mentee. Arguably, any talk about mines in Northern
Europe could be considered remarkable, but the mentor’s account emphasises it further.
Immediately after the mentor utters the word “mines”, the mentee (T) responds with a marked nod
and shifts her gaze to the mentor, and once in the clear, the mentee responds with a “Yes”. The
mentee’s response is thus interpretable as aligning with the continuing intonation of the mentor’s
line 7. Interestingly, the mentee (T) does not indicate surprise, but the nod could be seen as a news
receipt responding to the mines, and the “Yes” as an information receipt in response to the Second
World War addition. From the mentee’s response, it is somewhat difficult to tell whether the notion
of mines on the northern European seabed is treated as something new and worth expanding on.
B_T Mines and wind turbines – Story

9. B: ≠±=Ø::hm_
:

=U::hm_

: U::hm_
B: ±Gaze at brochure-
T: ≠Gaze at brochure-
(fig 5)
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10.

: (0.7)
B: ---
T: ---

11. B: Der

havde vi en kunde

: There had

we a

>≠på et

tidspunkt<

customer at one point

: We had a customer at one point
B: ---------------------------------------------
T: ----------------------------≠Gaze at B-------
12. B: ≠der ik’ ha:vde ±fundet en mine,
: who not ha:d

found

a mine,

: who had not found a mine,
B: ---------------±Gaze at T--------------------------
T: ≠Adjust her seat and folds hands in front of mouth-
(fig 6)
13. B: o:g øh det

betød- Det

var rigtig rigtig dyrt

for dem,

: a:nd uh that meant- that was really really expensive for them,
: And uh that meant- that was really really expensive for them
B: ------------------------------------------------------------
T: ------------------------------------------------------------
14. B: fordi

de

var

klar

til og

: because they were ready to
: because they were ready to
B: ------------------------------
T: ------------------------------
15. B: sæt ø≠[::h foundation 48

≠og

: set

u[::h foundation and

: set

u[h

16. T:

±det hele?=
it

all?=

foundation and everything

[Å::rhh

:

[O::h

:

[Oh

B: ---------±Gaze and point at brochure±Gaze at T-
T: -----≠Single upward nod≠Gaze at brochure-------
(fig 7)
17. B: =og

så

fandt man ud

: =and then found one out

≠af den lå
it

der,

laid there,

: and then one found out that it laid there
B: -----------------------------------------
48

Foundation is not ordinarilly used in Danish and thus it sounds like a professional term.
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T: ------------------------≠Two small nods---≠
18. B: og

så

sku

: and then should

≠den jo
it

±fjernes;

prt

be removed;

: and then it had to be removed;
B: -------------------------------±Gaze at brochure
T: Still gaze at brochure≠Gaze at B----------------
19. T: ≠[Jaer

≠]

:

[Yes

]

:

[Yes

]

B: -------------------------
T: ≠Marked single upward nod≠
20. B:

[og

så videre

] ≠og

så videre.=

:

[and so on

]

and so on

:

[And so on

]

and so on

B:

-----------------
≠Gaze at brochure

T:
21. T: =≠Jaja
: Yes yes
: Yes yes
B: ---------------------
T: ≠Places chin on hands
22.

: (0.7)
B: ±Moves hand on brochure
T: -----------------------
(fig 8)

In line 9, the mentor (B) latches on to the mentee’s information receipt and thereby confirms her
projected continuation. She does so with an overlap vulnerable conjunctional (Gail Jefferson, 1983)
which opens up the opportunity for the mentee to take the floor. The mentee (T) does not do so
however, and the mentor (B) takes the floor again in 11. The turn-initial preposition “Der 49”
potentially projects a story and the remainder of the line presents the patron and a non-specific
temporal indication. By now it is clearly projectable that a story is in progress. In line 12, the mentor
(B) continues by presenting the trouble experienced by the patron, namely that they had failed to
49
Using the preposition ”Der” in this way is grammatically incorrect yet fairly frequent means to initiate an
exemplification in Danish. It is also quite difficult to translate, but it roughly means “in that connection”. Arguably, a
turn-initial “Once” would do the same action, that is project a telling, but “once” makes a temporal reference, whereas
“der” is a spatial reference, which is what makes “der” grammatically incorrect. Interestingly, “der” is also redundant;
The mentor could have left it out and would not change anything.
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find a mine in the seabed. During lines 11 and 12, the mentee’s (T) embodied behaviour does being
a story recipient. She shifts her gaze to the mentor and then folds her hands in front of her mouth
whereby she orients to the mentor being the one talking as it makes it rather to talk herself. The
mentor (B) expands in line 13 with an announcement about the cost imparted on the customer as a
result of the unfound mine. If we look at the content in isolation, the announcement is hearable as
the end of the story which could then be summarised as “We once had a patron, who did not identify
a mine, and that cost them a lot of money”. However, the announcement is recognisably not
produced to be a punchline for at least two reasons. First, punchlines are very rarely produced with
restarts and self-repairs; in none of the stories in my collection is this the case. Second, the turn has
a slightly rising turn-final intonation indicating that the mentor is going to continue. Some evidence
for this not being a punchline can be found in the mentee’s lack of verbal or embodied response. As
projected by the turn-final intonation, the mentor (B) continues in line 14 with an account for the
reason behind the high cost as made projectable by the turn-initial “because”. The first part of the
account concerns the customer being ready to lay the foundation for the offshore wind farm, a
procedure that was presumably delayed due to the discovery of the mine. When uttering the word
foundation the mentor points to the brochure, which shows an illustration of a foundation that
renders the professional-sounding term understandable. The mentee (T) responds with the news
marker “årh” which roughly translates to the English news marker “oh” (Heritage, 1984a). As it is
produced with a marked upward nod, the overlapping turn produced by the mentee interpretable as
doing a realisation, which also does an understanding claim. The timing is interesting as well. She
overlaps following the verb “set” but before the direct object of the turn, which is “foundation”.
This is arguably the earliest point at which she can produce the realisation, and in doing so, she
makes the epistemic claim that she is capable of figuring out that the “setting” of something in the
presence of a mine is problematic. The news-receipt also marks the story as tellable. Her gaze then
shifts to the brochure depicting the foundation as the mentor continues her telling in line 24. The
brochure again plays an important role in this connection, as the mentee (T) could be responding to
what the brochure depicts.
The mentor (B) continues by accounting for the process the customer went through in two turns that
are produced as conjunct by the turn-initial “and” in lines 17 and 18. The turn-initial “and” plus the
phonetic production of these two turns give them a list-like character. Given the ordinary three-part
structure of listings, the mentor (B) could projectably produce a punchline in the next turn.
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It is also interesting that the mentor (B) uses the epistemic particle “jo” in line 18. In doing so, she
treats the removal of the mine as already shared knowledge, and thus recognises the mentee’s
realisation in line 16. This effectively indicates that the punchline cannot be about the removal of
the mine, since they have already co-created mines in the seabed of offshore wind farms as a
problem that must be dealt with.
In overlap with the mentee’s agreement marker in line 20, the mentor (B) hearably finishes her
account with a turn that can hardly be interpreted as a punchline. The turn “And so on and so on”
recognisably finishes the listing, but it constitutes a rather poor punchline. It is poor because it treats
the recipient as already knowledgeable by assuming that the rest of the process is known or at least
projectable and not in need of explication. The mentor (B), then, seems not to treat the story as a
story. The mentee (T) aligns as a knowing recipient in line 21 by responding with a “Yes yes”
(Heinemann, 2009). This is followed by a 0.7 second silence after which the mentor initiates a new
topic prompted by the brochure (see expanded transcript Appendix 2.3). The mentee (T) thereby
also does not treat the story as a story as she refrains from initiating a discussion of the modality and
morality (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005).
In conclusion, the story seems to be co-created as a story for quite some time, and it has all the right
ingredients to become a story, yet, the participants never really co-create a story. The first step
towards the failure to co-create a story can be seen in the mentee’s (T) realisation produced in line
16, which the mentor (B) treats as a sufficient demonstration of knowledge – first with the “jo” in
line 18 and then with the “and so on and so on” in line 20. By treating the mentee as knowledgeable,
the mentor effectively blocks the possibility of producing a proper punchline pertaining to the mine
removal. Interestingly, the mentor could have taken the story in a slightly different direction and
produced a punchline that, for instance, detailed exactly how much it cost the customer.
What is particularly interesting is that the story fails as a story, due to two seemingly minor actions;
the mentee’s premature realisation of the point in line 16 and the mentor’s appeal to shared
knowledge with her “jo” in line 18. Thereby they co-create the point of the story as shared
knowledge. The previous excerpts showed that uniqueness stories should be met with disbelief or
scepticism in order to work. However, shared knowledge and disbelief are obviously incompatible,
and therefore the tellability of the story has been compromised. Thus, even though this story, seen
from the outside, has all the right ingredients, it never really manifests as a uniqueness story.
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Arguably, the most important implication of this is that there is no negotiation of modality and
morality, and in addition there is no normative orientation to the mentee exhibiting an understanding
of the story. Rather, the understanding claim made by her realisation marker is treated as sufficient
for the mentor to propose the implication of the story as shared knowledge.
5.3.4 Recap and discussion of uniqueness stories
This chapter has offered insights into how mentors and mentees in pre-hire mentorships co-create
unique employer value propositions through a type of stories that I have labelled uniqueness stories.
Arguably the most important finding was that uniqueness stories ‘are’ not the outset uniqueness
stories; they are co-created by mentors and mentees as such through a range of verbal and embodied
practices.
Another finding pertains to what makes a uniqueness story a uniqueness story; that is, is it possible
to find some endogenous characteristics of what constitutes an EVP story? The content would seem
like an obvious place to start; indeed, in my classification of the stories as uniqueness stories, this
was a major criterion. I would argue that the stories were produced on occurrence as portaying some
unique feature of the company. However, this was not a guarantee for success. In the first excerpt,
the narrative content was minimal: Some years ago, the railway operator bought trains from a train
manufacturer, and then the punchline which accounted for the tellability and the
sustainability/business case value proposition. Yet, the mentor made use of recognisable story
features such as the three part structure, the building of suspense via silences and prolonged vowels,
and a clear punchline to present the story as a story. Thus, the gist of the story is an important
component. But is it sufficient?
In the last excerpt, the narrative basis for a story was much stronger, involving colossal offshore
wind turbines, millions of kroner investments, naval mines, and barely avoided disastrous
explosions. The story was initiated as a narrative but through a number of subtle interactional
moves, the story was never co-created as a uniqueness story. The second story as well seemed like a
good story, but it nevertheless took a lot of work from the mentor to get a sufficient response. The
tentative conclusion seems to be that the narrative as such matters less than how this potential is
realised through co-creative communicative actions.
What went wrong in the last excerpt was that the mentee produced a “realisation” during the telling
when the mentor was building up to the punchline. This effectively punctures the newness of the
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story before the punchline, whose job it is to reveal the tellability. Thus, rather than building
towards a punchline, the mentor acknowledges the mentee’s knowledge display and treats the
remainder of the could-have-been story as an informing including a number of appeals to shared
knowledge. This again emphasises the importance of the co-creative telling of the story, but this is
general characteristic of all storytelling in interaction, and not a finding particular to uniqueness
stories.
Looking at my subcollection of uniqueness stories, I was unable to identify an endogenously
grounded basis for categorising certain stories as uniqueness stories, apart from the content. I was
unable to identify any consistent patterns of meaning co-creation that made these stories stand out
from other stories, since they were co-created just like any other story of my collection. This shows
the difficulty in importing a priori defined “researchers’ phenomena”; there is no guarantee that
these phenomena are relevant for members’ practical purposes.
Broadening out the perspective, these findings offer important insights that challenge the
assumptions about employer value proposition shared in the classic employer branding literature.
According to Backhaus and Tikoo (2004, p. 502), employer branding begins with the firm
developing the value proposition “using information about the organization’s culture, management
style, qualities of current employees, current employment image, and impressions of product or
service quality”. Having done so, “the firm markets the value proposition to its targeted potential
employees” (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004, p. 502).
In line with the theory, the stories centred on culture, management style, image, and product and
service quality, and they were ‘marketed’ to potential future employees. Contrary to the theory, the
analysis quite clearly showed that what the value proposition eventually meant was not controlled
by the mentor, much less the company. Instead, it was negotiated. This was readily apparent in the
first excerpt, the negotiation of whether using recycled materials is a good business case or an
expression of sustainability or both. What was also noticeable was the fact the reaching
intersubjectivity did not mean that the intended meaning was duplicated inside the head of the
mentee. Rather, what they reached was intersubjectivity for all practical purposes. Thus, the
transmission model of communication supporting the classic employer branding paradigm is
insufficient for understanding how employer value propositions are co-created in face-to-face
employer brand encounters.
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This shows that story recipients are not passive receivers who absorb the meaning intended by the
teller. Something similar occurred in the second story. In response to the lack of an affiliation
display, the mentor did a series of assessments with increasing intensity, but the mentee never
produced one herself; she only aligned with the mentor’s assessments when it was strongly
mandated by the mentor’s tag questions. Thus, even if the mentor thinks the hotdog and craft beer
initiative was “super super cool” he cannot inject this meaning into the mentee’s head. The mentor
cannot decide what is relevant for the mentee at any given moment.
The analysis also has implications for the notion of organisational identity, which I highlighted in
section 5.3.1 as central to EVP (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Lievens & Slaughter, 2016; Martin et al.,
2011; Theurer et al., 2016). There is wide-spread agreement in the literature that organisational
identity pertains to the internal perception of the company, whereas outsiders’ perceptions are
labelled “employer image” (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016, p. 410). This distinction is brought into
question doubly by my analysis. First, the context of pre-hire mentorships blurs the inside-outside
boundaries somewhat. It is not always clear whether the mentee is internal or external to the
company. In many cases they are invited to partake in activities that would be considered internal.
For instance, in the mentorship between B and T, the mentee (T) is asked to come up with
suggestions for the company’s social media strategy. Second, distinction between organisational
identity as held by internal stakeholders, and image as the perception held by external members is
rooted in the percepto-cognitive assumption that these perceptions are bits of objectively available
data residing inside the heads of individuals. Thus, it is unable to account for the identity negotiation
process that happens between mentor and the mentee. From my intersubjective perspective, the
identities that emerge between people are the topic of interest.
A more suitable conceptualisation of identity for my intersubjective approach to employer brand
encounters has been offered by LeBaron and colleagues (LeBaron et al., 2009) who analyse how
identity work is particularly relevant during boundary moments. Pre-hire mentorships constitute
boundary moments because they mark potential “boundaries of careers” (LeBaron et al., 2009, p.
187) since the process may result on a hiring, much like the job interviews the authors analyse.
What is particularly useful about their study is that their definition breaks down the conceptual
internal-external barriers agreed upon in the employer branding literature. Rather, they draw on an
intersubjective notion of “identity work” to refer to any identity, individual or collective,
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accountably oriented to as relevant by participants. This conceptualisation enables me to account
for the process observed in my storytellings.
This finding has profound ramifications for the notion of employer brand management. In the
classic employer branding literature, it is taken for granted that employer brands are largely
controlled by employer brand managers and that achieving communicating the same value
proposition consistently is the key (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Christopher J. Collins & Stevens,
2002; M. R. Edwards, 2010; Knox & Freeman, 2006; Theurer et al., 2016). But, if the value
proposition is negotiated rather than controlled, does it make sense to talk about consistency? I will
return to this question in the discussion in chapter 6.
In summary, the conclusion is that the meaning of a uniqueness story is not in the story nor is it
managed by person telling the story. Rather, the meaning of the story is co-created between teller
and recipient. The role of stories in this respect is not to convey pre-formulated meanings to the
target audience (Aaker & Aaker, 2016). Instead, they offer a meaning-making potential and a
sequential environment which makes relevant a co-creation of meaning. In addition, I found no
consistent endogenous basis for categorising some stories “uniqueness stories” other than the
content.

5.4 Stories about the mentor
In this chapter, I will focus on stories pertaining to the mentor himself/herself. Indeed, stories are
seen as the most effective means to paint a picture of oneself as a leader in the practitioner literature
(Denning, 2005; J. Harris & Kim Barnes, 2006; Ready, 2002). Since the mentors in pre-hire
mentorships are usually the ones who would become the immediate supervisor of the mentee if
he/she is hired, it would make sense for mentors to use stories about themselves to indicate who
they are as managers.
The stories about the mentors themselves present an interesting case for employer branding, since
they are framed as concerning the mentor rather than the company. Yet, there is evidence supporting
the claim that company representatives such as the mentors in my data can have an effect on the
attractiveness of the company; that is employer brand equity. This effect, known as the recruiter
effect, predates the employer branding field by more than a decade (Rynes & Miller, 1983).
However, the ‘recruiter effect’ has since been accepted as an important explanatory variable in the
employer branding literature (Cable & Turban, 2001; Lievens & Slaughter, 2016).
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In line with the underlying assumptions supporting the current employer branding literature,
recruiter effects have typically been studied either as essential properties of the individual, or
objectively available cognitions about recruiters’ behaviour (Uggerslev, Fassina, & Kraichy, 2012).
From a co-creation perspective, these assumptions are untenable, since the co-creation approach
subscribes to a non-essentialist position regarding identity (Section 2.4). Therefore I will respecify
the notion of personal identity in the following section.
Then I will account for my selection of excerpts. Given the large number of stories about mentors, I
will divide the sub-collection of stories into three categories based on whether they pertain to the
mentor’s current job stories, prior job stories, and stories about the mentor’s private life. I will then
account for my selection of excerpts, before commencing the analysis. Finally, I will discuss my
findings both in terms of how mentors and mentees co-create these stories, and how my findings
may challenge and inform the existing employer branding literature.
5.4.1 Respecifying the recruiter effect: From essences to identity co-creation
Recruiter effect refers to the impact of recruiter characteristics on the potential applicants’ attraction
to the company and potentially his/her decision to pursue employment (Rynes and Miller 1983).
The notion of interviewer or recruiter effect 50 has a long history in the employer attractiveness
literature (M. M. Harris & Fink, 1987; Sara L. Rynes, Bretz, & Gerhart, 1991; Sara L. Rynes &
Miller, 1983; Turban & Dougherty, 1992), and has recently been incorporated into the employer
branding literature (Cable & Turban, 2001; Lievens & Slaughter, 2016; Mosley, 2007). The effect
has been shown in both quantitative (Chapman, Uggerslev, Carroll, Piasentin, & Jones, 2005;
Uggerslev et al., 2012) and qualitative studies (Sara L. Rynes et al., 1991). Furthermore, it has been
empirically demonstrated in that meeting people from the organisation, recruiters or otherwise, is
important for increasing applicant attraction (Allen, van Scotter, & Otondo, 2004; Boswell,
Roehling, LePine, & Moynihan, 2003). Indeed, this is also one of the reasons for adopting the prehire mentoring tactic (Spitzmüller et al., 2008).
Recruiter characteristics have typically been based on self-assessment (e.g. Treadway et al., 2012)
or applicants’ assessment (e.g. Carless & Imber, 2007) and they are generally considered essential

50

I will use the term ”recruiter effect” as this seems to be prevalent. I realize that the mentors in my data are more than
just recruiters, however since recruitment is one of the reasons for engaging in pre-hire mentoring, I believe the concept
can be apllied.
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qualities of the person or at least objectively collectable perceptions residing inside potential
applicants’ heads
These assumptions and methods are incongruent with the co-creation approach (Section 2.4), and
the previous section showed how organisational identity can be fruitfully conceptualised as an
intersubjective phenomenon realised through identity work (LeBaron et al., 2009). From a
conversation analytic point of view the notion of personality ‘characteristics’, is not a matter of
essential qualities nor a matter of cognitively embedded perceptions objectively available inside the
mind of potential applicants. Instead, it is a matter of participants’ local, situated accomplishments
(Antaki et al., 1996). My Garfinkel-inspired respecification conceives of recruiter characteristics as
intersubjectively co-created in interaction between the mentor and the mentee for all practical
purposes. The ‘effects’ of these characteristics are conceived as local and emerging as empirically
observable in the turn-taking machinery. The ‘effect’ of co-created characteristics can be evidenced
by the (dis)affiliation of the mentee’s response.
The non-essentialist view of identity has received much attention within the broad field of
management in particular in subfield of critical management studies (A. D. Brown & Coupland,
2015; Carroll & Nicholson, 2014; Clarke et al., 2009; Down & Reveley, 2009). However, despite a
number of recent studies on the internal practices of employer brand management (Auer, Edlinger,
& Mölk, 2014; Brannan et al., 2011, 2015; Edlinger, 2015; Mölk & Auer, 2017) and at least one
ethnographic study of recruitment (Russell & Brannan, 2016), the non-essentialist view of personal
identities has yet to make an impact on the employer branding literature.
A final aspect of the recruiter effect that needs to be considered before the analysis is the notion of
‘rapport’. In the traditional marketing literature, from which the original employer brand concept
also emerged, rapport has been defined as follows: (Coan, 1984) “Rapport is a characteristic of a
relationship if the parties engage in a high degree of attention, show a high degree of empathy and
share a set of common expectations.” Interestingly, this definition construes rapport in rather
intersubjective terms, as rapport is characteristic of the relationship. Nevertheless, from my
intersubjective co-creation perspective, I will respecify it as a process of doing being attentive,
doing empathy and negotiating common expectations. The main difference between my
respecification and the traditional definition of rapport is that my respecification is grounded in
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local, participants’ orientations as opposed to the general conceptualisation implied by the classic
definition.
5.4.2 Selection of excerpts
The subcollection of stories for this chapter is quite large. This arguably says something about the
nature of pre-hire mentoring as an employer branding tactic, as mentors consistently used
themselves and their experience as story topics. According to the practitioner-oriented mentoring
literature, this would also be expected since one of the presumed functions of mentors is ‘storyteller’
(Megginson & Clutterbuck, 2005; Poulsen, 2008). As can be seen in the table below, the stories
about mentors can be categorised according to the context created as a frame for the story. Based on
the topics of the mentor-centric stories and the meaning co-created in the post-punchline sequence, I
devised three categories: Mentor with current employer, mentor with other employer, and mentor
privately. Given the life-situation of many of the mentees, one topic that emerged consistently
concerned writing a thesis. I have categorised these as ‘mentor privately’, even if the thesis had
relevance for the work the mentor does with his/her current employer.

Story

Summary

B_T 2 It is a little fun with

The story is about the mentor’s doubts regarding a social

this one

media post that turned out to be very successful

I_E I did it yesterday for

The story is about how the mentor does presentations in the

example

context of team meetings

I_E I have done a therapist

The story is about how the mentor felt a need to improve the

education

way he communicated both professionally and privately and
therefore completed a psychotherapist education. The story is
thus both private and current employer focused, but they
meaning they co-create from the story pertains to professional
communication.

I_E 2 and as a I also wrote

The story is about the mentor’s current work with a client

earlier
K_N I hate it + vacuum

The story is about how much the mentor despises sales and

cleaner salesman

marketing
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K_N I have helped someone

The story is about how the mentor previously has helped a

who sells animal feed

student in a situation similar to the mente’se by teaching her
online marketing skills

L_E We have a different

The story is about how the mentor changed his approach when

approach to business sense

selling web sites to customers

T_L Stupid in meeting

The story is about the mentor sitting in on a meeting with a
group of engineers, and how he did not have a clue what they
were saying

T_L 2 I sat and updated

The story is about the number of tasks the mentor has to do at

this morning

the moment

T_L 2 My chair

The story is about how the mentor always plans to have
someone in the organisation who can take his job and how he
helps this person in doing so. The story is constructed as
pertaining to the mentor’s prior jobs and his current one.

T_L 4 3200 emails

The story is about the number of emails the number of emails
the mentor had to categorise properly because a recently laidoff employee had failed to use the IT-system correctly.

T_L 4 I said it to him at

The story is about how the mentor handled laying of a person

around 8 o’clock
T_L 5 Chair and salary

The story is about how the mentor handled a pay negotiation
situation

Table 5-4 Stories about the mentor with current employer

Story

Summary

B_T 2 Leaders

The story is about the mentor’s experience with leaders at her
prior employers

B_T 2 Internship with

The story is about how the mentor secured her internship

Synchrotec
B_T 2 Then I came to

The story is about the mentor’s move to and away from her

Mulon

second employer
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F_T Elevator Pitch

The point of the story is that what the mentor studied at
university and what worked with in his first job were quite
unrelated

T_L I said goodbye to my

The mentor fired his two best performing employees because

two best employees

they were unhappy and not fulfilling their potential

T_L 3 The bureau world

The mentor tells a story about her experience from her
internship in a marketing bureau 51

Table 5-5 Stories about mentor with previous employers

Story

Summary

B_T 2 When I wrote my

The story is about how the mentor navigated the politics of

bachelor

getting the right super for writing the BA thesis

B_T 2 I live in Revnstrup

The story is about where the mentor lives and where she grew

with my boyfriend

up, which happens to be in the same area as the mentee

F_T Sometimes I do the

The story is about how the mentor does a specific thought

drill

experiment

M_J I had a similar

The story is a second story about how the mentor

experience when I was a

unsuccessfully dealt with an unexpected phone call from a

student

potential employer

M_J I remember when I

A second story about how the mentor went about participating

was a student

in a job fair as a student

S_D Until 6 weeks ago

The story is about the mentor’s move away from the city
when he and his wife had their first child

S_D The short story about

The story is about the mentor’s life in general and his career

me

moves. It is mostly about himself

T_B I have tried

The story is about the troubles of getting a job when you have
an MA in philosophy

51

The mentor in T_L 3 is not the same (L) as in the other conversations. For this particular meeting L has arranged it so
that the mentee can have a session with the communications manager (C) at the company who has a degree very similar
to the mentee.
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T_B I just thought it was

The story is about the mentors thesis writing process

exciting
T_B My thesis

The story is about her thesis topic. The topic was on
immigration and seems quite relevant for her current job in a
government agency

T_L 3 I did summer school

The story is about the mentor’s experience with taking
summer school courses

T_L 3 I also had change

The story is about the mentors assignment in a change

management

management course

T_ L My favourite story

A story about how the mentor had branded himself a “the guy
who runs with his family” without actually knowing it

Table 5-6 Stories about the mentor privately

I have chosen to include two excerpts for my analysis below. I have chosen the stories in which the
orientation to employer branding is strongest; that is, where the co-created meaning has the clearest
relation to the attractiveness of the company or the mentor as a leader.
I have chosen not to include a story about the mentor’s private life. These stories were generally
rapport-building, and thus only of peripheral relevance to employer brand co-creation. Some of the
stories, for instance the ones pertaining to writing a thesis or to specific university courses are not
directly related to the co-creation of employer brands. However, they are generally responded to
with affiliation (see Appendix 19.1), so one could argue that they build ‘personableness’ which has
been demonstrated to be an important recruiter behaviour characteristic (Uggerslev et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, all the stories in my sub-collection informed the analysis, but I has not been possible
to include them here.
5.4.3 Analysis of stories about the mentor
The first of the two stories below shows how fundamentally different work identities can be cocreated as a form of complementary fit. It is the peculiar identity of the mentor co-created through
the storytelling that allows the mentee to exhibit how she can fit in the company. The second story
is about how the mentor in his prior job fired his two best performing employees because they had
lost their passion. The mentor is co-created as a tough and demanding yet fair and caring leader
through the story. The affiliative responses given by the mentees to both stories empirically show
what the recruiter effect looks like as a co-created accomplishment.
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5.4.3.1 A story of complementory talents
In the first excerpt, the mentor and mentee quite explicitly orient to person-organisation fit
(Chatman, 1989; Kristof, 1996). K is the owner and founder a company specializing in consulting
consumers about buying Internet connections, and N is a 4th semester BA student. We enter the
conversation in a phase where they have been discussing what the mentorship should focus on and
how they can both benefit from it, both during the mentorship and potentially afterwards. Prior to
line 1 below the mentor has concluded that the company has a strong potential but they are not good
enough at selling themselves. The mentee has responded with a candidate understanding of the
company’s situation with regard to their product and sales (see Appendix 8.2 for an expanded
transcript).
K: Mentor, sitting on the left is founder of a company who runs a website on internet connections
and consults on online marketing, embodied behaviour demarcated with ±
N: Mentee, sitting on the right is a last semester Bachelor student studying marketing, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠

K_N I hate it and vacuum cleaner sales person – Pre-story account
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1 52.

N: [(

)

2 .

K: ≠[Ja

±altså≠

der

så de:r’

nogen

der skal

gå ud

:

[Yes I mean there so there’s someone who should go out

:

[Yes I mean there so there is someone who should go out

K: ------±Arm gesture Gaze away from N--------------------
N: ≠Smiles---≠Still gaze K--------------------------------
:
3.

52

: og fortælle folk

Fig 1
det

her ±≠eksisterer.

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 22 in the full transcript in appendix 8.2
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: and tell

people this here exists.

: and tell people this exists.
K: ----------------------------±Gaze at N-
N: ----------------------------≠Nods------
4.

≠

N: ±Jaer lige præcis.
: Yes

just exactly

: Yes exactly
K: ±Returns hand to table
N: ----------------------≠
:
5.

Fig 2

K: ±Ø:::hm <Og

det

kan jeg ±ikke.>

: U:::hm <And that can I

not.>

: Uhm and that I cannot,
K: ±Gaze at table------------±Hand gesture-
N: Still gaze at K-------------------------
6.

±≠

N: ±Nej
: No
: No

K: -----------------≠
N: ±Small single nod±
7.

K: Ø:::hm Jeg har
: U:::hm I

prøvet,

have tried,

: Uhm I have tried
K: Still gaze at table-----
N: Still gaze at K---------
8.

: Jeg har
: I

±ovenikøbet ogs’ prøvet og

have even

also tried

sidde og ≠lave: så=noget

and sit

and

do:

like

: I have even also tried to do like
K: ---------±Gaze at N-----------------------------------------
N: ----------------------------------------------≠Sits back----
9.

: ≠kold kanvassalg

>til folk,<

: cold canvas sales >to people,<
: cold canvas sales and gotten
K: -----------------------------
N: ≠smiles-----------------------
10.

N: [Ja
: [Yes
: [Yes
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11.

K: [Ø::h Og haf- ≠altså

virkelig brugt meget ±energi på

: [U::h And ha- I mean really

spent much

±det,

energy on it,

: [Uh And ha- I mean really spent a lot of time on it,
K: -------------------------------------------±Hand gesture±---
N: --------------≠Stops smiling Still gaze at K----------------
:
12.

Fig 4

N: ≠[Mm

≠

: [Mm
: [Mm
13.

K: [>og

fundet ud

: [>and found

af,<

out of,<

: [and found out
K: still gaze at N-------
N: ≠Nods-----------------≠
14:

: Okay ±de:t’ >så’n og

så’n vi ska’ (.) gøre

det,<

: Okay i:t’s >such and such we must (.) should do,<
: Okay it’s such and such we should do
K: -----±Gaze at table------------------------------
N: ≠Leans back further------------------------------
15.

: >og=så=videre,<
: >and=so=on,<
: and so on
K: -------------
N: -------------

16.

N: Ja
: Yes
: Yes
K: --
N: --

17.

K: ≠.HHhh Ø:h >Og jeg hader det.<
: .HHhh u:h

>and I

hate

it.<

: U:h and hate it
K: ----------------------------
N: ≠Leans forward a bit--------
18.

: ≠(0.2)
K: --------
N: ≠Smiles-

19.

N: £Jaer

[okhay£ eh hehe .hh.

]
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: £Yes

[okhay£ eh hehe .hh.

]

:

[okay eh hehe

]

Yes

K: ------
N: ------
20.

K:

±[De:t

e:r

(.)Altså ] det- ±man-

:

[i:t

i:s

:

[It is I mean it- you-

I mean] it-

You (general)-

K:

±Turns over page-------------±One arm gesture-

N:

----------------------------------------------
Fig 5

21.

: ±(0.5)
K: ±Pauses arm gesture
N: -------------------

22.

K: ±Jeg kan ik’ sige det på nogen anden måde,
:

I

cannot

say

it

in any

other way,

: I cannot say it any other way
K: ±Continues arm gesture------------------
N: ----------------------------------------
Fig 6
23.

: at

≠der-

de:t’ ik’ noget

der-

: that i:t’s not something that- that: that it’s not something that that
K: ±Return arm to stable position----------
N: -------------------------≠Stops smiling-
24.

: Jeg synes er ±særlig
: I

sjovt.

think is particularly fun.

: I think is particularly fun
K: -------------±Gaze at N--------
N: -------------------------------
25.

N: ≠Nej
:

≠

No

: No
K: --------------------
N: ≠single downward nod≠
Fig 7

In lines 2-3, the mentor (K) produces a formulation of their prior talk (see appendix 8.2 for full
transcript). The mentee (N) aligns in with an agreement marker in line 3 whereby they
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intersubjectively co-create a trouble confronting the company, namely that they have a strong
product but are not good at telling people about it. In line 5, the mentor (K) emphatically declares
that he is incapable of doing that to which the mentee responds with an information receipt in line 6.
The mentor (K) then initiates an account in line 7 marked by the word“first verb” (Sacks, 1992a, p.
181). First verbs, project on occurence that more is to come, namely a clause specifying the failure.
Thus, the mentor frames the upcoming as an account of his failure. The mentor (K) continues his
account in line 8-9 by declaring that he has even been doing so-called cold canvas calls 53. This turn
also uses a first verb and is thus hearably not the final turn of the compound TCU projected in line
7. Also, since it is also marked by the “even” in line 8 as a more extreme case the mentor is hearably
still building his account. In line 9, the mentee (N) affiliates by smiling, and in line 10 she aligns as
recipient with the information receipt “Yes”, which treats the account as still in progress. In lines
32-36, the mentor (K) continues his account as indicated by the conjunction “and” following the
hesitation marker “Uhm” in line 32. Now the account has taken on a “listing” structure, and it is
hearable that the mentor is accounting for the projectable failure as not due to a lack of effort. The
“and so on” in line 15 ends the listing thus indicating that the other half of the first verb (Sacks,
1992a) construction might be drawing near. In line 16, the mentee (N) again aligns with a “yes”,
which passes the floor back to the mentor and treats the compound TCU as in-progress.
The mentor’s (K) line 17, is hearable as the conclusion of the account because it offers the projected
second part to the first verb in line 7 and accounts for the failure of his selling initiatives. The
conclusion itself, “and I hate it”, is produced fast, and the increased tempo seems even more
pronounced due to the long, suspense-building inbreath and prolonged “uh”. This, combined with
the first verb induced compound TCU structure gives it a rather punchline-like feel and casts the
account as a potential story. On the other hand, the account is produced in the present perfect tense,
which is not ideal for storytelling. This begs the intriguing question whether the mentor’s account
could be treated as a story.
The answer can be found in the second and third position; that is, the mentee’s response, and the
mentor’s response to the mentee’s response. The mentee (N) already begins smiling in line 18
before the conclusion of the account and thus affiliates with the mentor’s so-far-implicit-yet-

53

”Cold canvas calling” is a well-known and extremely annoying sales tactic. It is the practice of sales persons phoning
up people and try to sell them something without prior contact.
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projectably-negative stance towards selling. The mentee’s (N) response to the conclusion of the
account is a smiley, breathy “Yeah okay” followed by three laughter particles and an outbreath. It
could seem as if she is laughing at the mentor’s failure. However, the account was produced in
manner that could potentially invite laughter, in particular the high-grade negative assessment
implied by the word “hate”, the fast production, and the general punchline-like character of the
conclusion. This response could potentially be a treatment of the modality of the potential story,
which would be a normatively relevant initial response to the punchline of a story (Kjærbeck &
Asmuss, 2005).
However, the mentor (K) overlaps in line 20 to take the floor with two abandoned turns the second
of which is produced in the clear of the overlap thus effectively conquering the floor. The mentor’s
initiation of a cross-body arm movement also projects that he is about to continue his telling project.
Thus, the mentor does not orient to line 17 as a punchline, since this would imply responding to the
mentee’s modality treatment and initiating a discussion of the morale and broader relevance of the
story (Kjærbeck & Asmuss, 2005). Instead, from line 22-24, the mentor (K) accounts for the gist of
his account, concluding with the downgraded assessment “not particularly fun”. During the account,
his continued arm gesture indicates that his assessment is quite definitive. The mentee (N) responds
with an affiliating and aligning “no” in line 25, with which they conclude the accounting sequence.
So far, the mentor (K) and mentee (N) have intersubjectively co-created the product as strong and
the mentor’s selling abilities as weak. Moreover, they have co-created the mentor as a person who
despises selling, and someone who, despite a dedicated effort, has failed at the selling task and is
unlikely to ever succeed at it. From an employer branding point of view, the meaning thus cocreated has interesting ramifications. Since the mentor is the founder, owner and constitutes half of
the company, it would make sense to assume that the mentee would conflate him and the
organisation into a single employer brand. Until now, the excerpt has offered scarce evidence of this
being the case, but we will return to the issue after the next sequence. However, it is interesting that
the mentor’s account reveals a shortcoming of a fairly fundamental nature. If the company cannot
sell its services it will go bankrupt at some point, making it hardly an attractive place to work. It
also says something about the internal workings of the company; it is comprised of product-oriented
people whose passion it is to develop a solid product, rather than selling. While the glaring
weakness pointed out by the mentor might make the company seem unattractive, it also presents a
slot designed for the mentee to fit into. At this point, the mentor already knows that the mentee
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studies a marketing degree, and it is made quite evident early on in the conversation that he sees the
potential benefit of having a marketing person in the company.
K_N I hate it + Vacuum cleaner sales person: A stillborn story

26.

K: .mt ±Ø::hm og

±det’ der-

: .mt U::hm and it’s there- I

Jeg ved

at

der

er

mennesker,

know that there are people,

: Uhm and it’s there I know there are people
K: ----±Gaze to table±Shakes head-----------------------------------±
N: Still gaze at K-------------------------------------------------
Fig 8
27.

K: ø:h ±Jeg har
: u:h I

snakket om-

have talked

Øh jeg havde så’n=en

about- Uh I had

such=a

: uh I have talked about Uh I had such a
K: ----±hands gesture continues light head shake---
N: ------------------------------------------------
28.

: ±telefon

workshop med,
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: telephone workshop with,
: telephone workshop with
K: ±Stops head shake-----
N: ----------------------
29.

: .hh ti:d(.)±ligere støvsuger: .hh for(.)mer

vacuum cleaner-

: former vacuum cleaner
K: -----------±Gaze at N-----------
N: --------------------------------
30.

: <suge

sælger>

fra ±australien,±

: <cleaner salesperson> from Australia,
: cleaner salesperson from australia,
K: --------------------------±Single nod-±
N: --------------------------------------
31.

N: ≠Mm
:

Mm

: Mm
K: Still gaze at N-
N: ≠Nods-----------
Fig 9
32.

K: ±≠Ø:h syns

de:t >var det sjoveste i

: U:h thought i:t

hele

verden;<

>was the most fun in the whole world;<

: Uh thought it was the most fun in the whole world
K: ±Gaze at table Shakes head------------------------------
N: ≠Smaller nods-------------------------------------------
Fig 10
33.

N: [◦◦Ja◦◦
: [◦◦Yes◦◦
:

34.

Yes

K: [Han havde de:t ≠helt
: [He

had

i:t

vildt sjovt;

whole wild

fun

: He had a blast
K: ---------------------------------
N: ----------------≠Bigger nod------
35.

K: ≠da:

han fik ±lov

: whe:n he

til at tag’ ≠telefonen

got permission to

take the phone

: when he could take the phone
K: ---------------±One hand gesture sidewards--------------
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N: ≠Smaller nods--------------------------≠Still gaze at K-
Fig 11
36.

K: ±og
:

så

ringe ud

and then call

ti:l- ±De

out to:-

sad og

gri:nt’

They sat and laughed

: and than call to- They laughed
K: ±Gaze at N----------------±Gaze away from N--
N: ---------------------------------------------
37.

K: ±i:

fem

minutter,

: fo:r five minutes,
: for five minutes
K: ±Gaze at N-------
N: -----------------
38.

N: Mm
: Mm
: Mm
K: ------
N: ≠Nods-

39.

≠den

K: med

±her

fremmed mand han havde ringet for ±en:-

: with this here stranger

he

had

call

for a:-

: with this stranger he had called for a
K: ±Gaze away±Gaze at N------------------------------±Gaze away-
N: -----≠Still gaze at K Smiles---------------------------------
40.

N: ≠Ja.
: Yes.
: Yes
K: -------
N: ≠Nods--

41.

K: Og

±jeg ≠er dybt

: And I

skræmt

over at ±(0.2)

am deeply frightened over that (0.2)

: and I am deeply frightened that
K: ----±Gaze at N Shakes head-------------±Stops head shake
N: ---------≠Still gaze at K-------------------------------
42.

N: Ja
: Yes
: Yes
K: ----
N: ----

43.

K: der

±eksisterer

±så=nogen mennesker.
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: there exists

such

people

: such people exist
K: -----±Backward head movement±Smiles------------
N: -----------------------------------------------
Fig 12
44.

N: ±≠Jaer

≠

: Yes
: Yes
K: ±Gaze at table still smiling-
N: ≠Single downward nod---------≠
45.

: ±(0.6)

± (0.2)

K: ±Stops smiling Folds hands on table± Maintains stable position-
N: still gaze at K------------------------------------------------
Fig 13

The mentor (K) takes the floor in line 26, but abandons the turn-in-progress, initiating a self-repair
making an epistemic claim. In doing so, he shakes his head possibly indicating disbelief. He
continues his head-shaking in line 27 but initiates a new turn projected by “I” which has a hard
onset. He abandons that turn as well. He self-repairs and switches tense, from present perfect to
past. He refers to a telephone sales workshop he had at some point and due to the shift in tense, this
can project a story about workshop. The mentor (K), however, skips some words and speaks a bit
incoherently at this point. This is also the case when he introduces the protagonist of the potential
story-in-progress in lines 29 and 30. He is first introduced as a vacuum cleaner, and then, in the
mentor’s self-repair, as a vacuum cleaner sales person from Australia. The mentee (N) aligns as a
potential story recipient by producing the continuer “mm” in line 31 accompanied by nods. The
mentor (K) continues the story in lines 32-39 by telling how the Australian ex vacuum cleaner sales
person “had a blast” calling people and sat there laughing with the potential customers. Throughout
the telling, the mentee aligns as recipient and thus they co-create a potential storytelling-in-progress.
Also, she starts smiling in line 39 thereby pre-emptively treating the modality of the story as fun and
not too serious. A potential punchline is produced in lines 41-43, in which the mentor (K) claims to
be scared that such people exist. It is recognisable as a punchline because it “returns to start”; that is,
it refers back to the type of person referred to in line 26. The potential punchline is delivered with a
smile, treating his proclaimed fear that “such people exist” as not serious.
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The initial response from the mentee (N) in line 44 is an information receipt, but she does not take
the floor do to more, and therefore does not treat the punchline as a punchline. On the other hand,
her continued smiling could be interpreted as a modality treatment. Interestingly, the mentor (K)
also shifts his gaze to the table during the mentee’s information receipt. In doing so, he also seems
not to treat the potential punchline as a punchline, because maintaining his gaze at the mentee could
be a means to mobilise a response (Stivers & Rossano, 2010). Instead, her information receipt is
followed by a 0.6 second silence, during which the mentor stops smiling and folds his hands on the
table. Structurally, this third position is last resort for rectifying a failure of intersubjectivity
(Schegloff, 1992), and yet the mentor (K) does not do so in line 45. Rather, by not engaging in the
relevant post punchline story activities, combined with his maintained gaze at the table during the
silence, he treats the sequence as closed. As does the mentee (N) who remains silent while looking
at the mentor. Thereby they co-create the account as an informing rather than a story.
Putting on the employer branding lenses, the caricature sales character in the could-have-been story
and the announcement that such people scare the mentor is interesting. By constructing the story
around the caricature, the mentor effectively creates a somewhat exaggerated juxtaposition in which
he is the opposite of such a type of person; that is someone who does not have fun talking with
potential customers on the phone. The claim that these people scare him, constructs another
caricature, namely of himself, due to the exaggeration implied. The could-have-been story is thus
coherent with the prior account. It could be argued that the caricatured character and the claim that
sales people scare him is somewhat hostile towards sales people in general, and this would seem
like a fairly poor choice of stance given that the mentee is a marketing student. However, the prior
account clearly revealed that the mentor has recognised the need for such people, and this highlights
the importance of seeing stories in the local context. With the prior account in mind, a hostile
interpretation of the story would seem far-fetched. Indeed, the mentee could have made the
supposed hostility accountable, but so far she has not done so.
K_N I hate it + vacuum cleaner sales person: resurrecting the story
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46.

K: Ø:::hm_
: U:::hm_
: U:::hm
K: ------
N: ------

47.

: ≠(0.5)
K: ------------------
N: ≠Stops smiling----
: Fig 14

48.

N: ≠Men ±det lyder
:

But

it

lidt

til: ≠at

det-

sounds a bit li:ke that it-

: But it sounds a bit like itK: -----±Gaze at N---------------------
N: ≠Sudden move backwards-----≠Nods----
Fig 15
49.

N: Altså

det’ der

vores forskel

: I mean it’s there our

den nok

difference it

ligger,

probably lies,

: I mean it’s there our difference it probably lies
K: ------------------------------------------------------
N: ------------------------------------------------------
50.

K: ≠±Ja=
:

±

Yes=

: Yes=
K: ±Marked single downward nod----
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N: ≠Stops nodding Still gaze at K-
Fig 16
51.

N: =Fordi:

så=noget

ville jeg jo

: =Because such things would I

≠ik’ ha’

prt

noget ≠problem ≠±me:d,

not have any

problem with,

: Because such things I would not have any problem with
K: ---------±Still gaze at N-------------------------------------
N: -----------------------------------≠Shakes head----≠---------≠forward
head movement
52.

K: ◦◦Mm◦◦
: ◦◦Mm◦◦
: Mm
K: ±Nod-
N: -----

53.

N: ≠.Hh Og

ogs’- Jeg- ≠Altså

jeg ser jo

: .Hh And I

see prt also- I-

allerede mit hoved

I mean already

my head

: And I see also- I- I mean my head already
K: ----±Smiles Still gaze at N--------------------------------------
N: ≠Still gaze at K----------------≠Gaze at table Hand movement-
Fig 17
54.

: kører ogs’ med
: runs

muligheder

≠indenfor alle mulige

also with possibilities within

all

possible

: runs also with possibilities within all kinds of
K: ----------------------------------------------------------------
N: ------------------------------≠Gaze at K leans forward slightly-
55.

: andre platforme.
: other platforms.
: other platforms
K: --------------
N: --------------

56.

K: ≠◦◦Mm◦◦
:

≠

◦◦Mm◦◦

: Mm
K: ≠Single downward nod≠
N: -------------------
57.

N: ±≠hvor-

hvor (.) man

: where- where

ka’ la:ve_

you (general) can ma:ke_

: where where you can make
K: ≠Gaze at table--------------------------
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N: ±Shakes head----------------------------

In lines 46-47, the mentor (K) produces an overlap vulnerable conjunctional followed by a silence
(Gail Jefferson, 1983). In the context of the stillborn story, this is interesting, because it opens up a
slot for the mentee (N) to treat the punchline as a punchline by allowing her to unproblematically
overlap. At the same time, it allows the mentor (K) to continue as if the prior treatment was
sufficient and open a new topic. Thus, what it does is that it re-opens the possibility of co-creating
the could-have-been story as a story. In lines 48-49, the mentee (N) takes the floor with a candidate
understanding, thus seizing the opportunity.
The candidate understanding in effect resurrects the story by initiating a discussion of its broader
relevance for the project at hand. The candidate understanding uses the gist of the story to make a
comparison between him and herself the point of which is that they differ with respect to selling.
The mentor (K) aligns with an affiliating “Yes” and a marked nod, whereby they co-create the
meaning of the story as pertaining to the difference between them and how they potentially
complement each other. With the meaning thus established, the mentee (N) continues with an
account of how their differences opens up a slot for the mentee in the company. In doing so, she
quite explicitly orients to the match between her and the company and exhibits an understanding of
how she can contribute.
From an employer branding perspective, this orientation is highly relevant. On of the main theories
underlying the recruiter effect on organisational attractiveness is the similarity attraction theory
(Byrne 1961), which posits that people with similar attitudes are more attracted to each other. The
mentor and the mentee co-created the mentor as ‘not the selling type’ even to the extent that this
attitude is pretty extreme. The mentee, on the other hand, is co-created as quite the opposite. From
the point of view of similarity attraction theory, this is should result in no attraction at all. Yet, they
co-construct their difference as an asset, and ultimately end up agreeing that is their differences that
should drive the mentorship. Thus, the excerpt highlights the intersubjective accomplishment of a
“complementary fit”, where the candidate supplies value sought but not held by the company
(Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman, & Johnson, 2005; Muchinsky & Monahan, 1987). In informal talks,
they both indicated a strong basis for a future employment agreement. The mentee however was
offered another student job at a different organisation, which she took.
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In conclusion, the mentor (K) and the mentee (N) co-created the mentor as the type of person who
hates selling. They also co-created this weakness as quite fundamental, and during the meaning
negotiation phase the mentee treated this as something she could remedy. Thus, the recruiter effect
thus had what we might call a direct positive effect on the co-creation of person-organisation fit.
5.4.3.2 Co-creating the demanding but fair and caring leader
The next story pertains to a different aspect of recruiter effects namely the co-creation of who the
mentor is as a leader. An additional novelty of the story is that it unfolds at the mentor’s prior work
place. What is interesting to see then, whose (employer) brand is co-created – the previous
employer, the current employer, or the mentor’s.
When we enter the excerpt the mentor has just explained that he has a lot of respect for people with
talent and people without talent who simply work really hard. He has also explained that the worst
thing he knows is when talented people only perform at eighty percent. As the story is relatively
long I have divided it into separate parts.
L: Mentor, sitting on the left, personnel manager at an engineering company, embodied behaviour
demarcated with ±
T: Mentee, sitting to the right, is Master’s student studying corporate communication embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
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T_L I said goodbye to my two best employees – co-creating tellability
1 54.

L: Altså

±det sidst’ job jeg havde i

: I mean the last

job I

had

banken,

in the bank,

: I mean the last job I had in the bank
L:

±Raises both hands Gaze away--------

T: >>Gaze at L--------------------------------

54

Line 1 in the excerpt is line 40 in the full transcript in appendix 14.3
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2.

L: .hh ±Jeg havde: .hh I

De

had-

±to

The

bedste ±rådgivere

two best

advisers

jeg havde,
I

had

: I had- The two best bank advisers I had
L: ----≠Lowers hands gaze at T ±Two sign---±Still gaze at T----
T: ------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 1
3.

T: ≠Mm

≠±

: Mm
: Mm
L: -------------------------
T: ≠Single small downward nod ≠
4.

L: ±Dem

sagde jeg farvel

: Them said

I

til.±

goodbye to.

: them I laid off
L: ±Small hand gesture both hands±
T: -----------------------------
Fig 2
5.

: (0.3) ≠ (0.5)

≠ (0.2)

L: Still gaze at T----------------------------------
T: ------≠Raises eye brows≠Eye brows back to normal-
Fig 3
6.

L: ±På=en- på en god
: In=a-

in a

<måde> [altså’,

good <way >

[I mean,

: In a- In a good way

[I mean

L: ±Two arm forward gesture-
T: -------------------------
Fig 4
7.

8.

T:

≠

[≠Ja:ja=

:

[Ye:s yes=

:

[Yes yes

L:

---------

T:

≠Tilted nod≠

L: =◦de◦=fandt

selv

andre jobs,

: =◦they◦=found themselves other jobs,
: They found other jobs themselves
L: -----------------------------------
T: Still gaze at L--------------------
9.

L: ≠den ene internt

i

banken
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±og

den anden ekternt.

:

the one internally

in the bank and the other externally.

: One of them internally in the bank and the other externally
L: ------------------------------------±Left hand sideways gesture
T: ≠Small nods----------------------------------------------------
Fig 5
10.

T: ±Jaer

≠

: Yes
: Yes
L: ±Gaze away-
T: -----------≠

In lines 1-3, the mentor (L) produces an announcement that is designed to be remarkable both in
terms of content and syntax. In terms of content it is obviously quite remarkable that he fired his
two best employees. Grammatically, the mentor (L) produces an incomplete main sentence in line 1,
and thus hearably projects that more is to come and that a compound TCU is under construction
(Lerner 1991). In line 2, the mentor (L) initiates his turn with a noun phrase in the turn-initial
position, followed by a verb phrase, but abandons it and self-repairs with another incomplete main
sentence, thus indicating that the compound TCU is still in progress. The turn also seeks alignment
from the mentee (T) by means of the turn-final rising and intonation and the response-mobilising
gaze shift to the mentee. The mentee (T) aligns in line 3 with the continuer “Mm” which treats the
announcement as under construction. The mentor’s (L) turn in line 4 hearably concludes the
announcement by completing the main sentence. The grammatical structure allows the mentor to
position the act of ‘saying goodbye’ as the last element of the announcement and thus the part to be
responded to by the mentee. At the same time, the use of hearably incomplete main sentences makes
a strong claim for maintaining the floor.
Another interesting feature of the announcement is that it seeks an elaboration request by being
remarkable. In this way an announcement can function as the first pair part of a pre-sequence that
warrants a storytelling.
From a recruiter effect perspective, the mentor (L) can be heard a presenting himself as person with
strong values who will say goodbye to his best employees if they do not use their talent to the
fullest. Not only that, he also portrays himself as someone who walks the talk.
The mentee (T) responds in line 5 with an embodied response that treats the announcement as
shocking, raising her eyebrows and opening her eyes wide. This is interpretable as an embodied
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elaboration request which aligns with the announcement and treats it as both announceable and
extraordinary. The aligned response from the mentee could also be seen as orienting to the mentor
as a shockingly strong-valued and even demanding leader. Thus, the mentor (L) constructs the
announcement as somewhat dramatical and gets a response that matches the drama. The mentor (L)
then responds with a mitigationin line 6 which is designed as a post expansion detailing that he said
goodbye in a good way. The mentor thus produces his announcement to seek a dramatical response
and when he gets it he uses it to construct his mitigating response. The mitigating response is
hearably affiliation-seeking which makes sense given the hard and strong-valued persona they just
co-created. The mentee (T) treats the mitigation as a matter of course by responding with a double
yes (Heineman 2009) and nod, thereby affiliating with the mentor’s stance towards saying goodbye
to employees.
The mentor (L) then continues the mitigation in lines 8-9 by elaborating on how both employees
found jobs elsewhere. The mentee (T) affiliates with small nods in line 9 (Stivers, 2008) and aligns
with an information receipt in line 10.
Thus, having at first co-created a hard and strong valued leader identity, they continue by
‘softening’ that character, first by co-creating the layoff as done in a ‘good way’ and then by cocreating the consequences as not immediately negative since they both found new jobs.
T_L My two best employees - Potential punchline
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11.

L: Men±=Men:_
: But=But_
: But
L: ---±Gaze at T Hands on arm rest---
T: Still gaze at L-------------------

12.

: (0.3)

± (0.7)

L: --------±Gaze away
T: ------------------
13.

L: ±Jeg ku’

ik’ bruge dem

could not use

mere.

:

I

them any more.

:

I could not use them any more

L: ±Gaze at T Two hand forward gesture-
T: ------------------------------------
Fig 6
14.

T: ≠Nej

≠

: No
: No
L: -----------------------
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T: ≠Small single head shake≠
15.

L: ±.h F:or
:

±de

.h ’cause

brændt’ ik’ for og <være> der.

they burned

not to

<be

> there.

: ’cause they were not passionate to be there
L: ±Gaze away-±Gaze at T---------------------------
T: Still gaze at L---------------------------------
16.

: (0.7)
L: ---
T: ---

17.

T: M=
: M=
: M
L: -----------------
T: ≠Smal head shakes-

18.

L: ±=>Og
:

så

sku’

de<

heller ik’ salg. ≠±

=>And then should they< prt

not sales.

: And then they shouldn’t do sales.
L: ±Head shakes while leaning forward slightly-±
T: --------------------------------------------≠
19.

: (0.2)
L: Still gaze at T-
T: Still gaze at L-

20.

L: Altså_
: I mean_
: I mean
L: -----
T: -----

21.

: ≠±(0.3)
L: ±Gaze away--------
T: ≠Small head shake-

22.

L: ±Som≠ (.) jeg=jo nø:

As

I=prt- mu-

±>Som jeg sagde til dem
>As

I

said

to

±Prøv=og=hør,<≠

them Try=and=listen,<

: As I- As I said to them Listen
L: ±Gaze at T Head shakes±Still gaze at T---------±Gaze away-----
T: ----≠Still gaze at L-------------------≠Nods------------------≠
23.

L: ±.h
:

↑Jeg kommer ik’

.h ↑I

wont

±til <og

±fyre dig;>

<

fire you;>

: I wont fire you
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±

L: ±Gaze at T Head shakes±Still gaze at T±Forward hand move±
T: Still gaze at L ----------------------------------------
Fig 7
24.

: ≠(0.4)
L: ------------------
T: ≠Smal head shakes-

25.

L: Fordi

det’

du

for

≠±dygtig til;

: Because that’re you too good

±

for;

: Because you’re too good for that
L: Still gaze at T Hands forward±Forward hand move±
T: -----------------------------≠Still gaze at L--
26.

T: Jaer=
: Yes=
: Yes
L: ---
T: ---

27.

L: ±=Men du

skal

±finde noget

: =But you should find

±andet± <og

something else

±lave>.

<to

do>.

: But you should find something else to do
L: ±Raises left hand± chop ±

±chop ±Raise eye brow±chop ±

T: ----------------------------------------------------------
Fig 8
28.

: (0.4)
L: Still raised eye brows Gaze at T-
T: ---------------------------------

29.

T: Jaer.
: Yes
: Yes
L: ---
T: ---

30.

: (0.6)
L: ----
T: ----

31.

L: ±Fordi

du- ±Du

: Because you-

ka’ ik’

You do

not

±li’

og være her.

like to be

here.

: Because you- You don’t like being here.
L: ±Shakes head-±Lowers eye brows±Stops head shake still gaze at T-
T: ----------------------------------------------------------------
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32.

: (0.4)
L: ---
T: ---

33.

T: Nej.
: No.
: No
L: ----
T: ---
Fig 9

34.

: (0.7)
L: ----
T: ----

In line 11, the mentor (L) takes the floor with a repeated “But”, the last of which is prolonged and
followed by a 1.0 second silence. 0.3 seconds into the silence the mentor looks away possibly doing
a word search (M. H. Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986), effectively holding the floor. In line 13 the
mentor (L) declares that he could not use the employees anymore. It is emphatically produced with
a verbal emphasis on “I” and “not” and an arm gesture. From an employer branding perspective, it
is interesting to note that the mentor returns to the “hard” identity by treating employees as
disposable tools whose value lies in him finding them useful. The mentee (T) aligns with a “no” and
a small head shake in line 14 and thus affiliates with the mentor’s stance. The mentor (L) then takes
the floor in line 15 with an account for his decision, legitimising it with reference to their lack of
passion. Thus, he maintains his strong-valued identity portrayal. This time, the mentee (T) does not
immediately affiliate, and instead there is a 0.7 second gap in line 16, after which the mentee
produces the minimal acknowledgement “M” in line 17. The mentor (L) latches on to this in line 18
with another account arguing that they should not be in sales as an effect of their lack of passion for
their current sales job. The mentor thus continues the strong-valued identity presentation, but the
account modifies the original statement by grounding it in the employees’ lack of passion about
their work. The account thus opens up for a framing that the mentor said goodbye to the employees
for their own good. The mentor (L) continues in line 22 by projecting a sequence of upcoming direct
reported speech with “As I said to them”. The reported speech in lines 22-31 re-enacts what the
mentor presumably said to the employees. The content and the production of the reported speech is
interesting from an employer branding perspective. In terms of content, the mentor (L) first enacts
how he told the employees that he would not fire them because they were too good at their job for
that to be an option. This is followed by the imperative that they should find something else to do
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because they did not like their job. Thus, the content is hearable as presenting the mentor as fair,
taking the employees’ well-being into consideration. While the enactment emphasises that the
mentor walks the talk when dealing with underperforming talent, it adds the dimension to it, that he
does so with the employee’s well-being in mind, treating them fair.
In terms of the production, the use of direct reported speech enables the mentor (L) to enact how the
recommendation was delivered. The unique affordance of this format is that it allows him to reenact not only what was said but also how it was said. In this respect, the mentor’s embodied actions
are remarkable. They do a lot of work re-enacting the conversation he had with the employees in
question and effectively dramatizing the event. His forward hand movement with palms together in
lines 23 and 25 are reminiscent of prayer. In line 27, when the mentor re-enacts his
recommendation, he uses a chopping movement with his left hand and a noticeable raising of the
eyebrows to do an embodied re-enactment that supports the reported speech. During his reported
account for his recommendation in line 31, the mentor (L) does a head shake and thus stays in
character. This is also supported by the use “you”, which clearly does not refer to the mentee (T).
Also notice that the mentee’s (T) response in line 24 aligns with the negative polarity of the
mentor’s “I won’t fire you” by shaking her head, and in line 26 her “Yes” aligns with positive
assessment. By responding with actions that align with the re-enacted actions of the mentor (L), the
mentee (T) becomes a co-participant in the re-enactment (Niemelä, 2010). From an employer
branding perspective, this is highly relevant because the co-enacted sequence of direct reported
speech co-creates, who the mentor is as a leader, given that he is acting ‘in character’.
The mentor’s (L) line 31 is hearable as a potential punchline. It has a falling turn-final intonation,
and from the story introduction in lines 11-18, it is readily inferable that this concludes the reported
speech sequence by returning to the conclusion. The fact that the mentor does not take the floor
following the ensuing 0.4 second gap in line 32 also offers some evidence of this being a potential
punchline. The mentee’s (T) delayed response in line 33 and lack of further uptake during the
silence in 34 does not treat the punchline as such, however. Rather, it is aligned with the mentor’s
(L) final in-character turn in line 31. The mentee (T) thus hearably stays in character whereby she
treats the re-enacted events as still under re-enactment. The fact that she does not do more in the
available slot in line 34 is testament to this.
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Quite interestingly, the interactional affordance offered by the mentee’s (T) response is used by the
mentor in line 35, which we shall turn to now.

35.

L: ±Eller ogs’ så
: Or

ska’

vi ±indret’ verden

else then shall we arrange the world

: or else we should arrange the world
L: ±Hand gestures forward----±Raises eye brows Still hands forward-
T: ----------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 10
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36.

: så du

ka’ li’ og være her.

: so you like

to be

here

: so you like being here
L: --------------------------
T: --------------------------
37.

T: Mm=
: Mm=
: Mm=
L: --
T: --

38.

L: =M:en_
: =But_
: =but_
L: -----
T: -----

39.

: ±(0.5)
L: ±Tilts head Moves hand back and forward-
T: ----------------------------------------

40.

T: >Det

var der

så<

nogen faktorer der

: >That was there then< some

factors

for=Fred

være med

which for=Peace be

det.±

with it.

: That was there then some factor which for=Nevermind.
L: -------------------------------------------------------------------±
T: ≠Nods-------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 11
41.

L: ≠±Ja

jaer

: Yes yes
: Yes yes
L: ±Hands on armrest-
T: ≠Leans back-------
42.

: ±(0.8)
L: ±Upward sweeping motion with right hand-
T: Still gaze at L-------------------------
Fig 12

43.

L: ◦De:,◦ ±(.) Tog (0.3)
: ◦It’s prt◦

Took

±et skridt
a

step

to

±til siden
the side

: It’s Took a step to the side
L: -------±Hands on armrest±Raises hand±Upward sweeping move-
T: ----------------------------------------------------------
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Fig 13
44.

: og

nu

±de::

: and now

(0.3)

they::’re

: and now they’re
L: --------±Hands on armrest-
T: -------------------------
45.

T: Mm
: Mm
: Mm
L: -
T: -

46.

jeg ka’< ±heldigvis følge

L: >For

: >’Cause I

can< luckily

med i dem ≠stadigvæk

follow

them

still

: Cause i can luckily still follow them
L: ±Forward arm move±Hands on armrest--------------------
T: ---------------------------------------------≠Nods---
47.

L: og

de:t ≠(0.3)± går

: and i:t

kun

en

vej,=

goes only one way,=

: and it goes only one way
L: ---------------±Forward and upward arm movement±
T: ---------≠Still gaze at L---------------------
Fig 14
48.

L: ±=Og

±det’ fedt.

: =and

±it’s cool.

±

: and it’s cool.
L: ±Hands on armrest±Hand gesture±
T: -----------------------------
Fig 15

The mentor’s (L) lines 35 and 36 are produced as a continuation of his prior turn in line 31 as a
result of the turn-initial “or” and a continuation of the direct reported speech format. By staying in
character, the mentor (L) projects that the story is still in progress and treats the potential punchline
in line 31 as a mere intermediate point. What the mentor does with the continuation is to present an
alternative to the employees leaving, namely that they could change the environment so they would
like being there.
The mentee (T) responds in line 37 with the continuer “mm”, and the mentor (L) continues with
“but” followed by a short gap in line 39. In line 40, the mentor (L) noticeably shifts ‘out of
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character’ adopting a narrator’s position marked by the shift in tense, and change in voice quality.
With this move, he essentially accounts for why the second option, changing the environment, was
not feasible. The mentee’s (T) response in line 41 mirrors the ‘out of character’ position taken by
the mentor, marked by the double yes. As noted earlier, the double yes assumes epistemic access
and prior knowledge which it is unlikely that the mentee could assume ‘in character’. Thus, they
intersubjectively move out of the direct reported speech.
The ‘in character’ and ‘out of character’ moves made by the mentor (L) are thus mirrored by the
mentee (T). During the silence in line 42, the mentor (L) produces a sweeping upward movement
with his hand, thus continuing his telling. He then takes the floor verbally with a continuation of the
telling explaining that the two employees acted on his recommendation and moved from their
positions as revealed earlier. The turn in lines 43-44 is produced with a marked hand gesture(fig
13); the mentor (L) first lifts his arm, pauses for a split second and then does another upward
sweeping motion. Thus, even though the mentor (L) does not verbally finish his account, his
embodied behaviour indicates that the move they made was both sidewards as noted verbally and
upwards. The mentee responds with a continuer in line 45 thus treating it as understandable.
Returning to the character portrayed by the mentor, the account is designed to show that the advice
giving was good, and that the now-former employees benefitted from it. Thus, even if the decision
was co-constructed as tough for both parties, the mentor (L) portrays himself doing it in a proper
manner through the stretch of direct reported speech, and that it paid off for the former employees.
Notice, also, who is not mentioned as a beneficiary of the decision; the company. Thus, it is made
clear that the decision was for the benefit of the employees and motivated by the lack of passion in
their work, which again stresses the potential point that it was for their own good.
The mentor (L) takes the floor again with an account of how he can know their career trajectories in
line 46, confirming the point that alluded by embodied means. Interestingly, this point is also
delivered multimodally; the mentor verbally states that their careers have only gone one way, and he
uses an arm gesture to indicate that the direction is up (fig 14). In addition, the account portrays the
mentor (L) as someone who cares about the development of the he work with and those that he
effectively lay off. Again, this hearably represents him as being motivated by the personal
development of people, not by profits.
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In line 48, the mentor (L) produces a positive assessment of the reported events, assessing them as
“cool”. The assessment makes relevant a second assessment from the mentee (T) given that she can
now be presumed to have sufficient epistemic access to the events. Thus, the mentor (L) initiates a
discussion of the modality of the story, and through the next-turn constraining properties of doing an
assessment invites the mentee to engage in this discussion – preferably with a positive second
assessment.
T_L My two best employees – Morale discussion

49.

: ≠(0.5)
L: Still gaze at T-
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T: ≠Two small nods-
50.

T: ≠Var

de

ik’ ≠glade

så::

: Were they the::n

≠for

not happy

det?

about it?

: Weren’t the then happy about it?
L: ----------------------------------------------------------------
T: ≠Still gaze at L-------≠Small forward head move≠Still gaze at L-
Fig 16
51.

T: ±[<fordi

±de

havde (.) ≠Ja

: <[because they had
:
52:

≠±

Yes

[beacuse they had yes

L:

[Mm

:

[Mm

:

[Mm

L: ±Big nod±Smaller faster nods

±

T: ------------------------≠Single downward nod≠
53.

L: ±Ja.
:

Yes.

: Yes
L: ±Big nod plus to quick small nods>
T: Still Gaze at K
Fig 17
54.

L: ±Rigtig meget.
:

Really much

:

very much

±

L: ±Sideways head move Small hand gesture±
T: --------------------------------------
55.

T: Jaer.
: Yes
: Yes
L: Still gaze at T-
T: ----------------

56.

: (0.8)
L: ----
T: ----

57.

L: Og

det’ fedt.

±

: And it’s cool.
: and it’s cool.
L: ±Quick sidewards move±
T: ---------------------
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58.

T: [Jaer
: [Yes
: [Yes

59.

L: [Det’ fedt og være med
: [It’s cool to be

til og ≠±s::park

with to

kick

to

≠til nogen.

±

someone.

: [It’s cool to be part of kicking someone.
60.

T: [Jaer
: [Yes
: [Yes
L: Moves right hand back and down-±Sweeps right hand up and forward-±
T: -------------------------------≠Small single nod≠Still gaze at L-
Fig 18

61.

fig 19

L: ±[Og si::ge_

±

: [And say::_
: [And say
L: ±Right hand back at armrest±
T: --------------------------
62.

: ±(0.6)

±

L: ±Shrug and two hand opening gesture±
T: ----------------------------------
Fig 20
63.

L: ±>Du
:

ska’

ha’

lov

til< og bruge det

>You shuld have permission to<

use

talent du

har.

that talent you have.

: You should be able to use the talent you have
L: Still gaze at T-----------------------------------------------
T: --------------------------------------------------------------
64.

T: Jaer.
: Yes
: Yes
L: --
T: --

65.

: (1.3)
L: ---
T: ---
Fig 21

In line 50, the mentee (T) co-engages in the discussion of the morale of the story, albeit not
including the second assessment made relevant by the mentor. Instead, she produces a candidate
understanding suggesting that the former employees were happy for the about the decision. The turn
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is interesting for two reasons. First, the yes-no interrogative exhibits an understanding (Sacks,
1992a, p. 252) of the story which emerges through the epistemic position taken by the mentee. The
employees’ feelings concerning the decision are a type 2 knowable; that is, something that she has
no direct knowledge of. Rather, her knowledge is based on the information offered by the mentor
(L). This surfaces through the inference marker “then”. This puts the mentee (T) in a ‘not knowing’
position, while also demonstrating her reasoning abilities. Asking a negative interrogative from a
‘not knowing’ position does information seeking (Heritage, 2012), and the question strongly prefers
an agreement from the mentor. The second interesting aspect of the mentee’s (T) response is the fact
that it goes along with the ‘for their own good’ plot of the story. This again is made evident from the
way she poses the question which strongly assumes that they were indeed happy with the decision.
Thus, the mentor (L) and the mentee (T) have now co-created the mentor as someone who stands
firmly on his beliefs about maximising talent, while also establishing that he does so out of interest
in his employees’ well-being.
Rushing in after her question, the mentee (T) takes the floor in line 51 with an expansion that
overlaps with the mentor’s “Mm” in line 52. The mentee (T) abandons the turn mid-way in response
to the mentor’s marked nodding and produces the agreement token “Yes”. The mentor (L) takes the
floor in line 53 with a “Yes”, followed by an upgrade in line 54. The mentee responds with another
“Yes” in line 55, with which she effectively closes the sequence. They have thus intersubjectively
reached a conclusion about the employees’ responses.
This is followed by a 0.8 second lapse in line 56, where nothing happens. By not taking the floor the
mentor offers the mentee the opportunity to continue the discussion of the morale of the story. In
response to the lack of uptake, the mentor (L) takes the floor with the assessment “and that’s cool”
in line 57. The assessment is produced emphatically with a stress on the pronoun “that”, although it
is rather ambiguous what exactly “that” refers to; it may be that the former employees were happy
about the decision, or watching them grow their career, or maybe both. Nevertheless, the mentee (T)
affiliates with the agreement token “yes” in line 58, which is produced in overlap with the mentor’s
expansion in line 59. The expansion repeats the initial assessment “It’s cool” and clarifies what the
“that” in line 57 referred to, namely the act of metaphorically “kicking someone”. This is produced
with an emphatic sweeping move with his right hand. The fact that he uses his hand rather than his
feet, underlines the non-literal sense to be made of the expression.
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The mentee (T) affiliates with another yes in line 60 which is produced in overlap with the mentor’s
expansion in lines 61 and 63. The expansion again clarifies what is cool about the narrated on
experience, namely telling employees that they should have the opportunity to fulfil their talent,
even if it means letting his best performing employees go. The expansion thus ties into the morale
about letting employees go for their own good.
The mentee (T) affiliates with another “Yes” in line 64, but does not follow up on this during the 1.3
second lapse in line 65. By affiliating, albeit minimally, with the mentor’s assessment, the mentee
(T) buys into the morale presented by the mentor so far. They thus co-create the mentor as someone
who enjoys pushing people to fulfil their talent for their own sake.
T_L My two best employees – Morale discussion continued
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66.

T: Ja

ogs’ (.) ≠Altså:_

det’ jo

: Yes its’ prt also I me:an_
: Yes it’s also I mean
L: -----------------------------
T: ------------------≠Gaze away-
67.

: ≠(0.5)

≠ (0.3)

L: -------------------------------------
T: ≠Moves head about ≠Adds hand gesture-
:
68.

fig 22

T: ≠a:lt
:

andet ≠end

everything

else

egoistisk.=

than egoistic.

: anything but selfish.
L: ------------------------------
T: ≠Raises eye brows--≠Stops head move Gaze at L-
69.

T: =>Jeg ved
: >I

ik’ lige hva=det hedder,<

know not just what=it

is called,<

: >I do not know just what it is called<
L: ------------------------------------
T: ------------------------------------
70.

71.

L:

[Mm

:

[Mm

:

[Mm
≠±.h Altså

T: ±[men=øh (.)
:

[but=uh

:

[but uh i mean from your point of view

fra

dit

synspunkt

.h I mean from your point of view

L: ±Tilts head Nods Raises hands±Still gaze at T--------------------
T: -----------------------------≠Stops hand gesture Still gaze at L-
:
72.

fig 23

T: ±at

du’

leder

og

±du

vil=jo

: that you’re leader and you would=prt like

±gern’ ha

dem.

to have them.

: that you’re leader and you want them,
L: ±Tilts head Opens and rotates hands±Quick nods---±Still gaze at T-
T: ------------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 24
73.

74.

L: ±H- He:lt ≠[vildt.
:

H- Very

[wild

:

H- very

[badly

T:

±≠

[Iggå?
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:

[Right?

:

[Right

T: ±Turns head Nods Forward left hand move--------±
L: ----------≠Single downward nod raised eye brows≠
Fig 25
75.

T: ±≠Jaer

±

: Yes
: Yes
L: ±Double nod--±
T: ≠Small nods-
76.

L: ≠Helt vildt.
: Very wild
: Very badly
L: Still gaze at T----------------
T: ≠Stops nodding still gaze at L-

77.

: (0.8)
T: ---
L: ---

78.

L: M#e[:n:

(.) .mt (.)

: B#u[:t

.mt

:
79.

±Der

tror

jeg bare på

There think I

man ska:_±

just about you shou:ld_

Bu[t There I just think you should

T:

[M

:

[M

:

[M

L: ±Hand gesture±Shakes head±Moves right arm forward up and down--±
T: --------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 26
80.

: ±(0.5)

±

L: ±repeats arm movement±
T: --------------------
81.

L: ±både kig’ på den enkelte
: both look at the single

≠±o[:g

kig’ kig’ ≠på sit

a[:nd look look

hold,= ±

at your team,=

: both look at the individual a[nd look look at your team
82.

T:

[Jaer

:

[Yes

:

[Yes

L: ±Both arms forward-------±Right arm to right side move twice--±
T: -------------------------≠Two nods-----------≠Still gaze at L-
Fig 27
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83.

L: =og

turde kig’ på den lange

: =and dare

±bane,

look at the long

field,

: =and dare look at the long run
L: ±Moves right arm further to the right±Hands back on armrest-
T: ------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 28
84.

T: [Jaer
: [Yes
: [Yes

85.

L: ±[.hh og

sig

±Hva’

hva’

hva:’

godt nu;

:

[.hh and say What’s what’s wha:t’s good now;

:

[.hh and say What’s what’s what’s good now

L: ±Raises both hands±Moves right hand to the right and back twice-
T: ----------------------------------------------------------------
86.

L: men men specielt,

±

: but but especially,
: but but especially
L: ±Moves right arm further to the right at steadies it there±
T: ---------------------------------------------------------
87.

: ±(0.5)

±

L: ±Moves hand back and repeats±
T: ---------------------------
88.

L: Hva:’

godt hvis vi tør

: Wha:t’s good if

investere.±

we dare invest.,

: What’s good if we dare invest.
L: Arms stay in the extended position--±
T: ------------------------------------
Fig 29
89.

T: ≠±Jaer
:

Yes

: Yes
L: ±Returns hand to armrest--
T: ≠Small bacward single nod-
90.

L: ◦Så:◦
: ◦So:◦
: So
L: ----
T: -----
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91.

: ±(0.8)

±

L: ±Tilts head Hand gesture±
T: ------------------------
92.

L: De::t (.)

±Det

: Tha::t

synes jeg er spændende og arbejd’ med.

That

think I

is exciting

to work

with

: That That i think is exciting to work with
L: Still gaze at T±Raises eye brows Hand gesture Single upward nod±
T: --------------------------------------------------------------
Fig 30
93. T: Jaer.
: Yes.
: Yes
L: Still gaze at T-
T: ----------------
94.

T: ≠↑Ja

det

ka’ jeg godt forstå.

: ↑Yes that can I

well understand

: Yes I understand that
L: ≠Slight head tilt and back to normal-
T: -------------------------------------
95.

: ±(0.5)

±

L: ±Hand gesture±
T: -------------
96.

L: Om

det så=er

: Whether it

ingeniører,

±

then=is engineers,

: Whether it then is engineers
L: Turns looks and points sideways toward the hallway±
T: --------------------------------------------------

97.

T: ±Ja=
: Yes
: Yes
L: Returns hand to armrest-

98.

L: =eller bankfolk ±de::t
: =or

bankers

tha::t

°ligegyldigt°.

°doesn’t matter°.

: or bankers that doesn’t matter
L:

---------------±Shrugs-----------------±

T: ---------------------------------------
99.

±

T: Jaer
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±

L: Still gaze T-
T: -------------

In line 66, the mentee (T) takes the floor with what eventually amounts to an assessment after a
restart and a gap of 0.8 seconds in line 67, during which the hand movements of the mentee (T)
suggest that she is doing a word search. The assessment, completed in line 68, assesses the mentor’s
deeds as “anything but selfish”, and thus corroborates the mentor’s identity as the type of person
who develops talent for the sake of the talented. As seen in some of the other excerpts, an
assessment in itself constitutes a relevant action in the post-punchline meaning negotiation.
However, in line 69 she latches on to her own turn immediately at the projected TRP with an
expansion explaining that she does not know the exact term constituting her assessment. Thereby,
she accounts for her word search and the somewhat odd “all but selfish” assessment.
The account is produced as an insert since it is slightly rushed and with a rising turn-final intonation,
making it clear that she is going to continue. The mentor (L) orients to this in line 70 by producing
the continuer “Mm” while tilting his head and rotating his palms, which can be interpreted as a
recognition of the mentee’s lack of a term. In overlap with the mentor’s “Mm”, the mentee (T)
continues with the disjunctive “But uhm” followed by a micro-pause, thus projecting that she is in
the process of a turn continuation. She then self-repairs and restarts with an account-initiating
“Atlså 55” followed by an account of why the mentor’s choice was all but egoistic, namely that a
leader wants his best performing employees.
The mentee’s (T) response is interesting from an impression management perspective. She does
more than ‘just’ an assessment by embedding it into an argument, which accounts for her
assessment. By latching on to her own talk with an insert that projects continuation, which is then
restarted in the same line with the account-initiating “Altså”. While an assessment in itself exhibits
knowledge and demonstrates competence, adding an account does it even more so. Also, the
continued turn format changes what is made conditionally relevant next. Had the mentee passed the
floor after the initial assessment in line 67 or her account for her lack of a term in line 68, a relevant
response would address the assessment, or an identification of the lost term. By producing an
account for her assessment as initiated by “Altså”, her account is sequentially implicative. In terms
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The Danish term ”Altså” in a turn-initial position such as above is difficult to translate directly to English, and it can
serve different purposes. In this case it marks an elaboration, and thus it could be translated ”That is”, however, this is
arguably not something people say. I have chosen to translate it with ”I mean”, but an even more colloquial alternative
could be ”Like”. In any case, the ”Altså” above initiates an account by marking an elaboration regarding a cause.
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of impression management, adding an account does two things: First, it demonstrates a higher level
of knowledgeability, and second, it constitutes a stronger affiliative action because it also affiliates
with the mentor’s reasoning, thus essentially ‘doing empathy’.
In line 73, the mentor (L) responds with the affiliative, phonetically emphasised, high-grade
agreement marker “very badly”, which treats the account as correct. In overlap with the mentor’s
agreement marker, the mentee adds the tag question “Right?”, which displays a strong preference
for affiliation. Moreover, the “Right” is produced with smile, a downward single nod, and raised
eyebrows which further emphasises its affiliation-seeking nature. The mentee (T) responds with a
“Yes” in line 74 and the mentor repeats his “very badly”, but without phonetic emphasis in line 76.
Thus, they close the sequence having co-created the understanding that the mentor (L) will sacrifice
his own professional wants in order to allow his employees to fulfil their potential.
After a lapse of 0.8 seconds in line 77, the mentor (L) claims the floor with an account of how he
sees the relation between the individual and the organisation as well as short and long-term plans.
This continues until line 88. The mentee (T) responds with the minimal agreement “Yes” in line 89,
and does not indicate that more is to come. The mentor (L) then takes the floor with an overlapvulnerable conjunctional, a prolonged “So” followed by a silence (Gail Jefferson, 1983), but the
mentee (T) does not seize the opportunity to take the floor. Instead, the mentor (L) produces the
assessment “that I think is exciting to work with” in line 92. It is emphatically produced both by
phonetic (That) and embodied means (raised eye brows, arm gesture, nod). In doing so, he can be
seen as fishing for more of a response than a minimal yes, by making relevant a second assessment.
The mentee (T) initially responds with a minimal “Yes”, but then, in line 94, she produces an
affiliating response by stating “Yes I understand that”, which aligns with the “think” part of the
mentor’s assessment rather than “exciting”. The mentor (L) and the mentee (T) have thus co-created
the mentor as someone who is passionate about developing people and pushing them to fulfil their
talent for their own sake, even at the expense of his own short-term wants.
Following the 0.5 second silence in line 95, the mentor (L) takes a turn at talk, which is quite
interesting from an employer branding perspective. Specifically, he states “Whether it is engineers
or bankers that doesn’t matter”. By doing so, he quite explicitly disassociates himself from the
company, making the story about himself. The mentee (T) simply accepts the information in line 99.
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This is interesting because it makes evident that the affiliation is co-created between the mentee and
the ‘mentor as a leader in general’, and not the ‘mentor as a leader in this particular company’.
The excerpt shows how a story and the ensuing negotiation of meaning is a potential site for cocreating leader identity. The mentor is co-created as a leader who is passionate about developing
talent; so much so that he will sacrifice his own short-term wants to have his employees perform at
their full potential. On the other hand, he is also co-created as a man of his word and of action. If his
employees are not performing he will ask them to gear up or leave.
5.4.4 Recap and discussion of stories about the mentor
The sheer number of stories about the mentor (see tables 5-4 to 5-6 deserves a comment. From an
employer branding point of view, one could wonder about the number stories that were not related
to work at all or to the mentor’s prior job. Indeed, this could come across as problematic, why spend
time telling stories that seemingly do not matter for the company when doing employer branding?
One possible explanation pertains to the format, pre-hire mentoring (Spitzmüller et al., 2008). As
mentioned earlier, storytelling is considered a core role of mentors in some branches of the
mentoring literature (Megginson & Clutterbuck, 2005; Poulsen, 2008). Mentors tell stories about
themselves and their careers because that is what mentors do. And mentees generally treat the
stories as relevant as seen by the generally affiliative responses (see appendix 19.1). It is at least
tentatively possible to conclude that private stories about the mentor is an important part of the
mentoring process and in building rapport.
Another important point for which we now have some empirical evidence is that stories not
pertaining to the company may indirectly serve to co-create the employer brand of the company. An
example of this, which it was not possible to include here, can be found in Appendix 3.5. Here, the
mentor re-tells a story she heard from a friend about a school assignment in which one of the
companies was a unknown manufacturer of vacuum tankers, whereas the others were well-known
consumer brands. The friend had chosen the vacuum tanker case, and since landed a great job at an
unknown company producing pipes for water and sewage. The morale of the story was co-created as
unknown companies being potentially great employers and the mentee responded with a highly
affiliative second story about a bad experience with a well-known brand with whom she had
considered seeking an internship. A similar example can be seen in section 5.2.3, where the same
mentor talks about her specific interest in unknown companies and the employment benefits it
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brings about. Since the mentor in question currently works in a company virtually unknown outside
the offshore industry, co-creating unknown companies as potentially great employers actually
benefits the company, even if other companies are mentioned in positive terms as well. It could be
argued that the mentor is engaging in employer branding at the level of “unknown-to-ordinarypeople companies”, a category which of course includes her current employer.
Both the excerpts show that stories and the ensuing negotiation of modality and meaning are sites
for co-creating ‘recruiter characteristics’. Interestingly, both stories draw somewhat caricature; the
vacuum cleaner sales person who gets a kick from phoning people, and the manager who lays off
his best performing employees because they are not passionate enough. In the former case, the
caricature is used to depict who the mentor is not, and in the latter to describe who the mentor is.
The use of stereotypical characters in stories for sensemaking purposes has been investigated in
prior studies (Beech & Phyl, 2005; Koveshnikov, Vaara, & Erhrnrooth, 2016). My findings add to
this line of research by emphasising the local, intersubjective, turn-by-turn use of stereotypes rather
than the more generalised aspects hitherto investigated, as well as by demonstrating how these
caricatures work in an employer branding setting.
In line with the previous section on uniqueness stories, the two excerpts and a large number of the
stories in tables 5-4 to 5-6 confirms the findings of LeBaron and colleagues (2009), namely that
boundary moments are sites for identity work. Whereas as the previous section illuminated the
dynamics of organisational identity work, the two excerpts above showed the importance of
personal and professional identity work in pre-hire mentor conversations.
The notion of identity work combined with the use of caricatures and the rich meaning negotiation
that follows are also interesting in relation to informing the literature on recruiter characteristics.
Recruiter characteristics and behaviour in the current employer branding field are completely
abstracted from both process and practice, and thus this section offers an initial step towards
unpacking the black box of recruiter characteristics.
Compared to the existing literature, my analysis started with a different interest, respecifying the
phenomenon, which logically led to quite different conclusions. In the first excerpt, the mentor was
co-created as one who despises selling, and in the second excerpt the mentor was co-created as a
leader who demands passion from his employees for their own sake. To me, at least, it is rather
unclear how it would be possible to capture the richness in constructs such as ‘personableness’,
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‘trustworthiness’ or ‘informativeness’ (Uggerslev et al., 2012) measured on a 1-5 scale, even it
consists of several questionnaire items. This is significant because the caricatures were co-created
with affiliative responses from the mentee. In the first excerpt in particular, the mentor’s passionate
dislike for selling was oriented to as creating an opportunity for the mentee in the company since
she is fond of selling. It is hard to conceive of a quantitative method that could capture this quite
decisive sequence in the mentorship. In addition, the section has offered evidence for the important
role of stories in co-creating recruiter characteristics.

5.5 Storytelling: A machinery for employer brand co-creation
The analysis might be seen as an inordinately laborious way of reaching the conclusion that mentors
tell stories about the company and themselves, and that these seem to have relevance for the
company’s employer brand. While this is a finding in its own right, it might seem like a lot of effort
has been made to reach the seemingly common-sense conclusion. However, as Sacks famously said
in his second lecture of the fall semester 1968 (Sacks, 1992a, pp. 20-21): “it misses the point
entirely, when, e.g. a co-professional of mine will say: “Well what you really turned out to say was
that that’s a story. It was interesting logic, but what you’re really saying is that that’s a story.”
That’s not the point at all. The only thing that is interesting is the logic. That’s the whole thing. That
it’s a story anybody knows. That’s not sociology. The ‘points’ are the points in the analysis.”
Following Sacks’ point, the members’ recognisable methods for co-creating storytellings form a
machinery for the inherently social and relational activity that constitutes the co-creation of a
fleeting moment of employer branding. Here, I adopt Sacks’ notion of ‘a machinery’ (Sacks, 1992b,
p. 159; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973), which, despite the obvious engineering reference, does not refer
to a static, mechanical entity56. Rather, ‘a machinery’ refers to the ordered, recognisable actions that
constitute an activity – in this case, storytellings.
One of the main findings from the analysis is therefore the insight into the dynamics of interpersonal
storytelling in face-to-face employer brand encounters. It expands on the employer brand literature
by unpacking one potential element of the process that makes face-to-face employer brand
encounters so effective (Boswell et al., 2003; Cable & Yu, 2006; Colarelli, 1984; E. Baur, Ronald
Buckley, Bagdasarov, & S. Dharmasiri, 2014; Rampl & Kenning, 2014; Sara L. Rynes et al., 1991;
Schreurs et al., 2005). In the remainder of this section I will elaborate on how mentors and mentees
56

Interestingly, Sacks’s idea of a machinery was one of the main reasons why Goffman withdrew from Sacks’s PhD
committee, calling his approach a systems engineering perspective (Silverman, 1998, p. 34).
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co-created stories. I will present a model describing the machinery of storytelling in face-to-face
employer brand encounters.
The following model is meant as an “ideal type” in the Weberian/Schützian sense (Schütz, 1954,
1967). Thus, it is not a description of how all stories are actually co-created, but it serves as a basis
for understanding the main elements of the process. Deviations from the model are not to be seen as
undermining its validity. Rather they are to be understood as deviations from the model. Unlike the
Weberian method, however, the model is based on members’ own accounting practices; that is, the
model describes practices oriented to and accounted for by storytellers and recipients in interaction.
Likewise deviations from the model are treated as accountable by participants, thereby affirming the
normative orientation of the model as a members’ orientation.
The model primarily describes the ‘telling’ rather than the story content. There are two reasons for
this. First, there is a practically infinite number of plots and content. Some of these have been
addressed elsewhere in the form of general narratives (Denning, 2005). Second, and more
importantly, it is the ‘telling’ rather than the ‘story’ itself that determines whether there is a
storytelling. No matter how great the plot, if mentors and mentees do not co-create the telling
properly, it ultimately falls apart.
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Figure 5-1 Ideal type machinery of storytelling
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The model comprises three overall phases, what each phase intersubjectively accomplishes, and
how this is accomplished. Notice that the phases comprise interlocking blocks 57 resembling pieces
of a puzzle; the mentor’s pieces are white, mentee’s pieces are blue. The reason for this depiction is
that it highlights how each phase is co-created intersubjectively. By emphasising that an action is
co-created by each member adding their piece to the puzzle, the model shows that failure to do so
will lead to a collapse of the storytelling or at least require more work to be done to co-create a
story. This explains why mentors and mentees in general spend a lot of work securing alignment,
since alignment is vital for accomplishing a storytelling.
The first phase is optional and describes a pre-sequence co-created to occasion the story storytelling.
In this phase participants intersubjectively negotiate that a telling is going to ensue. The two main
tasks performed by mentors and mentees in this phase are the co-creation of tellability and
negotiating the occasionedness of the projected telling. In addition, the first phase helps to project
what could potentially constitute the climax of the story. Simply put, the pre-sequence functions as
an “interest arouser” (Sacks, 1992a, p. 226). The phase is optional, meaning that mentors can
proceed to initiate a storytelling without it. In fact, in my collection of stories 44 out of 71 stories
were initiated without a dedicated pre-sequence (Appendix 19.2). In these cases, the stories were
typically occasioned in the telling as either exemplifications or as elaboration of the preceeding talk.
I have divided the prompts used for the storytellings in my collection into four categories. The first,
“story preface” (Sacks, 1992a, pp. 222-228) was used six times in my collection. Two of these
followed the standard structure presented by Sacks (Sacks, 1992a, pp. 222-228). One of the
instances was analysed in the story “L_E If you want the story” in section 5.2.3.1 (fully transcribed
in Appendix 9.3). The other instance can be found Appendix 11.1 lines 4-7. In both instances, the
mentor asked explicitly for permission to tell the story, and the mentee responded with a go ahead.
With the telling thus warranted, the mentor then proceeds with the story. There were also four
instances (Appendix 3.3.3 line 14; Appendix 14.4, line 11; Appendix 14.1 lines 37-38; Appendix
18.1 lines 11-12) of a related but grammatically different sequence which functioned in the same
way. Rather than asking for permission to tell a story, the mentor used a declarative form and more
or less stated that he/she will now tell a story. The mentees responded with type-conforming
continuers. The following excerpt shows how it works:

57

The only exception being ”mentee question in phase 1” which is a single box that leads directly to the telling.
Technically, the story then becomes a second position story whose occassionedness rests on it answering the question
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L: Mentor, sitting to the left, is the personnel manager at an engineering company, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ±
T: Mentee, sitting to the right, is Master’s student studying corporate communication, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
T_L My favourite story

1.

L 58: En

af mi:n’ yndlingshistorier og

: One of my:

d-

favourite stories and i-

: One of my favourite stories and i
L: >> Pours coffee in cup gaze at cup---
T: >> Places cup on table gaze at table-
:
2.

Fig 1

L: ±≠Og
:

det lyder

And it

forkert fordi

sounds wrong

den handler om

because is

is

mig selv (.) så_

about myself

so_

: And it sounds wrong because it is about myself so
L: ±Fiddles with thermos flask gaze at flask------------------------
T:
3.

≠Leans back in chair gaze at L’s cup-----------------------------

T: [≠Ehehe

.HHH

]

: [ Ehehe

.HHH

]

: [Ehehe
4.

.HHH

]

L: [±det >det=ska (.) det ska’
: [ it

>it=shall

: [it it should

it

] ik’ ±≠lyde

såd’n;

schall] not sound like that
] not sound like that

L: ±Smiles gaze stil at flask---------±Stops smiling-
T: ≠Smiles and Gaze at L-----------------------------
:
5.
58

Fig 2

T: ≠±Nej=

Line 1 corresponds to line 11 in the full transcript in appendix 14.4
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:

No=

: No
L: ±Places flask on floor-
T: ≠Gaze at flask---------
: Fig 3

In line 1, the mentor initiates the preface with a turn stating “One of my favourite stories”, thereby
projecting that a story is about to be told. However, he interrupts himself to produce an account for
the fact that it is about him in line 2 to 4. The mentee aligns with the projected humour of the
account by laughing in line 3. In line 5, she produces a continuer which effectively gives the mentor
the go ahead to tell ‘one of his favourite stories’. A somewhat in between structure was seen in the
analysis in section 5.2.3.4, where the mentor used a hypothetical question to project that he was
going to claim the floor with a storytelling. Thus, even if the production differs from Sacks’ original
examples, they function in the same way.

Another method for prompting a storytelling was for the mentor to produce an announcement that
sought an elaboration. An example of this can be found in “I_E Brewery”. Prior to the excerpt, the
mentor (I) has gone through how the company was founded, and how it has progressed until now.
I: Mentor, sitting to the left, is a project manager at a large IT company, embodied behaviour
demarcated with ±
T: Mentee, sitting to the right, is Master’s student studying corporate communication, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
I_E Brewery

1.

59

59:

(0.6)

Line 1 in the excerpt corresponds to line 21 in the full transcript in appendix 6.2
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I: >> Gaze at table--------------
E: >> Gaze to the left of mentor-
2.

I: ±Jah

og

så

±har

: Yeah and then

vi et bryggeri;

have vi a

brewery;

: Yeah and then we have a brewery;
I: ±Single head shake ±Gaze at E raised eye brows-----
E: ---------------------------------------------------
: Fig 1
3.

E: Et bryggeri?
: A

brewery?

: A brewery?
I: ----------------------------------
E: Gaze at I smiles raised eye brows-

In line 2, the mentor produces the announcement that the company runs a brewery. Given that the
company is an IT company, the mentee’s disbelief in line 3 is understandable. The repeat with rising
intonation as well as his shocked facial expression can be interpreted as seeking an elaboration.
Having thus secured the tellability and piqued the curiosity of the mentee, the mentor eventually
tells three connected stories about the brewery. A similar method was used by the mentor in “T_L
My two best employees” which I analysed in section 5.4.3. Here the mentor announced that he laid
off his two best employees. Again, this was understably treated by the mentee as shocking which
then warranted the following story. In total, there were 6 stories in my collection in which the
mentor and mentee co-created a pre-sequence by producing an announcement and a request for
elaboration (Appendix 19.2).
Stories may told in response to a mentee question. In my collection, this occurred 11 times
(Appendix 19.2). Ususally, the story serves as an answer in the form of an exemplification, as
demonstrated in the following exceprt. Prior to the excerpt below, the mentee (B) and the mentor
(T) has been discussing the topic of his MA thesis.
T: Mentor, sitting to the right, is a project manager at a governing body, embodied behaviour
demarcated with ±
B: Mentee, sitting to the left, is Master’s student studying a double degree in philosophy, embodied
behaviour demarcated with ≠
T_B My dissertation
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1.

B: Nu:’

det så så heldigt at

: Now is it

so so lucky

du

har

siddet og

that you have sat

skrevet (.)

and written

: Now it luckily turns out that you have written
B: >> Gaze at table Leans head on hand-------------------------
T: >> Gaze at Table--------------------------------------------
2.

B: ≠om
: about
: about

3.

≠£HHhh. [om
HHhh.

ohm

≠stort

±set det andet 60 emne,£

[±about about largely seen

the second topic,

[about about practically the second topic,

T:

[ehehehehe

:

[ehehehehe

:

[ehehehehe

B: ≠Smiles≠Gaze at T----------≠Adjusts seat gaze at table--------
T: ----------------±Moves head gaze at B±Resumes head gaze down--
4.

T: £Ja£
:

Yes

:

Yes

B: ---
T: ---

60

The mentee has prior to this presented two possible topics
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5.

B: .hh Altså ≠hvordan havde du
: .hh I mean how

had

det med

you it

±≠det?

with it?

: .hh I mean how did you feel about it
B: ----------≠sits back down-------------≠gaze at T------------
T: --------------------------------------±Moves head from hand-

The question asked by the mentee (B) in line 5 leads to a relatively long story about how the mentor
ended up writing about the topic, what she wrote about, and the philosophers she drew on for the
analysis. Noticably, her storytelling response is not type conforming, that is, it does deliver the type
of assessment-based answer projected by the question. However, by telling the story, the mentor (B)
gives herself the opportunity to engage in some rapport building by recounting her time writing her
thesis as well as the the troubles and successes in the process. Thus, questions may serve as a
warrant for a storytelling.
Interestingly, in two of the instances the question itself was prompted by a material object
(Appendix 2.2 line 34; Appendix 3.4 lines 24-28). In the former, the mentee’s question is prompted
by information in the company brochure, which the mentor has been going through. In the second,
the mentee’s question is prompted by some notes on her computer, which she has made in
preparation to the meeting. Both of the ensuing stories are about the success of the company, and
this shows the active role of material objects in employer brand co-creation.

So far, I have accounted for 67 of my stories in terms of their inclusion or exculsion of a
recognisable warrants for the storytelling. The final three stories appeared in three separate
environments. The first story (Appendix 4.1), emerges as an expansion on a noticing made by the
mentee concercing a picture of the mentor on university’s website. Again this emphasises the active
role of material objects in prompting stories. The second story (Appendix 11.5) is a reparing
account. The mentee made a wrong assertion about the company’s IT systems based on his
knowledge about the company buying a supplier of IT software. The mentor then accounts for the
takeover with a story. In the final story, the mentor’s story is told as a second story. I have lumped
these three stories into the same category ‘warranted stories’, or rather ‘otherwise warranted second
position stories’. Like the mentee question, these stories are warranted by the mentee’s action but
perhaps less explicitly so.
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Phase 2 is characterised by the suspension of the regular turn-taking system as the teller keeps the
floor for a number of turns (Sacks et al., 1974). What the mentor and mentee intersubjectively
achieve is the enactment of a teller and a recipient. There are a number of ways for the mentor to
signal that a telling is under construction. One frequently used method was the use of a compound
TCU marker (Lerner, 1991) such as the ‘from-to’ structure employed in a number of the growth
stories. As shown a number of times in the analysis, these work because the uttering of a “from” or
an “if” on occurrence projects that a “to” or a “then”, respectively, will conclude the telling.
Another related method was the use of what Sacks (1992a, p. 181) called “first verbs”. This was the
case in “K_N I hate and vacuum cleaner sales person” in which the first verb “tried” projected a
second verb clause explicating how he failed.
Mentors also regularly made use of reported speech (Holt, 2000, 2017) in order to re-enact
conversations. One of the interesting affordances of this method could be seen when the mentor
used direct reported speech in “T_L my two best employees”. Due to the direct form of the report,
the mentee was able to take on the role of the employees and enact their responses.
As shown in the model, the mentor cannot do the telling alone. It requires the mentee to do
recipiency (Heath, 1984) or, put differently, ‘do being a story recipient’. Mentees used both verbal
and embodied means including continuers, nods, leans, and gaze shift. Thus, the telling of the
‘body’ of the story relies on the mentee doing his/her part meaning that stories are always coauthored (M. H. Goodwin, 1982). It is these continuers, nods etc. that enable the mentor to progress
with the telling for a number of turns until the punchline is produced.

The third phase, the punchline sequence, is where the story reaches its climax, and where mentors
and mentees co-create the prior turns as story. It is also where the meaning of the story is negotiated
and the affiliation displays are most evident. The main components of the punchline sequence has
already been described by Kjærbeck and Asmuss (2005) as comprising the punchline production
itself, followed by a negotiation of the modality of the story, which is then followed by a negotiation
of the morale of the story. Again, each of these steps are co-created. First, the mentor produces the
punchline so that it is recognisable on occurrence as a potential punchline. In doing so, the mentor
draws on a number of verbal and embodied methods as well as components of the telling so far. For
instance, when the mentor uses a first verb or a compound TCU marker he/she projects that the
punchline will entail the second verb or the corresponding component projected by the compound
TCU marker. Another way of marking the puncline was to use verbal emphases such as volume
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increase or a marked shift in tempo (see for instance section 5.2.3.1 and 5.4.3.1). These were
accompanied by embodied emphases as well such as tapping with a pen (section 5.2.3.1 and
5.2.3.2), or tapping with the feet (section 5.3.3.1). In order to treat the punchline as a punchline, the
mentee typically responded with a change-of-state token which indicated the mode of the story. The
response was either embodied (jaw drop, raised eye brows, freezing), verbal in the form of an
exclamation or an assessment (Appendix 19.2) or both. Interestingly, my collection contained some
instances of the mentee initiating an embodied modality treatment before the completion of the
punchline but at a point where the punchline is projectably forthcoming as it was the case in the
excerpt analysed in section 5.4.3.1. In doing the response, the mentee also marks his/her stance to
the story; that is, whether he/she affiliates or disaffiliates with the mentor. The display is then
treated by the mentor in the following turn.
Another interesting finding was that in the absence of a modality treatment from the mentee, the
mentor will initiate it himself/herself. This was particularly evident in the story about hotdogs and
craft beer in section 5.3.3.2, in which the mentor produced three increasingly intense assessments
following the mentee’s inaction (see appendix 14.4 for a similar structure). This shows the
normative orientation to what counts as proper punchline receipt. In my data there is no example of
the mentor correcting or repairing the mentee’s modality display.
What is important to note is that the mentor will often then pass the floor back to the mentee to let
him/her initiate a discussion of the morale. The mentees tended to do this by means of formulations
or candidate understandings (Appendix 19.2). In this phase of the storytelling, the mentee has the
opportunity to display competence and knowledge by exhibiting understanding of the broader
relevance of the story. Thus, it is not just the the attractiveness of the employer brand that is under
negotiation; the attractiveness of the mentee as a candidate is also potentially at stake. Thus, from an
employer branding point of view, the mentor can learn a lot about the mentee by simply paying
attention to his/her responses.

The final part of the model is the large box surrounding it which I have labelled “material
embeddedness”. This accounts for the fact that face-to-face employer brand encounters and the
storytellings within them always take place in the material world (Streeck et al., 2011). The physical
environment and the artefacts in it play different roles in the storytelling process. One example from
the analysis confirming the role of artefacts is the brochure in the story about wind turbines and
naval mines (Section 5.3.3.3). Here the story was to some extent prompted by the page in the
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brochure depicting the software that detects mines on the seabed. Also it might even be a
contributing factor to the realisation marker made by the mentee which initiated the failure of the
story as a story (see appendix 2.2 line 34 and 3.4 lines 24-28 for two similar examples). Another
example was the organisational chart brought over by the mentor in the story about unsustainable
growth (section 5.2.3.4). In this case, the organisational chart marked the possible end scenario of
the story about the growth of the company by visibly representing the company in its current form.
A final example of the importance of the material environment was how the story about trains made
from washing machines (section 5.3.3.1) was uniquely fitted to the surroundings. For instance, the
fact that the mentee’s bag was on the floor necessitated to turn his body away from the mentor when
packing his things. The mentor’s storytelling was specifically design to account for this situation.
Also, the way they sequenced their getting up from the chairs in relation to the telling-in-progress
showed how their embodied interaction with the furniture allowed them to do demonstrate whether
they were engaged in closing the meeting or in telling a story about the company. There were many
other interesting interaction between the mentors, mentees and their material surrounding, but these
three were particularly illustrative.
The important point about the machinery components is not just that they allow for the telling to be
recognisably co-created. From an employer branding point of view the machinery determine what
type of story that can be told. For instance, by using the storytelling format as indicated by the
“from-to” can transform the notion of “growth” into something more than a piece of factual
information. Also, the fact that both the mentor and the mentee are parts of the machinery means
that employer representatives are not in control of the process.
5.5.1 Deviations from the machinery
My analysis of the entire collection of stories revealed two recurrent mentee actions which could
‘derail’ the story-in-progress. The derailing effect of both actions is likely due to how they puncture
the tellability of the story before the completion of the punchline.
The first action was analysed in section 5.3.3.3 in the story about naval mines and wind turbines.
Here, the mentee produced a realisation marker before the production of the punchline. This led to
the mentor treating her as a knowing recipient, whereby the newness and the tellability of the story
was compromised. However, this does not mean that realisation markers always do so. In my
collection, there were 6 instances of realisation markers produced in varying proximity to the
punchline, including the one just mentioned (Appendix 19.2). In appendix 3.2 (line 52) and 3.4
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(lines 36-37), the mentee’s realisation is produced in overlap at a point where the punchline is
projectable but not yet completed. In both cases the mentee’s realisation treats the punchline as
recognised prior to completion, yet the mentor continues to complete it once in the clear from
overlap. Following the mentor’s completion of the punchline, the mentee skips the morale
discussion phase and initiates a second story in appendix 3.2, and an account in appendix 3.4. Both
of these touch off from the story by staying “on topic” and engage in talk hearable as pertaining to
the morale of the story. It thus seems that mentee realisation markers produced in close enough
proximity to the punchline production do less damage to the story machinery than when they are
produced prior to a projectable punchline. The three remaining realisation markers were produced
either in overlap with the completion of the punchline (Apenndix 9.4 line 56) or after the punchline
(Appendix 9.8 line 53; Appendix 10.2 line 67). These seem to function as modality treatments and
do not change the functioning of the machinery.
The second derailing action was when the mentee produced a candidate completion of the
punchline. An example of this was analysed in section 5.2.3.3 in which the mentee produced a
candidate completion of a potential punchline in the story about the mentor’s first full-time
employee in line 45 (see appendix 2.1 and 8.5 for two similar instances, although produced in
overlap). Candidate completions of punchlines are interesting as they turn the story into kind of
shared story (Mandelbaum, 1987) without an unknowing recipient. In addition to suggesting a role
switch, candidate completions also introduce a new relevant next, namely an acceptance and
rejection. Thereby they alter the recognisable “standard” sequence of post punchline activities of
modality and morale treatment. In all three cases it mentor proceeded to the morale.
To conclude the analysis, I must re-emphasise that the machinery illustrated above is not a
normative how-to model that I have come up with. Rather, it describes the normative orientations of
mentors and mentees. This means that deviations from the model are treated as accountable. It does
not mean that deviances do not occur. Furthermore, the actions described in the model were not
unambiguous. Sometimes they even seemed to be strategically ambiguous, so as to circumnavigate
the normative orientations. Furthermore, the machinery shows that co-creation is more than a
theoretical proposal. It is a normative orientation demonstrably employed by mentors and mentees
when doing a storytelling and negotiating the meaning of the story.
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6 Discussion – Fleeting moments of employer brand co-creation
The central theme in my discussion will be the reconceptualization of employer branding in face-toface interactions as ‘fleeting moments of employer brand co-creation’. The discussion will address a
number of aspects pertaining to this reconceptualization and my three research questions. First, I
will discuss the role of stories in employer brand co-creation, then I will discuss the ramifications of
the reconceptualisations at a theoretical and methodological level, and finally, I will tie the
discussion to the paradigmatic underpinnings uncovered in chapter 2.

6.1 The role of storytelling in employer brand co-creation
In the following I am going to initiate the discussion chapter by addressing the role of storytelling in
employer brand co-creation, focussing on the interactional affordances offered by storytelling in
pre-hire mentoring.
In section 5.1, I proposed that the notion of employer attractiveness could be re-specified as
‘affiliation’ because attractiveness and affiliation cover essentially the same issue; that is, affect and
evaluation as a response to communicative actions albeit at very different levels of analysis.
Attractiveness (Ehrhart & Ziegert, 2005), in the classic employer branding literature, is construed as
a general, context-free, mechanical and predicatable result of a company’s non-specific
communicative efforts. Affiliation (Steensig & Drew, 2008), on the other hand, is rooted in CA and
construed as a local, situated, intersubjective accomplishment.
One of the particular interactional affordances offered by a story is the post-punchline phase that
makes affiliation displays and negotiation of meaning relevant. This means that storytellings are
potential sites for fleeting moments of employer brand co-creation. This is supported by the fact that
both mentors and mentees consistently demonstrate a normative orientation to engage in these
activities as elaborated on in the previous section. From the analysis, it was also quite clear that a
storytelling does a lot more than ‘getting the message across’. Arguably, mentors could get the
message across more easily by means of a simple informing. However, informings do not make
affiliation or exhibitions of understanding relevant; they can be sufficiently responded to with an
information receipt token. This also, to some extent, explains why storytellings are consistently
treated as delicate: since affiliation displays are inherently non-neutral since there is a risk of
disagreement.
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The fact that there is a lot at stake for both mentors and mentees further compounds the delicacy of
the activity. The delicacy may be explained by an interesting dilemma posed by storytelling. In the
post-punchline negotiation of meaning, the mentee is normatively expected to respond properly to
the mode of the story and engage in a discussion of the broader relevance of the story. However,
when the story pertains to the company, mentees are inevitably in a not-knowing position (Heritage
& Raymond, 2005) relative to the phenomenon, given that the mentor would be assumed to know
more about the company than the mentee. Thus, while the sequential position allows them to exhibit
understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252) and do being knowledgeable by being able to engage in a
discussion of the broader relevance of the story, it is also a position from which it is easy to ‘fail’.
There was some evidence for this in “S_D washing machines and tumble dryers” as the mentor
responded to the mentee’s business case classification with a potential embedded correction. The
mentee, however, negated the potential correction.
It is not just mentees who are in a position to fail when co-creating stories and negotiating their
meaning. The “S_D 2 hotdog and craft beer” story demonstrated that the conversation can turn quite
awkward when stories are not treated as tellable by recipients. The leads to another point on storiesin-interaction. As ‘effective’ as they seem to be, they are also fragile because they rely on both
parties fulfilling their respective roles. The analysis of “B_T Mines and wind turbines” showed that
producing a sudden realisation marker during the build-up to the punchline makes the punchline
somewhat redundant. The reason is that it levels the assumed epistemic asymmetry that made the
story tellable. Proof of this was found in the both the mentor’s and the mentee’s following turns,
where the gist of the story was treated by both as already known – as expressed through their
epistemic stance taking.
What is striking about the storytelling format is that it also tells us something about the recipient, as
it eneables him/her to engage ‘identity work’ (LeBaron et al., 2009). First, the post-punchline
meaning negotiation phase offers a sequentially relevant site for the mentee to do being
knowledgeable and competent. When the mentee exhibits an understanding (Sacks, 1992a, p. 252)
of the story and engages in a discussion of the morale, he/she both displays her stance towards the
given topic and that he/she is capable of making an informed judgement. Second, if the mentee does
an affiliative response that demonstrably agrees with the stance taken by the mentor, the story has
demonstrably contributed to building affiliation; the interactional equivalent to employer brand
equity, as discussed in section 5.1. On the other hand, mentees do not always deliver an affiliative
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response. The best example of this is the “T_L 2 Hotdogs and craft beer”, in which the mentee did
not respond with affiliation to the story about the employees arranging a hotdogs and craft beer
lunch, despite the mentor’s laborious effort to elicit one such. I have asked the mentee afterwards
whether she likes beer and hotdogs, and she does. Yet her response shows that the story did not have
any significant effect on her stance towards the company. The storytelling sequence therefore failed
to co-create an affiliation or as it would be called in the classic employer branding literature,
employer brand equity.
Interestingly, the majority of the stories told in my data were stories about the mentor. While the
stories about the mentor and his/her role in the company are likely to be considered relevant from an
employer branding perspective, many stories did not involve the company at all. The question is
whether this is employer branding or a waste of time. There are at least three aspects to take into
consideration when addressing this issue. First, while pre-hire mentoring is an employer branding
tactic, it is also a mentoring relationship, and the importance of storytelling in mentoring has been
established in previous literature, especially in facilitating learning and personal development
(D’Abate & Alpert, 2017; Hunt & Michael, 1983; Megginson & Clutterbuck, 2005; Poulsen, 2008).
Thus, there is a solid theoretical argument for claiming that the role of personal mentor stories is at
least partially a mentoring function. It is not quite clear how this is directly relevant for employer
brand co-creation. However, Spitzmüller and colleagues (2008) found a correlation between
mentoring and organisational attractiveness as well as intention to pursue employment. Thus, doing
mentoring in the form of storytelling, regardless of the topic, may have employer branding effects.
In addition, if one considers the act of mentoring a graduate student an act of giving back to society
by helping a young individual make tough career decisions, then these stories may be considered a
socially responsible activity. The literature on the employer brand effects of CSR is rather
conclusive; it is quite likely to have an effect (Backhaus, Stone, & Heiner, 2002; Jones et al., 2014;
Kim & Park, 2011; Lis, 2012; Turban & Greening, 1996). Thus, there is a potential for noncompany stories to have a positive indirect effect. The second aspect is related to this claim, namely
that non-company stories can be seen as rapport-building. As can be seen in Appendix 19.1, all but
one of these stories received affiliative responses 61. It follows that stories may do rapport-building,
and that this may have an indirect effect on employer branding.

61

Defined as a score of 3 or more on my level of affiliation assessment
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6.2 Methodological and theoretical ramifications
In this section, I am going to connect the discussion of my empirical analysis to the methodological
and theoretical ramifications of my dissertation. As I pointed out in chapter 3, the co-creation
approach to employer branding puts the process centre stage and thus fundamentally presupposes a
theory of intersubjectivity. With this as a starting point, I will initiate the discussion by elaborating
on the methodological contribution offered by my intersubjective approach to employer brand cocreation. I will highlight how CA brings intersubjectivity to the fore and allows for a range of
findings that are the specific product of the methodology. Then I will present how my study has
ramifications for employer branding theory in general. In doing so I will revisit Schütz’ notion of
the temporal nature of meaning, in order to argue that the atemporal assumption about employer
brands supporting the field is untenable.
Afterwards, I will discuss the ramifications of my intersubjective approach for employer branding
theory. In doing so, I will also include the main findings of my problematization of the literature in
an attempt to demonstrate how my intersubjective co-creation approach holds potential for the field
as a whole.
6.2.1 Toward a methodological contribution to employer brand co-creation
So far, in the classic employer branding literature, the process of external employer branding has
only been examined to a very limited extent (Russell & Brannan, 2016). Given the prevailing
transmission model of communication, it has been “assumed away” (Section 2.3). I proposed
Schütz’s theory of intersubjectivity as a solution and adopted CA as my methodological
operationalisation. I have thus imported new methodology and theory to the field, just like the
classic employer branding theorists adopted theories from cognitive psychology when they
established the field (Ambler & Barrow, 1996; Cable & Turban, 2001; Lievens & Highhouse,
2003). However, my methodology has its roots in sociology and linguistics. The introduction of CA
to the study of employer brand co-creation has proved fruitful for a number of reasons.
First, being a branch of ethnomethodology, CA emphasises that method is not just for researchers;
ordinary people in the natural attitude use methods for “doing social life” in general (Sacks, 1984).
As discussed in section 6.1, mentors and mentees engaged in pre-hire mentorships use methods –
not scientific ones but methods nonetheless – for the practical accomplishment of the activities they
do.
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Placing members’ methods centre stage of the analysis offers a range of unique, analytical
affordances that are the result of the methodological principles of CA, in particular the principles of
procedural consequentiality and grounding in members’ orientations (Sidnell, 2013). These
principles illustrate the core differences between the classic employer branding approach and my
intersubjective co-creation approach. They differ fundamentally in the system of relevance
(Hindmarsh & Llewellyn, 2016; Schütz, 1970) imposed by the respective disciplines on the
scientific attitude adopted by the researcher. Rooted in the two principles, a CA approach attempts
to stay within the system of relevance demonstrably oriented to by the mentors and mentees; that is,
if something is claimed by the analyst to be relevant, it must demonstrably be so for the observed
participants. This stands in sharp contrast to the classic employer branding field. Here, the relevance
of, for instance, symbolic and instrumental attributes (Lievens & Highhouse, 2003) is imposed on
respondents through items on questionnaires and then evaluated by statistical methods. Section 5.2
on growth stories showed what these differences meant in terms of empirical analysis, the core
finding being that the conceptual difference between instrumental and symbolic attributes are not
relevant for members. The ‘instrumental’ attribute ‘growth’ was co-created as both equivocal and as
meaning-rich, which is the opposite of what the instrumental symbolic framework predicted. This
finding is the result of my methodological approach.
Staying true to the CA methodology and members’ systems of relevance led to some rather
interesting discoveries. For instances that the “T_L Craft beer and hotdog” story was treated with no
display of interest whatsoever by the mentee, despite the fact that it is a rather textbook story, both
in terms of content and production. Looking carefully at the interaction as it unfolded enabled me to
demonstrate that the lack of proper uptake was treated as accountable by the mentor, meaning that a
suitable response was accountably missing. Had I just looked at the story as such, this conclusion
would have been missed. Even if the story could be seen as an exemplar of the company culture, the
mentee’s disinterested response shows that in this particular instance, the immediate impact of the
story was negligible.
Also, the detailed analysis highlighted the local, situated nature of stories and how they are
produced within a specific socio-material environment. For instance, the telling of the failed story
“B_T wind turbines and mines” is highly dependent on the brochure that the mentor is going
through. Thus, the prompt for the telling is materially present. Arguably, the listing format indicated
by the brochure contributed to the failure of the story; at the very least it allowed the mentor to
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continue according to the product-based list it portrayed. Another example of a story produced in
accordance with the unique local environment was “S_D Trains made from washing machines”. The
mentor’s storytelling was uniquely suited to the embodied closing-of-the-meeting in which they are
engaged. Insights such as these are the product of the CA methodology, and they show an important
feature of storytelling in employer branding encounters; it is a co-created activity that does not exist
in vacuum. Rather, telling stories is, as discussed above, a delicate interactional activity that is not
as straightforward as it sounds. Again it is highly unlikely that these insights could have been gained
through the use of interviews, coding or thematic analyses.
Another related analytical affordance arising from my methodological approach was the insight that
the methods mentors and mentees use to co-create fleeting moments of employer branding in
interaction are multimodal and materially situated. They used both verbal and embodied means, as
well as their material surroundings, to accomplish storytelling. The analysis thus emphasised the
value of using video methods to capture the employer brand co-creation process in situ and thus
adds to the increasingly popular stream of video-based organisation studies (Gylfe et al., 2016;
Hindmarsh & Llewellyn, 2016; LeBaron, Jarzabkowski, Pratt, & Fetzer, 2018),
The co-creation approach to employer branding conceives of employer brands as negotiated
(Aggerholm et al., 2011). However, as the analysis and discussion until now have shown, it is not
just the meaning of the story that is co-created. The doing of a storytelling is also an intersubjective
accomplishment since mentors and mentees also co-create the sequentially organised turns at talk
that constitute the fleeting moment of employer brand co-creation. Since the employer brand
managers cannot create a fleeting moment of employer brand co-creation alone, they are dependent
on the cooperation of the candidate. This means that not only do employer brand representatives not
control the meaning of the employer brand; they also do not control the context in which it is made
relevant. These findings are the result of the method and they offer a solid empirical basis for
challenging the transmission model of communication supporting the classic employer branding
field. As shown in section 5.5, the interactional accomplishment of a story bears very little
resemblance with the transmission model of communication presented by Shannon and Weaver
(1949). They also further compound the point put forth by (Wider et al., 2018), that (employer)
brand research needs to let go of the illusion of control.
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Shortly put, the ethnomethodological and conversation analytical contribution to the field offers a
respecification of employer brands and their attributes as co-created in interaction by people in the
natural attitude. This means that the members’ perspectives and accountable practices are taken very
seriously and treated as uniquely adequate for the task at hand, rather than being subject of ironic
theorising about what happens (Garfinkel 1967).
In conclusion, I would argue that my intersubjective co-creation approach offers a novel
contribution by putting members’ methods for co-creating fleeting moments of employer branding
at the centre of the analysis and thus opens up for a new stream of research rooted in the proposed
methodology. It also offers empirical evidence that can challenge the taken for granted assumptions
about communication in the classical literature.
6.2.2 Toward a contribution to employer branding theory
Given that employer brands are fundamentally meaning-based phenomena, one of my main
contributions to the employer branding field is the introduction of a theory of meaning. As pointed
out in section 2.3, the classic employer branding field has no theory of meaning, instead it relies on
the notion of a somewhat mechanical conceptualisation of perception leading to information being
stored ‘as is’ in the minds of receivers. The presupposed objectivity of information and perception
fits well in with the objectivist epistemology, realist ontology and the transmission model of
communication that underlie the paradigm (section 2.3). However, as pointed out in chapter 2, this
has led to some implicit disagreement as to who determines the meaning of the employer brand. Is
the employer brand nestled inside the company’s communicative efforts, or is it information stored
in people’s heads? However, taking the transmission model to the extreme, this does not pose much
of a problem at all since the message is presumably absorbed unproblematically and unequivocally.
My Schütz and Sacks inspired theory of meaning, which is tied to intersubjectivity and
communicative action, offers a contribution to the employer branding field by bringing meaning to
the fore. I will now turn to the ramifications of this theoretical position.
As discussed in chapter 3, Schütz’s interrelated theories of meaning and intersubjectivity were
intimately connected with temporality. Meaning is, as Schütz (1967) pointed out, a time problem. A
recognition of the temporal aspect of employer branding is an important addition to the field, and it
is an issue that has seen increased interest in organisation studies in general (Langley, Smallman,
Tsoukas, & Van de Ven, 2013; Schultz & Hernes, 2013). Empirically, the temporal aspect of
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employer brand co-creation was investigated through the sequential nature of talk in interaction.
Theoretically, the ramifications are more profound.
One of the main underlying assumptions of the classic employer branding literature is that employer
brands are relatively stable, atemporal, and manageable entities (section 2.3). In the classic
employer branding field, temporality has only been scarcely addressed and only in a more or less
taken for granted way. The general tendency towards constructing causal models that predict
employer brand equity (e.g. Cable & Turban, 2003; Chrisopher J. Collins, 2007) makes the
assumption that there are antecedents and outcomes, and thus implies a temporal relation, albeit of a
rather inconcrete nature. Another example of temporality in the classic employer branding field
pertains to the difference between employer brand image and employer reputation; the former is
transient, the latter is temporally stable (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016). Again this implies a sense of
temporality, without theorising the temporal assumption.
Adopting Schütz’s theory of meaning and intersubjectivity, on the other hand, brings temporality to
the fore (Chapter 3). Intersubjectivity as it was empirically demonstrated is an ongoing practical
accomplishment for all practical purposes, not the replication of an image inside the mind of the
Other. The analysis quite clearly showed that the notion of a stable, manageable employer brand
was therefore untenable in the realm of the we-relation in which the mentor and mentee share the
vivid present. However, one could argue that this critique misses the point, since employer brands
are defined as images of of the employer held by potential candidates (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016;
Theurer et al., 2016). From this position, it could be argued that storytellings result in a perception
that takes residence inside the mentee’s mind and that the process through which it arrived there is
unimportant; it is the perception not the process that counts. From a classic employer branding point
of view, this perception can then be uncovered by means of questionnaires. This proposition, as I
will show in the following, is equally untenable.
In section 2.3, I pointed out that in the classic employer branding literature, the notion of a
perception has been divorced from a theory meaning. It is assumed that perceptions of the
communicative efforts of the company are stored ‘as is’ in memory. To the extent that meaning is an
issue, it must necessarily be assumed that meaning is in the perception or in the stored information.
Based on my Schützian theory of meaning presented in section 3.1.2, I would argue that meaning is
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not something that resides in the perception or in information, rather meaning is in the act of turning
a reflective gaze to one’s lived experience (Schütz, 1967).
This begs the question of whether employer brands are ever ‘stabilised’ and whether an employer
brand can have ‘a meaning’ at all. The short answer is both yes and no, and I will turn to Schütz for
an explanation. The lived experience of the pre-hire mentoring conversation will be part of both
participants’ unique biographies as a common experience. Contrary to the assumption seemingly
made in the current employer branding field, my Schütz and Sacks-based theory of meaning argues
that the experience is not a ‘datum- objectively stored in the hard drive of the minds of the mentors
and mentees. Nor is it simply objectively restorable information. Instead, it becomes part of the
lived experience of both. Thus, the shared experience becomes part of both the mentor’s and
mentee’s “primary remembrance” (Schütz 1967, pp. 48-49).
However, primary remembrance is just as ongoing as the lived experience in the natural attitude and
must thus be exposed to a reflective gaze in order to be reproduced as a distinct meaningful event as
described in section 3.1.2. This reflective reproduction is called secondary remembrance by Schütz
following Husserl’s terminology (Schütz 1967, pp. 48-49). Therefore, meaning is stabilised, in a
sense, by the reflective attitude of reproduction (Schütz, 1950; 1967, pp. 45-57). However, no
reproduction is truly repeatable for two reasons. First, any act of reflection will take place from a
certain here-and-now context, and this context will have some bearing on the reproduction itself,
hence the term reproduction. Second, since reflection is carried out in a given here-and-now, it can
never be truly repeated, simply because we have ‘grown older’ in between reflective gazings
(Schütz 1967, pp. 45-57). In conclusion, meaning may be retrospectively stabilised but only in a
form of quasi-stability since the reflective gaze is shaped by the here-and-now context of the
individual doing the reflecting.
Summing up my discussion of employer brand co-creation and intersubjectivity, I would argue that
the information-perception assumptions supporting the classic employer branding literature is
untenable from the point of view of my intersubjective co-creation approach.

6.3 Co-creation and classic employer branding: Incommensurable paradigms?
A central theme throughout my dissertation has been the fundamental differences between classic
employer branding theory and the co-creation perspective. In chapter 2, I argued that the two rest on
are nestled within different scientific paradigms. In chapter 3, I introduced Schütz’s theories of
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meaning and intersubjectivity, and throughout the analysis I did Garfinkel-inspired re-specifications
of core concepts from the classic employer branding literature. And, until now in the present chapter
I have primarily highlighted how different the co-creation approach is from the classical literature.
In the remainder of this chapter, I am going to reconcile the two positions to the extent that I find
defensible.
To initiate this discussion, it is worth considering Kuhn’s (1962) notion of ‘phases’ in the
development of sciences. From Kuhn’s (1962) perspective, classic employer branding is at a stage
of producing ‘normal science’. Moreover, it has roots in a long tradition of cognitive psychology, a
field of science that has also developed into the stage of ‘normal science’ and whose basic
assumptions have been imported largely without alteration.
The current (post-)positivist employer brand literature is field of constructs and glosses that can be
measured. This is not problematic in itself, as long the theories, glosses, concepts and vocabulary in
general operate at the same level of abstraction. And in this regard it all ‘fits’. Through a reflexive
process, the field has accumulated a body of knowledge grounded in theories which demand certain
type of research problems to be posed, their ‘correct’ answers, and the correct methods for
producing these answers. The answers feed back into the theories in the way demanded by the
theories.
The co-creation perspective on employer branding is still ‘pre-scientific’. There are few studies
adopting it, and there are no settled methods and only partially shared assumptions. Even in the
more general field of branding, the co-creation approach has not yet reached the stage of normal
science, although the recent special issue in Journal of Business Research demonstrates that
progress is being made (von Wallpach, Voyer, et al., 2017).
Following the paradigm-enduced, fundamental differences highlighted throughout the dissertation,
one could wonder whether classic employer branding research and the co-creation approach can
have anything meaningful to say to each other; that is, are the paradigms at all commensurable?
First, it is worth bearing in mind that Kuhn’s (1962) notions of paradigm and scientific revolutions
are used to describe developments in the natural sciences, notably physics. The direct import of his
theory into the social sciences has been criticised because the social sciences have a long-standing
tradition for competing, coexisting paradigms informing one another (Percival, 1979). This is also
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one of the points made by Guba and Lincoln (1994). As noted by Storer (1979), outright warfare
between paradigms only emerges when scholars operating from seemingly mutually exclusive
assumptions insist on claiming supremacy in relation to the same phenomenon. With this point in
mind, the premise for addressing paradigm commensurability is that the investigated phenomenon is
the same. My position on the matter is that the classic employer branding literature and the cocreation approach do not address the same phenomenon. Even if both research ‘employer branding’,
the difference in underlying paradigms and scientific pedigree results in different constructions of
what employer branding is. Throughout my analysis, I have attempted clarify this by respecifying
(Garfinkel, 1967, 1996) the core concepts from classic employer branding research as
intersubjective accomplishments rather percepto-cognitive facts. In doing so, I have deliberately
acknowledged the fundamentally different assumptions supporting the paradigms as well as their
methodological and analytical ramifications.
In conclusion I make no claim as to the supremacy of either the classical or the co-creation approach
to employer branding. They serve different research interests and both can generate interesting
insights. On that note, I will round off the discussion by revisiting a quote from Sacks (1992a, p. 3)
“Basically what I have to sell is the sorts of work I can do. And I don’t have to sell its theoretical
underpinnings, its hopes for the future, its methodological elegance, its theoretical scope or
anything else. I have to sell what I can do, and the interestingness of my findings.”

6.4 Practical implications: three core teachables
Storytellings are occasioned, co-constructed activities. One cannot simply tell a story. They must be
made relevant and recognised as such by both parties in order to manifest as a story. In this section,
I will elaborate on the practical emplications of my study in terms of how it can inform practice.
Based on the CARM framework (Stokoe, 2011, 2013, 2014) I will base the discussion on a number
of teachables; that is, three specific, practical lessons that can be learnt from my collection of
stories.
Before diving into the practical implications pertaining to the telling of stories, a comment on the
content seems in order. In order to become a good storyteller, employer brand representatives need
stories to tell. Thus, it would be helpful for employer brand representatives to identify interesting
stories about the company and about themselves. However, as the analysis showed, the
interestingness of the story is cannot be determined beforehand.
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6.4.1 Occasioning the story
Storytellings are occasioned, co-constructed activities that deviate from the default turn-taking
system of ordinary conversation (Sacks, 1992a, pp. 222-228). They do not exist in a vacuum and
one cannot simply tell a story. A teller must account for the “occasionedness” of the story (Gail
Jefferson, 1978), in order to test the tellability of the story. In the CA community, this finding is of
course not news, but it is still important for both practitioners and the literature.
For practitioners engaged in employer brand encounters, the analysis showed at least two methods
for occasioning and pre-emptively test the tellability of the story. The first is the ‘story preface’,
which Sacks described as “an utterance that asks for the right to produce extended talk, and says that
the talk will be interesting, as well as doing other things” (Sacks, 1992a, p. 226). Simply put, you
ask for permission to continue talking for multiple turns and you test the interestingness or
telleability of the projected story up front. It is then up to the to-be recipient to give permission. The
story preface offers a range of advantages. First, it tests if the story is tellable and newsworthy.
Thereby it minimises the risk of telling the recipient something he/she knows beforehand or finds
disinteresting. Second, it ensures explicit recipient buy-in. This means that the roles of teller and
recipient are agreed upon up front, and thus that there is agreement on suspending the default turntaking procedures for the time being. Third, a story preface projects when the story has recognisably
come to an end by indicating the what the punchline is likely about. Finally, it can also indicate the
mode of the story; that is whether the story-about-to-be-produced is fun, sad, amazing and so on.
Thereby, a story preface can ease the initial post-punchline phase, the modality treatment (Kjærbeck
& Asmuss, 2005), by projecting the proper response.
Another method for prefacing a storytelling is to produce a shocking announcement pertaining to
the gist of the story. Announcements are supposed to be treated as tellable and newsworthy
(Schegloff, 2007), and therefore they premprtively test these features. An announcement can thus
make relevant a request for elaboration. Therefore, if the announcement is responded to with an
elaboration request, it can function as a get-go for a storytelling. On the other hand, if the
announcement is not treated with an elaboration request, it indicates that the story is not tellable at
the time being.
6.4.2 Punchline production
The production of the punchline is an essential, indeed constitutive, feature of storytelling-ininteraction. The mentors in my collection of stories made use of a number of methods for making
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the punchline recognisable as a punchline. However, as we saw in the analysis, one cannot look at
the punchline in a vacuum; it is always produced as punchline in relation to what came before.
Therefore, the occasionedness of the story, as described above, is also an important factor in
punchline production. It also stresses that the biggest risk associated with storytelling for the teller,
failing to produce as recognisable punchline, is something that to a certain extent can be mitigated.
One method for making the punchline recognisable as a punchline is to initiate the telling with a
compound TCU marker (Lerner, 1991), which projects a certain structure to the story. For instance
if a telling is initiated with a ‘When’ it projects either a ‘then’ or a ‘now’ depending on whether the
story is logically and temporally structured. Thereby, a recognisable structure is projectable from
the onset. It also informs the recipient that when the second part of the TCU is recognisably under
construction, the punchline is about to be produced. Thereby compound TCUs forwarn the
punchline. A similar purpose can be fulfilled by a first verb (Sacks, 1992a, p. 181). A first verb such
and ‘tried’ projects a second clause explicating the presumed failure.
First verbs and compound TCU markers are syntactical methods for making the punchline
recognisable as a punchline. But there are other methods pertaining to how the story is told. These
can be divided into phonetic and embodied means of marking elements of the ongoing talk as
relevant for the punchline, although they often work in tandem. One particular way of marking out
punchline relevant elements is by visibly and audibaly tapping something. This may be
accommodated by verbal emphasis of the elements in question. A verbal method could be to switch
pace. For instance, a punchline produced quickly in comparison to the prior might have the effect of
marking it due to ensuing, short silence (see section 5.4.3.1). This method probably works best
when used in combination with a compound TCU or first verb structure. Additionally, shifting gaze
away from the recipient during the telling and the shifting it back to the mentee when nearing the
completion of the punchline might help in making the punchline recogninsable because it marks a
speaker shift and mobilises a response (Rossano, 2013; Stivers & Rossano, 2010). Finally, the teller
can draw on material objects or the physical environment more generally to mark the punchline. For
instance, the using branding material, diplomas, awards etc. as both prompts for stories and
punchline supporters.

6.5 Limitations and critical remarks
I realise that a priori labelling the encounter an ‘employer brand encounter’ as well as referring to
the participants as “mentor” and “mentee” to some extent compromises the ethnomethodological
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basis of CA. Indeed, using the label ‘mentor’ without analysing what doing being a mentor actually
borders an essentialist assumption. My defence for doing so anyway is pragmatic. I wanted to start a
new conversation in the employer branding field, and in order to do so I had to ground my analysis
in vocabulary that is at least partially meaningful to the existing members of the field. The same
basic approach has been made in the vast CA literature on institutional encounters in which
institutional categories are frequently used as a priori labels (See e.g. Heritage & Clayman, 2010).
In a similar vein, I recognise that my categorisation of the stories was not entirely in line with the
CA principles. In particular, labelling the stories “growth stories” and “employer uniqueness
stories” are potentially problematic since these are my labels and not something mentors and the
mentee explicitly oriented to; rather they are labels imported from the employer branding literature.
I have however attempted to use members’ accountable orientations to the extent possible when
making these categories. Full transcripts can be found in appendices 2-18, and the reader is
encouraged to check whether the categorisations, I have imported, are warranted.
My study could also be criticised for not including data on the employer brand strategy of the
companies in question. While this criticism is partially understandable, it asks a fundamentally
different question than what I set out to investigate. My aim was never related to formal strategies or
the lack thereof, but to the practical accomplishment of employer brand co-creation in face-to-face
employer brand encounters. It would perhaps be interesting to analyse whether the employer brand
co-created locally in interaction corresponds to the intentions of the employer brand strategists,
should there be such people in the company in question. However, to assume that there must be a
strategy behind the interaction is just an assumption, and to the best of knowledge, it is poor one.

7 Conclusion and future research
The purpose of my dissertation has been to explore a new stream of research in the employer
branding field whose central topic is the communicative co-creation of employer brands in practice.
My explorations started with the research question What are the dominant, underlying assumptions
of the employer branding field? To answer this, I conducted a problematization of the current
employer branding field, concluding that the literature is predominantly situated in a post-positivt
paradigm that supports a transmission model of communication and a rather essentialist view of
identity. I also presented the co-creation approach as an alternative that could pave the way for a
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new stream of research guided by a fundamentally different set of assumptions rooted in a broadly
social constructionist paradigm supporting a transaction model of communication and a nonessentialist view of identity. I concluded that while the current employer branding field has come a
long way within the confines set by its underlying assumptions, there is a large potential for a new
stream of research in the field drawing on the co-creation approach.
The problematization chapter identified a barrier that needed to be overcome in order to proceed
empirically with the co-creation approach, namely the problem of intersubjectivity. The exploration
therefore continued with the research question How can we account for the problem of
intersubjectivity inherent in the co-creation approach to employer branding? By combining Alfred
Schütz’s phenomenology and Harvey Sacks’s Ethnomethodological Conversation Analysis, I came
up with a specific version of the co-creation approach to analyse face-to-face employer brand
encounters, which I called the intersubjective approach. This approach postulates that
intersubjectivity is a taken for granted condition of human experience in the natural attitude.
Intersubjectivity is conceived as a practical accomplishment comprised of turns at talk.
I used my intersubjective approach to investigate my empirical material which comprised video
recordings of the face-to-face employer brand encounter, ‘pre-hire mentoring’. Adopting this
approach meant that a number of core concepts from the classic employer branding literature had to
be respecifed from percepto-cognitive constructs to observable co-created phenomena. The
respecification had two major advantages. First, by doing so, I do not compromise the integrity of
the original constructs. Second, it emphasises the paradigm-bound nature of constructs and thus the
parallel nature of my research compared to what has been done in the literature so far.
The research question guiding my analysis was: What is the role of storytelling in employer brand
co-creation in face-to-face employer brand encounters? The short answer to this question is that
stories make exhibits of understanding and affiliation displays relevant on the part of the mentee.
This means that, if the story is successfully co-created, the mentee is in a position to demonstrate
that he/she has understood the point of the story and that he/she affiliates with the stance taken by
the mentor. Moreover, it seemed that mentors and mentees were able to co-create the seemingly
positive but dull instrumental attribute ‘organisational growth’ as a meaning-rich, impressive and
sometimes hazardous phenomenon through storytelling. It was also shown that employer uniqueness
stories were potentially effective but by no means a panacea. What constitutes something
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sufficiently unique to be tellable is not only decided by the mentor; it is negotiated with the mentee.
Finally, the analysis showed that the majority of the stories were about the mentor himself/herself.
Given the substantial role of personal storytelling in mentoring in general this makes sense. It also
underscores to the importance of rapport-building in face to face employer brand encounters.
Most importantly, the analysis showed that storytellings do a lot more than ‘getting the message
across’. In fact, as summarised in figure 5-1, the story recipient is an active part in co-creating the
story. While this is hardly a surprise to the CA community, it underlines how insufficient the
transmission model of communication that supports the current literature is.
Storytellings also turned out to be sites for identity negotiation. This was arguably most obvious in
the storytellings about the mentor during which mentor identity co-creations were rather evident.
But across the collection, the post-punchline sequence offered a space for the mentee to doing being
knowledgeable and competent in relation to the topic. Thus, storytellings put some interactional
pressure on the mentee due to the interactional affordances they offer. They are also risky for
mentors as storytellers since there is a risk of the story not being treated as a story. The fact that
storytellings are delicate activities was shown throughout the analysis, in particular in the amount of
the work both parties do to align on how the activity is progressing.
I hope my dissertation has demonstrated that a plurality of paradigms in employer branding research
allows for a richer understanding of the field. Hopefully, the future of employer branding research
will see the same influx of different approaches and paradigms that has been seen in both of the
field’s parent fields, marketing and human resource management. The recent develpoments in the
related fieds of employee branding (Brannan et al., 2011, 2015) and employer brand management
practices (Edlinger, 2015; Mölk & Auer, 2017) are interesting parallel developments which
indicates that the core employer branding field is opening up (Martin et al., 2011; Russell &
Brannan, 2016).
Morever, I hope I have paved the way methodologically for further analyses of face to face
employer branding encounters. Indeed, my analyses has shown the the co-creation approach to
employer branding is more than just an alternative the classical post positivist paradigm. The
analysis showed that participants to face-to-face employer brand encounters treat employer brand
characteristics and recruiter characteristics as co-created as well.
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Moreover, any face-to-face employer brand encounter can be subject to the intersubjective approach
I have proposed, whether site visits, job fairs or any other activity. The methodology therefore holds
potential for a rich body of future research into the practice of employer brand co-creation. As
demonstrated throughout the analysis, members’ methods are quite sophisticated, and there is a lot
that can be learned from them. Indeed, I would argue that the use of video-based methods holds a lot
promise for future investigations of face-to-face employer brand encounters whether drawing on CA
or other methodological approaches. The video-based study of employer brand encounters could
also be an interesting addition to the developing stream of internal employer brand management
practices (Edlinger, 2015; Mölk & Auer, 2017). Future studies could fruitfully combine the two in
order to investigate how employer brands are co-created both within the organisation as a
management practice and in boundary spanning activities that constitute encounters with future
employees.
My analysis zoomed in a storytelling in pre-hire mentorships, but there are a number of other
activities through which mentors and mentees co-create employer brands, all of which can be
collected and analysed in future research. A final remark that I must make concerns a deliberate
exclusion of a potential finding due to space limitations. The finding concerns how storytellings
often merge into what we might call ‘storiestellings’; that is, two or more recognisably separate
stories that build onto each to form a sort of meta-narrative. One example of this can be found in
appendix 3.3, and I briefly touched upon it in section 5.2.3.2. Here, the mentor draws on a metanarrative concerning her career moves, yet within this narrative there are a number of recognisable
stories each pertaining to her previous employers. These are followed by a short storytelling about
where the mentor lives and grew up (appendix 3.3.2), after which the mentee returns to a point made
by the mentor on leaders by initiating a story about herself. This prompts the mentor to produce
another story. Therefore, in cases such as this, it might make more sense to talk about storiestellings.
This is something that conversation analysts could investigate in the future, and I would imagine
that knowledge about how to co-creatively build stories on top of each other in a coherent narrative
would be of interest to the employer branding research field.
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Endnote 1

Transcription conventions: Multimodal
**

Each participant’s actions are delimited by the use of the same symbol.

*--->

Action described continues across subsequent lines.

---->*

Action described continues until the same symbol is reached.

>>--

Action described begins before the excerpt’s beginning.

…..

Action’s preparation

Fig

Refers to the point at which the screenshot is taken.

Transcription conventions: Verbal
(0.7)

Length of a pause in seconds.

(.)

Micro-pause.

=

A latching between utterances.

[]

Between adjacent lines of concurrent speech indicates overlap.

.hh

Inbreath.

hh

Outbreath.

-

Sharp cut-off.

:

Stretching of a word.

()

Unclear fragment.

°word°

Quiet utterance.

CAPITALS

Noticeably louder.

><

The talk in-between is quicker.

<>

The talk in-between is slower.
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↑↓

Rising or fall intonation.

Word Underline

Indicates speaker emphasis.
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